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FOREWORD

THE present volume of the sea] impressions from Wadi Daliyeh is the first of three
volumes presenting the written material and artifacts from that :::ite. Mary Joan Leith's

Pre-Alexandrine Samariaןmuch revised dissertation, Greek and Persian Imagery iI
Harvard Uni\'ersity 1990), \vritten under the super\,jsion of F. M, Cross, contains the(

.basi!:>for this volume
Professor Michael Coogan kindly read the v.,'hole \rolume and commented to the

.author on matters of content
n the basis of computerסThe volume was typeset in Jerusalem b}" Eva Ben David

files provided b}· the author and \vas copy-edited by Janice Karnis. Ariel Toy proofread
the bibliography and the bibliographical references. The camera-ready copy was

.produced by Sarah Presant-Collins. The prod1.1ction '\'\'as co-ordinated by Claire Pfann
Ve are grateful to the Oxford Universit)· Press for its professional production of the\

.manuscript and the plates
A!'i alw3)'s, we are ver}' much indebted to Gen. (ret.) .I\mir Drori, director of the

Israel Antiquities Authority (IAA), and the staff of the IAA for their substantial efforts
.on behalf of the publication of the Discoveries in t}le Jtldaean Desert series

The Qumran Project of the Oxford Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies is to be
thanked for its support for the typesetting of this volume and for the work of the

.international Dead Sea Scrolls Publication Project as a whole
This "'olume is dedicated to the presidents-past and present-of the Oxford Centre

and to the Administrator of the Qumran Project in gratittlde for their unfailing and
.enthusiastic support and encouragement in the publication of this series

EMANUELTOV

TOR-IN.CHiEFזED

Jerusalem

lI997ז,'Ap



PREFACE

oundation andJייJ WISH to express Iny gratitude first of all to the Helyn and Hess Kline
cn Judson. Their generous assistance was instrumental inרits representati,,·c, Stepl

bringing this project to fruition. I am also indebted to Stonehill College and its Academic
.Dean, Louis Manzo, for publication support

To thank all those friends and colleagues •••.•ho have helped me in this long-standing
project \VQuld be an impossible task; I can only hope that those whom I neglect here will

.forgive mc
the early stages of my ,"vork, I briefly visited John Boardman and Roger Moorey atחJ

the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford. These two scholars treated me, a stranger to them
.rt, with generosit)· and encouragement~and a neophyte in the "varld of glyptic

In jerusalem, I was made welcome at the Rockefeller Museum by Curator Joseph
Zias. Dr. Yaakov Meshorer, Chief Curator of the Israel Museum, freely provided me
v,rith photographs of the Israel Museum's bullae from the Hecht Collection. From the
Reuben and Edith Hecht Museum of the University of Haifa I received information
about the bullae in their collection. The photographs of the bullae themselves, without

s ago in jerusalemזwhich my work would have been impossible, were made many yea
.by Mr. Albina. Nancy Lapp shared with me her own Wadi Daliyeh photographs. Prof

Albert Henrichs imparted numerous arcane bibliographical references from his rich store
.of knowledge and a dose of caution •.vhen my fancy tried to lead me too far astray

At the production level, the talented Cathy Alexander cleaned up my drawings. Claire
Pfann's questions and guidance kept me on my toes, and I am the happy beneficiary of
the meticulous copy-editing of janice Karnis. My debt to Emanuel Tov, who knows we1l

,how much I o,ve to his patience and editorial advice, is immeasurable
I have been privi1eged to work with four remarkable scholars and equally special

,human beings. Miranda Marvin taught me never blindly to accept received wisdom
but to keep an open and questioning mind. David Mitten was always forthcoming with
his wide-ranging knowledge of Greek archaeology and respect for English grammar. My
colleague and friend Michael Coogan spent dozens of hours combing through the

.manuscript as it neared completion, providing criticism of the most constructive kind
,every level enhanced the coherence of the narrativeחסHis scrupu]ous attention to detail

the accuracy of the data, and usefulness of this volume, And finally, ever since my
,sophomore year when I took his introductory Old Testarnent course, Frank M, Cross

j r, has nurtured my fascination with the Ancient Near East and taught me how to begin
,to fathom its mysteries. Not ]east, he introduced me to the Wadi Daliyeh bullae

To all these beneficient daimones lowe my gratitude, The deficiencies of this volume
.are my own and should not be laid at anyone else's door

My mother. Dr. Barbara Peters Winn, and my father, Wil]iam E. Winn. have always
shown me by their example how being an eternal student gives life its zest. Finally, I
thank my husband, Rob, for almost twenty-one years now of constant love and joyous

.companionship

MARY JOAN WINN LEITH
A.pn·[ 1997
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INTRODUCTION

gs originally affixed to legal documents ofחTHE Wadi Daliyeh bullae are the cIa)' seali
s. These documents, composed in the officialגןpapyrחסthe fourth century BeE written

theחup and sealed i\.\.'חAramaic of the Achaernenid Persian Empire, were dra
cial capital cit}· of Samaria (in the central hill country of Palestine), hence theirךprovil

designation as the 'Samaria Papyri',! This is a catalogue and analysis of the legible
sealings ('bullae' or 'seal impressions') and two gold seal rings, purchased first

November 1962 and Augustחindirectly. then directly from the Tacamireh Bedouin i
1963.2 A hoard of approximately forty additional bullae apparently from the same

1992.3corpus was published in

The Discovery and Recognition oj the Wadi Daliyeh Bullae

ireh Bedouin discovered the Dead Sea Scrolls, the discovery changedזWhen the Ta<:"a
their lives; it was only natural to dream of finding yet more 'treasure' in yet more

,"caves. As excavator P. Lapp reports in his account of the Wadi D!iliyeh excavations

lי:.I Unless otherwise spe<::ified,all dates jn antiquity are He

'2 Most of the bulJac a•.e stored in the Rockefeller Museum, ].:.rusalem; a few, including \'VD 22 (the 'Sanballat
sealing), are in the Israel Museum. The latter group could not be examined. Go]d rings A and B are currently

•tl.ry Project: Lists Dj D"cumenly. Photographs Qnd MI4.ffflm Platesemissing; see S. A. Reed, Dead Sea Scroll l",v
.6)1991,FaSC1'cle 12. Wadi ed Daliyeh (Claremont. CA: Ancient Biblical Manuscript Center

WD 22, the palaeo-Heb •.ew 'Sanballat' sealing (attached to Samaria Papyrus 16), is discussed by the present
editor only in passing. It was published by Cross in 'Papyri of the Fourth Century B.C. from Daliyeh', New

34-., NY, 1969) 47, figs~C. Greenfield (Garden Ciנ.N. F•.eedman andמ..in Biblical Archaeology, cdsוDirec!w
the Wiidi ed-Duliyeh (DWD), eds. P. LappמntJs i~5, and in 'The Papyri and their Histo •.ical Implications', Disc(Jv

,'and N. Lapp, AASOR XLI (1974) 18, p161
.62ecovered from the ASOR excavations were published by Cross in 'Papyri', 28, pl•יTwo barely legible bl,llls

They were unavailable for ;n'5pection in the Rockefeller MU'5eum, and their photograph'5 allow only a tentative
cated or inaccessible, tbe catalogue entry is basedסinterp •.elation. In the case of a few other bullae which were unl

.solely on photographs. and so noted in the entry

22 ('Sanballat') and the two excavated bullae, Cro". published thirteen of the purchasedמWסIn addition t
,Bמ.ווwמ24-6, WD 12, WD 14, wמוןlOA, W4מ, w3מA, wמbullae (Cros!i, 'Papy •.i', 28-9, pI!!62-3): W

illustrated in Cross, 'Diliyeh', illus. 37-9; all are14ס and \'VD 2S Rre als4מ, w51מ; w46מ and W42מ, wמw
.included in this catalogue

,f Sama •.ia', Michmanim 6 (Hecht Museum3ס E, Stern, 'A Hoard of Persian Period Bullae frQm the Vicinity
)nd are now divided between the Hecht Museum (Haifa UniversityIHaifa, 1992). They were bought by R. Hecht

erusalem. Photoliraphs of five of the Hechl bullae published in Stem/Hecht, 'Hoard' andנ,and the Israel Mus.eum
jr8וlhוY. Mcaho •.er and Sh. Qcdar, The Coinagtt oj Samon'a in the Ft:1U,.thCמone in private hands are included i

nfieldcorpus was published in
lae is designated the 'Hecht Group' in thisןגןinitially published by Stern in Stern/Hecht, 'Hoard'. This group of b

.catalogue

ewishנpects of Samaritan and~P. Lapp, 'An Account of the DiliCovery', DK'D, 1. cr. also F. M. Cro5s, 'A•
45-'.aliyeh1-11:מי and CroS!>'sderniled analysC$59)1966(2סnil5ticTimes', HTR~ian and Hell~History in Late Per

DWD, 57-9. See also F. M. Cross, 'The Historical Importance of the Samaria.69; 'Papyri', 17-29, and 'COin5

mailto:nfield
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those Tatamirch who were still living as Bedouin in the dry \vinter of 1961/2 had
y around Khirbetחtravelled farther north than usual and by February had camped chie

Fasayil, fifteen miles up the Jordan Valley rift from Jericho. A few tents were pitched
along the Wadi Daliyeh, five miles to the west. Naturally, enterprising Bedouin
investigated the caves in the heart of the wadi. According to Lapp's reconstruction of
the course of events, the Samaria Papyri were found by a hunting party of seven men
at the back of the main corridor of a cave which they called Mugharet )Abu Shinjeh

Cave of the Father of the Dagger'). One of the men had spotted a gold ring and 'the('
hunt was on',s They pillaged through bat dung, ancient garments and mats, as well as
the bones of over 200 men, women and children, in their search for the gold they
expected to find. Then someone noticed that pieces of the matting had writing on

,them
Upon le3rning that such 'm3tting' \vas actually fragmentar}' papyrus documents that

could be worth sOlnething, the hunters returned to the cave for a more systematic
exploration, The)' \vere rewarded with portions of a number of fragmentary papyrus
scrolls. Most of these quickly found their \vay into the hands of Khalil Jskander

6,'Shahin, known as 'Kanda', the 'notorious middle man for the Dead Sea Scrolls
By April of 1962, a sample of the papyri came to the attention in Jerusalem of Pere

R. de Vaux of the Ecole Biblique and Y. Saad, Curator of the Palestine (now
Rockefeller) Archaeological Museum; they in turn showed the piece of 'worrn.-eaten

to P. Lapp at the American School of'ךpapyrus with Aramaic written on both sides
Oriental Research. Overnight, Lapp studied the script and the next day suggested that
its palaeography dated to c.37S. The text, he said, seemed to mention Samaria and

.relate to a military administration
A fund had only recently been established within the American Schools of Oriental

8.Research to purchase publication rights to manuscripts such as the Samaria Papyri
Frank Cross, as chairman of the administering committee, t1ev.' to Jerusalem and
entered into negotiations to purchase the papyri. On November 19, Cross was able to

II of the badly broken and worm-eaten papyrus documents he was offered as~purchase
]rus)י'well as some associated finds.9 Cross's purchase consisted of 'many . , , [pap

fragments, some small rolls of papyrus, one still sealed with seven sealings, D. collection
10,'of several dozen seatings bearing distinct Persian and Greek figures, and a few coins

and the two gold seal rings.11 Lacking further funding, he was obliged to forego the

3S B.C.E. foundבPapyri', BAR 4 (1978) 25-7; F. M. Cro"8, 'Samaria PapyrulI 1: An Aramaic Slave Conveyance: of
~:um"the Sam.ri_ Papyri', CONg'/'II'JSVחin the Widi ed-DiiJiyeh', E'/'IJ'/' 18 (1985) 7·-17·; F. M. Cross, 'A Re:porl u

.17-26)1988(tum 40, cd. J. A. Emerton!mחmr~Jt'/'uta/em 1986, Suppi,,,,,,,,'s 10 Vrtw T
.3,5 Lapp, 'Account', DWD

.4.6 Lapp, 'Account', DWD

.5,7 Lapp, 'Account', DWD

,.lrch~8Thi •. was the D,ad Sea Scrolls Fund of the American Schools of Oriental RC
.elזhrka to the genero •.ity of E. Hay Bו\I And th

,5,111Lapp, 'Account', DWD

.51',Croa., 'Diliyehןl
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acquisition of a significant amount of jewellery and coins.12 Later, in August of 1963, a
new, but small, collection of fragments and sealings was also purchased, this time from
the middleman of the Ta(amireh tribesmen.]) A total of 128 clay seaJings were

~1.recovered by these purchases and in the subsequent excavations
The Samaria Papyri are 'the last remnants of a very large corpus of [Aramaic] legal

and adrninistrati"e documents'. IS Indeed, they are 'the first legal papyri of ancient date
,found in Palestine'.]f, All were apparently written in the province or city of Samaria

the only place name found in any of the documents.]7 Among the many fragments or
groups of fragments, Cross isolated eighteen discrete documents with the possibilit), of
nine more; the majority-seventeen-re\;ord slave sales.ls None seems to relate to the
official bureaucracy of the Persian province or to communications between the local
Samarian rulers and their satrapal superiors, Persian military authorities, or the Persian

.court
Of the greatest importance are the date formulae preserved on many of the papyri

keyed to the Persian kings' regnal years, Most of the documents come from the reign
,22.of King Artaxerxes III (Ochus) (358-337), but the earliest dated papyrus, frg

belongs bet, •••een the thirtieth and fortieth year of King Artaxerxes II (Memnon), that'
,Papyrus 1 carries the latest recorded date.'.ו;יוis, between 375 and 365 B,C.E
)corresponding to March 19, 335, year two of the usurper King Artaxerxes IV (Arses

and the succession year of Darius III (Codornannus), on the eve of Alexander's
conquest in 332.20 The latest coin-a Tyrian issue--cornes from 334: the fifteenth year

dateeof Azemilkos of Tyre.21 Thus the papyri and the bullae which sealed th

12Cross, personal communication; cf. 'Report', 17, and 'Diliyeh', S4 n. 10. The coins, which made their way
to the antiquities trade, are known Qn the market as the 'Nablus Hoard' (cf. IGCH no. 1504, to be published byמi

Introductiun
briefly and to record many of their inscriptions. His notes tally with the legends on the 'Nablus Hoard' coin.!!which
have since appeared (the pre8ent editor is indebted to S. Hurter for her generous assistance with information about

).the Nablus Hoard
Meshorer-Qedar, Coina,ge of Samaria, recently published many Samaria" coin.!! from the Nablu3 Hoard now in

scattered private collections, as well as all of a second coin hoard ('the Samaria Hoard') with numerous Samarian
,dspot as the Nablus Hoardחissues. F. Cross (personal communication) suspects this 'hoard' comes from the same fi

PeriodחewUh Coinage, vol. I: The Per:!Abu Shinjeh Cave. Sec also Y. Meshorer, Ancienכnamely Ihe Mughirel
.:31-2)1982,throu&h Hasnwnacotls (Dix Hills

.Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage of Samaria, 65 .::onlains one photograph of jewellery found with the Samaria Hoard
.51.Diliyeh', p'וs,13Cr05

.19.14 CroA, 'Pllpyri', p

IS Cross, 'Diliyeh', 46; there may originally have been over one hundred docwnenls in the cave, mQ1itof which
).51.were probably devoured by worms (p

.7•',16Cross, 'Samaria Pupyrus I

,Cross,ין•7. 'Samaria Papyrusדן

e Salest18Cross, 'Samaria Papyrus I', ·7 and D. M. Gropp, The Samaria Papyri from Wad1· Duliyeh, The Sl
.ity, 1986) viinPh.D. dissertation, Harvard Unive(

,19CroSII,יו•10. 'Diliye:h', 48; cr. also 'Samaria Papyrus

2QCross, 'Samaria Papyrus 1', 810. Because Artaxen:cs IV died in his second regnal year, Papyrus I actually
.l, year one of DariulI III (Codomannus), the las[ Achaemenid ruler~second dale formula as weוbears

.5:3-6',21Cross, 'Dii.liyeh
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between 375 and not long after 334, solidI)' within the middle third of the fourth
.century

The contents of the papyri suggcst that the persons who applied their seals to these
legal documents were wealthy citizens of Samaria who adminigtered thc city and
province for their Persian overlords. While 'a sizable number' of foreign names reflect
the mixed population of Samaria in thc mid-fourth century, the majority of theophoric
elements in the names are Yahwistic, implying continued veneration of the God of

Israelגג.
Without a good archaeological context, the coins, papyri and seaIings (few still

attached to their documents) had only limited scholarly value. As part of the purchase
the Ta<:amireh to be Mugharetיכagreement, the location of the findspot was revealed b

Abu Shinjeh. ]n January 1963, the American Schools of Oriental Research launched'
an arduous vI,'inter excavation, directc(1 by P. Lapp; a second season's \vork took place
in February of the following year. The excavators concentrated on two caves perched
precariously in c)iffs along the Wadi Daliyeh: Mugharet 'Abu Shinjeh (the cave of the
papyri) and, nearby, <:Araq en-Nacsaneh, which proved to have Middle Bronze J and

Romanנג. Second Revolt (c.135 CE) occupation
the excavators found theirו,On the third day of excavation in Mugharet 'Abu Shinjcl

first papyrus fragments, confirming that this \\'as indeed the site of the manuscript
-finds.2

• In areas with undisturbed stratigraphy, the pottery horizon was so)idly mid
5 Among other items, both the disturbed and undisturbed areas yielded.גfourth century

cloth (some embroidered), matting, date and olive pits, balsa nuts, beads, a comb, and
26.heaps of human bones, including the skulls of thirty-one males and sixteen females

human.2ך skeletons lying in the cave30סamireh, however, had told of some~The Ta
Cross has reconstructed the probable sequence of events which brought so many

Abu Shinjeh and their deaths.28 After capturing Tyre late inכSamarians to Mugharet
332, Alexander proceeded immediately to Egypt. According to Josephus, the Samarians

domite), KemoI (Molbile), Ba.t (Canaanitel(22:-ז Cross, 'Dilliyeh', 52, Cross lists tIlt" divine names Q,sr
Phoenician), Nabii (Baby!onian) and Sahor (Aramaic:), For Isis (Egyptian) sce Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 118 (Papyrus

).8.12

23 DWD is the final report on the two seasons of excavation und",r the direction of P. Lapp. Preliminary accounts
aflologi.ft(נ 26 (I96Jof the exc:avations include, F. M. Cross, 'The Discovery of the Samarill Papyri', Biblical Arc

fJloRY XV[ (1963) 204-6. Individual campaign preliminaryיtJJ110-21 and P. W, Lapp, 'The Samaria Papyri', Arc

,1-4tr, Fehruary I, 1963 and Marchז.fltlfreports were published in the American Schools of Oriental Research N
.1964

4 P. Lapp, 'The CIIV&,:Clearances', DWD, 8. Lapp (p. 11) also reports that one of the Ta'amireh told him of•

findin!{ five Bilver coins in a ,pecif!c patt of the cave; the description matched the coins offered for sale with the
Samsria Papyri. Cf. Cross, 'Diliyeh' p. SO, which notes that, while none of the papyri from the excavation joined

doubt that the original provenience of the main totםחe date and 'left:any purchased frasmentB, all were of the
.9,had been found'. Cf. _110 p, 53 n

.N. Lapp, 'The Late Persian Pottery', DWD, ]()-3Z~2

.89,6 W. M. Krolman, 'Cranial Mllterial', DWDג

writes that 'perhaps two hundred men, women lind children lostsIn 'Diliyeh', p. 50, ero1.ן,LIIPP, 'Clive', S2ו
',their livelat Di.liyeh

,57-8',28Cross, 'Diliyeh



Introduction

at first welcomed Alexander's annexation of Palestine.2Q Curtius, however, reports that
as soon as Alexander left for Egypt and his strange encounter with the oracle of
Ammon, the Samarians burned alive Alexander's prefect in Syria.3n This was clearly an
act of rebellion. According to Curtius, Alexander took vengeance on the Samarian
rebels, Other late sources tell of his destroying Samaria or settling it '\vith
Macedonians,31 Cross writes:

ria who were implicated in the rebellious acts that led to the prefect's death~The ICHders in Sam
fled Samaria on Icarning of Alexander's rapid march on the city'. Presumably they followed the
main rUlid down the Wadi Farah into the wilderness, and found temporary refugc in the \Vadi

ilies, fairly well supplied with food. 1.'heir origin~nר.Daliyeh cave. A great number fled, whole f
and status are we}1 attested by their seals and their legal documcnts. They \vere discovered in

assiduous search or, more likely, throughכ:their hiding place by the Macedonians, either b
theirנ.2 fellows who remained in Samaria, und mercilessly slaughtered to a manיכbetrayal b

The Persian Period and Samaria

From 539 to 332, Samaria and the rest of Syria-Palestine including coastal Phoenicia
ahd Cyprus belonged to the fifth satrapy-called Abar Nahara-or the Achaernenid
Persian Empire.33 The Achaernenid po]itical policy of self-interested .laissez jaire largely

ng forms, toוenabled subject communities to operate within their traditional govern
decide local religious issues and to regulate their own membership; satraps (Persian
viceroys) concentrated on effective taxation (i.e. trib'ute), and foreign and military

.11.297-345.29 ANt

.4.8.9-10.Altu:~י.OQ. Curtiu8 Rufus, Hiב

,Cross.2.ן 'Diliyeh', 57 nוב

2 Cross, 'Diliyeh', 58. Cross mentions a theo'ry of P. Lapp (cr. Lapp, 'Cave', DWD, 8) that the refugees hadב
.been suffocated by a firl:'built at the mouth of the cave by their pursuers

ever:al timesבlt to ascertain; they also seem to have shiftedוThe precise boundaries of this province arc diffiבב

e (New York: 1983) 81, 173-6, and~CJnEmpieעזover the two centuries of Persian control. Sec J. M. Cook, The P
;78-9•E. Stern, 'The Pen;ian Empire and the Politicaland Social History of Palestine in the Persian Period', CHY I

.205)1990,a Xuxes leT (Parisapiye ut:hhnhiide de Cyrus Ie Gy'nתtltTapies duJlS l~0 T. Petit, Satrapes et8,,ן

The essential source for the: archaeological record of the: Persian period in Palestine (a neglected era even in
,the PeTsian PeTiodמMtltnial Culture of the Land oj the Bible i~recent archaeological handbooks) is E. Stern, Th
538-332מ B.C. (Jerusalem, 1982). See Stern's sUmmary articles in CHJ !. Note also H. Weippert, Paliistina i

bueh deT ATehaalagie, VOTdeTas1enII, Band I (Munich. 1988) 682-718 with additionalוti$chey Zeit, Ha~je1J0TheU
.,numismatic notes by L. Mildenberg, 721-8, and E. M. Yamauchi, Persia and the Bible (Grand Rapids, Mich

.1990). Standard histories of ancient Israel also cover the Persian period
.For general histories of the period which make use of both the Greek and non-Greek sources, see Cheater G

Starr's important 'Greeks and Persians in the Fourth Century B.C. (Part 1)', !Tanica Antiquo 11 (1975) ]9-99, and
).1983•977) 49-115, and S. Hornblower, The Greek WQTld, 479-323 BC (New York(12ןPart 2', lTomea Antiqua'

);1948,Olmstead, HirtoTY oj the Perrian EmpiTe (Chicagoז..For histories of the Achaemenid period, see A
,iaN Pen'ods, (CambridgeeaNd Ar:haגיCJn,11 (CHI /1).' The Media~Yy Qj IkI. Gershevitch, ed., The Cambridge His

111/chajttAlteTtlmU-wiss~1985); Cook, PlJTsian EmpiTe; R. N. Frye, 'History of Ancient Iran', Htlndbuch d
Il !Tom thlJ Origi7l$ to AleXaNder the GYeat (London, 1964). The journalעMunich, 1984); R. Ghirshman, Pn'(

.Ar:homumid Hirto,.y is also an important source

Elayi's _riesנ.Articles on the Phoenicians in.this period have appeared regularly in Studill Ph_ida. See also
).of books and articles (see below
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4 Herodotus brings to life this age when foreigners tra'o'elled regularly to the.כmatters
restern regions of the Persian Empire, the era of Athens' clashes ,",rith Darius and,",

,Xerxes, when Greek mercenaries ser\'ed the highest bidder-Greek, Egyptian, Sicilian
s Among the artisans at both Pasargadae and.כCarthaginian, Cypriot or Persian

Persepolis in the Persian heartland were Egyptians and Ionian Greeks.36 ]n the late
fifth century, the devastations of the Peloponnesian War forced artists on the Greek
mainland (many of whom had previously come there from Ionia) to migrate west to
Magna Graecia and Sicily, east to the tlrban Greek and Persian regions of coastal Asia

?3.Minor, and south to Phoenicia
Throughout the Persian period, the seafaring Phoenicians \vere technically Persian

.subjects providing their overlords with ships and sailors for the Persian navy
J-Iowever, they also prospered mightily by their own extensive commercial relations

ith the Mediterranean world.3s Phoenicia proper, as well as important southern\"ז

IJevantine coastal cities such as Dor, Joppa, and Ashkelon, and settlements occupied or
administered by Sidon and TyreJ9 must surely have been Samaria's window onto the
larger world, just as a half-millennium before, Phoenician artisans were called upon to

.build the palace an(l temple of King Solomon
Economically, in the eastern Mediterranean, particularly Phoenicia and the cities of

Asia Minor, the fourth century was a time of marked prosperity. Starr points out that
the large fourth-century hoards of Cilician and other coins found in areas along the
southern coast of Asia Minor often contain Phoenician and C)rpriot issues, a good

ids and Estpblishment or their Empire', ("'HI II, 271fr .. andחhaeme34ז j. M. Cook, 'The Rise or the A
rin the Athenioתhaemcnid Empirc', Coinage and Admi,.js!rutivזAזChristopher Tuplin, 'The Administration of th
,ek World~Jso Hornblower, Grג.e, ed. (BAR International Series 343; 1987) 111. crזrsiaTIEmpirrs, I. Carradi~and l'

•S1·mנand pO1982,72(7ד, and Hornblower's far-ranging f\:foUSQlw (OXford
es, Fonctionnementנjigurl: rl:ligjeuנAmong others, P. Briant in his 'Polytheismcs et empire uniraire', Les grande

pratique et s}·mholique dan, ['antiqujte (Besanfon 2.'i-26 atl,jj 1985) (Paris, 1986) 425-43, and M. C. Root in 'From
.Egyptathe Art of the Western Enlpire', Achaemenid Histo,y VI: Asia MinOTחisms iathe l-feart: Powerful Persi

burg (Leiden, 1991) 1-29, argue that Persia'sחEmpire, eds. A. Kuhrt and H. Sancisi.WeerdeיOld Cultures j" a N
.ce or passivityזby no .means a sign of imperial indiffere~[ai,SlZ fai,e attitude w~ourfa

,ian manufacture or style rarely come to liRht in Syria-Palestine (Stern, Matn-iat Crdturt!:Object!! clearly of Per
O Persian gold Darics and only a few other types of Persian imperial coins have been found in236-7,ן). So fllr

).29,s', CRY Iזe (U. Rappaport, 'NumismatiזPplesti

the Persian Period',:JANESCU 12 (1980) 18, notes the Phoenician use ofחian Cities i35זj. Elayi, 'The Phoeni
)268.CuJtuJte (157, figrןנtl!Jtirtury (via Diodorul 16.41.4---6). Stern, Mחeזmercenllrjes in the first ha1f of the fourth

d underwaterחed to mercenaries of the fiflh-fourth centuries, fou(k helmetl, which presumably beJonיs Greתtioחme
.off the coast$oof Ashdod and Aahkelon

,at PasaJtlladoe: Studil:5 in Old Ptrsiata ArchitecruJte (Uppsala, 1970) and M. Roaf6נ C. Nylander, lo ••ian]
57.',1983). For additional references .ee alllOStarr, 'Greekח,lptQJttat Pnstpolit, Iran 21 (LondQ~Sculpture and S
',It Persepolia in 'The Perlcpolis Perplexיf1uencחlIlive focus on Greek i19"י::ז:ונ. M. C. Root cautions against an eח.

.8-11)1980,t, ed. D. Schmllndt-Be ••erat (MalibuזAnci/fflt Persia: The A" of an E".pi

,nini(t world, see C. Z.cca1חr.World, 171. On the subject of artillts' mobility in thll! ancieז,,blower, G7ח Hor'
rns of Mobility .mons Ancient Nellr EAstern Craftsmen', :!NES 42 (1983) 245-64, lind T. S. Kawami. 'GreekיPatl'

.259-67)1986(90epolis', AJAחArt and Persian Ta,le: Some Animal ScUlptures from Pe

.225-37)1987(5Studio Phomjciaeיח,nde egeםIe mוien8 danזII Cf. A. M. Bisi, 'Alelier. pheniנ

04; the n:levant41ן)982(וtudie. in Phoenician Geography durinll the Persian Period', ,NES~9 j. Elayi, ''
ient source IS the P"iplu1 of Pleudo.Scylax (lee K. Galling, 'Die syri.ch-paliatini,che Kiiate n8ch derזIIn

6Paliistiן)1938(66-96.( ••a_Vp"ru'ינ=~tlch'ift d •• Dru~Beachreibunl bei Pleudo.Skylu:', Z
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Starr."'םillustration of the connection between these areas and south coastal Asia Minor
:further writes that

it would seem evident that Persian rule did not seriously impede the great progress v,'hich is
e\'ident in the coinage and physical remain!> of the era. Internal stability and the evolution of
trading activity had produced II situation in which marked advance could occur,"'1

Under the Achaemenian Persians, the city ()f· Samaria \vas the capital of an
2 Bet,veen 375 and 335, the period,..ןalso called Samaria(מרינה),administrative province

of the Samaria Papyri, thc Persians engaged in repeated attempts to regain control of
ching point."'] How much theחEgypt using the Syro-Palestinian coast as the lau

'as~Satraps' Revolt of 366-360 affected Palestine is a matter of dispute;"'''' Sidon
apparently sympathetic to the rebels, but how deeply Samaria and JUdah were

,involved, if at all, is unclear, A decade later (around 350) Tennes, the king of Sidon
appears to ha,'e led a revolt against the Persians, a rebellion which was finally put

45.down in 345 when Artaxerxes III sacked Sidon
Withחן a dearth of both biblical and extrabiblical references to Judah and Samaria

the fourth century, it is difficult to determine how much of a role they played in these
struggles between Egypt, Persia, and Phoenicia. Samaria and Judah are absent from

.ancient listings of participants in either the Satraps' Revo1t or the Tennes Rebellion
Stern has pointed to the apparent stability of the Sarnarian ruling house (the Sanballat

the continuous warfareחfamily) as a sign that 'these provinces did not suffer damage i
'.%that took place in the coastal plain throughout the century

.96',1'I°Starr, 'Greeks,Part

,'II Starr, 'Greeks, Part 1',87. This prosperity led nevertheless to a di\!astrous attempt at independenee by Sidon
.in the mid_fourth century

the Persian period. See N. Avigsd, Bullae and Seals !ram a12'חThere is much debate over the status of Judaea i
82-6; E. Stern, 'N.,w Evidence on the Administrativeית,Posl-E:r:ilic :Judea" Archive, Qtdem 4 (1976); Stern, 'PersiIl

.Division of Palestine in the Persian Period', Achatm1.enid History TV; Centre and Periphery, cds. A. Kuhrt and H
id Tmperial Adminislratian in Syria-Palestine and theeSancisi-Weerdenburg (1990) 221-6, and K. Hoglund, Acha

.69-96)1992,tIIחtmliah (AtlaYMissions oj Ezra and N

For discussion\! of the Persian period in Palestine which take Samaria more fully into account, see
uestot Palestine jrom the Palaeolithic Period to Alexander's CeG. W. Ahlstrom's idiosyncratic History oj Anci

Sheffield, 1993) chap. 21; F. M. Cross, Jr., 'Samaria and Jerusalem: the ERrly Hiatory of the Samaritans and their(
.edויויהcבIלםל,(הה'"כRelations with the Jews' (Hebrew), The Rt!stQration - 'The Persian Period (in the series

af Shaped tm Old Testanumt"lJH. Tadmor (Jeru\!Rlem, 1983) 148-58, and M. Smith, Pa[ertinian Parties and Politics t
,he book of Chronicles' positive attitude toward the North: H. WilliamsonזNew York, 1987). See also studies of(

rrmicles (Cambridge [UK], 1977); R. Braun, 'A Reconsideration or the' Chronicler's AttitudeJisrael in the Books a! C
toward the North', JBL 96 (1977) 59-62; S. Iaphet, 'Conquest and Settlement in Chronicles', .1BL 98 (1979) 20S-

.18

.343Attempts were made in 375, 350/1, 343. The Persians were successful inב'I

.'.'1'1R. A. Moysey, '<?bservations on the numismatic evidence relating to the great satrapal revoit of 362/1 H.C
.136-7)1989(91tudlS an,immes~desR

45 See D. Barag, 'The Effects of the Tennes Rebellion on Palestine', BASOR 183 (1966) 6-12. However, the
destruction levels assigned by Harag to the Tenncs Rebellion cannot be daled to any specific period in the fourth

.tury or ascribed to any specific conquering powerc
.77',46Stern, 'Persian
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In the provincial capital of Samaria, patrician Sarn.arian families governed essentially
as officials of the [)ersian administration.'47 During the fifth and fourth centuries, the
office of governor appears to }lave been dynastic, belonging to the Sanballat family
which remained in control until the beginning of the Hellenistic era.48 Most renowned

22) which("סזי'among the bullae from the Wadi Daliyeh is the 'Sanballat sealing
aC]yahu son of [San]ballat, Governor of~reads jn palaeo-Hebrew '[Belonging to Ye

49).358-338(Samaria' and dates to the early reign of Artaxerxes III
The Sanballat of this sealing (Sanballat II. in Cross's reconstruction) \vas probably

the grandson of the first Sanballat (Sanballat [) to rule as governor of Samaria.SI) The
nters in the second half of the fifthןDible describes in some detail the troubled enCOl

century between Sanballat I and his southern counterpart, Nehemiah, the Governor of
Judah (Neh 4:1-7 [Eng.]; 6:1-14). In spite of the foreign family name, the Sanballats
appear to have been YH\VH worshippers; prominent members of the Sanballat family

.bore such Yahwistic names as Yeshayahu, Delaiah, anti Shemaiah
reaucrats posted toןThus far there is no evidence of Persian military authorities or bl

the province of Samaria. No officials bearing Persian names are mentioned either in
the fourth-century Samaria Papyri!1 or, earlier, in the letters sent in the fifth century to
Samaria from the Jewish colony at Elephantine in Upper Egypt, Aside from the royal
names Artaxerxes and Darius, Cross identified only three names with Persian elements

52.in the Samaria Papyri
Even in a cultural hinterland like Samaria, the internationalist atmosphere of the

Persian period may well have influenced one's choice of seal and seal t)·pe. Behind the
the seals of these wealthyחסremarkably varied Greek and Persian imagery displayed

doubt the subtlyסSamarians and their non-Samarian business partners there \vere n
compelling factors of prestige and/or 'cultural receptivity'.53 Evidence both from

pirc indicates that high satrapal officialsןPersepolis and from the western Persian EI
and influential underlings such as local dynasts or large landowners shared a liking for
Greek art.54 In the great Anatolian satrapy whose capital was Sardis. Greek-style

.Stern,·ןו81. 'p.,rsi34ו

.58-63',48 Cross. 'Daliyeh

'.22 hag been sufficiently publish.,d elsewhere. See Cross, 'Diiliyeh', 47. fiRS. 34-5 arid Cross, 'Papyri49מ W
.5pI61. The s.,aling was found affixed to Papyrus

).4-18]1975[9+of the Judean Restoration',:!BLחin 'A ReconstructloחO See CrOSIi, 'Aspects' (revised ver8io~
',See al,o ABD, s.v. 'Sanhallat

.51CrO$$, personal communication

Bagabart). 1m (which mllY have the same(52ככבדתCr08S (per90np] cummunication) reports that the nam.,8 are
The IlItterן).YahubagaI(5'חבבה and 6), aridipresumed Iranian background as th., name Tlltterlll.Y fouTld in E2r

.name. which m.,an8 'YHWH is God', probably belonged to an adhereTlt of th., Isr8elit., cult of YHWH

Hasanlu IVB; A Study in Receptivity'. MQuntains andrב("on the "l.ocal Style~r, 'Perlpectiv~13 I. Wint.
tamico 7, ed8. L. D. Levine lindקio. Biblivtht!ta MtftQprthi! Atr:hoUJtQgyvI Gri!otn Mi!rvpotoוLuwlands: Ellayr i

•n study which di8cu!I!lcs the preservation of cthnicity, L. MarfoercomparliiT. C. Young, Jr. (1977) 371-86, and
DISCOVERIESDISCOVERIES IN 'I'HE jUDAEAN DESERT XXIV

)1982(912. Seric Archeo!ogique~l!aie"t Mlditnr'ס,de tוto MaiJOוdיReceuil Roger Saidah). Cvlle(:tjO(arןזLtfV

.463-79

trlcfifJnf in thl A,"io54Root, 'Heart'. 19-22; T. Kawami,"Greek Art and Per,ian Taite'; W. S. Smith, I"tnc
ly with the illue of~Oxford, 1982) deals extenaiv(ןעJolעNf!Q, Ealt (New Haven, 1965); S. Hornblower'8 Ma

Helleni%ll.lion in the E.9t before Alexander (see e8peciallY p. vii): get' al80 W. A. P. Childs, Th, City Rf!liejf of LyriQ



11Introduction

11 shed11 come sarcophagi and other sculpture with Phoenician or
patronize artists working in the Greek Tatller than Persian style signal a rejection of

egemony.sfi Converse})'. non-Persian subjects of the Great King appear toרןPersian
apd.8ElCfOl) on the Persian mode] for Persian-style(חhave established game parks

,hunting.ד~ and to have built palaces in imitation of their Persian masters
In Phoenicia, Samaria's northern neighbour, local rulers patronized artists v.'orking

•in both the Greek and Persian modes. In the ruins of a Persian period palace at Sidon
excavators discovered animal coltlrnn capitals in the style of Persepolis.5R Stylistic
hyl)rids are found; from Sidon come sarcophagi and other sculpture with Phoenician or
Anatolian decorative elements btlt whii.":h are Greek in the narrati"e reliefs "'hich
dominate the ' .•:ork.59 The \'er}' Greek reliefs on the so-called Alexander Sarcophagus

al Phoenician)זfrom late fourth-century Sidon show the central figure as a Greek, his ro
.ally wears Persian garb.60 and scenes \vith conventional imperial Persian symbolism (i.e

1~.Persian Court Style) decorate the shield interiors of the Persian warriors
The patrician men and women62 of Samaria probably followed upper-class

Phoenicians in their tastes and inclinations.63 The variety of imagery and the seal types
attested to by the Wadi Daliyeh bu]lae suggest that Phoenicia ,vas the cultural mediator

)922-587(between S.amaria and the outside world. Even during the divided monarchy
Samaria had maintained closer relations with Phoenicia than had Judah, and the

,s'. AMIחin der Bildkunst LykieחPrincr:ton, 1978) and ]. Borchhardt, 'Zur Hcrrschaft der Achaimenidr:(
..239-40)1979(6dזErgi:inzungsbo

S5 G. M. A. Hanfmann, From Croesus to CfJnstuntine (Ann Arbor, 1975) 15. But note also the cautionary
.7-15.comments of Root in 'Heart', esp

292-•S6 For example, philhellene Cypriote rebels against P"r"ia in the fourth century (Hornblower. Greek. World
.239-40••3). Sce also]. Borchhardt. 'Herrschaft

"57Hornblower. Mausoius. 7;]. K. Anderson, Hunting in the Ancient W'jrld (Bcrkeley. 1985) 61; M. Dunand. 'Le
).1975-6(49iversite de .<;aint joseph.תrois de Sidon au t.,mps des Perses', Melanges de l'U

.491-9

',S8Dunand. 'Les rois de Sidon', 491-9; C. H, Clermont-Gann.,au, 'Le paradeisos royal achemenide de Sidon
.43-4Sidon [1920]', Syria 4 (1923) 276. pIsiission IIrcheologiqueוme~RB 30 (1921) 106-8; G. Contr:nau, 'Deuxi

.65.Cf. Stern. Material Culture, 60, 66, fig

':Selמ18, entries on WD 31 and W

rse (Paris. 1988) 31-2, 112-13; V. von Graeve, Derpet1'ation crecque en Phellicie sous I'empirebElayi, Pגי].S
aSatTapm Surkophag28ח (1970); I. Kleeman, Dחgnוersarcophug UM seine Werkstatt, lstanbuler ForschUaAlex

•SidonמykJlU tks 4. :Jalwhunderts v. Ch,. i~griechischer RelieJוWI; eiוBerlin. 1958); R. Stucky, Tribune d'Ech(oSjd
)1981,Antike Kumt, Beihcft 13 (Basel, 1984); B. S. Ridgway, Fi/th C.mtu1'Y Styles in Greek Sculpture (Princeton

).1983,o,kophag aw Sidon (1Ubingenej,oueKlag,1kו'eischerF.149-51; R

.73,j cf. also Anderson, Hu,.ti"l!p!וrגg60 Von Graeve, Alexanderrarco

•Phoenician king commissioned the Greek~61 Root, 'Heart', 12-13.], Borchhardt suggellts that a fourth-centu
ing the Phoenician's dependence on the: Persian king:style 'Satrap Sarcophagus' with iconography expressly emphasi

eמs,jtriigtl z", Altertumskundtl Kln,.asi~Grosskonig', BתK8nigs von Sidon vom persische~in 'Die: Depende:nz d
.105-20)1983,jr/ii, Kurt Bittel. cds. R. M. Boehmer and H. Hauptman (Mainz am RheinhFestrc

ON·O Papyri. 40) records II transaction in which II woman ia me purchaser. Sher62 Samaria Papyrus 2 (Gropp, SO

he document. There is eviclenct: of women in ancient Israel not only posse:ssing, but algoזmay well have sealed
).21Dמssion of Wנusing seals. sometimes in an official capacity (cf. the discI

.and in discussions of individual bullaeס~·n conn.,ction', see bel~63 For aspects of this 'Phoenici
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material culture of Persian Samaria points to the same relatively out\vard-Iooking
cultural orientation in the Persian period.G~

Seals and Sealing in the Near East and Greece: An Overview

Any discussion of the Dali)'eh bullae must necessarily draw upon what is known of
:traditional images. seal types, and sealing practices in three areas of the ;ancient world

Mesopotamia, Syria-Palestine, and Greece, for in the Persian period. these cultural
)'entities merge, overlap, and interact. The Achaemenid Persians borrowed immensel

from Mesopotamia; they assimilated Bab)'lonian administrative know-how to run their
empire, and to native Neo-Elamite iconography they added the Mesopotamian visual

5 Before the arrival of.fוvocabulary of po\ver to present the Persian king to his subjects
-the Persians in 539, Syria-Palestine, including Phoenicia, had belonged to the Neo

Babylonian Empire. The Phoenicians traded with Greece.6!> Gcogr3phy and politics
alike brought East Greece and satrapa} Persia into frequent contact. The archaeological
record indicates a distinct cultural and artistic philhellenism in western 'Persian' cities

67.and provinces
Well into the first millennitlm, legal documents in Mesopotamia were inscribed in

cuneiform script on clay tablets. To ensure the legality of the transaction recorded on a
clay tablet, the interested parties-male and female buyers. sellers, witnesscs-signed
the tablet not with a signature, but with its legal equivalent, a cylinder seal (and
increasingly in the Persian period, a stamp seal); cuneiform letters were likewise
signed' with a seal.68 Portable property-jars of provisions, for example--could also be'

64 Note the ornate bronze leg of what was an Achaemenid chair or throne found at Samaria. It may hive been
See 81so E. Stern, 'A Phoenician Art Centre23.(ד.produced in Samaria itself (Stcrn, Material Culture, 143 and fig

az1ona!t di stl<dijrnicj" punicj I (Rome. 198) 211-12. See alsoחקin Post-Exilic Samaria', Atti del I. congrt1So inI
7 and fig. 1.1. Note also 'Samaria' in the table of Greek32,ב]Stern'» 'Achlemenid Clay Rhyta from Plilestine', IE

.pottery finds in Palestine in Stern, ."foleriol C,.rll<re, appendix II

•grophy oj Empi,eוI'>S M. C. Root, The King and Kingship in Achaemmid Art: EssaY1 fin the Creatirm rJj on ItlJ
.Acta Iranica 19 (Leiden. 1979) i, the clll\l,ic study on thi, subject

Lodicallv under Greekייtlז:יdli of coastal Asia Minor which wereחof Sicily and Magna Gral:cia, also the cities and isla
io.domin.ת•

67,ווI.ju,;QDוpp.ב9-64. Boardman

,d SI:'ali1l§S iN tht! Ami",,1 Nl:'ar Eurtaalr~opotamia', S~68 J. Renger, 'Legal Aspects of Sealing in Ancient Me
ed,. McGuire Gibson 8nd R. D. Biggs (Bibliotheca Mespotamiell VI; Mlllibu, 1977) 75-88; also W. Leeman., 'La

.fonetion des sceaux, appo'es Ii des contra<::tsvieux-bllbyloniens', Zikir Sumim, A••ynological Studies Presented 10 F

.al.) (Leiden, 1(112) 219-<H, and Dוof his Seventieth Birthday. ed,. G. van Driel eזR. Kr8us on the Occasio
.5-7)1987,cil:'1ltNUl, East (ChicagoוCallan, Pi"t ImprtJsionr: Cylindt'r Sl:'als i1l th, A

mboles du cheveu, du hold du vc-temenl et deוet, 'LeIint (A. F~'s garm~ffi of onlthe: clay an imprenion of the h
.].Bru •• ell, n,d[סg~rmolסi•• 1 cסr dr' R,ligionJ. Ill. E1chutolוalrr Ju Crntr. d'JktlJחחsopotamie'. Aillle en Mתl'o
',ne~חs et Glyptique Aramc~ricq) 'Coquilll~101-30). Shelll wen:: apparently allo used as sealli (D. Homes-Fred

ti,19116[ןן1-111,( [MalibuןנInright ThrOll6h lmug.!, ed. M. Kelly-Buccel

Coin Impn::lliona oflFor leal production Ind workshops in Perlian period Mesopotamia lee E. Poradl, 'Gree
PolilictJlוturrrd in D. S. Weisberg, Guild SI960י) 228-34. The guild of free artilln. di,cul(ןUr', Iraq XXII
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Syria-Palestine during the first half of the first millennium where documentsחן.sealed
were writtcll on papyrus and parchment, mostly stamp seals were sirnilarly used as

stornary in Archaicנlegal signatures' and property' markers.fI'I This practice was also cl'
and Classical Greece.70 Besides protecting property und assuring legality, seals ...•••.ere

,symbols of political and religious office in ancient Mesopotamia, Persia, Israel
Sealsזerprisesד.2 .••"ere regular!}' used to administer royal en,ןךPhoenicia, and Greece

idence shov.'s that seals 'were considered to be an integral part of\זThe Mesopotamian e
An oracle of doom in Jeremiah convey'S something akin to this'.נךtheir owners' persons

understanding in ancient Israel: "'J swear", says YHWH, "even though Coniah, the
,on my right hand(חוחם)son of Jehoiakim, king of Judah were the seal ring

nevertheless, I would tear you off and give you into the hand of those who seek your
.8:6ife. .''' (Jer 22:24). The same concept appears in Song of Songs]

Just as personal names in the ancient world had rnagico-religious significance, so did
It'.ך.seals. They were amulets 'meant to protect the wearer and to bring good fortune

is not surprising to find that seals in both Mesopotamia and Greece were presented to

s I (New Haven, 1967) may have~arch~id MesQpotamia. Yale Ncar Eastern Resוו.ץ.Achof'm/.ן'nce in Ear<Altegi
.gr<l\'erH"מin.::]uded "" ••I

8:2 ןבן
.7-16)1988,n~id~d. J. A. Emerton (L~40,

.ical (London: 1970) 428-9; G. M. A.זze to Late ClasוGreek Gems and Finger Rings: Early Broח,J. Boardmaסך
e: Engru'led G= oj the Greeks and theחj jhe Greeks, Etruscans and Ramans, part oסRichter, The El/gratJed Gems

ophonחof seal usage in Xe~r exampl~thסחLondon, 1968) 1-4; cr. a(יEtruscans, A History' oj Greek Art in Mim·ajur
.6.3-4.Luc. Pol

.22, the 'SanhBllat' Heal.had such a functionמWוך
longing to Officials in~of Authority through Image: and Leg"nd: Seals BחMesopotamia: I. Winter, 'L"gitimizatio
8:2 ןבן

)1987,nt Oriental Civilization, 46; Chicago~t Near East, eds. McGuire Gibson and R. Biggs (Studies in Ancilc:iחA
).131--4,o7U,123-30; ev"n the'gods had seals (idem69-106ית; Callan, First lmprer

al or her own to forg" official~bel using either King Ahab's s~Israel: Avigad, 'Hebr"w Seal,,', 9-10; the talc: of Jez
3:10especiallyן_2;8:2. to mind. See also Gen 41:41-42 and Esthטdocuments (I Kings 21:8) com

.1--4•: Boardman, GGFR, 429; Richter, EGGE~ec~G
.127-33,t5', Seals and Sealingr~Use of Seals on the P"r5epolis Fortification Tabl~rsi8: R. T. Hallock, 'Th~P

.12-13'.S (1985) 129-34; Avigad, 'Hebrew Sealsבz J. C. Greenfield, 'A Group ofPhoenician City seaI5'. lE:Jך

.5)1980,73E. Porada. 'Introduction', Ancient Art in Seals, cd. E. Porada (Princeton

',es. Amulets and Talismansחiner, 'Magic Figuri~9-10. Cf. E. R4,,ב Porada, 'Introduction', A"cient Artך

,Horror oj Edith Porada. ed. A. FarkasמMrmsters and Demons in the Ancient and Medieul Worlds: Papers Presented i
sopotamian Ritual Texts', :Journal oj the~Mחet al. (Mainz, 1987) 27-36, and B. L. Goff, 'The Role of Amulets i

.1-39)1956(19Wtilrburg and Courtauld Imtitutes
8:2 ןבן

ndants~r p~boy', from Idalion (now in the British Museum). He wears B necklace strung with sea] rings and oth
),59.d in V. Totton_Brown. AncUml CyprU$ [British Museum, London, 1987] fig~i1lustrat(

,in Greece', in L. Gernet~Mythical Idea of Valu~et's study, 'Thחr~For Greece, see Richter, EGGE, 3 and L. G
.85-7)1981•thropoJocy Qf Amiml Greece, Eng. trans., J. Hamilton and B. Nagy (BaltimoreמThe A

to have predominatedחIn the case of Egyptian-style scarab seals in use in Palestine. the amuletic function see
i); cf. O. Turnell, Studin on Sca.rab111•נriod (AthmoltlonlANES~over the signatory in the Iron Age and Persian p

).1984,(WarminsterזniוScarab Seals mUI their Con'ributwn ta tlu History 0/ the early Second MiUו":Seals i

8:2
8:2
8:2
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,the gods as votive offerings.'5 In addition, seals were status symbols and ornaments
valued simply as jewellery. There is evidence of purely aesthetic appreciation of one's
seal in Greece and the Near East'6 and also of the interaction between patron and seal

carverו'.
-Seals and seal impressions sho\-'1 that in Mesopotamia and Persia, older Neo
8.'Babylonian contest and cult scenes continued into the succeeding Per::>ian period

However, ""'ith the reign of Darius I late in the sixth century, the quasi-official Persian
Court Style' began to take over in hoth large-scale and glyptic art.'1I _!\. predominant'

court-style motif consists of the Persian Hero80 worshipping at an altar or battling
monsters \\'ith hand, knife, or bow; more elaborate variations introduce date palms and
a hovering figure formerly identified as the Persian deity Ahura Mazda. Other Court
Style seals and sealings show fantastic creatures such as sphinxes or scorpion men, all
with the head of the Persian I-Iera, and Persian hunters on horseback or [00t.B1

Alongside the 'Court Style', however, one fin(ls scaraboids of decidedly Greek stylistic
82.and iconographic influence and hybrids of Greek and Persian designs

The Achaemenid Persians, maintaining their vast Near Eastern empire from the late
sixth to the late fourth centuries, presided over a monumental transformation in

een initiated in the eighth century by theirנןbureaucratic technology which had
imperial predecessors, the Neo-Babylonians.R3 'Old fashioned' clay tablets, the norm for

'O\'er t\VOmillennia in Mesopotamian chanceries, gave way' to lightweight 'high-tech
84.papyrus) leather, or parchment documents written in Aramaic with reed pen and ink

f,131; E. Porada, 'Of Professional Sea] Cutters and Nonprofessionally5חl\1esopotamia: Collon, First Impresswך

.7-14,and Statingsזal~Made Seals', S

,Greece: Boardman, GGFR, 428, reference to temple inventories

ci5f:OMario 'rheodoro deזBib/icat tt Mtsnpolamicar Frutwolu)וזיo, 'The Seals of Assur-Rcmanni', SןW. W. Halך~

.4,1973) 180-84, and Richter. EGGEח,Liagrt Baht dedicatOr! (Leide

Root, 'Heart', 19-21 and M. C. Root, 'Circles of Artistic Programming:StrateRies for Studjring Creati\'eוו
,cor East. cd. A. C. Gunter (Madi",nזthe Ancien' J.חmrnls iתProcels .t Persepolis', Investigating Arliflic E"virD

.130-31)1990.,Wise

n th, Art andסtary EssuyeclI.mIdtr Sf!alr: A'וזs, S3i see also H. Frankfort, Cylj78ז Collon, First Imprulio
).1939,Religion of the A"cinrt Near East (London.

.257-70)1979(38Range of Neo-Babylonian and Achaernenid SeaI5', JNES79ו R. ZeItler, 'On the ChronoloRica
et$ are currently being catalogued; seeוThe OV4!'r1300 different 8ea1 imaRes on the Per5epolis Fortification t.b

s Prtscrvin8 the Th4!'me of HerDico4!'ssiזPe,.repalis: A St'ldy of Stal Impחf,d ArtIst! itM. Garri50n, S4!'o/ Worklhops
on the Persepoiit FnrtificatioN ond T,.tasury Tablets (Ph.D. diss., University of Michil1lan, 1988) andחEncount

port', DATA (Achaemmidיthe Persepolili Fortification Tablets, & Progress Rחס!,ion~M. C. Root, 'Seal Impre
.9)1993History Nn.<Jrl,ttn) (Febru.ry

.81] For more on the Per.ian Hero, s!!e entry for WD 4, p. 214ff

,;81 M. C .. Root devote. considerable attention to the p<Jliticill nuances of the most common Court Style imllge
864-',p. 214ff.; Moorey, 'Metalwork,.מt B. See entry on Wזsee Root, K,ng, 303; note also 118-22 lind chap, 8, PII

.5

:ia, 1951), and E. F. Schmidt, Perrtpolis IIlotionr X (Pennsylva112See L. Legrain, StaJ eycliniUrs, U, Exc
'gction,ם1957.( LXIX (Chiיofher DiICOOuitlf, Orientlll Inltitute PubliLיCrmtents vf the Trtarury a

.78',Aspect883ו Renger, 'Lega

Achaemeni.lln Rule in Me.oporamia', CHI II, 571 (withם(ceחe Babylonian E"'ide~M A. L. Oppenhei.m. 'T
'.er, parchment and even papyrus-like writing material •. See 11180Roottre(erence.), note. the Incrc&i!IIlnguse of lelll



15Introduction

New technology tends to wipe out man)' materials and practices Wl1ich \vere adjuncts of
the old. The automobile displaced not only horses, but stables and carriages and

scarabs eirIntroduction

papyrus rolls supplanted clay tablets, stamp scals, not c)'linders, became the seals of
.choice

Aramaic was the official lang'Llage of the Achaemenid chancellery, and the switch
from cylinders to stamps came about partly because of the ascendancy of the Aramaic
language whose alphabetic script. so much simpler and morc efficient than syllabic

-cuneiform, could be written on papyrus. It is hardly surprising that the Neo
Babylonians and then the Persians adopted the stamp seal along with other Aramaean

86.practices
,Cylinder seals and clay tablets did not entirely disappear in the Achaemenid period

f texts were writtenנhowever. The administrati,,'c Persepolis Fortification and Treasur
in Elamite on clay tablets. g7 Perhaps because the Persians tapped into time-honoured

)'and prestigious Mesopotamian symbols of authority in their art and propaganda. the
but not to the exclusion ofאmaintained the cylinder for official and administrative use.s

stamp seals in official circles.811 Stamp seals and signet rings were certainly preferred by
.private individuals

Of all ancient peoples. the Phoenicians (both east and v.:est) were the most
enthusiastic culture sponges. During the Persian period. Phoenician scarabs and
scaraboids are found---occasionally bearing only an inscription, though more often with

,an inscription and an image or an image alone-with a dazzling mixture of Egyptian
-Greek. and North Syrian/Mesopotamian iconography, often on the same seal; the so

called 'green jasper' scarabs in particular falL into this category.1I0 Phoenician seals of

shu (Nippur) sealing,;, and of R. Wellenfels's current researchncomments concerning L. Bregstein's study of th., MU
.13)1993.b~alings from Uruk in DATA (Achaemen"d Hisrory Newslelllff) (F~nistic s~on Hell

the sealings from Daskylcion whereחסrsian documents is found~Evidence or the use of papyrus for official P
excavators found the remains of what may have been a ",atrapal archive, including som., 400 clay bullae with papyrus

-l1tly. D. Kaptan~imprints (E. Akurgal. 'Les Fouillcs de Daskyleion', Anotolia 1 [1956] 23 and mare rcc
]1990[Bullae from Ergili/Daskyleion', Epigraphica Anato{il:a~Bayburtluaglu, 'A Group of Seal Impressions,on th

rxes (K. Balkan, 'Inscribed~16-17). Some or these bullae are impressed with a cylinder seal bearing the name of X
Bullae from Daskylcion-Ergili', Anoiolia 4 [1959} 124-7). The bulla., date from the mid-fifth to mid-fourth
centuries.

aizatiQn ofae H. Tadmor, 'The Ar~process began with the Nco-Assyrians. S~uQn!ANES Ill, xi. Th85וAsh
'ne Nachbarn. part 2, eds. H.-J. Nissen and J. Renger~d sזAssyria: Aspects of Western Impact', MesopotQmjtm

115-•Berlin, 1982) 449-70. cr. J. Naveh and j. C. Greenfield, 'Hebrew and Aramaic in th., Persian Period'. CHy I(
.85,29, and Cook. Persian Empire

~anIANES Ill, xi and 53-64. Cf. J. C. Gr.,enfield, 'Babylonian-Aramaic Relationship', Mesopotami~I86ו Alh
).85., n~part 2, 471-82 (SCII' abovhbmור,und seine Nac

.rsepolis TabLets', CHI 11,588 ff~87R. T. Hallock, 'The Evidence of the P

.864•88CalIon, First ImpresritPU, 90; Moorey, 'Metalwork and GlyPtic', CHI II
.84.ion cited above, n~811Note the archival evidence from Daskyl

ian period: W. CuJican, 'The Iconography oflyptic, especially as regards thc Pe0י Basic studie5 of Phoenician g<

;50-103)1968-71(1Some Phoenician Seals and Seal Impressions', Australian :Journal oj Biblical Areharwwgy
tik_ Gmrmen (Munich, 1983) 85-98; D. Collon, 'The Green JasperמA:;hmoleanlANES III, 70-71; P. Zazoff, Die A

•s; Srudie.r in Honor oj Edith Porada. eds. M. Kelly-BucceIJariJוuנg~Tmough I~Cylinder Seal Work5hop,' Inngh
P. Matthiae and M. Van Loon (Malibu. 1986) 57-70; J. Boardman, 'Scarabs and Seals: Greek, Punic and Related

scarabs
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nodeled on olderזthe fifth and fourth centuries with Greek designs often appear to be
Archaic Greek scarabs.'J1 Boardman has speculated that a \vorkshop in Phoenicia

produced.9ב simple gold rings decorated \vith Greek motifs
ominated: scaraboids and metal(וIn Archaic and Classical Greece t,"'o seal types prc

finger rings.93 The extant e\'idence suggests inscribed seals \vere less common than in
Mesopotamia or Syria-Palestine.9" Devices on Greek seals mirror the subjects of
Archaic and Classical art on a larger scale; similar compositions are found engra\'ed on
seals, painted on. vases, and executed in bronze and marble sculpture. Greek seals also
differ from Mesopotamian and Syro-Palestinian seals in illustrating many more

,thic repertoire as well as scenes of everyda}' liferת},identifiable figures from the Greek
.war, and nature

In lsrael and Judah, the common seal type from the second millennium had been
the stone stamp seal, usually in tIle form of a scarab or scaraboid, thOl.lgh conical stamp

period.95 When inscribed, tile face of theseחseals also appear frequently in the Persi3
seals was often divided into horizontal regiJ'\ters engraved with the name of the seal
owner and a patronymic. In marked contrast with the glyptic art of both Mesopotamia
and Greece, inscribed seals from pre-exilic Israel and Judah and post-exilic Judah96 are
overwhelmingly aniconic with an occasional floral motif incorporated into the
registration line. Ho'\vever, some inscribed Hebrew seals from both the North and
South do have images-lions, winged sun disks, locusts, !}'res, ships, fish-along with
the names; a fev,' of these seals were engraved in the Phoenician manner with
Egyptianizing motifs.97 Nevertheless, as Avigad has obser\'ed of inscribed seals, 'the

"mbs at Tharroםeniciatl Qnd ()ther Trvm Ph!זיM!lserlmזial in the Britislיs', Thorrus: A Catalogue oj MaJe~Typ
iJs de la BihliothiqurיueIt-semitiqurI i"scסLondon, 1987) 98--105; P, Bordreuil, Cataloglle des sceauxrSardi1li

)1986,ale, Paris:תiquf: de Bible et Terre Sainte (BibIiothi:que NatioIןיi! et du MUItie biזl'.'urirmole, du Mu.te du LUUV
,msו'ul!

,Ma1ibu(electiuns, The j, Paul Gett)' .'1Ulןמt GI':ftII and Finger Rings, Caralogue oj rhe Cזcii!זSpier, A91,נ
.52)1992

'.92 Boardman, GGFR, 221, Boardman's 'de Clcrcq Rroup

,ptic art are, Richler, EGGEj Boardman, Gr;FR; and Zazoff, AGי)'he three major modern studies of Gruk g"9ב
.4,Richter, EGGr:".

hmQleanjANES III, xi, Avigad's: studies of Heblew and other West Semitic seals: are most importaot. AזA~.
e18ו (Nahman Avigad Volume) (1985) 62-3, Sזpartial bibliography of his writing on gJyptics appears in Erll

SI8וUX nord_ollוs actuelles sur les SCוespecially his article, 'Hebrew Seals', See also E. Lemaire, 'Rechercll
,ar publications on Israelite g]yptic by O. Keel and his associates:tןגegזO. Note the38)1988(-221בs', VTtוג:scmitiq

and the series106)1986(סב7-1,וe Bible. A Revle\\o' Arlicle', :fADS!among them O. Keel, 'Ancient Senls and t

.1985allrl'ae1 which bell'an inיStudirn 21.1dim Slempelri.rln aur Paliirti

,r.,ך196-214. chapיial Cultuחce from Persian_period Pa]es:tine in Matח:וglyptic e\'idוStern summarizes th

tזי,Fiז:cribf!d Sf!ul96,,וזן Note the Israel Museum eXhibition catalogue by R. Hes:lrln and M. Dayagi-Mendels
Avigad, Bulla' andםicia" und Aramaic (Jerusalem, 1979). Sec alsrAm",om"r, Moabjlf!, PhoeזJנ.plr Pl!rirHI, Hebr"T

,.Sral

Sec Avigad's discussion of Hebrew seals and the Second Commandment in 'Hebrew Seal.', 14-16. Tbeך'J

evidence concernins ancient 'Hebrew sells' is ambiguous. As Keel trenchantly points OUI ('Ancient Seals and the
COVERIESDISCOVERIES IN THE J

deaign !IC"I. primarily in the Egypto-Phoenician style; in other words, Hebrew-speaking ]udaeanll and Ilraelites
•.alוון=owned luch



j7trodtJclionחן

,Hebrev.' seals contains, except for one or t"va uncertain instances~iconography of th
e found on other seals, such as the.1יno pagan cultlc scenes or emblems of the kind to

worship of astral symbols and deities'.'J8
)23The t ••••,o seals from Wadi Daliyeh inscribed in palaeo-Hebrew (WD 22 and WD

ic scenes' or 'astralזdo not contradict this assertion, and indeed, there are no 'pagan cul
symbols' on any of the Daliyeh bullae. There are, however, numerous images and

sraelite artistic traditions; predominantly Greek andח-]scenes from decidedly no
.Persian. For the most part, the seals seem to have been scaraboids and rings

vould be expected that as imperial agents the Sanballats and other SamarianוIt
nobles would conform, at least in part, to Persian bureaucratic practices.99 The aniconic
Sanballat' sealing (WD 22) is clearly 'official', but differs little from Hebrew seals'

•36WDמ,דןed by ]udaean officials in late pre-exilic and post-exilic times.1oo W~u
and WD 51 ,,,·ith their purely Persian Court Style designs might have corne from

Ol The rather small size.וcylinders,l()l the type of seal Persian officials were liable to use
is not problematic; middle-level public officials at Nippur owned similarly tiny

However, as at Nippur it is impossible to point to any particular seal image10נ.cylinders
In fact, aside from0from Samaria, be it Greek or Persian. as denoting special status.l

WD 22 and WD 23 none of the Wadi Daliyeh bullae can confidently be matched up
with a name on the papyri.IOS Perhaps at Samaria the private nature of the transactions

ot merit the symbolic presence of the Persianחrecorded in the Samaria Papyri did
.'.Empire in the form of 'official seals

The Mechanics oj Sealing and the Wadi Daliyeh Bullae

While the legal formularies of fifth-century Elephantine (Egypt) and fourth-century
Samaria differ,I06 the Aramaic papyri from the Jewish colony at Elephantine furnish

Nevertheless, on the basis of extant seal impressions, except in special cascs (i.e. th" winged disk as a royal
s seem not to have been us"d to seal property orוJudaean symbol of th" late eighth century) th"sc an"pigaphic 5ea

.nces between inscribed and anepigraphic seals remains unclear~documents. The functional and symbolic diffe

9!!Avigad, 'Hebrew Seals', 15. On the other hand, C. Uehlinger proposes that such symbols 85 the sun disk and
•the lion on uninscribed 'Hebrew' seals relate to Israelite conceptions of YHWH (0. Keel and C. Uehlinger

).6-10.Gottt!J"und GQtt(!ssymbole[Freiburg, 1992] esp. chapstו·tזeזז.Giit

.99 They followed Nco-Babylonian-based Aramaic legal formularies. Sec Gropp, Samoria Papyri, viii-ix

udaean archives published by N. Avigad, Hebrew Bullae from the Time oj100נ Note the. official sealings from
.Jer_·a1l (Jerusalem. 1986) and Bullae and SeaLt

.3,2,101 PlXVIl.l

.86-4,102 P. R. S. Moorey, 'Metalwork and GlyPtic'. CHI If

.:t7, 36, and 51 (p. 209ft)103מ See discussion of cylinder seals in the single entry for W
.206-7,104 Bregstein, Seal Ute

lOS Cross reports (personal communication) that the preserved papyrus fragments do not contain the name
ael MuseumsזIshmael', which appears on three additional bulJae-one each in the Hecht (pI XXIII.2) lind I!l'

and one in private hands (Meshorer_Qedar. Cainuge of.1(ןpublished by Stern (Stern/Hecht, 'Hoard' drawinR pI
).12•Samaria

.lOt; Gr.opp, Samaria Papyri, ix
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At[)ךcomparative information about the technicalities of scaling pap)'rus documents.I
ritten by a''י'Elephantine and Samaria the process \\'as similar. After the document \vas

scribe and witnessed, it would be Tolle<! tiP and flattened slightl)'; sometimes the roll
tring would be individually~vould be folded in half or thirds. One OT more pieces of\

looped around the fal<.led document and securely knotted. A pinch of soft clay would
.be rolled into a tiny ball, then formed between the fingers into a truncated cone shape

One cone of cIa}' '\'as pressed o"er the knot of each encircling string, and some or all of
the parties in the transaction (\vitnesses, buyer, seller, etc.) applied their own seals to
the clay. Sealings from Elephantine and else\\'here sho\v that more than one seal might
be pressed into a single clay bulla, sometimes as many separate seal impressions as
would fit onto the bulla. However, with a few exceptions, one of which comes from
Samaria Papyrus 1.I

{)S each preserved bulla from the Samaria Papyri bears only a single
.seal impression

The principals to the transaction \vould of course have sealc<l the recording
the Samaria Papyri must ha,'e beenוזסdocument, but the vast majority of the sealings

produced by witnesses whose listing in the papyri conventionall)' began with the
Governor and ended with the Prefect.lo9 Samaria Papyrus 1, the record of the sla\'e salc
on March 19. 335, supplies an example of fourth-century' Samarian sealing praccices.11o
The text preserves the names of the sla\'e, the bllyer and the seller and mentions

,l1A-\VD !!G). fairly evenly spacedמtrustworthy witnesses'.'11 Seven clay bullae (W(
still adhered to the papj'rus roll at the time of its purchase in 1962. The decipherable
images included both Persian Court Style and Greek motifs. A:;;preserved, the papyrus

112.was 20 cm wide; originally its horizontal measurement \vas probably close to 43 cm
If the preserved half of the papyrus with its seven bullae is any indication of the

!remainder, there could have been another se•..·en bullae attached to Samaria Papyrus I
Cross suggests the 'existence of a professiona] or publicly recognized class of witnesses

113'.who were regularly called upon to place their seals on legal documents
Unfortunately, the dearth of duplicate sealings among the bullae from DaIiyeh

"11.diminishes the viability of this attractive theory

,Al'"oma;e Pap)',i (N"w Haven, 1953) 123re; B. Porten7(]1ו J. D. Cooney in E. G. l{raelini. The BI'"{)QlllynMUlt'U
.A,ehitJtsjl'"Qm Eltphantint (Berkeley. 1968), p. 214 and pI 1411in particular

:men~umז5.' The l\1issing Endor5~For II 'how to' drawing. cf. B. Porten, 'Aramoic Pllpyri in the Egyptian MUI
ndilna, 1983) fig. I. Seeז,. C. L. Meyers lind M. O'Connor (Winona Lake~th. edrזגFrd Shall gזJ tht LordזThe WII

d~alMIII (1985) pI 2. illustrating the rolled lindזalso b",low, pI XII.1. 2, and Cross. ·Samllri. Papyrus I'. Erll
MIJ Bullae, 123 (f!,!!:s.1-4); O. Rubensohn, Elrphanti'le-Papyri (Berlin. 1907) I (a group ofזdocument; Avigad, Heb

).IIf!nistic bullae~earTy H

'lID, unfortunately illegib1ej see also DWD, p! 100a (= pI 36, no. 4). Sel' also Stl'rn/Hechl. 'Hollrd111מS W
.draWing pI 2. 6 for a multiple scaling

iaזi•.דג Papy1זM Gropp, SQ1fItl

.36-7,3,i10זCrosl, 'Samarill Papyrus I'. pl 2, and Gropp, Samaria Papyן

11 Witnesses wl:re not always listed individually by name; II document may. as Crall observel in 'SlImarilllן

).36-7,iu Papyriזama~Pllpyrus 1'. limply refer 10 'Irustworthy witnelses' (see Gropp, •
.PapyruIUrr2Crosl,יו-7. 'Saןן

.56.CrOll. 'Samllria Plllpyrus I', 1S· Bnd n11נ

h' be~16B lire dupliclltes. WD llA mמThe imprellion on WD 3A repeals four more timet; WD 5 and W~II.
38ht group: WDיISA.. AI least three Rockefeller MUleum bullae mllY duplicate bullae from the HמIdentIcal to W
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ir height and width isטe Daliyeh hullae urc tiny; fOT the most part thןיPhysically, t

cn smaller. All the bullaeי.'them are cחסless than 2 em, and the actual seal irnpressions
at·c essentially truncated clay cones. Fingerprints \'isible on tl1C outside edges are an

ri,115 TheזנY the papךןexpressive reminder of the people \v]1ose affairs arc documented
ile t]1C back almost al,vays ShO'\V5 theוfront of each bulla carries the seal impression, wl

.imprint of the papyrus document it sealed
general, the clay is reddish brown, but thirteen bullae were partially orמן

completely burned black.116 When the burning is ani)' partial, the unburnt portion of
the bulla is reddish brown, It has been suggested that over the centuries, the natural

.decomposition of bat dung in the cave' generated the heat which burned the bullae
Since the papyri do not appear to have been exposed to fire, this is puzzling. Perhaps

ri and bullae were somehow responsible forינthe Tacamireh Bedouin ,,,,ho found the pap
t bullae ,",'ere still attached to their strings. Inחthe burnt bullae. Most of the unbur

quite a fe,,' cases, tlle loop of string remains uncut, as if the papyrus roll decayed and
117.split under the string(s) which originally secured it

Actual fragments of papyrus still adhered to one or two bullae, but the front and
back surfaces of many other bullae were sparsely dusted with tiny papyrus fibres.11M

Often, when one of these fibres fell away from the bulla it left a characteristic
nick/impression in the clay. Ho,"," did the fibres-basically papyrus dust-become

bullae could not be fired but were left toנ:embedded in the bullae? Onee impressed, cla
dry and harden in the air. It is also known from discoveries at Lachish and
Elephantine, and from the account in Jeremiah 32, that important papyrus documents
were often stored in earthenware jars.1 l<j Perhaps 'papyrus dust' from the older papyri

a newerחסaccumulated in the store jars and stuck to the still-soft clay of the sealings
.document

Consistently, the Daliyeh bullae show that they were impressed with the orientation
of the seal design in mind. All the images are neatly parallel or perpendicular to the

168 show there is no real5מ and W20מ However, the duplicate sealings W.ןstring
consistencyמ in the choice between these two possible orientations. The string of W

5 isמof the image, while that of W168ח is parallel to the vertical orientatio
perpendicular. While this may appear to be an arcane detail, it shows that 'which side

.is up' on an unclear bulla cannot be determined from the placement of the string

9); \VD 55 (pi XIII.I resembles HMז.pi XIII.2) '" HM K63.K (pi XXII(1מ3דM 82.19.941 (pi XXIII.S); w"
]).K63.N [pI XXIII.1 t

dמaמthe legible and illegible bullae. cr. 5. A. ErikssoמסS]t might be useful to study the fingerprintsןI
).1980(28rn-ranean Archaearogyוaeolagy, Studies i" MedrP. Astrom, Fingerprints and Ar

.5539, \VD 52, WDמWD 30-4, w5--24מ2,ו, \v9מ, wמW6,ד WDןן

.7 The string has yet to be analyzedון
IISeeמ1. entry for WןI

.ncy, Lachish V (Tel Aviv, 1975) 19-22 and Yת·.ns at Lachiih .. Th,. Sanctuary and Rertigaוןt9,~ש Y. Aharoniןן

es. 264; JerשI; Porten, Ar,hiןיAharoni, 'Trial Excavation in the "Solar Shrine" at Lachish', IE:! 18 (1968) 157ff, p
.44,1S~32: 6

Samaria Papyrus I, the seal oudines are still visiblei all are ovals, placed with20מסOn five of the aeven sealingsן

the short ends near the edges of. the rolled document. Venical seal designs appear to be oriented identically, and
).2.t23 (figי,oןשBmtheir sides.' cr. Cross, 'Samaria Papyrua 1', pi II and Avigad, HW'מסonta1 designs areנhori
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The actual pressing of thc seal into clay could be haphazard. For this reason, the
images on a number of bullae are incomplete. Duplicate sealings demonstrate the

16B arc not equally clear; that the5מ and Wמuneven quality of the sealed image. 'V
5 was pro(luced more hasti)}· than that on Wp 16B may be seen inמimpression on w

S. Uneven pressure applied during sealing \vilI 31soמthe blurred lower portion of W
distort the image. All these factors aggravate the natural abuses ,vhich the bullae

.suffered over the course of time

pesכ,The Wadi Daliyeh B"llae: Image Style and Seal T

The search for parallels to the Near Eastern images among the bullae is a relatively
simple process. Firstl}', Persian period seals and seal impressions are sought out from

for example, Tell Abu Hawam and the12נ,controlled excavations at Palestinian sites
Phoenician cemetery at (Atlit. But tIle most fruitful sources of comparison are the
numerous impressions on clay tablets from the exca,,·ations at Nippur and Ur122and at
Persepolis.123 Unexcavated Near Eastern seals and sealings in various museum
collectionsj carefully considered, carl also be of assistance. Y__ocally issued coins rna!' be

be published. Comprehenlive bibliQ8rilphies may b~• have y~Dlskyleion bulla

ivories, and occasionally the present editor resortc(1 to Persian or Phoenician reliefs or
.architectural ornamentation for comparisons

The situation is somewhat more complicated in the case of the numerous Greek style
seals. As ,vith the Near Eastern bullae, gl)'ptic parallels are best, but parallels from
controlled excavations are less easily found.125 Furthermore, the Greek gl}.ptic
repertoire is more varied than the Persian, as is emphatically the case ,vith the Greek

,T1 period seals at Tell Abu Hawam, cf. R. W. Hamilton121ןSee Stern, Matt'riai Culture, chap. 7. For Ihe Persi
Abu Hawam', QDAP 4 (19]5) 18, nos. 47-8; for seals from the fifth-fourth-celltury PhoenicianןExcavations al T",I'

41-)1933(2, 'Ex<;<lvalions at 'Atlit (1930--31): The Southeast Cemeter)", QDAP~cemetery at <Atlit, cf. C. N. John
om Tell Keisan have been publishcd by O. Keel, 'La glyptiqlle de T",II Kcisan 1971-1976', Studie-n zu104ז; sea]i f

,163-260)1990,gז/n afj!Pal(iJlinu!Ilrael, III, cds. O. Keel, M. Shll'-'II]. and C. Uehlinger (Freibu~if'g~/_~tUn SIe-mP

um~CQllt'ctiQns vj the MUI~m t/lei,. Seals it! 'hיBabylQnian! jr~22 Nippur: L. Legrain, The Clllture oj thן

.ntu,y B.C~Fifth Cוea/ Ust' i~, .~f the same sealingיPhiladelphia, 1925) pIs 35-55, and L. Btegstein's .tudy(
., Univcriity of~~MuraslI A,.rmve (Ph.D. di~and Sl:aling Practice in thז.,It'rtio~al •~Nippur, Iraq: A Stud)-' oj .S

.39-43ain, [Jr. pls.זPennsylvania, 1993). Ur: Leg

is II and M. Garris.on, Seal Workshopl. For otht't Llseful cxeavated Pt'tsian period corporajנא/Schmidt, Pt'rSl:ו2נ
)from within the empir", cr. \V. M. Flinders Petri.,. E. Mackay, and G. Wainwright, Meydum ond Memphis (Ill

.86.kylcion hullae see abo\'e n:pis 35-7; for the DII191(ס,London(

l:, vol. I (New York, 1982) aDd Meshorer.Qedar, CQinager1yt'Wish Coin~Most recently, Y. Meshorer, An(iן2י
.oj Samaria

uhnsטs at O/ynthUI, part XןוatiQזr Miscellaneous. }-'inds', Exca125ח Note D. M. Rohinson, 'Metal and Min
re, 1941) pl XXVII. Olynthus Was de!troYed in 348. &eחchaeulO11YXXXI; BaltimזAוt'i iוh'llQphins University StU

.vated glyptic~nian Agura X, 2 (p,.inceton, 1964). Other ex~ns: The Athlז~ad and Clay To~al.o M. Cro.hy, L
i.] Fiorel]i, 'Selinunte', NQlizie desli srav; di([ח.tury eXcavations at Selinu5חh-ct'זmatetial comes from nineteen

•hnחust, 1883) 287-301, pI, 8-15) and eatly twentieth.century work at Elephantine (Rubt'ns![Au~An,jc:hit
.epoiil 11. pIs 12-14) and Ut (Legrain, lJ,., pI 40). G~is (Schmidt, Pt'r8ןייS well as from Per5epון),, pI~hn'Elepha
~, but they, like th~covered in his t'J(caYations 8t KlazomenוBakir reporrs that a la'1!'e group of Greek bullae wer", di

be published. Comprehenlive bibliQ8rilphies may b~• have y~Dlskyleion bulla
.z.zo{{, AG
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eu. Most\\ייbullae. In this search, therefore, a hierarchy of comparanda was follo
lved gems or meta] finger rings, and sealז:-important, of course, are other seals-enR

e coins. As Richter and others haveךחimpressions, preferably from excavation. Next co
ere is also e"idence thatדb()th seals and coins.126 TIחסdemonstrated, engravers worked

s forמla"'/e used coins as p3tterןin the fourth century, seal enRra\'ers may occasionally
coins from Sicily, lVIagna Graecia, and East Greece are echoedחסseals.127 Designs

among the Daliyeh bullae. \'ase paintings, reJiefs, and free-standing sculpture can also
be of help.l28

:the \V"ad,i Daliych bullae, Cross writesחסIn describing the images

Usually, the seals contain either Attic motifs in the contemporary Greek style or Persian m},thic
and ro}'al motifs. A very fe\v belong to the so_called Greco_Persian style. The sealings in the

re.<;3Qne \\'ith the \'ivaeity of Greek influences of Samaria before the coming ofכfתGreek 3ty!e il
129.Alexander

-22, \VD 23) have palaeoמIt is no\,,' possible to be more specific_130Two bullae (W
re\v inscriptions; they v.'ere therefore designated 'Hehre\v'. Some thirty-nineנHel

different seal impressions can be labelled 'Greek',1)1 and Gold Ring A is in a pro,,-incial
c1uding the design onחyle. Some twenty-one images are Near Eastern,1)2 i~Greek s

Gold Ring B.l)3 Some seals in both the 'Greek' and 'Near Eastern' categories should
'.perhaps be designated 'Greco-Phoenician' or 'Perso-Phoenician

c taste provided byיStylistically speaking, then, in the sampling of Samarian glypti
the Wadi Daliyeh bul1ae, the Greek outnumbers the Near Eastern by a ratio of nearly

,note\vorthy
numerical insignificance, in view of the Samarian source of the bullae, is inherently

,note\vorthy
Besides the two bullae bearing palaeo-Hebrew inscriptions (WD 22, WD 23), at least

one other bulla, WD 54, is inscribed, perhaps in Phoenician, although the image of

',126Richter, EGGE, 23-5; cf. also Marvin, Studies, 37ff. and O. M••rkholm and]. Zahle, 'The Coinage of Kprlli
so often are there common features that the borderline bet" •.een coin die'7;ס-I1972(סן(Acro Archaeo{ogicQ XLIII

ed' (110). See a}50 Meshorer_Qedar, C'oinoge oj Samaria, 32. For~and gem cutters seems to be quite elimina
.238,Boardman's more cautious assessment, see Boardman, GGFR

.228-34',127Porada, 'Greek Coin

t auggest that seal engravers habitually copied vase paintings or<1211Note that the present editor does n
.sculptures, but 3impl}' that the work of :artists in all media reflects contemporary taste and trends

.51-2',129 Cross, 'Dliliyeh

.O The vague tallies below arise from the illegibility or near_illegibility of some bullaeנן

·In describing an object 8$ 'Greek' it is implied onl}' that it is stylistically Greek, not that it was necessarilyונן

.lIt it comes from an area which was under Greek control~produced by II Greek IIrtist or

;2 Some images .lirederivatives of the P•.•rsian 'Court Style' or are close to other Near Eastern glyptic traditionsנן

13מ41. and Wמd in Phoenicia. See the discussion of Wיre prodUCיs wי:"]it is likely that many of Ihe s

))3.Among Ihe Hecht group of bullae only one image, the winged horned bull (pi XXIII.S = WD 38 (pI XVבבן
-d purely 'eastern'; the re.m.ainderare either purely Greek or hybrids (i.e. the griffins on pI XXIII.Iיcan be designat

').
s, including Jews, ItיIn the Hecht Group, the ratio approaches aix to one. Bregstein found that West Semit~t3

'and seals with animalse6::וחNippur mared the Samarian seal preferences, favouring 'western style images, conlest sc
,BregsteinןנUt,~~.(סדב SB(
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35 WD 18, \vith winged horses, may ha,'e had an.ןPerSe'LlS is indisputably Greek
inscription below the exergue, which is no•.v lost. They may contl'adict the theory that

136.only officials had inscribed seals in the Persian period
Upper class Samarians in the fourth century appear to ha,,'e tlsed a ••'ariety of seal

areוOnly t\VOactual seals (Gold Rings A and Bךנt)'pes with a •.vide range of imagery.I
included in the corpus, and strangely, no impressions from these rings appear on any
of the bullae. In the absence of the original seals, it can be difficult to determine what
sorts of seals were used.138 Many of the impressions sho'v a distinctive pojnted ova] or

.leaf shape which indicates a ring bezel, not unlike the bezels of Gold Rings A and B
Occasionally. these bullae also bear a confirmator}' nick from a ring hoop where it
meets the bezel. The more rounded oval outlines on other btlllae could come from

s, but the "ery common scaraboids could also }'ield this profilc. Scaraboids must~rin
O neutral for certainסaccount for a number of the bullae, but their shape is t

Havef1, 19S"ייי'~Bruuklyn Musl!um Arumaic PapyrI [r
',eribed 'Ishmael~re pl XXIII.2.) are in~e h~group (Stern/Heellt, 'Hoard', photograph pIs 1.1 and III. 1,2; s
.k griffin~according to Navch, in palaeo-Aramaic (1\-lcshorcr-Qedar, Coinage of Samaria, 11-12). The imuge is a Gre

.47',iiliyeI1136,~םיCros

1g perhaps comp:Jrnble to theזite of Samaria ttlrneJ up a bulla and a bronze ri~e37ןו Ear]ier excavations (1t tו
a I:aduceus and!ןe formcr bears a ]!:'sf-stlaped ring impre.<;.<;ion5Ilo,\'ing a nU,de figure \vitןוי:Wadi Datiyeh bullae

sibly fuurth century) (G. !\. Reisner, C. S. Fis!ler, D. G. L}'on, Jlarvard~draperies (no date proposed, po
u lfj(IH-1910 [Cambridge, 1\-1(1s5.,19241 p] 57:1"2);the latter is II 'Hellenistic' bron:;:""ring wilh aינYtExcavatiunJ at Sam

]Court St}')'" s",a'םיי'יC1from Samaria excs,·ntion.s camc t~nude male figur!:' holding a slaff (Reisner et. al., pi 57:d9). AI
,impre.ssions of the P'o'rsian period (Reisner, p] 57:h2, and J. \V_ Cro,vfoot, G. M. Crowfoot, and K. M. Kenyon
,Sa'naria·Sebasle III .. Tilt ObjeclI [L(lndon, 1957) pi 15, no. 42) and a Phuenician green jasper scarab (Crowfont

_49ion of \VD 4, WD 14. 3f1d \-VO~etc., p115, no. 22). See the discus

pt, lind (prohably) ut Nippur in)זand sea]ings from Je.•••·ish cnmmunities in )udae"" at Elephantine in Eg~The seal
riH]we_ן[ no,\' have from rnid-fourth-century S3n1aria. Clearly fOHC~Bahylonia differ from eaeh other and from the mat

.tllreןגןof the dominant local Cחcommunity of Jews rook on the colouratio
In Judaea, the IInicollic tradition pr""ailed (see especially A"iRad, Bullai' and Seals, but also Stern, l\.1at!'rral

1iions'); both official af1d pri\-'ate sen!s wert usuall,' engraved simpl,' ,vith~Seals and Seal ]mpre'ך,.Clllturt, chap
has identified 8 group ofנs otle's office. SUch sea]" must have he"n ]oel\]1), produced. Sterr~flne's name and sornetim

]bullae from Incally nluue seals ""hose d",vices seem derived fr(lm Persian COllrt Style imagery (E. Stcrn, 'Sea
sil)n in~s in the Achaemcnid Style il1 the Pro\'il1ce of Judah', BA.';;OR 202 [1971] 6-16 and further discuוImpr"''''sioI

pres5ions with Greek images (nude youth andןזstratified oval ring ilחKeel.Ueh]inger, Gijtti"IIPI'f, 446-8). Two U
d might be fnurth-century t]l'pesןat Ruhe] are reminiscent nf the Daliyeh material flןarmed wllrrior) from Ral

a'IPI, SeQ5Un5 1961-62 [Rome, 19(,4j 23, pIs 18.1, 2). If so, they indicate that if1~atiunJ at Ramal luי.זY. Aharnni, Exc(
.luxuriesוJudaea a$-wei], there was some raste for foreiR

J. csp. pI 14A; J. D. COOf1eyin 1-:.G. Kracling, Tileיז~e if1 the fifth eentury (s"'e Porten, ArchiחAt E]ephaf1ti
Clku aUIוPap.\'rU5 und Ost~123ff., ilf1dE. Sachau, AramiiiJc/lג]w Havef1, 19S"ייי'~Bruuklyn Musl!um Arumaic PapyrI [r

ipzi8, 1911]), Jews used primarily Egyptian.st,'le seals and a few~rl,~2U E1epha'llin~o'IIןסגn'n" jii.diJ"hm Militi1r
ne of the: extant seal impressiof1s]םiian Court Style motifs. Citing Cooney, Portef1 not"', (214 n. 48) that '[n"'וwith P

'.-exilic Hebrl'w sea!s~as is evident il} the mllny prlif1dieates an independ",nt Jewish craft at Elephantine Suc
s at Nippur (dated between 4SS and 403; s",e"כייSome of the Persian period tabl"'ts from the MUrashu Archi

) bear the !!-",pIimpressions of Jewish merchants (see CHJ I, 200 and 344ff.); none of the many~Legraln, Cultu,
) COf1firms this~pUblished bullae cOf1(orml to the PaJestinian jUdaean seal traditiOf1. Bregst"in's !!-tudy (.Seal U5

ian,ח Court Style; some sealif1gs look Phoef1iciaןil18Shave motifs in the Perןתoblervatiof1. Most of the Murashu se
.ok Greek(others l

eem ro come primarily from~S On thl! basi. of the publi!!-hed photographs, the Hecht Group of bul]aeונ
.carllboids•
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o-douht carne from31'\0ךן outlinesןוidentification. Some of the Greek :'>ealing.s\vit
fair))" confidentl}' be recognized as corning from conicalךscaraboids. A few sealings cal

stamp seals, a type \vhich became popular in NeD-Babylonian times and continued to
9 Tiny cylinders may have.נ~appear in large numbers during tllc Persian period

produced the three seal impressions CWO 17, WD 36, and \VD 51) .••vith similar Court
.Style designs

The breakdown of seal types (ring, scaraboid/stamp, cylinder) b)' the style of image
the)" bear (Hebrew, Greek, Persian/Near Eastern) is interesting. The exact numbers arc
subject to revision, btl! there appear to ,be many more impressions made by rings than

u Just as the Greek images outntlmber the Persian, most of the rings have,ן.וstarnps
41 Of the Greek bullae, t\venty-nine are probable ring impressions (plusו,Greek designs

.Gold Ring A), and ten probably come from scaraboids or other types of stamps
Among Near Eastern bullae, only three carry probable ring impressions (plus Gold

,Ring B); there appear to have I"}eenthirteen of these bullae impressed by stamps and
WD 36, andדן,as is mentioned abo\'e, three ",'ere possibly made by cylinders (WD

,\VD lOB, one of the five illegible bullae, comes from a ring~~WD 51).1
regard toתA similar correlation between Greek and Persian imagery may be made i

horizontality and verticality. Due no doubt to the necessary horizontalit), of cylinder
seal de"'ices, vertical compositions were rare in Mesopotamia (the chief influence on

atiyeh bullae \vhich are classified here43ס All theו),Persian Court Style glyptic design
as Persian/Near Eastern (or Phoenician) are either horizontal or more square than
vertical, This includes the three sealings among the Persian bullae which clearly came
from metal finger rings (WD 3A, WD 34, WD 48) and Gold Ring B, perhaps a
Phoenician work, All the works which are classified as Persian/Near Eastern are either

'imports from the east (Mesopotamia, Persia) or are based on eastern glyptic irnaget)
but perhaps produced in Phoenicia or even Samaria. On the other hand, most of the
Greek images, whether they come from oval scaraboids or metal finger rings, are

,vertical compositions
One of the two Hebre\ •••.sealings, WD 22, appears to have come from a scaraboid of

the traditional West Semitic (including Israelite) type in use throughout the Iron Age
he inscription mentions the owner's title, 'Governor~and into the Persian period. Since

of Samaria', the seal was probably used for official purposes, This had been the
standard shape and type of official seal in the First Temple Period, and, at least in

1+4,Judah where the evidence is more plentiful, continued to be so in the Persian period

139 In the early Persian period, Stern notes there are a few imported Ntlo-Babylonion (my emphal:'i'5) conical
stamp and cylinder seals in use in Palestine (Stern, Material Cul!urtl, 196-7: two conical stamps from En Gedi, four

).from Tell es-Safi; one cylinder from Tell Jemmeh

140Possible gems mounted in rings are included In th", general category of rings, Bregstein similarly found that
West,נ70.( Semites, including J",ws, at Nippur tended to pr",fer rings to stamp or c7,linder seals (Seal Vie

cylinder seals, the Greek image", onחAt Perliepalis the purely Achaemenid designs usually appear a14ו
).14-15,10,sepolis IIestamp/ring seQI,.(Schmidt, P

.eiSI for II discussion of cylinder 5eals in Persian_period PaJC$tמsee the entry on WD 17, WD 36 and W14ן

Stem, Ma!niat Culture, 198, writes that there or", no cylinder senl impressions from Paleatine dating to the Persian
,period

.175)1965,es (New Yorkte_Islamit Cullaוt:143E, Porada, The A,E 0.1 lr
.SeQlsU144Avignd, 'Hebrew Seals', nnd idem, BuUae
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The broad leaf-shaped outlit1C of the second Hebre\v impression, WD 23, suggests a
,ring. This may be a first of sorts; to the best of the present editor's knowledge

cylitype,Giittinfltm

cylitype,Giittinfltm

ts to aרpresence of the inscription, as well as the cruclely executed device (a boar?) POil
,local, perhaps Samarian, workshop

,Officials in the Persian administration, as pre\'iollsly noted, often used cylinder seals
usuall)' v,.'ith Persian Court Style designs. At Samaria, it is impossible to determine

17) had more status or"'84,מזי, WDמwhether seals ..•••.ith such imagery (i.e. W
'meaning than the 'Greek' seals,146 The Governor used a traditional 'old-fashioned

22), but perhaps he ov./ned and used more than one officialמIsraelite scaraboid (W
.seal

Imagery and Ideolog)'

-The onomastic evidence from the Samaria Papyri suggests that many-perhaps most
,H, the God of ancient Israel!-!"זיof these Samarian patricians may have \\'orshipped Y

Ho,,,' much positive information about the religious beliefs of the Samarians can be
gleaned from the imagery on their seals? Apparently not very much, The status of

,one's sea] as an amulet ,,'ith magico-religious qualities cannot be ciiscounted, of course
-but recent attempts to relate the imagery on the tremendous ntltnber of anepigraphic

apparently privatc--seals found in excavations at ancient Israelite sites with ancient
With few images in the~ךIsraelite religion. while intrigtling, remain problematic, l

predominantly-if not exclusi\'e]y-aniconic Israelite official gl)'ptic tradition. there
may have been no ovcrv.'helming impulse in }]ersian-period Samaria to associate seal
imagery with personal religious orientation.1"s

It is unclear how the Second Commandment was interpreted by Jews in the Persian
period, but seals and coins seem to have fallen outside the Second Commandment's
net,'49What evidence there is shows that some Judaeans had seals with images, and

79,r'f" thr SN" Stood Slil/ (Princeton, 1962) fig~ח~'ן~ז", 201i cf, J. B. Pritchard, Gib~,jo/ CNltN'~Stern, Mat~14
reverse: however. it conformsחand p. 116. This ring may not have be<:n used as a seal since it was not engrn\'ed i

.stylistically to the traditional simple Hebrew seal type of letters in registers

,' seals al! bore Court Style imagery~icialחtifiable satrapnl nוide1,(ננ.ptי,Q/ UJ~At Nippur (Bregstein, S~14
dcr. ring. stamp). Non-satrapal officials (i.e. canal inspectors) might use differentוregardless of the sell] type (cyli

,UJt,ן2,(ד pוnt style of imagery (Sl.'afseals each bcaring a diffr.

ograph)' And the Bible', A!'It:hor Biblrחparticularly associ.ted with 0, Keel: cr. O. Keel, 'Ic(J~ct i~147This proj
,gerתed. D, N. Freedman (New York, 1992) 372i idem, 'Ancicnt Seals and the Bible'; and Keel-Uehliכ',a1וDiclia

,Giittinfltm

IIlings on the~egltein was able to i!loloto::certain trend1>in seal chOice by ethnic group in her study of th",8ז B~1
<be confidentlY associated with specifiתame5-Caחarne_including JewishחMur.,hu tablets from Nippur where
',lIealings. While. as a group, West S"'mite8 (inclUding Jews) were 'predisposed taward cerlain images and teal typell

Qi~between seals of Jews in particular and v.'est Semites in general (Bregstein, SחBregBtein reportl no distinctin
UJtII,.(סדב

,16"1',49See Avigad, 'Hebrew 8.,a]sנ

cyli
type
cyli
type
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both Persian provinces, Samaria and Judaea, minted coins bearing human and natural
devices.lso

Inח looking at seals and seal irnprt:ssions produced during the Persian period i
ian, Palestinian, and EgyptianרGreek, Phoenicia-Punic, Rgyptian, Perso-Mcsopotan

th noting what does not appearזstyles, with the imager)' common to eael}, it is \vo
among the Daliyeh bullae. The lacunae are sometimes surprising and sometimes

.re,,·ealing
two bullae belong to the centuries-old Israelite)זIt has already beel} noted tl1at onI

seal tradition. These \\'ere probably official seals; by using the 'old-style' seals, the
e consciously been making a nationalistic statement, or they may,ן[3זSamarians may

.have simply been maintaining a practice begun in the time of the divided monarchies
By far the majority of the Samarian seals, however, reflect a liking for foreign things

.that may 11a\'e carried a high prestige value
Status notwithstanding, it appears that the Samarians consciously rejected some very

common Persian, Greek, and Phoenician images; they may have felt these figures
,conflicted \vith their Yah\visrn and/or with their national identity. First and foremost
,perhaps, among all the Persian Court Style sealings, none carries the image which
1'until recently, was confidently identified as Ahura Mazda, the Persian high god.I

hatever the significance of the royal figure within a circle or winged sun disk or the~ז

persona symbolized by the winged disk alone, no variant of the motif appears on the
,vations in Persia~bullae.I'2 Seals and bullae with these images have surfaced in exc

Mesopotamia, and Egypt; occasionally the motifs appear on seals which may come
from a Lydian workshop.15) Another religious motif, the Persian fire altar, is likewise

" Thus it seems noteworthy that none of these motifs has yet materialized on~absent"
bullae or seals from Samaria.IS5

ISO Meshorer-Q",d ••r, Coillage of Samaria; Y. Meshorer, Ancient .Jewish Coinage. vol. I: The Persian Period
).1982,lgh Hasmt.maeans (Oix HillsוThro

i Boyce, "Ahura Mazda", ABD: There are also no Bahylonian worship scenes (see ahove). J"'ws ••nd~lSI Mar
other,נ70.( West Semites at Nippur 0150eschewed such scenes (Bregstein, Seal Use

IS2 Meshorer-Qed ••r, Coinaf{t! oj Samaria, 25, has noticed that a Samarian coin cup;ed almost exactly from II

.Cilician prototype lacks the Cilician coin's sun disk

,IS3 From excavations: Legrain, Culture, nos. 949-955; Legrain, Ur, nos. 759, 765; Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright
Meydum, no. 39; Schmidt, Persepolis 11 (sel"'cted exampl",s) pI 6, nos. 14, 16-8. The Daskyleion bullae: would be

.include this image; they have yet to be fully publishedסexpected t

,Examples from •• homog",neo\.ls group of Persian period seals, possibly produced in Lydia: J. Boardman
he.116-7,ו2,ס122. Persian Empire', [ran 8 (1970) nosזPyramidal Stamp Seals in'

IS" The fire altar does, however, appear on at least two Samarian coins: in front of an enthroned Persian king on
and 38; ex Nablus hoard). The first bearsננ.the obverse of two obols (Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage 8j Samaria, nos

an enigmatic inscription that may reflect a Pcnian name, the second is inscribed in Greek, 'Zeus'. Another Samarian
26.coin hased on B Cilician one, however, has 'edited out' the fire altar (Meshorer_Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria, no

d foreign issues which circulated locally andrand p. 26). In their coinage, both Samaria and Judaea frequently imita
were considered trustworthy; the Persian authorities seem to have given these provincial mints a fairly fr",e hand

oj Samaria, 20). It remains to be seen how much, if any, political or religious significancerשg«Meshorer_Qedar, Coi(
.the coin devices had

.ISS A related motif iii also absent although, in this case, the motif had probably died out by the foun:h century
This is the Neo-Babylonian Beene of a figure (a priest?) before an altar or before the symbols of Nllbu and/or
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ians seem toזThere are several portraya]s of Herakles on tlle bullae,156 but the Sama
have avoided images of this hero in his \\'ell-kno\vn smiting pOSC.157 From at least the
sixth century, Greeks and Phoenicians alike produced seals and coins sho\ving HerakJes
n the attack with bow or club. The motif of a smiting god goes back in the Ncar Eastס

toז( at least the Bronze Age. In Syria-Palestine, the smiting god .vas commonl
ere~~H's rival in the Hebre\v Bible.\\זassociated "'ith the Canaanite storm god, YH
n aסthe Samarians still 3\Vare of this and uncomfortable about ha\'ing such an image

?seal
Vhile se\'eral 'Greek heroes-Herakles, Perseus, Achilles, and Penthesileia-make an\

159,58 Hermes,ןpians are portrayed: Aphroditeמappearance on the bullae, only tllree OI)'I
and Zeus.16QTheir di\·ine status might have been recognized by the Samarians, but
both male deities, as depicted on the bullae, also fit \'ery nicely into t\va discrete
categories of anonymous male figures. Hermes differs only in small iconographic
details from the many nude or semi-nude )'ouths and warriors which appear on so

,many of the bullae. Like'\vise, the figure of Zeus, lightning bolt notwithstanding
1(,beloIlgs with the group of chiton-clad men.I

lae are impressions from Eg)'ptian scarabs or from~Similarly lacking from these bu
,the traditional Egyptianizing seals produced in Phoenicia. There are no ankhs, uraeae

Isis figures, Horus falcons, striding Pharaohs, Bes figures,162etc. The exca\'ators of the
Abu-Shinjeh cave did find one Egyptian scarab;163since no such scarabs seem to haveכ

been used to seal the Samaria Papyri, Cross is probably correct in identifying it as an
.amulet

izing designs are normative in Phoenician gl)'ptic art, including the 'greenחEgyptia
jasper' scarabs,16.f but are, for the most part, rejected at Samaria. Details such as the

-disk and crescent, hatched or rope borders, the usc of registers and bowl
hieroglyptic neb) shaped exergues which are commonly found on seals identified as(=

.Phoenicianl65 and on Archaic Greek or Greco-Phoenician seals, virtually do not appear
WhiJe in past excavations at Samaria one such scarab was found,'66 none of the Daliyeh
seal impressions came from Phoenician 'green jasper' or ITharros' gems of the sort

!d strata at En Cedi. See Stern, Mutrn'aסarly Persian periיund in theסal with this image was f~f\.'Iarduk. A stamp s
,314.C!l!tllrr, 196-7 and fig

',r the 'smiting god47ס, with references f",'39מ42,מ, \V\\'מ,IIC1$6מSee the discussion of W
us nudeםs but an !!nonym~33 (pl IV. 3) comes closest to the smiting pO!ie, but the figure is not HeraklמW1ו,S

.youth in a conventional Greek 'tyrant slayer' pose
.10.1511In the Hecht Group (1M 82.19.939) pI XXIV

.9.up pI XXIV3ס), and II.tleast one example (1M 82.19.926) in the Hecht Gr49.ז (pI14מ (pi 1.2), w159מ 'V
.12.V1611זIn tlle Hecht Group (1M 82.19.928) pi XX

liE (pI VII,2); WD 20 (pI VII.3), There is also another bulla with a mlln draped in a61מWD 9 (pI V1•.1): w]
.chiton in the-Hecht Group (1M 82.19.931) pI XXIV

,5/168מ218, W2מ. W162מSatyrs, whose origins may owe Jlomething to Bes, do occur. See entries for W
,43.a,ia, 22; nosוf! of Sa"Uן{r, C'oiבotypes (Meshorer.Qedcנ(WD 44. Bel appears on Samarian coins with foreign pr

).5•'

.163 DWn, pI 36:11; pI toOa
.fe. and 70ffדב.unfANES Ill164יSee Ashmol

.nJANES Il1,70tmoltJ16S As

.22.IS, noו, p~SrbQJtt166.נCrowfoot, Crowfoot, Kenyon, Sa",mi
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and in theנ:3ז16ד\\'Jly in the Persian period strata at Tell Al)u H:disco"ered especj
2727

)'anזD 41 ex]lil)i1זusctlm, only WD 13 and V\~Wadi Daliyeh, held in the Rockefeller
,Egyptian detail, a]though in an unusual context; in a heretofore unattested variation

pt rather than the usual Persian)זPersian I-Iero' sphinxes \vear the double CfO\Vn of Eg'
.c'\v rOy::l! sphinx type may be a Phoenician innovationחhigh dent3te crown.169 This

-en though Sy'ro,זThe general rejection of traditional Syro-Phoenician seal imagery, e
Phoenician artists probably produced many of the Sarnarians' Greek and Persian style
seals, tallies with the pattern of seal patronage by the (presumably) western Anatolian

:owners of so-callcd Grcco-Persian seals, 'of whom Starr writes

In50far a5 the patrons 5elected the scenes, the}' looked onl}' to Achaemenid .and Greek
'ere largely in the~pes. 'rhere seems to be no influence from S)'rian scarahs, whichנ·protot

,rlier artistic tradition of Asia Minor, conservafi\'e as it had been<Phoenician style; nor does the e
O1ך.appear to have oft"ered any subjects

Greco-Persian seals are believed to have come from workshops in Asia l\1inor, possibly
'They are represented among the Rockefeller bullae by only a fev.1]ך.nd CiliciaםSardis

ile a number of the Samarian seals bearing Greco-Persian subjects12 \Vךexamples.I
Greek subjects or1might come from Anatolian sources, most of the many seals wit
ere. 'Elsewhere' is1executed ill a Greek artistic style would appear to come from elsew
.probably Phoenicia for the most part, but possibly also Samaria itself

e Wadi Dali)!eh bullae are compared \.vith the images on fourth-century coins1If t
minted IQcally in Palestine-including Judaean and Samarian issues-a fev.' significant

.47-8.167R. \'\7. Hamilton, 'Exca\'"tilJns at Tell Abu Hawam'. QDAP 4 (1935) 18, nos

ltc, etc. (H"r"k]csמi"n of \V~~also the discu~s, se~nc~r~168Johns, 'ExcavatilJns', 41-104. For addition ••1 ref
.45figur"s) and \i\'D

).169Conventionally crowned Persian Court 9t)'I(' royal sphinxes appear on other bullae (\VD 3A, \\'0 15A

or!nage are local officialסeks', 70. He further writes (71), 'th" mlJst likely source of this p"tr~170Starr, 'G
Persian satraps proper---and above all the rural squirsrchy of Asia Minar'. Br"gstein, in her litudy of the seal choice

),370,of Jews in Nippur has found II similar rejection of many traditional Near Eastern scenes (Seal Use

,8.eks and Persians'; Za2lOff,AG, chap~man, GGFR, chllp, 6, 'GיFor discussion and references, see Bo"rדן[

)1973,ard UniversityתPh.D. di91l.,Ha(חpersische Gemmen'; and M. Marvin, Studitr in G,eca-Perrian G~Craeco'
.pasrim

WD 52, from a sCllraboid. Se\'eral bullae in the Hecht GrlJup clJuld perhaps be placed in this; sroup; a ringןדן

1se5n Greco-Persianסding a bird appearsןסimpression <1M 82.19.934) pi XX[V.14 with a seated Persian women h
cf. Boardman, GGFR, nos. 964 [scarahoid], 991 [rins]), hut the bulla alslJ resembles a locally produced silver ring(

',from the Phoenician harbour town of Tel Michal (M. Barak and S. Amnrai-Stark, 'Se"ls and Seal Impressions
,35-6]}1989,Michal, eds. Z, HerzlJg, G, Rapp, Jr., O. Negbi [Minneapolis "nd Tel Avivו/וc(fvationr at T:E
,Ogf oj Samariaוpi 74.1) and a Samarian coin with a s"ated male figure holding a bird (MeshlJrer-Qedar, COi

).25,no. 19); the Samarian coin in turn has. Cilician prototype (Meshorer.Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria
2727

scaraboid?) h"s Greco-Pereian parallels (cf. BOII.rdman,GGFR, nOI. 847, 868). It is so like the IJbverse of. Samarian
obol (Meahorer-Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria, nlJ. 61 and p. 36) th"r the same ensraver ClJuld have produced them

-both, conceivably in Samaria itself; an th., IJther hand, the cain in question has a clear Cilician prototype (Meshorer
).27,Qedar, Coinage of Samaria

2) with liIingle winged griffins and 1M 92.19.942 and.ן,Hecht Group 1M 82,19.919 and K63L (pi XXIII
,4,5) with ru":ning winged bulls might also be lab"lled Greco-Persian (cf. griffins in Boardman82.19.941.ז (pI XXIJ

).921-2.GGFR, nos. 957-8, 978; leaping winged bulls in B':>ardman, GGFR, nos
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-oted.I]3 These coins, which used to be called 'Philistoתcorrespondences may be
can bear].1ן,Arabian' but which are no\v recognized simply as local Palestinian issues

Greek or Near Eastern devices (including Egyptianizing Bes figures and Persian Court
Style). Not surprisingly, some of the stereotypical Persian Court Style images on the

-Samarian coins and the Daliyeh bullae are similar; however, the designs on the Greek
except in two or three cases where the!style bullae do not overlap with the coin

s Theךsubjects might be considered 'Eastern' or the correspondence is ambiguous.I
large group of standing nude youths and \\'arriors found at Samaria is apparently not

n theסFurthermore, the purely Greek images1&ך.represented on Palestinian coins
Samarian bullae, schematic as many of them may be, are artistically more accomplished
than the usually crude numismatic work. lf the Samarian seals-those 1n the Greek
style in particular-are largely imports, then the circumstantial e\·idence points

where artists \vere familiar with both Greek andדדlogically to nearby Phoenician cities1
.Near Eastern artistic vernacular

Imagery: Persian! Near Eastern

images generated by theנ-'lclps to identifןA wealth of available iconographic data
s The situation is different in the case of Near Eastern art, which inוGreek world.I

,C()inageחcienl JerojsיFor Samarill, sec Meshorer-Qedar. CrJinage..,] S(lm(lria: for Judah, I';ee Y. NI"'$horer, A1נו
•vol. J

ime of the Persilln Empire. II: The4ז A. Kindler, "l'he Greco-Phoenician Coins struck in Palestine in theון
al2,ח (1963) 25-7. See also Sterחthe die-cutters', J!rael Numi.lmQtic JourחםInfluence of Greek lind Phoenician art

.221-4,rial CultllrerץןגM

a Cilician coin) lind th" ,eated PersianחTh" winged griffin attacking a stag (which has II counterpart aון~

Iecht Group K63.1'.1. pI XXIII.1.) calls to(ן-woman, both in Ihe Hecht Collection; the lily flanked by branches
29-30) but also Rl}'Ptic1.ג•ge, vo1. Irl)i!h (.'oitlחr:imt Jחmind 'he Slime motif on judaean coinage (Y. 1\1eshorer, A

).248.examples (Uollrdmarl, GGFR. fig

6[1יugי0[ A standing bearded man draped in II chiton appears on gome Samarian issues (Meshorer-Qed:llr. C()i
.raY:IIlsnf Zeus79-80ח); in same instances he resembles standard po61,25,,ךך.Samaria, nos

Samaria's ongoing contacts with Phnenicia re;rch back to On1ri's alliance with Tyre, which brougbt jezebel toדדן
Samaria. josephu, (AliI. 12.9.1) writes that in the Second Templc Period, Samarians of Shechem called themselves

.'Sidonians'

.1\11lelld of two major inland r()utes, one to Dam:llscus, the otber to the south. skirtingןSidon was locllted at the
,Hcrmon. entering Palestine and passing thr()ugh Samaria and leru911lem. Elayi stresse, the importance for Phoenicia

speci:lllly Sidon, of m.intaining trade relarions with arc-liSinland from the Phoenicilln COIISIproper and with towns~
).16--18)1980(12oenicia and Plllestine ('The Phoenician Cities in the Persian Period'. JANESC'U~rn P~90uth!ח

For II dlSCUSII1()nof routes by which Phoenicia and Sam:llria communicated. see Shim'on Dar lind Shim'on
/aeoloJ!ir:aח, Sur,,'e;\-'1)/ San/aria ROO B.C.E.-636 C.h:., partl i-ii. Briti}ArcמndIC(l.pr arId PQ,t"n. A~Applebaum, L

986) .nd D. A. Dorsey, 'Shc:chem and the Road Network of(308ןal S"itlמ(ltioיterמןArchaeological Reportl
Central Samaria', BASOR 268 (1987) 57-70 (esp. p. 63) which describes the cOlIstal highway which went north

lIria to Ihe YarkQn RiYer basin (which was heavily setlled in this period~oYerland to Phoenicia and rOUteS from SII.
nd may ha\'e bee,. domin.ted by PhoeniCIan cities) and to Phoenician-controlled Palestin!." h:llrbour sites luch as•

of the Sidonian economic hegemony over thele towns in the foUrlhחTell Herer, joppa, lind Dar. For a dilCUISio
century, cf. [Iuyi, 'Studies'. 98 and 102. The I.rlle Per.ian period }1Qrtsof Joppa lind Dor were equidiltant, south

.lpectively, from Samllriaזlind north
.LJMC~Sןדנ
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e of decorative patterns and heraldic/iconic\יmany instances seems prompted by It lO
J1.representationsיך of human or di\'ine po\ver, rather than by a narrati\'c impu}se

Near Eastern seals, but there is little consensusחסDivinities and heroes do appear
about the mythic figures \vhich may' or rna)' not be represented.lso D. Hansen 's

Sumerian glyptic iconography generally applies to later phases ofחסcomment
:ian art as \vellרMesopotan

,Although we are dealing in the sea] impregsion representations with a \vorld of heroes, demons
the immediate symbol could stand for II wealth of religious ideas andוז:and animals, whc

overlapping or fused concepts, we cannot find in the myths or epics passages \\'hich explain the
181,artistic iconography

The Near Eastern images break down into two hasie groups: designs with the 'Persian
Hero'1Rl and designs with animals only, Subsets of the first category consist of the

)Persiatl Hero (a) battling a single opponent-a winged bull or \vinged ILon, and (b
battling a pair of animals-lions or winged sphinxes, In the second category, animals
either pose alone or in flanking pairs, On all but one bulla (WD 34. horses) these

,41מ48• wמanimals are mythical: winged sphinxes (WD 13, WD lSA, \VD 31, w
183,(38מ winged scorpion-men (WמWD 53), \vinged horses (WO 18), winged bulls (W

13 and WD 41 are eastern2,5מ), curled-winged griffins (Gold Ring B), 'V
lSAמ'ith W~Phoenician?) variations on a Court Style motif, as may also be the case(

..and Gold Ring B
The imperial Achaemenid propaganda programme ensured the wide dispersal of

conventional Court Style motifs. As noted above, coin engravers working for the
•Samarian minting authorities copied coins in the Court Style issued by Phoenician
yנbנCilician, and Palestinian cities which were in circulation in Samaria,IR4 and poss

some of the similar Court Style seals from Daliyeh were also engraved in Samaria:IRS
186•i.e. the winged, horned animal on WD 38 and on the obverse of a Samarian obol(

the flanking scorpion-men on WD- 25 and the single version on the reverse of a
the Persian hero stabbing an upright animal on WD 4 and WD 8 and on18ך•hemiobol

,36numerous Samarian coins,IR8 the Persian hero flanked by animals on WD 17, WD

i andt9 Notf: E, Reiner's comments on this question in 'Magic Figurines, Amulets and Talismans', Monitךן

.227)1978,Demunr, 28, including her reference to D. E, Bynum, Tht! Daenwn ill the Wood (Cambridge
.9-10,180Porada, ']ntroduction', Ancient Art

sen, 'The FantB.stic World of Sumerian Art; Seal Impressions from Ancient Lagash', Monztnr and181ח D. P. HB.
nr. 62-3, Keel has been attempting to relate Syro-Palestinian glyptic imagery with mythology, including that ofD

eח).Israel with variable but thought-provoking resulu (see, e,g. Kecl-Uehlinger, Giittinn

,182For a discussion of this figure, see entry on WD 4, p. 214ff

183.ז4,5,( In the Hecht Group there are possibly two additional winged bulls (pi XXII
,20,184 Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria

Samaria during the Persian period, artists working locally may have been producing objects which have[18מS
).211-2',id characteristics (Stern. 'PhoenicianePhoenician and Achaem

).63.186Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria. no, 83 (and perhaps no

,63,age oj Samaria, nor187 Meshorer-Qedar, C

.23; some in:opircd by Sidonian issuesU18,נR Meshorer_Qedllr, Coinage oj Samar
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9 Did the coin directl}' inspire theאand WD 51, and again, on several Samarian coins).I
seal (or vice versa. for priority is impossible to determine)? If the correspondences
between some of the Samarian coins and bullae (especially from Court Style seals. but

}"also one or t\\'O that might be called Greek) suggest the same artist at work loca1I
then it must be asked ••vhether the artist is native-born or a travelling specialist. And

?who determines the seal image---the engrav'er or the local patron

Imagery: Greek

A quick survey of tile Wadi Daliyeh bullae discloses the preponderance of images that
coul(! be categorized as Greek in style and/or subject matter, especially in contrast •••,.ith
such manifestly Near Eastern motifs as the Persian Hero, winged bulls. and scorpion
men. Nevertheless, particularly in the case of animal subjects, it is difficult to isolate

•some of the motifs on the bullae as Greek or Greco-Phoenician or e••.·en, more vaguely
)Greco-Near Eastern. Human figures outnumber the animals19Q (both real and mythical
;e. There are fewer renderings of women than of menןזנamon.': the bullae in Greek st

pearו on some ten bullae; on six of these, the woman appears alone. !'Jוwomen al
Of aJl the bullae. Greek or Persian, by far the largest category consists of lone

standing youths or warriors in various states of dress and undress.192 This group of
.figures does not appear to be the work of an)' !>ingle recognizable artist or ",'orkshop

The figures seem to reflect a repose reminiscent of vase paintings from the end of the
fifth and beginning of the fOllrth centuries in v,'hich gods and heroes assume graceful
attittldes, as if the)' were themselves statues.I?] The 'youths' on the bullae cannot
usually be identified with any particular Greek or Near Eastern deit) •. It is possible to
identify some of the seventeen figures in this group. if only tentati"'ely: Hermes (WD

,14, WD 49''') Herak!e' CWD 11C, WD 39, \VD 4Z, WD 47)'0; and Perseus (WD 3Z
WD 54. WD 56). The closest comparanda. although not completely satisfactory. are

DISCOVERIES IN THE JUDAEAN DESER1' XXIV

.Phoenicia as the probable source for many of the Samarian 'youth' !'.eals

4) I1lso.ןht Group bulla (pI XXIV~ia, 24. 1'he s"':\ted Persian on a l-re~Samarו!~illaRסE'JMeshor",r-Qedur, C!

uge,2,ו33.( of Sal1luria, nos. \Rאresembles three Samurian issues (Mesl\orer_Qedar, (;oi
).Hecht Group includes a few more IIllimals (see below!ו",(I Tו~

),91 Bullae with f"'malc figures: WD 4" (nymph and satyr), \VD SO (Maenad). \VD 43 (Achilles and Penthcsilea!

46 (Nike in quadriga). WD 1.3.228 (Nikc?). In the Hecht Group there are'\6,(ם·י, and \VD 52 (Persian coupleמV\
atן,3ן,4.( least thr"' ••, including possibly Aphrodite (pl XXIV.IO

).9,-5,R.192ןFor cXllmples in the Hecht collection. mostly from rings, S"'t: pI XXIV

.fa riramique (Jltirpll' (Geneva, 1908) pI XIII$1מtylejfeuri da~Il~idias~19] cr. G. Nicole, M
.9.194Sec also from the Hecllt Group. pI XXIV

.echt Group. pi XXIV.H~195 l

.221,1 and Boardman, GGFR111,ד'~;also discussed in Ashmuil'a1lIANEמ.hed in de Iiidd ••r, Collutia~196Publi
ks in Phoenicia durilll!" the laIc fiflh centur)'; it is now apparent they lire~Boorumiln suggests th",y were mlldc by Gr

.from the fourth cenltlry

The de Clcrcq collco:tion WilSassembled primarily in Lebanon in the lale nineteenth century. The bulk of the
~undטrוs, Which on .ty1isticו:ות;collection ill now in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris (sec Bordreui!, BN). The ri
•ni8tic.periods, occallional!y hav.., fairly good provenances, particularIy the ring~to the Hell~i~te from t,he Arcfl~d

•.i.tוsarcophagI by nineteenth-century archaeol0חC\IIIןחPhoeחןdlllcovcrcd
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These bullae \""ith lounging nude OT semi-nude warriors and youths in largely
t as a measure of the extent of Greek cultural artifactsחYah,vistic Samaria are sil':'nifica

hand in the early to mid-fourth century. Israelite society' as reflected in theחס'already
If the Samarians whoך\l.ןouth or the human bodyנ:Hebrew Bible did not celebrate

vned these seals had little concept of Hellenic culture, then, gi"en the mores of aס\

19S one \"ould expectח,culture \vhich abhorred nudity or sa\\' it as a sign of degradatio
.the seals to ha\'c been regarded as grossly unsuitable for public use by legal \vitnesses

e owners had some leve] of exposure to alien GreekגIt is easier to assume that tl
iconography, although precisely how they interpreted their seals' imagery remains

'obscure.I\19

,9DיA smaller heterogeneous group of single male figures includes mature men (Vv
15B), and a nude youthמWD liE, WD 20),2()(Ia nude youth lounging on a rock (W

Jeaningמ5.(ו against a column (W
The third category consists of so-called Dionysian subjects including satyrs on their

21B), a Persian dancer (WD 27), a dancing Maenad2מ, ''VD 5/16B, \V(",סןo\.vn
40), and the charming scene of a satyr and nymph playingמWD 50), Eros (W(

knucklebones (WD 44).201These bullae clearly show that such motifs ""ere popular, but
it would be highly presumptuous to infer that Samarians were participating in the cult
of Dionysos in the fourth centur)'. 2t12

Human male and female figures appear together in the fourth group. Because
6relatively fe\\' female figures appear on the bullae, this is an intriguing category. WD

52 depict the same subject, a Persian couple, but in stylistically divergentמand W
43, which probably depicts Achilles and the' Amazon Penthesilea, is one ofמays. W'''

.the most distinctive bullae of the corpus
WD 46, Nike driving a frontal quadriga, is the only bulla in the fifth group ('Other

').complex subjects
Finally, in the sixth category are bullae with plant and animal designs. In the

35), a sphinxמmythical category there are three winged griffins,20:1 a hippocamp (W
31

an eagle (Gold Ring A) and a dove,205 se,'eral lions (WD 37),20<'>one scratching his ear

iochus IV Eplphllnes' most controversial acts was his establishing of ••gymnasium inזof An~lIrs, on~r y197~זIn la
).4:12m (1 Mace 1:14; 2 Macc~Jerus ••l

picting II king in his court, reserves~, 915welllls tJII: Megiddo ivory d~1% Egyptian and Assyrian sculpture 91;k
.nudity for war captives

.1entry for WD199מSee discus:;ion i

.6,7,11,12.Vזcht Group, see pI XX~200 H
.40See also entry for \\'D20ו

ll. It is~this period !ls wמician involvement with Dionysos is extremely limited iמfor Phoe~202The evidenc
.unlikely that the Samarians would have 9nticipated their northern neighbours in such II religious matter

).1-3.Hecht Group (see pI XXIII20נ
).6.t Group (see pI XXIIIc20. He

).13[.20S Hecht Group (see pI XXII

).9-12.206Hecht Group (see pi XXIII
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(WD 55),207 another gnawing on a thighbone,208 a horse and ridcr,209 and galloping
horses.210 The only plant is a three-petalled flower flanked by leafy branches.211

Conclusions arid Qz~estions

The Wadi DaIiyeh bullae, with their excellent mid-fourth century context (although an
ed out), supplement the kno\vledge of Greek glyptic artןoccasional heirloom is not rll

.and of the cultural milieu of fourth century Palestine
gr01Jp of bullae is the large number andבiךOne of the most significant aspects of tl

er unimpressive the clay bullae\יe\\יial. HOנ·rich variety of roughly datable glyptic mate
may appear, they are of importance because of their firmly e!'tablished chronological

.fourth century), geographical (Samaria, Palestine), and social (upper class) context(
Too often, in the past, collector-connoisseurs appreciated engraved gems and finger
rings as precious objects of vertu; their dating depended on typologies ue"reloped along
art historical principles used in other branches of Greek art, rather than upon stratified

es of seals. The provenance of man)' a seal turns out to be the town in which itוenןseql
a5 bought or the vague word of an antiquities dealer. The Wadi Daliyeh hullae\\'

;markedly increase the amOllnt of data on Greek and Persian seals of the fourth century
:their uncertain status was described by Boardman in 1970. when he v.'rote

Achaemenid seals or impressions from cylinders securely datable to tilt: fourth century are
rcm~rkabl}' scarce. Even tile finger ring impressions seem main1)' fifth~cen[ut)' and there are no
imrressions from fOUl·th-century Greek rings or gems unLil after Alexander.212

In actuality, there are a great many fourth-century seals and ring!>; the problem was
ological anchors, they were being labelled eitherחhroוthat in the absence of sound

fifth-century or Hellenistic on stylistic grounds alone. Tile corpus of bullae from
.Daliyeh now provides an anchor

In the area of Classical Greek archaeology and art history, the ramifications of this
material are diverse. In some cases, the Greek seals from Daliyeh conform to
expectations from a provincial centre such as Samaria \\·here a time-lag can be obser\'ed
in taste; an older motif has survived or local artists seem to be making crude copies of

aluate theי.·ever risky it may he to e\י.:imported originals. On the other hand, hO
workmanship of the Samarians' seals on the basis of seal impressions, the ob"'ious
artistic ambitiousness of many of the engraved motifs ele\'ates much of the work over
the only other well-excavated and published corpus of Classical Greek glyptic art, the

~21),ce~early fourth-century seals (primal'ly bronze rings) from Olynthus (north-east Gre
This can probably be explained in part by the cleat indic3tiQns that the Sarnarian seal

)Perhaps doubled in the Hecht Group (pI XXIII.IIוםב
08ן.2.( Hecht Group (pI XXfIIב

209,(ו. Hec.:hl Group (pi XXIII

).210 Hecht Group (pI XXIII,R

.Kample D rose (Boardman, GGFR, fi8וpurllblc:וp (pI XXIII.14), 'I latus.'. Boardman calls II conגcht (irnl~Hנןב
).1]2.24R, p

.326•R21:1·;ןBoardmDn. G(.I

.213 Robinlon. Metal
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ians' seal rings \vere probablyזers were re1ati,,'e1y wealthy. MallY of these Samaתw()
s naturally \vauld have~gold, like the two rings which have survi,,'ed, and gold rin

received special attention from an artist. Unlike the 01ynthus material, then, the Wadi
t cross class lines but reflect the tastes of people \\'ho must haveחחDa1iyeh bullae do

'.been local 'trend setters
4 might ha'\'e beenןA fe, •• of the 'ambitious' Greek images among the bullae2

lcategorized as Hellenistic if not for the firm mid-Fourth-century context of the Daliye
material. The Daliyeh bullae help reinforce the sense among Classical art historians of

,ho\v arbitrary the date of 323 is to discussions of art and Hellenization.215 These bullae
e Mausoleum sculptures or the works of Praxiteles, may demonstrate Hellenisticוlike tl

.art in the making
With the Wadi Daliyeh material a .significant number of finger ring impressions

which clearly corne from the fourth century and which have mainstream Greek designs
e-tune Boardman's typology of Classical Greek fingerוey help to filוare now extant. TI

rings;116 Boardman explained the presence of fifth-century ring types in fourth-century
ant on the principle that\זPhoenicia (the de Clercq group) and elsewhere in the Le

ond the Hellenic 'A-'orJd proper.217 The factor ofינolder ring types persisted be
provincial lag' may indeed be at play here, but given the international familiarity with'
Greek styles and the probable presence in Phoenicia of Greek--even Attic-artists, at

ings may be considered ma.instream and notיןleast some of the Wadi Daliyeh
.provincial

The de Clercq gold rings considered \vith the Wadi Daliyeh rings suggest that there
,were active ring engraving workshops in Phoenicia in' the fifth and fourth centuries

adapting to the different stylistic tastes of their patrons. A few designs on the Greek
218.eh bullae are similar to devices on the de Clercq ringsינWadi Dali

veen the Wadi Daliyeh buLlae andtFuture consideratlon of the correspondences be
contemporary Sarnarian coinage may resu1t in a c1earer understanding of local coin and

.sea] cutting and may even point more- firmly toward a Samarian engraving \\forkshop

Hellenization ~'nthe Persian Empire

-Students of fourth-century cultural history ha\'e increasingly recognized a pre
Qןב.Alexandrine Hellenic oikumene of limited dimensions in the western Persian Empire

e un<ltle:sted for them before~II poמhesilea iזמNike in a frontal quadriga), WD 43 (Achilles and Pe(4י WDןב

).a nymph and satyr pla}'ing knuckleoonell), WD 57 (a youth leaning on a column(.סthe Hellenistic period). \y
.possibly WD 2.D

1-4 with a19(נך,assica{ism in Greek Sculpture oj the Fourth Century B.C. (New York215זB, R. Brown, Antic
).1967,summary of dQtes alld bibliography. Also see F. Vannier, Le [Ve siecle P"C (Plltis

.657-61,213-15.R, fig. 217, pp1116ייBoardman, GG

,221,7 Boardman, GGFRוב

.57218See entries for WD 14, \VD SO, \VD

uch scholarship (p. ii). See IIlso Hornblower, Greek~us is an important example of219ו S. Hornblower's Mtluro
on gru;que; !\1. Colledge, 'Greek and non-Greek Interaction in the Art and,ו'World; Starr, 'Greeks'; Elayi, Pblit,a

Architecture of the Hellenistic East', Hel{enism in 'he Ea1t, eds. A. Kuhrt and S. Sherwin-While (Berkeley and Los
,d 24; R. Wenning.ח,$Ul to Constantine (Ann Arbor, 1975) II, IS~Angeles, 1987) 134-9; Hanfmann, F,am C'
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Representative of this trend is S. Hornblower's assertion that 'the Hellenization of the
inland Anatolian places (the coastal sites had long been under Greek influence) had
already made remarkable progress in the fifty years before Alcxan(ler's arrival'.22() Just
what is meant by 'Hellenization before Alexander' in the Near East is still being

defined;221ט as noted, ho"\vever, singularly illustrati"'e of this Hellenization is the prcsenc
,of Greek art allover the ,",'estern Persian empire: sculptllre, painting, architecture

222.coinage, seals, etc" all executed by artists ""'orking in the Greek stj'le
Unfortunately., it is not known to \vhat degree Greek thought travelled ••.:ith Greek

art, A Hippodamic city plan was used 8t Phoenician Dor, and occasionall)' Greek
architectllral styles might be promoted b).. the ruler of a border area to signal his
political leanings or alliances.223 Or, perhaps the pre-Alexandrine 'barbarian' adoption
of Greek artistic fashions could be compared to the enthusiastic Japanese absorption
today of tl1e trappings of the \-Vest, while maintaining, most emphaticaJly, a profound

.grounding in their o\•••.n culture
Whatever the identity of the artists who ,vere producing the Samarians' Greek

seals-and many of the seals may have come from "vorkshops in Phoenicia and perhaps
itself-the seals reflect the engravers' direct or indirect;a very fe"••' from Samari

124,{sippan proportions~acquaintance with a diverse assortment of artistic influences: L
tendencies in large-scale sculpture most evident in Magna Graecia and Sicily,22S
numismatic art from Persia and east and west Greece,226 and themes from Greek myths
such as Perseus)227 adopted by the Greek and Persian territories of Asia Minor along(

.the cultural borderline, such 3!' Ionia, Caria, L}'cia and Cilicia
ose culture had attractedוJ. Elayi proposes that '[t]he domination of the Greeks, "vl

the Phoenicians even before Alexander's conquest, '",,"as more powerful and
uncompromising than the Achaemenid, and it progressivel)' destroyc(l Phoenician

bericht fiber tin Forschungsprojekt', Borrorזhe Importe in Palastina aus der Zeit vor Alo:xilnder d. Gr., \'oזhil<:ז;:Gri'
f:1981(29-4.ו(.

.Hornblower, Morlso/ui, viiסבן

cities; A case-study or Helltnisltion', ProcF'edingr oj the221ו See pilrticularly F. Millar's 'The Phoenicill
in theוr/eni~Philological 8vntty 209 (n.s. 29) (1983) 55-71 and 'The Problem of He]lenistic S:•.ri.', H~Camh,idg

:t:ht!fl in Pe,n'en~Hofstetter, Die Grjנ..Eall, cds. A. KUhrt and S. Sherwin-\Vhite, esp. 110--11, 131-2; also cf.

).1978(5bundנundt" AMi Rrgiinzl4ng:h I!or Aft'~i~hhl in pern',t:hm R~~der Gri~Pr(jrOf>ogrnpJ,i

ilial exposure 10 Greek art, the: artists ne",d not have been Greeks, notwithstanding the assumption222זAfter th'" i
,J~by many scholars th.t the objects with the best workmanship could only hll"'e come from Greeks. Murvin, Sfudi

ab]e bv aכiחRסts could produce Greek ima!!es. Their Work may be rec~that non-Greek .rti~141-2 conclude
4hc.נג gems (Boardman, GGFR, 324). (See illsa the ditcusaion or WD~חסVisibletiquתg techחdifference in engrllvi

-the pervading influence of Attic style, and composition, even in nonתסRidgway, j.'I!th CtntuF'Y, 151, comments
rritory. She notel !hat the similarity of motifs among relitfs coming from widespread geographical arellstGreek t

es (including mono!!raphs on~may indicate the e:XiSlenceof pltUrn books of Borne kind. For Greek !echnical Ireati
.156,he fourth century, Bee Hornblower, Gr,,'" Wo,ld~IIrl) of

s and Economy in Lycia during the Peraian223ז Borchhardl, 'Herftlchart', 2)9-40. Set also J. Zahle, 'Politi
.169-82)1989(]9Period', REA

.224SeeWDS7

.liC, WD ISH22מ! See W

,f2.מ45. GR-A, lind W226מ See W
Seeמ56. W2וג
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lae and the clearןch btl2ינR The pronounced Hellenism of the \i\'adi Da!i'.בci\,ilization
absence of images in traditional Egypto-Phoenician mixed st)']es suggest that Eta)!i

Phoenicia in the decadesתderestimating the extent of cultural Hellenism iךcould be ul
'the scene. If citizens of an inland provincial hill-countryחסbefore Alexander arrived

their seals, ho,,,' muchס1ר}'agerןךto\vn like Samaria were comfortable using Greek iI

stronge!' must have been the Greek cultural influence among Phoenicians \\'hose direct
.and indirect contact \'1ith Greece and Greeks \vas a fact of the Persian Period

t predilection for Greek seals, the Samarians (ifחIn small ''lays, such as theil- nppare
a,,·e been attracted to Greekוןnot the Judaeans) in the mid-fourth century seem to

culture, e,'en if their experience of 'Greek Clllture' \vas not first-hand but reflective of
,NC\'ertheless~the Phoenicians who had already interacted \vith Greeks for centuries.21

cultural recepti\,ity unless the receiving culture has receptors somehowסthere can be n
ithout this initial groundwork, the world conquered\~ז.e new influencesוattuned to tl

by Alexander, including Syria-Palestine, wouJd have been far less receptive than it
.apparently was to the conqueror's vision of a Hellenized world

.28'.228 Elayi, 'Phoenician Cities

Temple of Eshmun. of a fourth.century bilingual dedication wrinen inןnilםeat the Sid229•ן Note the discovery
)',Cypriot iyllabary script lind Greek. discussed in O. Masson. 'Pelerin$ chypriotes en Phenicie (Sarepta et Sidon

.45-8)1982(32S.tita





B. NUDE YOUTHS AND WARRIORS

1. HF:RMF:SAND UNIDF:NTIFIF:D YOUTHS
AND WARRIORS





WD 7. Nude Greek Yourh with Chlarnys
(PLATE ].1)

962.. Inv~Mu
I!6חe sealioL

Image size: 1.4 em (as preserved) x 0.8 em
em x 1.6 emד.ן:Bulla size

)Clay colour: blnck (burned
d bottom of vertical imageמinl of string remains; top aזString not preserved but inlp

printוןPapyrus il
?raved sem in metal fing~Seal type: el1

;WD 7 is the impression of what may have been a narrow, oval gem set in a metal ring
at the top of the sealing there appears to be a space between the edge of the gem and
its mount. Another indication of a gemstone is the marked convexity of the sealing

Metal rings areי;.from top to bottom due to the concavity of the gemstone's surfac
more likely to bo,"' out",'ard and create a concave image. In addition to the loss of the

.youth's feet due to breakage, the left and right edges of the image are not defined
A Greek youth in a frontal pose looks to his right. He is nude except for a chlamys

clasped at his throat, an item of clothing which appears several times on both the
Rockefeller and Hecht buLlae. Here it drapes the youth's shoulders, then falls behind

terminate in decorative folds from thigh toסhim in vertical lines to the left and right t
ankle. The clean-shaven youth has slightly puffy cheeks and high cheekbones; the eye

.r has worn awayסuth lacks definitionסand eyebrow are carefu11y indicated, but the m
He.ןOn visual inspection, the youth proved to be bareheaded "'\lith short, wavy hair

rests his weight on his right leg, but his stance is fully frontal with genitals and navel
clearly indicated. In his lowered and partially extended right hand he seems to hold an
bject of some sort. Whatever was beyond the youth's wrist-perhaps a patera for anס

ffering-has been scraped away. The artist seems to have taken special delight inס

depicting the musculature; the young man's exaggerated masses of flesh-at the
.rso, legs-evoke nothing so much as a musc]ebound bodybuilderסshoulder, arms, t

With his upraised left hand he casually grasps a vertical staff or spear; this pose
sLightly elevates the left shoulder. Due to careless sealing the bottom of the awkwardly
executed staff is missing. The upper portion does not line up with the section below

v, and the staff disappears behind the youth's shoulder so that he looksוthe youth's elbo
ly afflicts Phoenician~naסas if he is holding it behind him. This mistake occasi

I The apparent long locks in the photograph are actually an inclusion in the clay.
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whichסscarahnids,2 and Archaic seals] and coins,4 but is rare in the Classical period t
the provenance as well as the )-"outh's Polykleitan hip-shot stance assign the sealing-a

?rorkmant:>hip perhaps•••י?)f local (P})ocnicianסsign
)2"·.S4 (pIמID 7 in W"סThe Wadi Daliych corpug3 provides a parallel of sorts t

on \\'hich the nude Perseus' stance with a staff and lo•.vered hand is quite similar. The
Harvard excavation at Samaria disco\'ered a bronze ring with an o.•..·al one-piece bezel
which, according to the exca\'ators, showed a nude male figure standing with a staff in

6,th the photograph and tI1Ccontext are llnclearסhis left hand. D
ston7ס is a middle-ta-Iate fifth-century gold ring in BמAnother parallel for W

the weightךng on a pillar.? Richter says of it that '[t]he pose, ",,'itlזing Hermes Ican\י.:sho
f the body on the right leg, and the ]cft flexed and set back, is in the so-calledס

Polykleitan stance'.B Hermes' head is in profile, while 11isbody is frontal, just as on
Wמ7.

The decorati"'e zig7.ags of the cloak ma)o'also fit with a late Classical date. They do
not resemble the symmetrical s•.••·aIJo\•.'tails of tile Archaic periodQ but the somewhat

e:naturalistic, although .still abstract, folds of ]ater Classical and Hellenistic seals.IUיוmO

is unusual in extant Greek glyptic, similarדIf the precise composition of WD
figures are common enough on Greek coins and \'8SeS \vhe:re gods! goddesses, and

a staff with the other hand lo\\'ered.11 Itחסheroes may aSSltme the hipshot pose leaning
12.also appears in the form of small Classical bronze votive athletes

2 Cf. Bordrl!tlil, BN, no. 18, a Phoenician scaraboid of the late seventh century. Also N. A\'igud, 'Some
Deeornted West Semitic Seals', IE] 35 (1985) no. IV, a Phoenician seal with Arnmaic inscription of the eighth

.entury(

,Richter, EGGE, no. 99, Staatliche Muso=o=n,Berlin, armed nude warrior, early fifth centuryג

mples on Greek coins~4 N. Avigad. 'Some Decorated West Semitic Seals', IE] 35 [1985], n. 31, cites other ",x
.and gems of the Archaic period

S(ך, Note the similar stllnce on a number of Hecht Group bu!lae (p! XXIV.I-5
.6 Reisner. Fisher, Lyon, Harvard, pI 57, d9

_tikחA~7 HOllrdman, GGPR, 663, of Boardman's \\'sterton Group := Richter. EGGE, 220:= A. Furtwingler, Di
zlcy, TJu Lewel Hoult>~D. Beן32:.נ,u••st in klorsilchm Aller/urn (I.•eipzigIBerlin, 1900) p161chneideןתi~Gemmrn: St

klt:s on the reverllCrton MFA 28.598. Cf. I\lso tile fil/:ure of He~s (Oxford, 1920) pi 3;= BolCarlretian oj Anciffl/ G
,Ar' (LondonגBoardmlln. Gruנ.illustrated in5,(ןןof the namt: vase of the Niobid Paintt:r ill Paris (Louvre MNC

).1973) fig. 168 (c.460 BCF.

is unUsual in Greek glyptic. ')'wo related seals mllY be mt:ntioned here, on whichךThe exact composition of WD
7, reflect the Polykleitanמthe bodies of fhe male figures au frontlll, but the heads are in profile; both, like W

sical sard ringstone in BOlfon showing ApulIa with his staff and wenring IaSlance. The first is a celebratt:d enrly Cl
men tiMnch!amys (Boardman, GGFR, 455 = Richter, EGCE, 102 := Furtwangler, AG, pI IO,3 := G. Lippold, G

34,9pi 3,47 :=;Zazoff, AG pi~1 Hf)ul~rt, 1922) pl 8,4:=; Beazley, Lewgr Neuzeil (Stutt~rtl4ml und d~J Alt~" d~Kame
The second geal, a carne1ian 9cllrll.boid, depiclI an athlete holding a mattock and 8 ,trigil27.69.(ןBMFA:

,Munichב9בב,1.( piן,ז,,Boardman, GCFR, 484:= AGDS(
.Ii Richter, ECCE, p.78

,lcan and Romo"" Metropo1itan Museum of Artזk Et~~d GemJ G,"""rנת~E~oj th~9 G. M. A. Richter, CatalfJ/Iu
)Rom"1956(ב3-4.

,Ctl1Mf)JtJחGווgזaיי.זdE~Richter, MMA. 87; Boardman, GGFR, 663,736; H. B. Walten, Calalogue of thסו
'.JC_ and Roman in the Britifh MWJnm (London, 1926) 1395 'Greco-RomanזEIגאGr

llmple, on a 1.le fiflh-century hydrill by the Meidilll Painter in the British MUleum (BM E224) whichוII For t:
'klellמ7 companion is strikingly limil'r to the figuu on Withe garden of the Ht:sperides, Herחportray. Herakle. i
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As pl"eserved, the image lacks the decisive iconography to identif)-' the youth as a
specific person, such as Apollo. His pose is similar to that of Perseus on WD S4

S6 (pI V.3), but without Perseus' magic sack this identification isמpI \7.2) and W(
speculative. As with so many other Wadi Daliyeh sealings, ultimate})' the youth

.remains anonymous

enochoe in Berlin (F17ם) as i! Dionyso6 on ••ll1t<:fifth_learly fourth-century2ד.illustrated in LIMe, 'Herak]",,', fig(
.3,"amjque Qllique du lye sii,l, (Paris, 1951) pi II~10aenlatjoru d~2660), illustrated in H. Metzger, LfS re/J,
,.a1מr_ש B,ituh MוA umpling of coins from the Greek world: fourth-century silver coin$ of Side (G. F. Hill e

:CatalQgueת Greek Goirn (London. 1873-1927) 28 [Lycia], pI xxvr, 4-6) ApDllo with lautel staff and patera lit II

a1tari late fifth-century silver tetradrachml of Selinus (SNG·ANS 4 [New York, 1977] pI 27, 693-704) and silver
).586-93,20litrae of Panormus (ibid, pI

amples: a Sevue Style athlete at Mt. Holyoke CDllege (BDl. I, 1926, illustrated in D. G. Mitten and12נTwo e
.al World, Exhibition Catalogue (Cambridge, Mas •. , 1967) no'ו::.S. F. Doeringer, eds" Ma$ter Bron:Jes jrfml till ClasQ
,25 in the Cleveland Museum of Art (55,684), illustrated in A. Kozloff :lind D. G. Mitten04583; and a bronu of

t. Exhibition C:IItalogue of the ClevelandגBronו::.rנJHumaJl Figure in Classiוorganizers. The Gods Deligh,; T
.12.MUIlc:umof Art, November 16, 198B-January 8, 1989 (Cleveland MU8eum of Art, 1988) no



WD 14. Hermes with Aphlaston

(!'LATE; 1.2)

967.1\1U5.Inv. No

Samaria Papyrus 10; 350/49 BeE
Image size: 1.5 em X I em

.7 em x 1,6 cmו:Bulla size

CIIIY colour: oranRe-pink

lj:eסןString preserved; top and botlQm of vertical in
front und backחסPapyrus fibres

Papyrus imprint

metal finger ring:Seal type: probably

.38.Diliyeh', p. 51 and fig'C7lז,M. Cross, Jr., 'Papyri', p. 28; p162, d; idר.ן.:Published

14 .•..••'as the only sealing still attached to Papyrus 10, the record of a slave saleמw
350/349,1 a secure fixed date. The remarkably clear impression lacks any nickחmade i

that would sugge!'it a ring hoop, although its oval shape be10ngs to metal finger rings of
the late fifth/early fourth century.2 The convex surface of the sealing indicates a

.correspondingly concave seal surface
A curly-haired, clean-shaven young man wearing only a chlamys fastened with a

,clasp at the throat stands in three-quarter view, looking to his right. His eye is large
his nose beaked, and his chin recedes. The chlamys reaches halfway down the back of
his thighs. His right (far) leg carries his weight, ,",:hile the left leg is bent slightly at the
knee so that only the toes touch the ground. He has pulJed his left elbow back with
wrist and hand at hip level. In his left hand he holds a rather sketchy kerykeion
caduceus)-the staff of Hermes-drum_major fashion. The base of the staff extends(

up from his hand and under his left armpit with the top of the caduceus visible behind
his left shoulder.) The finial of the caduceus staff does not read clearly.4 The viewer's
eye is drawn not to the caduceus, however, but to the branch-like object which the

youthמ14, holds in his barely extended right hand, In the initia] publication of W
Crosj;l recognized it as an aphlaston or ship's stern ornament.s

,ve contract with the n01ation that the sl.ve wla bought blck (F. M. Cross~recorded a reslricted slסןI Plpyrus
).pel'8Onal communication

.212-14,2 BOlrdman, GGFR

eיווcr. Hermes on a bell krlter of ,.350 in Paril (Louvre K238 "" LIMe, 'Hermes', fig. 1119).LIMC, 'Hermנ
).addrellCs the different WIly. of holding the caduceus (381-2, with illustrations

lrlb (third century BeE, probably from louthern Italy) in4י Note I limillrly sketchy caduC1:ul on I Ille (tllliln
theו90,8.( Briti.h MUleum (Walters, BMC 918 = Zazofr, AG, P

d Iheain derivltion) for. Ihip'l Iternpoatןחun il the technic.l term (of unce5ןנ CrOM, 'P.pyri', 28. Aphlo
fer to the ltempolt of. mip, Ire more~both of which m.ynioח,tמimt and aA:r&זנolג,omlment .top the Itempolt. A

i"'t~ip irI 1M A,,י--sגcontextl. cr. L. C.llon, 8hi", and SנVIיbe u8ed in nOn-n.םןוpncl'1ll tt!rml ••.hich mlY
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~c composition. Thךנtro] of the planes of tךןe artist's coרוstrates tתhe bulla demo~l'
ely more deepl)' carved to be morcז.·er to the "ic\\'er are progressi~parts of the image clo

d void. The chlamysחdistinct. The caduceus, in partiC'Llla1', recedes into the backgroll
.allo\vly !..:utךe aphlasto11 arc distinct but more slרcs' of tl\ייfolds and the 'lea

at sea; especially in theז)'symbolized a \licto1to~For the seaf3ring Greeks, the apllla.
victorious Greeks dedicated the stern ornaments of captured enemy shipsז)',fifth ccntU

)!not onl,דas trophies in their temples.6 Athena in particular appears \vith the aphlaston
because her city \vas the pre-eminent Greek sea po\ver, but also because she patronized

appearsת clcarl}' iתthe crafts of shipbuilding, navigation, and warfare.8 The aphlaslo
her hand on a late fifth/eail}' fourth-cent·ur}' sard scaraboid from Kourion (Cyprus) in
the British Museum,!) and on a red figure lekythos by the Brygos Painter in the

Both the vase1ס.from late in the first quarter of the fifth centuryתMetropolitan Museul
eal corne from areas (Cyprus and Sicily) \vith a significant Phoenician~and the

.presence
The WD 14 aphlaslon fits neatl}' into the typolog}' of the Classical period.11 On

ases, aphlastoi consist of t\vo or more parallel curved vertical 'branches' like a thin\'
,bunch of reeds with an applied ornament such as a snake or a mask. On seals

caraboid (see above), the ornamentation most often resembles~including the Athena

re hung the pennants or~t, consisting of a group of curving slots or boards of varic:d heights On which w~signal P(}

.eds.]. Allen, H. Mattingly and E. S. Gג,matlC COIwrtSנoj tl'e Internationol NumiנactionגRoman Coins', Tran
,Cllraboid (c.500) from Phaleron in the Metropolitan Museum (RichterנRobin6on [London, 1938] 32). An Archaic

.cyidcnceמEGGE, 144 = Richter, MMA, 42.11.21) iJlustrates II ship with its aph/a!ton clearly i

a ship signalled itsוton·, 32. By giving up or Ioaing its aphlasto~J3.-Iand Brett, 'Ap103.6ו LIMe, 6.\·, 'Athena', p
.aubmission

.fnm, with numerous references and illustrationsf',nt7 Brett, 'Aphlus

.Ncv.. York, 1959) 108-9, 111-12 with references(8ינ H. Rose, A Handbook oj Greek Myrlwlog

,Q Zazoff, AG, fig. 42.d == Zazoff, AG, pI 34,11 (best photograph) = British Museum 89.11-11,1 '" Walters, BMe
=33,pI XX.3 = Furtw8ngler, AG, pi IXe515,ת = Boardman, GGFR, 486 = Richter, EGGE; 242 '" Lippold, Gemm

.614.LIMC, s.v. 'Athena', fig

.aic Period. A Handbook (Londonגs; Tht ArcיVar10י From Gela (Sicily); ]. Boardman, Athenian IUd Figur
1975) fig, 249, Richter, MMA, 25.189.1 (= Boardman, ARV1, 384, 21). Cf, also Boardman, ARV, fig. 366, a

(=on a Nolan amphora by the Nikon Painter in the British Museum, 8M E29Qיוmenacing Athena with lin aph{osto
)650,1,Boardman, ARV

liOn an e)ectrum stster of Cyzicus Athena holds an aphIarlon like that on WD 14 (Brett, 'Aphlaston', 2-4and pI
on theזna siain~IV, 2). EVllgorus I, King of Salamis and ally of Athc:na minted at leaat two staters (c.394) with Ath

hluston here ista~prow of a ship and holding an aphlaston (Brett, 'AphlastoI1', p. 24. fig. 2 and pI IV, 4). Th
.beginning to curl into the 'shepherd's crook' ahape of the latf:r coins

Cross, 'Papyri', 28 and Walters, BMC, p. 63 cite as a parallela founh-century silver stater of Side (Hill. BMC
aston of anylan apסCoi,", vol. 28 [Lyeill], pi XXVI, 4-6), but the object in Apollo's hand bears little resemblance t

25.period and is probably his laurel staff. The Hellenistic Sidonian coin cited by Cross (BMC Coins, vol
d like a~hlQsrfJn, but of a type found only later, curvt[phoenicia], pi XLII, 17) does show a youth holding an Q

.14shepherd's crook and looking quite different from the one on WD
For lin intermediate form close to WD 14 and actually attached to its ship, cf. BMC Coins, vol, 28 (Lycia), pi

.e coin of Ph.selis minted in the fourth and third centuriesנXVI, 9, a bron
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2 In the Hellenistic and Roman periods, se\'cral Phoenician cities adoptedו.leafy tendrils
However, by this time it had.ן]as a coin device: Sidon, Aradus, Marathusןזthe aphlasto

.evolved into a bush)! shepherd's crook
,include Apollo, PoseidonןזBesides Athena, other gods known to carry an apJ,lasto

14, however, identifies the figure as Hermes, theמThe caduceus on W1י.and Nike
~gods' messenger, who usuall)' carries his staff in his !eft hand.l

Why I-Iermes should carry an aphlaston or be connected to the sea is unclear.1t\ If, as
14 is the impression of a seal made in a Phoenician workshop, it isמsuspected, w

possible that this is an example of iconographic confusion on the part of a non-Greek
and, indeed, ofזseal engraver whose understanding of the caduceus, the aphlasto

'Hermes was not that of a Greek but of a quasi-Hellenized Phoenician. Hermes
caduceus was Phoenician before it \vas Greek17 and its possibly separate Near Eastern
identity continued into the Hellenistic period when, for example, it was the mint-mark

18).of Cypriot Soli (originally founded by Phoenicians
A possible parallel with a fairly good Phoenician provenance is one of four seals

depicting Hermes in the de Clercq collection assembled in Lebanon in the nineteenth

nחס and seatedחardmllln, GCFR, 674 and SOt, botll rings decorated with a nymph holding an aphluJI12מ cr. B
.the prow of a ship

s; piןMarathl,ד.IO; V~Aradus: pIs IV, ;1.ד8 XLII, t,ןJ: Va]. 25 (Phoenicia): Sidon: pIs XXIחHill, RMC GQi1כ
.2,XV

,'53teria)19נ3(99-110. JHSחry, 'Note on A/crt37. cr. 1-1.T. Ward-G!ס.LIMe, 8.•••• 'Athena', pינ!

IS Greek artisls in al] media including glyptics often portrayed Hermes. Cf. P. Zilnkcr, Wandel der Rnmesgrstult
•Greek gems, cf. Richter, ECCEחסmalerti, (Bonn,196S); LIMe, II.V. 'Hermes'. For Hermesןin d" atfj,rhen VOJel

Boardman, GGFR also cites Schmidt, PUJtpolisך3.נf, ECCE, 72R (lndtEtruscan gems cf. Richt122,160,220;חס
.II, no. 55, which 5hows a nude youth whose IIltributes, if any, are vague

Other heralds in Gr!'ek IIrt carry the caduceus: Iris and Talthyhios, the herald of Iliad I. These ,.cenes probably
.borrow from the iconography of Herme1l

as Jason, rollin]y on the basis of two Etruscan scarabs, one from'4יןWDחסCross proposed to identify the youlh
,the Archaic ptriod lind one from the Classical (Cross, 'Papyri'. 28, citing Furtwangler, AG. pI XVIII,'" and p] XX

4 youth grasping the ophlo5toJl; instead jason stands]26מ). Neither Etruscan sea], however, shows Jason like the W
hthind the stern of the Argo liS if litera]I)' about to push off. ')'he Argo's uphiasto1l appears in the scene, but in an

torn from anחa holds an ophlastoחentirtly different context from the scenes with Athena described above. Athe
enemy vtlsel as .a trophy; jason's aphlosto1l on the EtrUscan acarabs is part of the intact Argo. 'The Archaic scarab

the Argo's iunwhale. In all Jawn's many adventurC$ heחסFurtwiingIer, AG, pI XVI1l, 4) even includes II tiny oar(
aston and brandish itוnever fought a sea batt]e. 50 he would never hllve had the opportunity to capture an !'nemy aph

Jason would hardly be like]y to parade his own ship's sternח,in triumph. Given the symbolism of the aphlaJlo
the ship sweptיornament as ill trophy, nor wau]d he have been .ble to, since the Argo's ophlaftvJI was ripped off a

).605,through the Symplegades (Apollonius of Rhodt. II

16Boardman, (GGFR, p. 310) observes Ihat Hermes and Athena are often associated in the late fifth ct'ntury and
t editorewhich Hermes Converses with Athtna (GGFR, 855, in Istanbul). The prtsחסraboid from Sardisוcittl a sc

i. aware of only one paraIltl in any medium which shows Herme. with an ophlaston, a silvtr ring or the early fourth
century in the Metropolitan MUleum (Richter, MMA, no. 93 and p. 25); the god lelnl on II column wilh his

).211.Iuggtstcd by Crols in 'Papyri', p(יcaduceua behind him and an object before him which could be an aphlatlo
Hermes appears on a fifth.century Etruscan sCllrab .tanding ovtr waYellof water Which Waller. auggestll milht be

).656BMC"י.Aeheron, the river of Death (Wa]rtr

.158)1985,.i/tirm (Cambridge, Masa17יW. Burkert, Grilli R
,Brert.2.ו 'Aphlllllton', pןו
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).19 Stylistically, the de Clercq~tut)· (afrell by 'excavating' Phoenician graveחce
scaraboid is cruder than WD 14. The messenger god wears a himation and carries the

t \vould be temptingז.caduceus in one hand, a leafy branch held \1crtically in the other
but it clearl)" is not. But the similarity bct'\veen the deזז,to call the branch an ap;,lasfo

significance be ascribed to the scene
the de Clercq collection, Hermesחcome from the same geographical arca.2() As i

tpUS21 and excavators at Samaria itselfסVadi Daliyeh C\appears several times in the
22.d a contemporary ring impression of HermesחfOll

WD 14? Here theחסCan any special significance be ascribed to the scene
Phoenician connection is tantalizing, but only speculative. The fact that in a collection

ces Hermes appears relatively often (albeit as part ofחaחician pro\'eוof seals ,"vith PhoeI
ay only reflect the tastes of the collector) perhapsזroup of seals "vhich~mall~a

ad a Phoenician interpretation. Late}ו,implies that Hermes, as well as the caduceus
first centur)' HCE) sources commonly equated Hermes with Thoth, the Egyptian god(

of scribes who \vas credited in some circles with the invention of the Phoenician
alphabet.23 Philo of Byblos in the late first century CE implies this ,"vas an equation
made b)' the Phoenicians as \vell. Z4 However Thoth (Philo's Taautos) in these late

philosophical trappings, and it is uncertain whether theחסsources has taken
.Phoenicians were making the same equation some three centuries earlier

It should not be forgotten, either, that in the Persian period the, Phoenicians were
among the foremost sailors and merchants of the ancient world, and Phoenician ships

the Hellenisticחvere the backbone of the Imperial navy. Judging from their coinage i,
period (see above) it can be assumed that the Phoenicians had already for some time
recognized the aphlastolr, a naval symbol, as an appropriate emblem for a nautical

,people.1s Next, it should be kept in mind that Hermes watched over travellers
tricksters, and thieves as well as crossroads, borders, and graves. Z6 Who better fOT a
Hellenized Phoenician merchant to take as a patron than Hermes? It i!>concelvable that
WD 14 comes from a seal with a Phoenician background, perhaps made by a

2812, a brown car.nelian 9caraboid, The: other three are 2811, 2813 and 1814. On all19,וו De Ridder, Co{{ectio
,four, Henne:s hall his caduceus

20 Another IIcal in the: de Clercq collection (de Ridder, Collection, 2832) showlI Nike carrying an aphlaston. [t
reportedly came from Ashkelon, and Boardman dates it to the fourth century (Boardman. GGFR, no, 660, p. 421); a

,nice parallel to WD 14 in date, aphlaswlI, and Phoenician-influenced provenance
).9.21 In the Hecht Group also (pI XXIV

wine jar of 'Israelite.Greek' i'orm. It showed II 'naked god standing;22 The impression of a leaf-shaped ring on
,dוleft wirh a caduceus in [his right] hand and II garment over [the left, lowered] arm' (Reisner, Fisher, Lyon, Ha

).(2,57pi

:of Byblosb23 Cicero, Nat, D. 3.22 and Diodoru9 Siculus, 1.16.2, apud H. W. Attridge and R, A. Oden, Jr., Phi
,8.Th, Plweni'ian History (CBQMS 9; Washington, D,C., 1981) 72 n

,24 Attridge and Oden, p. 29 and refs

2S 'Phoenicia' refers to the aggregation of ethnically related city state$ with distinct civic identitiel; they were
',never united into a nation called 'Phoenicia

156-9, In Greek literature (reflecting Greek prejudice), Phoenicians hid an unsavouryio26,מ Burkert, Greek Relig
reputation al thieves-'gnawers \1t other men's goods' (OdYlsey 15,4t5-6)--and as tricksters 'well-skilled in

.).beguilements' (Odyssey 16.288-90; 15,+19) (R, Lattimore trans
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market. Naval symbolism would have meant littleחPhoenician artist for the Phoenicia
to.2ד the land-Jocked Samarians

.).Se ••.the dilcu18ion of WD 49 (p. 47ffיב



WD 49. Hermes(?)

(PLi\'I'E 1.3)

946.Mus, Inv
Loose sealitlR

)cdז\'Image size: 1.4 tm x 0.9 em (as prest:

x 1.4 emןBulla size: 2 ell

Clay colour: r"'ddish brown
vcdj top and bottom of vertical imageז:וString pres

front and backחסPapyrus fibres

Pllp}'rus imprint
pe: metlll finger ringז!Sea

sion, a shape familiar from other~THE leaf-shaped oval configuration of this impre
hough the bullaנWadi Daliyeh bullae, was probably produced by a metal finger ring. A

is intact, careless sealing has distorted the image, while pits and scrapes have
.eliminated an)' fine detail

28 and WD 29, a beardless youth appears in three-quarter pose with aמAs with W
28). In thisמhimation .draped over his shoulders (almost a mirror image of W

particular example the youth looks down to his right with his face in profile. His right
ght; the leftגarm hangs down beside his right thigh. His right (far) leg carries his we

leg is bent slightly back. The himation drapes over the young man's left and right
.shoulders and hangs to mid-thigh

With his left hand he balances a short staff against his left shoulder. The top of the
.ndistinct. The youth holds it like a sceptre rather than a trophy or weaponגstaff is

Variations on the pose with the himation, hand on hip. and arm lowered may be seen
on vases of the late fifth and the fourth century. Hermes, for example, on a vase by the

49, although he holds theמPainter of the Karlsruhe ParisI resembles the figure on W
49 bears someמgure on Wגcaduceus in the lowered right hand, not as a sceptre. The f

p to the elegant youths of the late fifth-century master, the Meidiasגc kinshגartist
Painter,2ב.( and to the related, if more solid. figures of the Ornate Style (404-c.37S

In determining the possible jdentity of the figure on WD 49, some weight has to be
given to the shortness of the staff; in Greek art, the figure who consistently carries a
short staff is Hermes, whose symbol is the caduceus.· The messenger god usualty holds

).259,es Landc:smuseumaBoardman, GA, fig. 179, a red figure hydri. (Karl5-ruhc, Badiז

.(Geneva, 1908) pI Xl}l~rtyIe!leu.n· danl Ea r:iramique attiqu~t l2~נ G. Nicole, MMia

.in 4th Century Athens, p. 26ft~atזPopular and p,iנ:J. Herrmann, In the Shadow of Ihe Actopoli].נ
,pi II, 3 (Berlin Pergamorunuseum F 2660); Metzgern4,נ LIMe, s.v. 'Hermc: ••'. See also Metzger, &prilentatio
~pi XXII,S (Berlin F 2645); Boardman, ARV, fig. 252.1 (BritiSlh Museum E65); K. Schefold, Diנוו,entatioנRepri

).1600t (Munich, 1981) fig. 25 (TiibingennK14eehen WId helknirtin:hנder hlalnמitגglזerr~G;;t
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WD 14.:; Besides the caduceus, thisחסthe caduceus in his left hand, as it appears also
impression may show another detail of Hermes' iconography. There seems to be a

'e \,,'ing \vhich sprouts from Irisוving-like .shape on t11e figure's head, perhaps like tl\
cap with wings, asC,hair on a fourth-century hydria in Berkele:;',(' or alternately

a calyx kraterחסandךattested on an early Classical amphora of the Alkamichos Painter
'of c.43S by the Phiale Painter.8 A third possibilit:;, is that the hat is the 'Robin Hood

Attic va:o;eחסtype that Perseus \vears on WD 54, but \\'hich Hermes customarily \vears
."paintings

Iermes also appears, adjusting his sandal, on a bulla in the I-Iecht Group.]O Bc}'ond!
appearsו on a number of Classical rings.I.the Wadi Daliyeh group of bullae, Herme

ton Hermes leaning on a co1un1n12 cited several times in thisס~The more square-set B
has a similar stance, and his chlamys folds may be compared to theבן,catalogue

.49himation ends on WD
Although there is no firm evidence, it is entireJy \vithin the realm of possibility that

the WD 49 ring came from a worksl10p in Phoenicia. As mentioned in the discussion of
e subject of a ring impression found atגWD 14, Hermes with his caduceus ,va.s tt

Samaria,14 and several .sixth- through fourth-ccntul'}' engraved gems and rings with
Phoenician pl'o\'enances or associations including four examples in the de Clercq

like a sha\vl.15 The Bibliothequeחcollection.1s On two of these he \\'ears a himatio
Nationale in Paris has a large late sixth- or early fifth-centur}' chalcedony ringstone

ram, a common type in the Hellenistic andןsho,ving a himation-draped Hermes \vith
Roman.1ך periods

49 could have come from a fifth-centur}' heirloom, but the secure mid-fourthמW
.century context should probably take priority in determining the ring date

.n II)" disposition nf Ihe <..-aduceus381-2ח',IC, s.v. 'Hermes5ן See LI
).8.3316zger, Rtpril_tarionr, pi "'III, 1 (Berkeleyןי:יM(

.432.rilchNl, fig.זQוd, K7ןם Leningrad 2100; illustrated in SC!lcf
.28.n, fig~d, Klo$Jjrr:h8ןם Vatican 165116, illustrated in Sc:hef

.54S prC$ents the various hats Herme$ weRrs. Cf. discussion ofWD9,'נ8-נ LIMe, s.v. 'Hermel
.9.See pI XXIVסן

sical and Gracco·Persian $ubjects. All Ihe CI!lssical Greek seals withצBoardm!ln, GGFR, cf. index to CllIוו
.Hermes lisled by Boardman seem 10 be metal finger rings

,rח EGCE, 220; bought i~48 = Ril:htטמ.~.UJםazlcy, Lrwes Ho12 Boston 28.598 == Boardman, GGFR, 663 == B
r's~s with Richter'!\ lind Furtwiingl~Conatantinople. G. Horster (Statum UIJ./ GI"""ffl, (Bonn, 1970] 17-18) disBRre

.nttlryיg Ihe early fou"h cמtury date. prefcrriמflflh.l:e
5ofWD.ך 7 and WDחCf. the disl:ull8ioבJ

.yon, HQnJtnd, pI 57, f2~Reisner, Fisher, I]י4י

.2811-14,IS Dc Ridder, Culllc/ian

m,16ו2814,2812. De Ridder, CuIJ,cli

iSec allo id,,,,, 'Nouveaux apports de l'archco!oRi" et de la glyptiquc3.17.ד Bordreuil, BN, -42, no
)1981,nici, 1979. Vol. Ilf (Rome/tI.ionall! di JtlJ.di /"..·I:.i I"""זיa.tiqu" phenicienn",', Alii del I coqg,ua i~S~;:



(I'LATli ]1,1)

Himation28ןי. Nude Youth witמw

925\'.Mus.ln
sealingיL"os

)Inlage size: 1.3 em x 0.9 em (as preserved
Bulla size: 1.6 em x 1.4 em
Clay color: reddish bro"•.n
String prescrved; top and botturn of \'''rtleal image
Papyrus fragment& on back
Papyrus imprint

Seal(ז) type: Inetal fing"r ring

-29-which depict nude youths in a threeמWD 28 is one of two sealings-with W
quarter pose, one hand on a hip and a himation over the shoulder. They fit into the
large amorphous category of nude Greek youths so well represented among the Wadi

28Liyeh seaJings. A probable ring hoop nick above the youth's head suggests WDםD
was made by a finger ring with a rounded ovaJ bezel. The shape is one that becomes

}finger rings as the Classical period progresses into the fourth centuryחס.popular
The condition of the impression is only fair; overall, the surface is quite grainy and

details have been lost. From the hips Up. the surface is so indistinct that details of face
and gesture cannot be read with any certainty. The bottom of the sealing has broken

.away, taking the figure's feet with it
A short-haired, probably beardJess, nude maJe figure gazes down at something

.indistinct which he holds before him in his left hand. His right hand rests on his hip
The left (far) Legcarries the man'.s weight while the right is bent back slightJy at the
knee. The general impression is one. of a tall. sLim youth with a very sLight bend at the
hips. Over his right shoulder the youth wears a himation which he has draped over his

).right arm (and perhaps his Jeft, as well
Judging by the youth's elongated proportions, the modelling of his right thigh and

the folds of the himation that faiLparallel to it, the carving may originalJy have been
quite fine. although the three-quarter pose has given the artist some trouble; the torso
remains frontal while everything eJse is in proper perspective. As for the modelling of

.the torso, the central ridge of tpe chest remains, along with a hint of the pectorals
t is now lost andו,identifiable attribute in his handa28 heldמIf the figure on W

he remains nameJess; or his hand may have been empty. Dionysos on a fourth-century
2.bell krater gestures graciously, like the figure here, with an empty hand

1 BOilrdman, GGFR, pp. 212-14.

2 Cf. Metzger, Reprismtawns, pI XVI. 4 and p. 147 (Madrid Museum 11080).



WD 29. Nude Youth with Hirnation and Branch (?)

(PLATE 11.2)

926.vחן.Mus
Loose scaling
Image size: 1.0 em x 0.6 em

)Bull. size: 1.4 enl x 1 em (as prclle•.••·ed
Clay color: r•.ddis!. brown

String preserved, loop uncut; tor and bottom of '-ertie:!] image
backחPapyrus fr:ilgments u

Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal fing",r ring

BOTH the pointed ova] shape of WD 29 and the apparent ring hoop nick at the ba8e of
the impression suggest that a metal finger ring of the late fifth or early fourth century
made the impression.1 The uncut loop of string still attached to the clay signals the loss
of the papyrus document that the bulla once sealed. The surface of the sealing has
splayed and broken off, taking \vith it the top of the figure's head, his upraised left

.hand and the extreme top and upper right edge of the impression
,28, shows a short-haired beardless youth in three-quarter pose29מ. like WמW

!hand on hip, wearing only a himation and looking down at something he holds in hi
raised left hand, perhaps a leafy branch. This youth is shorter with a heftier build than
the figure on WD 28. The awkward angle of the (near) right leg which carries the
youth's weight makes him look as if he is walking to the left but the hand on the hip
and the slight curve of the body indicates that he is at rest. The artist has almost

)succeeded with the torso; at least the pectoral muscles slant down and away. The (far
left leg bends back at the knee so that only .the toes touch the ground. The right foot

himation drapes over his left shoulder, falling to knee level in two apparently weighted
.folds

An attendant at the rebirth of Kore on a fourth-century red-figured pyxis presents a
similar draping of the himation and positioning of the legs,1 The type appears on coins
of the Classical period, but usually has identifying attributes such as a crown, a branch

A comparable youth, without the crown, appears on a gold ring in the.נand/or a patera
deמ Clercq collection.4 No c]ear attributes have survived to identify the subject of W

.29. He may simply be an anonymous ephebos

.212-14.I BOllrdman, GGFR, pp

).pi VI, 2 and p. 82 (City Museum of Birmingham,Wוrנ,P";I""Q~1 Illuatrated in Metzger, R
.Vol.(ו, 28 (LyciaJ pi XXVI3:נח I.e, Apollo on It fourth-century .ilver sloler of Side (BMC Coj

.,tirm, 2826, from Amrit~4 De Ridder, CaJ/



WD 57. Youth Leaning on Pillar

].~)tןז;:PI.A(

954\',Mus. In
~Loose sealin

WD 57. Youth Leaning on Pillar
Bull!18izc: 1.7 em x 1,5 em

fO\Vnנןr colour: r",ddisllנCla
String preserved, loop uncut; (OP and n"tlom of image
Pap)'rus fibres all back and front

tחpriחזPap}'rus i
'pe: meta] finger ring~Sea! t

A METAL -finger ring produced WD 43; the haft of the ring has left its mark at the top
sion. The pointed o\'al/leaf outline of the impression matches Boardman's1of the irnprc

ring type II, a shape he dates to the mid- to late fifth century with the caution that his
dating of finger rings is only approximate.! Indeed, the Wadi Daliyeh bullae show that

.periphery of the Greek world~the ring-type persists well into the fourth century on th
Part of' the lower left quadrant of the impression and the bottom of the image have

disappeared, or were never clearly impressed in the first place. A nick in the clay in the
area of the lowered left hand renders it impossible to know if the figure was holding an

.object
WD 57 shows a nude youth in ex.treme contrapposto. barely keeping upright by

resting his right elbow on the capital of a short. slender pillar. In the impression, the
youth is seen in three-quarter view as he looks down to his left;·the youth's torso and
neck suggest an attempt at modelljng. His left leg supports his weight as he crooks his
right leg around the front of the column. In his casually extended left hand he may be

.holding an object such as a patera or wreath, or he might be empty-handed
While the motif of a man or ' •••.oman leaning on a pillar often marks a work as

Hellenistic, Greek vase painters of the fourth century made use of the compositional
device of figures supporting themselves on pillars.2 In the mid-fifth century. possibly
following the lead of sculpture,3 the image of a man or woman leaning on a pillar began

.217.Boardman, GGFR, pp. 212-14 and figו

ent while lounging against a pillarח.his judge~2 On an eilrly fuurth-century Kerch-stYle pelike, Paris make
another Kerch934;(ךב] no. 336, pIן,in and L,eipzigןזU den Kertscher Vasl'" [Beבchu.ngtm~K. Schefold, UnteT(

at capital (H. Metzger, Recherches sur 1';mfJller;eח,slender column with a plainJe leaning againstזpelike :shows KO
athin;enne (Paris, 1965) pI XXIV, Hermitage St. 1792). Vase paintings show free-standing pillars with statues

'.mounted On their capitals as iii visual shorthand for 'sanctuary

3 G. Horster in her discussion of the 'leaning' motif in Classical glyptic (Statuen, pp. 17-18) sees no one work as
tuesque' posesttime, and were familiar with 'sזre the products of theiיs, wזgem cutters, like pai.nteא:ן:;the prototy

.in general



DISCOVERIES IN THE JUDAEAN DESERT XXIV52

a-in tl1e Hecht Group-ןןnothcr Samarian bu~tQ appear on Greek seat'S.'" Indeed,
a ring in Bostonחס.~oman, perhaps Aphrodite, \vith her back to a columnר.\'sho\'/s a

variously dated to the fifth and fourth centuries, Hermes' pillar-sllpported stal1ce
ltt::d column he leans against isןח,gh tl1e stout57נ yout}) altholסmirrors that of the W

./;Ionic
q collection should COllnt as the most significantוPerhaps a ring in the de Cler

ocniciaj tIle ring came from a}וparallel, pro"'ing that the column motif was kno .••..n in P
columnfPhoenician,ך tomb in Gebe1 (Lebanon) and sho\'/s an ephebic Eros leaning on
terpartsסן,"57• onןBoth Eros and his column are built more stockily than their cou

but the god's pose is an aJmost exact mirror-image of the WD 57 figure, including an
ings, Era!> here v..ould be a!; nameless as the. young•רithout his\\ז.empty, free hand

manםז\\57. on
n 'lerTingned ISCOVERIES IN THE JUDAEAN DESERT XXIV

ikel}" \VD 57 comes from the early or mjd-folltth century, itsנClercq group.8 If, as is
9.ace in Phoeniciaנt of p1גוסd not beןoIר.\',shape, as well :as its imagery

Can the nude youth pictured on WD 57 be identifi.ed?ta The pillar could be setting
)'er hand, the )'outh's pose is essentia1lונnasium or temp1e. On the ot)רחיthe scene in a g

generic and <.:ontinues to be so into the Hel1enistic and Roman periods.11 In the absence
, remains ver)' much in the~conography on WD 57, his identitוof any distinguishing

.realm of uncertainty
la, it may see1n presumptuous to~In \-'iew of the poor state of preservation of the bu

mnke such a claim, but the yout}l'S slender proportions and smail head relative to his
etes portra)'ed byןbody suggest the sculptural proportion!; of t11e victorious atll

Lysippos in the second :ind third quarters of the fourth century,I2

inזCOl1texז II filtll-cenlu~ipס]lnd at Per5cןמaf-shaped bezel f~I1,GGFR, p. 216. A bronzc ring with IIl~llDardm~
23}), SClls .how III many orטח,srj>vlir II, pI 17, ringזScnmidt, Pt{1\ז.\\\mllYshow MI1Mrmedfilj:ure !eanini <lrt a P

,more womel1 leaning ilHilinst I column in both !he ]11t>CIas$iclI[IIrld Hellenistic period" Fourth cenlury: Richler
'?R, 8SIי'EGGE, 251 =< UOllrdman, GGFR, 768; Richter, ECCE, 253; Boardmlln, GGFR, 736; Boardman, GG

,S>'rillוןזסB Gr",co.Persian ring frח,Richter, EGGE, 2"'5, iI<:cordingtD B03tdmll
.5 See pI XXIV.IO

zle>·,Lm'eJ HQust, 110.48 == Richter, ECCE, 220; bought inc.ןיfi Boston 28.598 == BODrdmDn,GGFR, lill:.663 == B
ntur)' dille, pre'lerTingcr', lind Furtwiingler's filth ccstantinople. Horller (SlotUtH, 17-18) di$l\lIte",switn RichloC

.turyrthe Flrly fourth ce

.no. 2833, with a rounded O\'II!bezel'7,י De Ridder, Collt,tiQ
.221.11BOlrdman, GGFR, p

enntext. In the late third Ind second centurics UCEת'i The leilnini youth appe_r. Jater in II decidedly Phocniciil
of'"ןMןחחס~ Mlrilthusיi-nude male figurr", reverie the 'e~whoוחסniciln city of Marllhul minted coin1םhe Ph

)2-6,BMf; ern'tll [Phl:>l:nitil}pI XV(ottןגcolumn nnd holds an aphl

olom who set up .• pillar~identificAtion of the Grcek youth I\!<Pril\ce Abתarence to ,uppo~There in no eViטן
).8;]18eln {2 Sam$ןגY of ihLs)Mme' in Ihe King's V.lley outside )eruזםן.סoerf<lttht'

,19-24:',Richter, EGGl:חII Cf. the numerous eJtllmple. i

.4-7-8}1986,1Iift;€ All' (Cambridge~ןו'Hhj. j. Pollitt, A" in tגן

n
'lerTing
n
ed
mailto:ISCOVERIES


WD 1. Nude Youth with Shield
(PI.A'rF.III.lj

957.fl.1u!<.I ••v
,,!,:Loose sca!i
; 1.4 x 0.9 em~iz~Imag"

fourth century, gradually becoming a full
Clay colour; deep reddish brown
String preserved; parallel to vertical image

yrus imprintוPa
er ring,Sl!'aI type: metal fin

,1 bears the imprint of a leaf-shaped (pointed oval) meta] finger ring. This shapeמw
fourth century, gradually becoming a full

Archaic period and continues through the fourth century, gradually becoming a full
oval.] Tin)' papyrus fibres still adhere to the sealed surface, a frequent phenomenon in

2.this corpus
Tile clay was not deeply impressed and the image is· worn and chipped at the top

and lower right. Nevertheless, the figure of a nude warrior can easi]y be made out. He
stands at ease in three-quarter pose, his head turned to his left. The shield which he

his left ann hides the arm and shoulder themselves. His right legחסcorrectly carries
his hip and his ]eft foot lingers slightlyחסsupports his weight. He rests h1s right hand

,n the basis of the ring shape and the analogies from vase paintingס.behind the right
WD 1 could be dated to the early fourth centur)', but the archaeological context does

.not exclude a slightLy later date
Classical Greek glyptic art. YetחStanding ""arriors and youths became a stap]e i

tudies of single standing figures begin to becomeנdespite Boardman's comment that '[s
more cornman from the later fifth century on ... '.3 a glance through the p]ates of his

]handbooks turns up no clear parallels to WD 1. Richter's t"vo pages of Classica
t and provide aתstanding male figures at rest and in action'· bear out Boardman's poi<

good sense of the variety here, but she includes no such warriors as WD 1. When they
appear, warriors assume different, more dramatic poses involving ]eaning over or
reaching out.s The closest paraLlel is a bulla from Phoenician Tell K-eisan, north of

.29,I Ashmolean/EGFR

.18-19.1 See INTRODUCTION, pp

.201.rdman, GGFR, p3.ם B
.218-35.4 Richter, EGGE, fig5

s lind even I!!.ter~5 The Etruscans (whose art often reflects Phoenician influence$) in the fifth and fourth centuri
were especially fond of warrior leak, but Etruscan engravers preferred to show the warrior bending or curving to

2). Etruscan1ן-וWalters, BMC, pI1968:נ,Mainll(ifollow the outline of the seal (cf. P. Zazoff, EtruskuchfJ Skoroba
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Samaria on the coastal plain near Akko, \\'ith an a1most identical figurc--even with the
1>.same dimensions-in mirror image thOtlgh apparently \\,jthout the shield

As with the many other Wadi Daliyeh 'nude youth' images, both WD 1 and the Tell
ircdןKeisan bulla call to mind Boardman's de Clercq group of gold finger rings7 acql

'.henec with a 'Phoenician connection~almost exclusively in Lebanon (a few in Syria),
Boardman thinks the de Clercq rings 'seem to represent local production, probabl)' by
Greeks'9 but wh)' not a Phoenician engraver working in a Greek style? The same

1. The de Clcrcq group of exclusively gold seal rings\;םז.,זquestion obviou,sly applies to
!1,1cludes se\'eral parallels to \VDךexecuted in a rather stiff and summar)' manner'10 il'

especially the clean-shaven, bare-headed \',.'arrior on a gold ring of the same shape as
in a manner similar to(וWD 1 dug up in Amrit;11 he carries a spear, but holds his shicl

WD 1. Phoenician patrons may have had a special liking for seals in the Greek style
depicting single, standing warriors and youths. If \VD 1 belong" to this rather

.heterogeneous group, perhaps it can be speculated that it ' •..·as made by a gold ring
In Bordreuil's recent publication of the inscribed West Semitic seals in the

which Bordreuil datesנBibliotheque Nationalc, there is another example of the motif
to the second haif of the fifth century-another candidate for Boardman's de Clercq
Group? Enough of the image on this ""·orn gold seal ring (inscribed v,'ith the good
Phoenician-Punic name, Hanno) remains to make out a nude '\varrior of, e]ongated
proportions standing frontalJy with his '''eight on his right leg against \""hichbalances a

.shield decorated "'lith a silen (old satyr) head

lind the other similar ,"VD impressions in having II pronounced border, The Etruscllnsנseals also differ from WD
),128-9,did not export their native IIcarllboids (Zawff, AG

it]· lo 'VD 1 suggests an earlier dating3ז. Kee1[abels it 'hellenistic', but its similaםחב.',I>Keel, 'Tell Keisan
rlllN.ן2.ז' I!nd Roardmlln, CGFR, pcDUסSee INTRו

.7,8 Bordreuil, BN

9•22.ו BOllrdmlln, GGFR, p

.8pectiVtly2825ו, 2868, 2870 rח,ltcliQןמGGFR, p. 221, fillS. 222-4 (drawings only) == de Ridder, C10,ת Boardma
,CrJ[{tclion, nos. 28IS-<>ז,De Ridde1ו

De,,םת2825. Ridderנן

l:.d in Phoenician, "HN' ON 'RS"). Cf, 1I1sothe Greek warrior lellning over to~2 (inllcriכ.Oת,I, BN~reu~Borגן•

U,fifthי"308,( century, BN. no, 34 (== Doardmlln. AG Gוanothtr PhoenICIan IIl:alof the 18tחסpick up hll shield



WD21D. Standillg Nude Youth

)ES I]I.2 AND XXII.2DזAנ,P(

.NIu8,'\ח780 J
351:.'52{]anuarנPapyrus 2, December

Image size: [npprox.] 1.3 ern x 0.7 em
2 emן.Bulla size: [approx.] 1.8 em x

Clay colo\.lt: undetermined
preset'·ed.; (OP find bottom "ertical imageח!!Stri

Papyt\ls imprint: undetermined
?Seal ()'pc: 5caraboid? ring

2IDI along ,••ith at least three other bullac,2 was originally attached to Samariaמv\
)Pap)'TUS 2 \\'hich 'records the sale of one male and one female slave (names unknown

n) by Qosnahar (patronymic unknown) for\\יto a ,",'oman >Abi{adin (patronymic unkno
according to the Persian date formula ('in the month of Tebet, the seventh~,;23נ sheqel

.~351year of Artaxerxes III [Ochus]') the sale occurred in December 352 or January
There is no way of kno\\'ing which, if any, of the four attached bullae belonged to
Abicadin, whose name is probably IsraeliteS or to the apparently Edomite seller. The'
association of WD 2tD with a dated papyrus places it firmly in a mid-fourth century

.context
Solely on the basis of a photograph it is difficult to make too definite a judgement as

f the seal which produced it or theסf WD ZtD, the typeסto the state of preservation
sealing outlines appear in the photograph. Since soסidentification of the image. N

many of the bullae from Daliyeh depicting nude youths seem to have been impressed
.by rings, it is not unlikely that WD 2tD may have been as well

-The photograph seems to sho,,· a .nude youth standing in elther a frontal or three
bscured by an abrasion. There is a clear indication ofסquarter pose. His head is

his right leg, bending his left leg gentlyחסcontrapposto; the youth rests his weight
lightly upward. The placement of the right~back, a stance which forces his right hip

se to the torso, but]סm the shoulder to the flexed elbow, it is kept cסarm seems c1ear; fr

.2ID was unavail3ble for insp"ction1מ This description is based on IIphotogrlilph. \v

re than the four preserved bulllile, Besidesסscaled with m2·י It is likely that SlImaria PllpyrUS 2 was initiall
21eמws a dancing satyr, and W2סtB s.hמZID, two bullae from Samaria Papyrus 2 are (variably) legible; WמW

).2.irnals (see pi XXIIחntt"st scene or II pair of symmetrical aסprobably depicted an Achsemenid c

.17-26',n by Cross, 'Report3ס Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 38-62. Preliminary public.ati
.4 Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 6Z

,divine) father is the fertile one' (Cross('~ז}·',Abi'adin 'is a typical feminine name'ג;S Cross, 'Report', Z
se seal Willi!publi:shed by N. Avigad, hilS a similar name, He.mi<edenסrt', 23). An ]sra"lite woman, whסRep'

).66:1]12 [1975; Hebrew/חN. Avigad, 'New Names on Hebrew Seals', Er(
.try on WD 21B"'חrUtPapyrus 2, see therof women and aegIs, and speculalion concerning SlIחFor IIdillcussio
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the lower arm is extended slightl}' forward. The left arm is indistinct but appears to be

o indistinct). On the ground to the figure's right is an~holding an upright spear (al
object \vhich might be a circular shield, held llpright with the interior decoration or

.supports visible. In that case, WD 21D \\'ould depict a nude Greek \\'arrior
21D does not·מs with shiclds,6 but \vזSeveral other Dali}'eh bullae show \varrio

an2וID, the shield is on the ground, rather tl~·מclosely resemble any of them. On
being strapped to the \\'arrior's arm; the spear (or staff) seems held out on a slant from
beside the warrior's left foot, with an inverted triangle formed by the \'farrior's
horizontal left forearm, his left side and the spear. While it is unusual for the staff to

•2tDמey are on Wוbe in the left hand and the shield to be on the right side as tl
r could easily account~confusion as to positive and negative on the part of the engra\'

.for the discrepancy
The \'{arrior's stance with the staff and shield is most reminiscent of the Athena

Parthenos, a glyptic ver5ion of \'fhich appears on a fourth-century gold ring, perhaps
from Magna Graecia or Sicily.7 An early Hellenistic ringstone (the so-called 'Neisos
gem') in the Hermitage Museum provjdes a masculine version of the pose. Alexander

ith his shield set upright\\י·the Great presents himself as a triumphant ''farricr at ease
on the ground beside him.s

Jt should also be noted, however, that an alternative identification might be
I-lerakles. In that case, the shield disappears, and what is understood as the edge of the

ZID }'outh were Herakle.s, he might carryמshield becomes an upright club.9 If the W
his Jion skin draped over his left arm, as on WD IIC, and hold a bo'\v. However, it
would be expected that Herakles' right hand steadies the clllb or rests on it. ]n the

.available photograph, this seems not to be the case
Without submitting the actual bulla to inspection, it is impossible to speculate too

~21D. For the moment, the best reading of thמtion of \Vםthe decorחסextensively
,design on WD ZID would still seem to be that it represents a standing nude warrior

.adi Daliyeh bullae\\י"variants of which are found among the

26WDחסwarriors26:ין, Ihe warrior is nude; t1מs). On WD 1 and W26ג, \VD 32 (pl:rhllps PerseI6מ \\'D 1, W
.32 carry .pelrs with their shieldsמand W

.For Iwter gl)'ptic examples Of the motif, cfב).u:IIeum(Marshall. 69, pI6יS, in the British i\ו,BOllrdman, CGPRו
Richter, EGGE, 269, p. 67; the Athena on a mottled syenite scarah(lid of the mid.third century in the AshmoleQn

uthמ2.םו on wמthe y1מ: tpס&useufn (Ashmole.n/EGFR, 301 [1921.1237]) is quite similar inיI\.

Richter, EGGE, 603 "" Furtwingler, AG, pi XXXII. 11, p. 15B (Hermitage M609j. Richter calls it lin~
,swordi,has with Ilim besides hi, shi •..ldזr early third centur)". Ale:N;Ilndeיaccomplished work of the late fOUrth'

cluding therxander-iוs•..s purtraits of Al~Pollitt discuנ.}..egis, an eagle and a thunderbolt but no 'pearithe
~st chapter of Art in thr Hrllfflijtir Agזtotype in the fiמNei.os Gem-31ld their relalion to a putalive Lysippan pr

sts to the21יD does, in fllct, depict a warrior with shield and slaff, it a!tמCambridge, 1986) esp. p. 23, If W(
.,the arrival of Alexa!ld •..r, whose portrait tradition, no less than hi, deed•זce of the motif in tlle; East hcfoמ••..pre

.provided an example fur subsequent Hellenistic rulers of the East

with WD lie (Herlklesוaklei. (Magna Graecia), discusscd if1connectioזr coins issued by HI:מS9י Cf, the .eri
),1241,e ring in the British Museum (Marshallוח.with club, bow and liunskin). and Boardman, GGFR, 799, a bro

.depicting Her.kJeB (?) with shield and club



lSB. Seated Youthמw
(?LA'I'E !![.J)

,••1u\1.חך6ו Illv

u86}זיPap

."'.e size: n~Im"'
.Bulla size: n. a

.3.Cia)' colour: n

served; parallel to vertical image~String pr
Sea! type: nleta] finger ring

1SA2מWD 15B is 3 "'ertically oriented leaf-shaped o\'al impression. WD 15B and W
seems to have beenחio~were original]). attached to Samaria Papyrus 6.3 The impres

e by a metal finger ring; the haft of the ring has left its imprint at the base of the~rna
impression. Boardman assigns fings with this leaf shape (his type III) to the rnid- to
late fifth century," at the same time cautioning that the distinctions between shapes are

iti\'e. Boardman's classification does not rule out the possibility that thisחscarcely defi
shape could also persist into the fourth century, especially outside the Greek world

.proper. WD 15H probably comes from a metal finger ring of the mid-fourth century
what may be aחס. A nude youth sits~The image is easily read in its broad outline

large rock. His legs are almost in profile "vhile he twists around to his right (·toward the
viewer) so that his torso is in a three-quarter view and his left (far) shoulder is a little
lov.rer than his right. The left elbow is lowered by his side but anything below the
elbow remains unclear. The right arm is easily visible; the gentle bend at the elbow

the surface of the(חסrith his right handגיindicates that he is supporting himself lightly
rock?). He has stretched his right leg out before him; his left is retracted, with the right
calf and part of the right foot forming an inverted 'y' with the straight, right leg. This
fits "'lith Greek compositional tendencies which appeared in the fifth century to 'have

,at least one leg retracted to provide variety',S The proportions of the musculature
when indicated (or preserved), are not hes.vy, although some of the muscles are quite
well defined-the youth's right shoulder, his pectorals, the central division of the rib

.cage, the groin, the right hip muscle. Unfortunately, the man's head is indistinct

.ntry is based on photographs only~SA was unavailable for examination. ThisמנI w
~.IזSA ill II sealing in the Persian Court S2מנ W

north Arabic name in thetay (possiblyוnts the sale of two slave.5, one named 'Abi-Lu~3 Papyrus 6 docum
ti\'e. ww

are•ן104,02.( not preserved (Gropp, Samaria Papyri~dat~sses and th~number of witn
.214212. lind2,(דו.fig(21,4נ BOllrdman, GGFR

.236•S Ridgway, FIfth Century

ti'e.
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There seems to be a vagtlely discernible division bet\.veen llair and face, but even the

.f his gaze is debatableסdirection
,served examples of Classical Greek sculpture, seated figures~Judging by pr

und, appear less often tllan other sculptural t)'pes, althotlghסespecially figures in the r
they were hardly unkno"\vn.6 WD 15:8 does not call to mind a seated cult image' or any

,dramatic gestures and poses in Greek painting.1t E\'en in its poor state of preser\'ation
it is apparent that the figure's gaze is directed out""ard; he lacks tne air of deep
introspection which c}laracterizes the traditional pose of the brooding man seated \vith

-n fifth- and fourthסn knees.9 The youth has the leisurely attitude apparentסelbows
ral countrysideסcentury Greek vases where gods and heroes pass idle hours in the past

of inactivit), and nudity on WDחor on Mt. Olympos. And certainly, the eOlllbinatio
o.וutside of Persian and even, perhaps, East Greek artistic conventions15סB sets it

lected by Metzger forןסThe pose appears frequentl)' on vases of the fourth eentllry c
D 15B looks~his studies of Athenian imagel'y.11 However, if the seated youth on ""

entional from the standpoi11t of Greek art, a search among Greek sealsחס\'perfectly c
WD 15D. CI)"ptic imagesחסthe figure and puseסdoes not turn up any exact parallel t

,l stumps include ZetlS, Panן(of identifiable males sitting on furnitllre or on rocks al
1 Often, howe"'er, the men.ןsos, or heroes such as 11 melancllo]y PhiloctetesזנEros, Dion

13},.US youths engaged in an identifiable leisure acti"'itסare anonym
ides an approximateס\,prנnרA fifth-century scaraboid in the Ashmolean MU3et

aחסparallel to WD 15B in its depiction of all anonymous nude athlete idly sitting
WD lSD, his legs are in profile, and his torso t\·•.ists to\\'ard theחסAsן.ןסס'"chest or st

whose suppliants (;auldנ:might represent th'" entllroned divinit~tJ) Century, 121. Cult stalu",'6!ו Ridgway, [o

ilt'}·relief, SI1ch 115 the well-knnwn H",g",soזdcdicate replicas of the cult imag", as Votive o(f..,rings. An occasional fune
ted on a chair (Ridlf\Vay, Fifthist"'[e, in th'" National l\1useum, Athens, might sho\v the dead man or \•..nmlln se

t for seat",d figures--גArchitectural friezes and pedimcntal sculpture pro\·jded another cnnteך).fig. IOז)',CentII

,YIm the Athcnian I'arthenon's cast pedim"'nt (Ridgwסdeities especialty, such as the group of three goddesses fr
).49-50.fissיכז,ntll~Fifth C

r Olympia, appears on a silver((וseneral type sculpled by Pheidiasיון:The (;ult image of Zeus enthroned, of tך

ring of Ihe fourth century (Richter, }<,'GGE, 270 =0 Paris, Cabinct des Mf;dailles. no 517). Farlher east, the dyn8sts of
f Baaltars, the 'Zeus of Tarsus'. A silverטfourth-century Cilicia produced similar coins bearing the seated image

f.zucuB (Mazdai), satrap of Cilicia (361-333), was recovered at the Wadi Daliyehlstater of this type minted by
pI 80,2). Th'" motif of II seated Zeus, along with related ones of Athena andנ.Cllvation site (Cross, 'Coins'. DWIכe

coinG where the deilY's imaj:!c is a syn\ool with serious politicalחסDeal Rods and goddelses, il more familiar!
mllde a coinוent. WD 158, however, is probably not in the tradition of such imperial or civic symbols whiclןחco

.into II political Slltem"nt

).1965,chis(.1r",n KIlns/ (Berlin~Jt_ u"d Gf!bii,.dm itl der g,.i~H Cf. G. Neumann, G

}'hiloct"'t"'s broods thus on an cllrlrיוי.hrיKltS Norhdeזha"dt'l!. 125) designates it 'beso~d GזNeumann (GFf'e'! II~
viiIlg!er. AG, pI 10, 29 [Slaatliche Museen]). S••.eח,lu263:ן,slone in Berlin (Richter, EGGEוfourth-century rin

,'15:80Collectiol\s,.(ךן AJA 61 [1957] 267 and pIןu150ם G. f\.1.A. Richter 'Unpl\b1ished Gems in Vari•

wlly, Fifth Cell/Ut)', (91 lind n. 30) assertl that evcn in E!lst Gre",k IcrritQries 'nudity Will consid"'redוI>Ridו
.'93disgraceful)1989(5נ~7-}1. Cf. L. Bonfante, 'NUdity as a Costume in Claslicul Art', AJA

.Metzger, RePresentations, passl'mןו

.'.OO R.C~lltliche Muse",n, 'about12יRichter, EGGE, 263, Berlin, St

.O, II good selection of seated men13.-261ך Cf. Richter, EGGE, nos

14 BOllrdman, GGPR, 636 '" Richter, EGGE, 261, mottled jasper, !laid to come from Spllrta (Ashmolean
).1892.1<1115
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vie\\'er with the left shoulder dropped. I-Ie is probably an athlete resting after his
,er\זWD lSD, ho,veחסhis hair symbolizes victory'_ The youthחSj the \vteath i~ucce"

.eheaded::ז.וseems b
,object \\'hieh is probably a rock!:זנVD 15B is sitting on an irregu,חסSince the man

seals, coins, and vasesחס.a cloak or peltחסit is likely that the sealing sho'\ved him
,rocks with a ,·ie\v to comfortחסdivine visitors to the great outdoors tend to sit

positioning a cloak, Cusl1ion, or animal skin between themselves and Nature's
Classicalחi~rockחסil"regularities. Also, because mortal atl1letes tend not to sit

sculpture or painting, the subject of \VD 158 should probably be identified as a god or
.hero

A variety of gods, demi-gods, and heroes appear in the rocky wilds-Poseidon (in
underwater landscapes), 10laos (accompanying Herakles),15 a hero on the Niobid

and sat)'rs1R and the wine god's predilection for theו'eh bullae of maenads1~Wadi Dali
outdoors,1') but he is represented less often on coins and seals, especially coins and
seals-and vases as \.vell-,vith an eastern connection, than is Herakles, the most likely
candidate. A Levantine favourite, Herakles is attested several times on the Wadi

reh bullae.20 l\1ight the lines below his right hand be his club? Of course, theyנDali
,might also be understood as the cloak/anima] skin or the contours of his seat

While an identification of Herakles here is quite conjectural, among numismatic
parallels, there is the Herakles, nude, clean-shaven, and reclining on a boulder who

1 This.ןappears on a silver stater (c.432) of the Magna Graecian town of Heraclea
composition differs from WD 15B in that Herakles' right (far) foot rests on a higher
part of the rock thus raising his right knee higher than his left. A similar seated
Herakles from a source closer to Samaria appears on a four-obol coin minted at

2 Excavators at the Levantine port ·site of Akko.400ב.Salamis. (Cyprus) by Evagoras I, c
found an almost intact Attic bell krater of the early fourth century with a seated
Herakles (on a himatjon) as its centra] figure.23 He leans his elbow on his club, but his

.4-,15Metzger, Representations; PO$Cidon:pi I.II. 4; 101a05:pi XXVII

16 Illustrated in Boardman, GA, fig. 168 (L0!1vre MNC 511), (".460. cr. alw E. Simon, 'Polygnotan Painting and
.43-62)1963(67the Niobid Painte.r'. AJA

.5017WD 44, \VD

.21BמWD 44. WD 5/168, w~1

ysos !!ssum"s II typical pose remarkably similar to that of theח, Dio~n a Kerch style kalyx krater in Ath"n19ס
young man on WD 158; hi! legs cross lind retract, just as on \VD 15B, liS he Bit! on a himation and holds out a

n1,2.סger, Recherches, pi XL = ."'thens, Nat. Mus. 12592. cr. ,,150Metzger, Representations, pihkantharo8 (Me
and sup·ports his weight withחanother Kerch vase, a pelike in the Hermitage MU$Cum, Dionysos sits on a himatio

).1792.his. right arm liS on WD ISB (M"tzger, Re.presentotion$, pi XV, 1, SI

.39, WD 42, WD 47; sa: al/lo pi XXIV.S20מ See entries for WD IIC, W

air: and C{QilsicalGreek COlm (California, 1976) 735 = R. Holloway, Art and Coinage in21ג C. M. Kraay, Arc
Magna Graecio (Bc:llinzona, 1978) fig. 130. Hollov;sy believes that this and related coins Jiupplied the model for

).60.MichaelDngelo's Sistine 'Adam' (p
1084-,2 Kraay, Calmב

d.םרו R. Zommer, Mound and Sea: Akko and Cacsarca, Trading CUlters (Exhibition. CatalogueוR. Hachlili aגב
,y of Haifa, 1986) 22. Similar portrayals; of H"rakle5 are collected in Metzger~i2ז, The Hecht Muse-urn, Unive

.Rcpristm.tations, pI XXXI
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,15R. This kratcr attestsמon reminiscent of Wנlegs are in the extended/retracted posit
at least, to a close \'ariant of the figure on WD 15B in the person of Herakles at a site

.near both Samaria and Phoenicia



WD 16A. Frontal Nude Warrior with Spear
(PLATES [\'.1 AND XXII.le)

..ךfiס Jnv~Mu
Papyru~נ

.imensions: n.aט
•3.Clay colour n
d; top and bottom of \'erticI11iml1ge~scrv~String pr

?~er rin~Seal Iype: melal fin

16AI and WD 16B2 were found still attached to Samaria Papyrus 3 whichמw
recorded the sale of 'the slave Yeho<anani bar <Azaryah to Yehopaclayni bar Delayah
and 'Ari bar Delayah by Yaqim for ten sheqels'.3 Witnesses include Selomi, son of

ir, 'sons of Delayah', a son of [D]uman and a son ofזSaharnatan,-<Anani, Yaqim and cE
WDWD 16A. Frontal Nude Warrior with Spear

impressed by the seal of a YHWH-worshipper in view of the many Yahwistic elements
Yeho, -yall) in this group of names. Of the other names, only Saharnatan conveys(

hints of ethnicitY/religion; it may be the name of an .'Aramaean or an Aramaized
Arab',s

The soft oval shape of the impression could have come from either an engraved seal
stone or a metal finger ring of the fifth or fourth centuries. The sketchy impression
suggests a seal that was shallow and worn, likely a finger ring.6 Careless sealing has left
the very bottom of the image unimpressed in the clay, A double line on the lower right
of the impression may record the edge of the image, but ho'\v it relates to the rest of

.the impression is unclear
.16A is a nude male figure, for the most part viewed frontallyמThe subject of W
,Only his left ]eg, bent at the knee and raised to rest on some nov.r-indiscernible object

appears in profile, or perhaps, three-quarter vle'\v. He seems bareheaded and has the
dsנcrude eyes and nose of a stick figure. Possibly he has a beard. In his left hand he ho

an upright spear or lance whose lower portion disappears in the area of the raised left
knee and calf. It is possible that what appears is not a spear but a Jorge bow; a set of
curved parallel lines Seem to radiate out from the top of the object that the warrior

.I The comments on WD 16A arc based solely on the photograph. WD 1M was inaccessible for inspeetion
.2 WD 168 = WD 5 (pI \'111.1, 2), probably a Satyr

ia Papy,i, 64; cr. the preliminary discu$sion by Cross, 'Report' 22. Note Ihac a male slave with amם,Gropp, Soב
.men likewise with Yahwislic names. For bullae attached to papyrus, see pI XXII.1a-d~Yahwistic name is sold t

.168See also entry for WD
.64,Gropp, SamOTia Papy,iי

.5 F. M. Cross, personal communication

.Ii Compare WD 16A with WD 20: from a worn metal finger ring
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.holds. On the other hand. the lines might have been an engraved outline on the seal
The right arm probably rests at the warrior's side. In places, such as the neck, left
elbow, and right hand, the outlines of the figure fade out, and this may have been the

.case on the seal as well
rtrayal of the torso than the face, makingסThe artist was more conscientious in his p

a vague attempt at the muscles of the \varrior's very triangular torso \\'hich appears to
thrust for\'.:ard from below the line of the shoulders and collar bone. The engraver
suffered some confusion about cutting an image in the negative; this spearman carries
his \'\:eapon in his left hand. With the lower t:dge of the image missing, the figure's feet

.anti the object supporting the left foot (probably a rock) must remain conjectural
,stands aggressi"'ely.דn WD 16A, another Wadi Daliyeh nude \•.'arriorסThe figure

like a sentry barring one's progress or a champion confronting an opponent; he looks
.ut at the vie .•.•.'erסchallengingly

t rare in Classical Greek art,S btlt it is unusual, The occasional cuinסFrontalitj' is n
or seal will sho\v a full figure (as opposed ta a head) in a frontal position; usually tIle

•head is turned in profile or three-quarter view, as is the case \vith many male figures
including v,!arriors.9 A fourth-century bronze ring in the Getty collection portrays an
almost frontal Hermes (head turned away, however) apparently flying, .•.••.,ith a raised

cent of WD 16A;IO its Tunisian provenance could indicate a~knee remini
.Phoenician/Punic o\vner

enician parallel is supplied by a gold ring [raIn Phoenician AmritסA more certain Ph
ints of comparison with WD 16A are the warrior'sסin the de CIercq collection;]! the p

nudity and total frontality, as well as the shared Levantine provenance. Another
enician gold ring in Paris, inscribed 'Hanno', also shows a ftllly frontal nudeסPh

produces a Isketchy' impression like WD 16A. The nudeסwarrior;12 this ring als
DiSCOVERIESDiSCOVERIES IN THE JUD.4.EAN DESERT XXIV

.chest from shoulder line
Perhaps the frontal head on WD 16A can be explained as one of several possible

Near Eastern traits grafted onto a fourth century Greek motif. As early as the first half
,tamia, the figure of a hero with one leg upסof the second millennium in Mesop

n a defeated enemy is found on cylinderסbracing it against an opponent or resting it up
-a late Neoחסseals. Sometimes the hero .•.viII gaze direct])' out at the ,,'iewer, as

The knee-up pose appears on anנBabylonian carnelian cylinder in the Louvre.I

.33Compare \VD I, WD 21D, \VD 26. an.d WDד

th figuresiclalsel of fu11-lenמy cl:rtaiמ!marl: common. but even then oמS In. thl: Archaic period frontality WB

46'D~e the discu8sion of~ted monsters, 8It)'fS elc.) tended to appear with frontal faces on seall!;נgorgons and rel(
.otion of this illsuerfor further exami

example from the Classical period. However, one quite crude ]ate.fourth-centurvr9 Boardman. GGFR, 599, B

lds with his left foot proppedll5ןו Herukle5 in a frontal poae, looking directly out at the vie\\"er; he st5ירמחbronze ring
18.145,5ht.([כ hllnd to his brow /III if to shade his eyes (Richter. MMA, 94 [MMAןon II rock and raIses his ri

).+4-4,32.AN80)8.נ,Oח,t Gemlתcit10תSpier. A
II.ת2825, Dc Ridder, Ca[{tctio

).222(4, ex. de Luynes11.כ Bordreuil, BN, no

ixth century, and~וno, 381 (Louvre AO .770) [= DeJaporte A,900]), probably mid(}ת"JI Jmprt5,iוCollon, Pjנן
,81,lee IIlso p
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o~nlthough here the hero is seen in profile, as al~Achaernenid cylinder from Borsippa, 1

several Achaernenid stamp seal impressions from Nippur;]5 the Achaemenid .•.·ersionחס

might derl\'e from the canonical Egyptian portrayal of the smiting Pharaoh.16 Could
WD 16A be a Phoenician product, combining elements of sc\'cral styles? Until more

.is left unansweredחexact parallels corne to light, this questio
A number of Daliyah bullae show frontal figures, but only WD 46 (pI XI.l, Nike in

)',entarרfrontal quadriga), \iVD 20 (pI VII.3, mature man in himation), a robust, if fragn
hose threatening gesture is reminiscent of \VD(,\-'ו;Herakles (?) in the Hecht Group

16A keep the face,,,16מזA), a frontal woman's torso also in the, Hecht Group,IH and
d the two rings in16תA and WD 2o--aמfully frontal rather than in profile. Perhaps W

Paris-may be related to the same workshop. Unfortunately, it is difficult to determine
16A and WD 20-their frontality, theirמwhether the similarities bet'\veen W

comparable degree of wornness, their stick-figure faces, triangular torsos, and upper
t quite attached to their shoulders, their vague generic quaJity-mayסarms that seem n

the same workshop, whether their resemblance is merely due to likeסbe traced t
.ssibl)" bothסpatterns of wear, or p

The most that can be deduced is that WD 16A may have come from a provincial
workshop of the '\vestern Persian Empire, possibly Phoenician, and belongs somewhere

.bet\veen the late fifth and mid-fourth century

.428 (BM 89337) '" Wiseman, CyliruJu, pi lOSםח.,S'Collon, First ImprMSIQי•

.,ds v. ChrוS. 926-9. Cf. al$O K. Galling, 'Beschriftet", Bildsiegel des ersten JahrtaUSסח•IS L<:grain, Culture
).271vornehmlich aus Syrien und Paliistina' ZDPV 64 (194l), no. 159, sixth century (J. P. Morgan Library

).16The most famous Persian vcn;;ion of the pose is that of Darius on the Behistun cliff (late sixth century
.PI XXIV.Sון

18PIן.3. XXIV



26. Nude Hoplite with Shield and SpearW

(PLATE 1\'.1)

923,Mus. II1v
Loose sealing

1.6 emבBulla siu: I cln

Clay colour: reddisl1 brown
STring preserved; tup and bottom of vertical image

Papyrus imprint
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 29, p163, i

!!:?S<,:,I\]Iype: meta] finger rin

y a metal finger ring \\'ith a bezel inךןWD 26, a loose sealing, ,vas probabl)' produced
the broad oval shape popular in the fourth century. There is a tiny nick at the top of
the impression that may have been made by the haft of a ring. The top half of the
impression is preserved clearly, and the outline of the original ring is casily visible. On
the lower left, that outline disappears, v,:hile the bottom of the image has broken a, •••ay

.and the lower right of \vhat remains is indistinct
A nude Greek \••'arrior is depicted here, I He advances in three-quarter view to his

left, balancing a spear in his lowered right hand and a shield on his left. Both legs are
flexed, the left (far) leg ahead of the right.2 The bareheaded young \••'arrior looks down
and to his left; his head, in three-qllarter view, mirrors the sharp slant of his body as
he leans into his movement and dra\'Vs his right arm back to lunge at an unseen enemy
outside the frame. Although the impression has suffered considerable wear, the sturdy
musculature of the figure's rather square torso is still apparent. Other"'rise, al] fine

.ding facial features, have been lostןdetails, inc]l
26 compares with WD 33 (pI IV.3) since both bullae display stock motifs ofמw

hich were adapted in turn by coin-die cutters,ג:]battle scenes on Classical Greek friezes
26, the numismaticמזגןrth centuries. For the image onןןof the late fifth and early fo

,drachm of 410-400.4 The helmeted local heroחprototype is probably a Syracusa

,3210.(ב WD16מA, WמI Ct·. especially \VD 1 (W

50 with fI maenad/nymph if! a similar !tance, but with the near 1"g forward. In the\\סיwith~VD 26 compare\ג
,26Palladion. \VD~,umed b}' Dionlt'de, ilS he 5t".ls th~n iI~di,cu!sion of that bulla it i, noted that thi, pose i, oft

'.with the fir leg forward shows the sucially and ethicallY uncomrromiscd version of a 'wl/rriar advancing

3 cr. block 537 uf thc Amazanomachy frieze (British Museum) fronl thc tcmple of ApQllo at BaMae (1lIte fifth or
f the Amazonomachy frieze from the Mausoleum ofחearly fourth centurY)i and Berlin Museum 1006, part

.rנHalikarn.,IO. dating to the mid·late founh cenlur

.,t2t"'r (Jenkin~rk Clii"J (London, 1972) 421. A gecond parallel iapro\'id"d by II~4 G. K. Jenkin., Ancif'tI/ Gr

lilier Ajax, Inintc:d around 350. On the Itater's reverse Ajax grimly~CDI"!, 267) of Opuntian Lokris, home of the I
.advances jUlt like LeUkli!ipil, although \\'ith II shon sword rather than a spear
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Leukaspis, advances to his left with the same arrangement of sword and shield as on
cian dynast, may have copied the)ייWD 26, Moving further east, Periklii, the L

version, theתthe Lycia370-360~·.חסfigure of Leukaspis for his stater ofחSyracusa
erhead, Finally, King,יwarrior holds his shield as usual but raises his sword o

Demonikos of Cypriot Lapethos minted a stater between 380 and 360 on which
Heraklcs advances ,"",itha bow instead of a shield, and a club rat]1cr than a spear.6 This

.coin, too, is quite reminiscent of the shield-bearing warriors above
vith this motif. Three late Archaic/early Classical stones inוThere are a few seals

Boardman's 'Group of the Leningrad GOI'gon' show Athena advancing with spear and
eld as on WD 26.7 Boardman assigns this group to an East Greek or Cypriotוןshield

workshop and notes that their style 'had its effect on Achaernenid glyptic, especially in
the western satrapies of the Persian Empire'.8 Although there are glyptic precedents
with East Greek and \vestern Persian Empire provenances and/or styles for the motif

26, the \Vadi Daliyah bul]a rna)' o\ve more to numismatic than (extant) glypticמwחס

.tradition. The closest parallels to the bulla, chronoLogically speaking, remain the coins
Without a clearer impression, it is difficult to make stylistic judgements about

26. It is noteworthy that Syracuse, Lycia and Cyprus had ties '\vith theמW
Phoenicians (Syracuse ,•••ith Punic Phoenicians in particular) in the late fifth and early

-fourth centuries. It \vould not be surprising if a Phoenician, Greek or Cypriot artist
perhaps an engraver of both coins and seals-working in Phoenicia, qr in places which
traded with Phoenicians, adapted available coin images for seals. The connection
between coins and seals is a logical one, given their similar scale and the fact that the

9.artist of both had to carve the design in the negative
-26 provides a rather watered33מ, the young warrior on WמAs in the case of W

y this may beנdown version of the more aggressive figures on the coins.- Possib
attributed to a provincial artist (Greek or Phoenician or 'other') who created glyptic
images at second- or third-hand. It could equally well indicate that the motif had
become a common one, subject to the indifferent execution suffered by 'mass

-produced' images. Since the motif appears on the battle frieze of the mid-fourth
century 'Weeping Women Sarcophagus',IO \\·hich may have been carved in Sidon, it is

.apparent that it had made its appearance in the Phoenician homeland
Z6 seal belongs in the first half of the fourth century, contemporary withמThe W

.elsנor a little later than the coins \vhich are cited as paraL

S jenkins, Coinl, 110; cf. SNG-ANS Burtan Y. Berry Coller:liQ71 II, pi +4,1191-2. For Lycian coins cf. also
.389-447.le (1971) 13-15. nos~Chroni~atimO. Merkhalm, 'Coin Hoard from P"dalia', Numi

.325,6 jenkins, Coins

=27 j. Boardman, Archai' Greek Gems, (London, 1968) 239 (Boston 27.676);; Beazley, LltWtls Homtl, 26, pi
,iversity College) from Egypt; Boardman, AG Gffltt240ח (London, UeוווJ:,Boardman, GGFR, 381; Boardman, AG G

.from Egypt2+5,(~ןנ (Walters, BMC

GGFR, 851, from the Oxus Treasure (British Museum, We:;ternח,s, 91-2. Cf. Boardmam8 Boardman, AG G
'.mt GtmIl, no. 113 (Getty 8S.AN.370.25) 'from IranוcחAsiatic Department) and Spier, A

.228-34',ON, p. 21 and passim; also Richter, EGGE, 23-5 and E. Parada's article, 'Greek CaincRODUN9 See I

UI Sidon (Tiibingen, 1983) and R. Lulliel> and M. Hirmer, Greekttuensarkopht10 R. Fleischer, lhr Klagenfr
.207.New York, 1960) fig(tSeulpwr



WD 33. Smiting Nude Warrior

(PLA'J'E]\'.3j

930\'.Mus. In

sealingיLoos
O.9cmגsize: 1.8cmיImag

BuJlasize: 2 em x 1.3 em
Clay colour: r"ddish brown, partly burn! black

ed, holes remain; top and bottom of vertical imageח'OI preseחf{תS!ri
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

33 derives from a narro",' oval bezel of a metal finger ring, a shape foundמw
occasionally in the corpllS of Wadi DaJiyeh bullae. Numerous cracks "'ein the surface of
the bulla, some due, perhaps, to the burning or intense heat which this bulla

rcr\י,ltline of the ring appears only at the tipper right and IOןסapparently endured. The
left of the impression, registering just enough information to reconstruct the contour of
the ring be:r.el. The general contours of the image sur\'ive although the details have

.never very distinctזנוworn away, and the upper }eft portion of the image ,vas probab
a shows another in the large group of nllde, beardless youths found amongוThe buJ

the Wadi Daliyeh bullae.1 He is advancing to his right v·:ith his right arm lifted
overhead, presumably to deliver a violent blow to an opponent outside the frame of the
composition. Only his shoulder and upper arm can still be seen. He probably also held

and slightly behind,"'חa weapon, but this, too, has disappeared. The left arm hangs do
him. His small head is bare and covered with a cap of short curJy(?) hair. He himself is

,quite tall and lanky; his lean, taut muscles are still (barely) visible. His torso is frontal
quarter "'ie\\r', and his head is in profile, focussed in the~his legs in approximately three

direction of his movement. He has initiated his mO"'ement \"ith his right leg, but seems
.about to shift his weight onto his left leg

33, the cOlnposition itse1f is based on a stockמDespite the poor condition of W
-Greek sculptural motif-the advancing figure seen from the front (usuall)' in three

quarter view).z This motif of the 'leading' arm uplifted in a smiting gesture goes back
in Greek sculpture to at least the beginning of the Classical period3 and became almost

ingPLA'J'E]\'.3jWD 33. Smiting Nude Warrior

),r Sec. tlpecill!y WD I, \\'0 21D, \'VD 26 (nude warriorl

,G",k .';nl/plurf! f)j Ih, Fou,th Cmlu,.v (New Yorkיt of It.ndo.rd motif. in AnliclaJJiciJm i~iיתנ~l See B. R. Brow
,6)1973

roup erecled by theIfter the statue of Harmodiol in Ihe Iculptural•אThil i. known II the 'Iyranl slllyer' pOנ
).185-6]1975,76 (cf. M, Robertlon, A HiftQry ojr.'uh Art [Cambridge.Athenians in

4 I.e. the Amalonomachy on the frieze of Ihe Temple of Apo]l" III BlllI8e (Brilish Mu,eum, ]lle fifth/elrly fourth
,foUrth.cenlury-Weeping Women SlIfcoph.gUI from Sidon (Lul]iel.Hirmcr~century); the hunting friele on the mid

PLA'J'E]'.3j
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violent post-ure gains in dr3ma by an intensification of the gesture: the for, ••'ard step
becomes longer, arms and torso r"vis! into sharper angles. A late fOtlrth century

an end panel of theחסexample from Phoenicia is pro,rided by fI Greek ,••'aTrior

Alexander Sarcophagus.s
a sea}; the33חס probably W3S not the first to put this motifמThe artist of W

compositiQn has a generic quality \vhich may be due to the fact that the artist is
making a sccond- or third-hand reproduction of the composition. Nevertheless, the
image is not entirely bland. While the image is confined by its oval outline, the action

.d,,'ersaryםlT fighter'sןסd the frame toחunfolds be)ro
gh iTI larger-scale sculpture, it is rare in ClassicalנWhile the motif is common enol

Greek glyptic art. Be)'ond a scarab in the British Museum, variously described as
Etruscan or Greek of the late fifth century, on which Theseus assumes this pose to
attack a boar with his clllb,r, no clear parallels to \VD 33 can be found. Coins of the

\\!ese, and from Tarentum provide a feתfourth century from Stymphnlos, from Cherso
n which Herakles swings his clubסall three towns minted coins;ךplesזnumismatic exa

.over his head as he advances toward his victim
All the above examples involve a fjgure with a club,S and it would be gratifying to be

33 as Herakles, a famous 'smiter' indeed. With theמable to identify the figure on W
upper portion of the bulla so indistinct, however, jt cannot even be determined
whether a club \vauld fit jn the a'\'ailable space. In addition, the many examp1es of the

n this particularסpose on large-scale relief sho'\ .• that Herakles had no monopoly
combat tactic. WD 33, as preserved, simply shows a nude )'outh fighting an unseen

.enemy

S,ulpturt, fig. 207); several times on the Amazonomachy frieze along the east, south, and west faces of the
).214-17.Hirmer, Sculpture, figs~late fourth century; '1lus. Lullies~Mau60leum of Hlllicarnllssus (mid

.Gro.e\'e's study, Alexa"dnsarcophagחSculpture. fig. 237. See V. \'O5,ז Lullies-Hirme

Furtwangler, AG18•3.סgler, AG, pI6ח Walters, BMC, 668, carnelian scarab == Richter, BGGE. 795 == Funwii.
.III. p. 190 :IIt"tedit w," Etrusc:.ni Walters (p. xliii) though! it could be Greek

10•871 ::: Walters. BMC3.נANS .. The Burton Y. BtTry Collecho" II, pI~7 Stymphalo:ll: silve!; stater. SNG
.birdsחe Stymphaliaזkles i:ll.bout to battleגPeloponneaus) pi XXXVII, 4; Her(

ese: silver stater, SNG-ANS; BnTy II, pI 34, 872::: Walters, BMC. 9 (Crete and the Aegean ]Blanda), piתCherso
).mphalian prototype (Walter9. BMC. 9. p. xxiii4ן, 4; thiB coin is an imitation of the S

.1469,1463-7•38ANS I: Btruria.Calabria, pi~Tarentum: silver diobol5, SNG
.8 The Theseus BCQr8b(above) ....;.aoriginally IlIbelled 'Herakles', because of the club





B. NUDE YOUTHS AND WARRIORS

2. PERSEUS IN THE PERSIAN EMPIRE





Introductory Remarks: Perseus in the Persian Empire

WD 32, WD 54, WD 56'

THE appearance of t'\'o--or perhaps three--fourth century portrayals of Perseus in this
group of impressions (WD 32 [pI V.l], WD 54 [pI V.2], WD56[?] [pI V.3]) from the

Empire is notable in view of the numerousrPhoenician-dominated area of the Persia
oriental' or 'barbarian' elements in the Perseus story, at least as the Greeks told it. ]n'
the first place, Perseus rescued Andromeda from the sea monster near Joppa on the
Phoenician coast. Second, Andromeda had a grandfather 'Belus', whose name is
transparently Phoenician.2 Herodotus reports the tradition that Perses, son of Perseus
and Andromeda, became the first ruler of the Persians,] The latter tradition explains
why Perseus often wears the so-called Phrygian headdress in Greek art.· ]n his
description of Egypt, Herodotus notes that in a town near Thebes there \\'as an
enclosure sacred to Perseus who was worshipped there as a 'nati"e son' and who
periodically made a personal appearance at the shrine.s

Perseus is familiar from Greek and Latin sources, but like the tales of Herakles, the
Perseus myth may have ancient Near Eastern elements.li Herodotus. even has Xerxes
send a herald to the Argives before his invasion to claim that since they shared Perseus
as a common ancestor, the Argives should welcome himto Greece as a long-lost

,Ammon because his ancestors, Herakles and Perseus, had done so. In Asia Minor
Sinope accorded Perseus special honors, and Tarsus believed him to be its founder.s

ariansזHo,vever, even if Persian subject peop]es in Asia Minor, Phoenicians, and Sa
had no native Perseus tradition per se during the fifth and fourth centuries, a Greek

decideןseal engraver '\'orking for a Phoenician (or Persian) patron or market might weI

.I For bibliography, s= LIMe, Ii,V. 'Perseus', and entry on \VD 54, below
.7.62and Herodotus2•27נ Rose, Handbook

.7.613 Herodotus

.Limy,.a1, Die BawkuJptur del He,.uons~4 Cf. on gems, Boardman, GGFR, 767. For sculpture cr. J. Borchhard
s Pen·hies (Berlin, 1976) pI 49 (early!mid fourth century). For coins of Asill MinorIKijnןחDos G,.abmQl des lykisch

,iseued by Mithradates Eupator (120-63 neE) in ARiastris. Amisus, Comana, Cabira and Sinope, cf. Borchhardt
.p149

S Herodotus 2.91. According to Herodotus this town, Chemmi5, was the only place in Egypt where any Greek
.CUltoms were adopted

li Perseus' and Herakles' battles with monsters may relate to Ancient Near Eaatern representation51 of heroes and
gods battling monstera. Herodotus (VI, 54) claims that Perseus was an Assyrilln who adopted Greek nationality. For
theories concerning the Near Eas.tern provenance of Perseus and the conclusion that the tale of Perseus is a native
Greek one. cf. K. Schauenburg, Pn-sew in der Kurut des Aitertums (Bonn, 1960) 132 ff. The earliest representation

)38.of Perseus in Greek art occurs in the eighth century (Boardman, AG Gemr, p

Herodotus 7.150. cr. P. Calmeyer ('Zur Genese altiranischer Motive VI', AM112 [1979] 310ff.) who, withי
.Schll.uenburg, is skeptical of Perseus' Eastern origin

1..(ך (:lee above, n3,8ו Calmeyer
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that Perseus '\\'Quld be a commercially '\'iable subject. Tl1is 11ypothesi:s may be amplified
n the border betweenס,stood, as did Phoeniciaרby looking at Lycia, another area ,\vhicl

the Greek and Persian worlds and recei"ed considerable Greek and Persian artistic
cian buildings erecte(1 during periods of Persian control exhibit both}י'influence.9 L

Greek and Persian elements.1f1 wIany Greek artists ha(1 fled during and after the
n suchסPeloponnesian ,var to more prosperous regions like Lycia and Caria, working

ra Caryatidsזנexpensive monumental I)uildings as the Nereid Monument and the Lim
in Lycia, the Mausoleum at Halicarnassu3 in Cnria and the Priene temple and Rphesis

12.nia.11 Lycian art in general betra)'s much Greek influence~Artemesion in I
Of special interest here is the large central akroterion on the Her06n of Limyra

which Borchardt dates henveen 370 and 350, a period largely parallcling the Wadi
)consists of Perseus (in Persian headdressחThe marble akroterioנDaliyeh bullae.I

P the just-se,'ered head of Medusa whose body \vrithes at his feet. Theנןholding
,'le, in conformity \'\'ith the overall conception of the~akroterion '\vas in the Greek st

.bllilding. but various details indicate local and Persian artistic influence as well
ndeed, Pcrseus and Medusa have n long tradition in Lycian sites of the Persian]

period;14 first, as the subject of one of the Greek-style wall paintings in a sixth-century
,tomb at Kizi1bel, Elmali, executed for a Lycian vassal of Persian overlords.15 Second

the Heroon at Gjolbasi Trysa has a relief of Perseus and Medusa.16 Perhaps the
hellenized subjects of the Great King felt the subject mediated bet'\veen the two
worlds. Alternately, in the case of the Heroon at the eastern Lycian city of Lim}"ra, it
is likely that Parikla, the powerful anti-Xanthos and anti-Persian d)rna:stl consciously
commissioned the art on his tomb as a pro-Athenian statement, draY'ling on a favorite

7.!Athenian theme of civilization triumphant over barbarianism
For a Phoenician attestation of Perseus, a centur}' earlier than the Herojjn and

ith the Kizilbel tomb-painting, there is a sarcophagus from,""ז}"roughly contemporar
Cyprus, a town founded by Phoenicians.18 Sarcophagae already had a longחסGolgoi

.69-B291)1911:9(ן, 'Po]iti<,;s :ilnd economy in Lycia durinp; the Persian period', REA~9 See J. Z"hl

',astic' Periodחill during the 'Dyיכ<,;c, 'Po1itical Unity ill L10ו Bor<,;hhardt, 'Herrschaft'. 239--40. Cf, also T. R. BrY
.36-7)1983(JNES42

.175,blower, Gruh WorldחHurןו

:Cit.נ •. &Jitjמ,kulprur, p. 2111nd Child~12 Hornblower, GrtfeJr World, 171,175-6. See also Burchhardt, BtJu.

)399-400.in a review of the IIbove (AJA 81 [1977], pp~kulptur 82-94. pI 49. W. Chi]d~Bnrchard!, B{juנן

'.culpturea as the 'only major new discovery of sculpture in Lyci:il in this centuryמse L)'cillnוdescribed !h
14,נ400• Childs, Cify Relief

I Greek, She reported annually on the eXC.Ilvlltionsat~tes the tomb to 525 and considers it R:Iתk d15ח M. Mel]i
Note alsoו7)1973(30.נElmali in AJA 74 (1970) and following. For Perseus cf. AJA 74 (1972) 179, and AJA

t der i"",ipti01l1 fit beller-let/rtf (1979) 476--96. Subjects It Elma]ihf de l'AcadעMe]link'l report in C()I1Ipttfl rt1ld
y of the artist, the politics of the patronוinclude the defeat of II Greek by II Persian warrior. Wharever the ethniei

~,prevail

.2,49Jkulplur, pI16ע Borchhardr. Ba

,a-wrZ,it dcr Achiimt1lidmhe"schujtנזחiגle in der Grab1r.unJI Lyו, G,jechiI.che lind ptfrs:irche EI,me~D. Jllcobדן
i1lו8)1987(65-7. Mtfdltcffant!U7I ArchaernogyנSt"dit

irchfl u1ldJrct,irch, StJfltophtJft dt.,,}ןDit 1lr:ןו,••••, York (74.51.2451): see I. Hil~m, N18ו Metropolitan Muse
•o Childs37מ, fig. 51). See .I104]1991[.םחStudies in Mediterranean Archlleolugy and Literature(מ,Z/ItliUli,c

.99-103"Cil)J R.li.j
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tradition of use by high-r:mking Phoenicians;" the Golgoi exarnple, carved in a largely
Greek idiom, includes a representation of Perseus carrying off the Medusa's head in a
hibisis,

Whatever meaning his story had for non-Greeks;" Perseus was an artistic subject
well-represented in the transitional areas between the West and East in the Persian
period. It should he no surprise, then, to find him attested on two (or perhaps, three)
bullae in Samaria.

1~Consider the Ahiram sarcophagus, for example (illus. in MO~Bti, Phoenicians, 293).

20 Childs, City &/iefs, tOI, suggests there may have been a shared understanding of Perseus iconography in the
East.



WD 32. Warrior with Spear, Shield, and Sack (Perseus?)

(PLATE V.!)

Mus. Inv. 929
Loose sealing
Image size: 1.65 em x 0.9 em
Bulla sjze: 1.75cmx lA-Scm
Clay colour: black (burnt)

String not preserved, string holes remain; top and bottom of vertical image
Papyrus imprint lind imprint of string across back
Seal type: metal finger ring [/)

WD 32 was probably produced by an oval metal finger ring, judging from the faint
indentation of a pointed ring bezel at the top of the impression. Part of the outline of
the ring bezel-here, the lower half of the left edge-is not visible. The clay was not
very deeply impressed, but the image is sufficiently distinct to be understood.
However, several cracks mar the upper half of the image. The very bottom of the
image is indistinct and most of any finer details that may once have been visible have
disappeared.

WD 32 shows a stocky, square-cut warrior! in Greek battle costume, standing in an
almost frontal pose. Only enough of his facial features remain to show that they, too,
are almost frontal as he looks very slightly to his right. He wears a corselet (probably
of linen) over a semitransparent short tunic that barely covers his upper thighs. The
shoulder straps of the corselet are clearly apparent, more 50 than the faint indications
of the waist and the folds of the tunic below it.2 The warrior's battle gear consists of a
large round shield seen in profile with a raised central boss and a spear; the shield is
(correctly) attached to his left arm; the spear, held upright in the warrior's left hand,
rests on the ground. Traces of the decorative serna remain on the shield. The warrior's
head is hare with a bowl-shaped cap of hair; his feet may have been bare as well.

There is the merest hint that the right leg might be flexed, with the left leg carrying
a little more weight. The right arm rests casually by the warrior's side. In his right
hand, rather than the expected sword or other weapon, he holds a ring from which is
suspended what seems to be a cloth or leather sack with a pointed bottom.

The shape of WD 32, an oval that is broader than many other Daliyeh ring
impressions, is comparable to 8 number of fine rings which Boardman assigns to the
mid- to late fifth centuriea.! However, the fourth century context of WD 32 is secure;

I Other werriore: WD 1, WD 16A., WD 2.ID, WD :!6, WD JJ.

2 The ccreelet with recillngl.r tabs III the bottom (p'~,yg'l) worn over II tunic .110 .ppellU on WD 43. See
dilculNon lind bibliolluphy on pp. 145-6 below.

3 BOlrdman. GGFR. 670, 674, pp. 216-19.
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an example of provincial lag may be present here, or the shape may have continued
into the fourth century; ring typologies are still subject to adjustment.

WD 32 is remarkably similar to the figure of Achilles on the fifth-century Achilles
Painter's name vase, an amphora of c.440 in the Vatican which shows Achilles wearing
precisely the same corselet and tunic 3S the warrior on WD 32.~ The hero of the Iliad
takes a similarly frontal stance, he is bareheaded, holds a spear upright in his left hand,
and his legs seem to be in the same position as the Daliyeh figure. The two men even
share the chunky proportions. There are differences: instead of a shield, Achilles
carries a himation draped over his left arm as he rests his right hand on his hip and
looks in profile to his left. Nevertheless, the resemblance is striking.

The search for 3. comparable engraved gem or ring, however, turns up nothing as
similar as the Vatican Achilles. Distant parallels come from Phoenicia and Daliyeh. A
gold ring in the de Clercq collection' shows a completely frontal nude warrior carrying
a shield on his left arm and an upright spear in his right hand. His rather loose-jointed
legs seem to mirror Achilles' stance. WD 1 (pi 111.1) also depicts a nude warrior with a
shield, and his three-quarter pose is similar to the frontal pose of WD 32.

Another difficulty lies in finding a warrior on a seal wearing the same costume as
Achilles and the soldier on WD 32; none appear among mainstream Greek seals where
warriors are almost invariably nude. On Etruscan scarabs, however, whose engravers
loved richly decorated surfacee," soldiers do occasionally wear more elaborate battle
gear. The warrior on WD 32 might fit in the ranks beside the soldiers on several such
scarabs in the British Museum, probably of the late fifth century. 7

Excavators at Judaean Ramat Rehel, occupied during the Persian period, reported
finding a stamped jar handle with the impression of a warrior in helmet, corselet, and
tunic, holding a staff in his upraised right hand." Aharoni describes the handle as
'unclassified, and the impression as "Hellenistic'". The impression is indistinct but the
presence of the WD 32 ring in Persian period Samaria should raise the possibility that
the Ramat Rahel impression came from. a fourth-century ring.

Is the sack which the soldier carries a special type of bag, used for a specific
purpose? On vase paintings, this sort of sack with a suspension ring tends to be used
for carrying fish and game." The only identifiable Greek hero who is specifically
associated with a sack is Perseus;" who carried his 'game', the head of the Gorgon

.• Cf. J. Beazley, "T'he Master of the Achilles Amphora in the Vatican'. THS 34 (1914) 179-226 (illustrated in
j. j. Pollitt, A,t and ExpeNetlce in Crassicat Greece [Cambridge, 1972] fig. +7).

S De Ridder, Coll«:tion. 2825.

6 Etruscan seal-cutters were influenced by Phoenician imagery.

7 Walters, BMC, 637. sealed armed hero; 685. heavily armed warrior.

S Y. Aharoni, ExcavalU:m.s at Rar1ItJt Ruilel. 1961-62 (Rome, 1964) 23 and fig. 18, 2.

9 Boardman, ARY, fig. 344, a Iteherman with his blilg, on a pelike by the Pan Painter (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches
Museum 3727); fig. 119, another fisherman, on II cup by the Ambrosios Painter (Boston, MFA 01.8024).

to j. Boardman, Athmirm Black Fjgurt Vast's, A Handbook (New York, 1985) fig. 170.2,.11 Type-C c:up by Psiax
of c.510.tOO (Hermitage Museum, Leningrad = Boardman, ABV, 294, 22) '" K. Schefold, GO"",.. IIJ'fd Htldmsagm
Spiita,chaischtm dt'7 Gn·echen in der spiitardiuirchm KlDUt (Munich, 1978) fig. 99; d. also Schefold, GHSGK, fig. 93,
iii. Chalc:idian amphora of c.S20 in the British Museum (B 155) with the three Graiai handing over their reeeeures to
Perseus.

For bibliography on Perseus, sec entry on WD S4.
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Medusa, in the magical kibisis." It is likely, then, that WD 32 portrays Perseus, the
Gorgon slayer.

An additional piece of logic may strengthen this identification. Fully armed warriors
in Greek art carry a sword in their right hand, a shield attached to their left arm, and
for parade purposes, at least, a spear held in the left hand. If there is no other weapon,
the spear (or javelin), naturally, appears in the right hand. Since the figure on WD 32
has his spear in his left hand, perhaps the right hand holds some weapon or object of
greater importance than the spear. Perseus' magic sack would fit this criterion.

Glyptic examples of this sack arc rare. One occurs on another Wadi Daliyeh bulla,
WD 54 (pI V.2), which also seems to depict Perseus. There, the bag looks fuller, but
the same round 'handle' appears. A second example is in the Metropolitan Museum; a
carnelian Etruscan scarab shows the kibisis hanging from Perseus' right arm."!

Stylistically, WD 32 and WD 54 seem far apart; no shared workshop is apparent
here. Yet the same unusual details appear on both seals. There is even a third, rather
crude, Perseus from Daliyeh, 'ND 56 (pi V.3). The presence of Perseus on three
stylistically different Daliyeh sealings suggests workshops in the same geographical
area-probably the eastern Mediterranean-were sharing an iconographic tradition
which elsewhere in extant Greek art seems rare. Representations of Perseus, as noted
elsewhere, ta seem to have been relatively common in Hellenized areas of the western
Persian Empire.

The closest parallels to WD 32 come from the second half of the fifth century. On
the other hand, the fourth century context of the papyri, and the probability that the
workshop of the WD 32 ring may have been a provincial one closer to Samaria than to
the Greek mainland, allows for a more probable fourth-century date.

In Ihe Roman period, Herme./Mercury carries •. sack. a money bag, but this is unattested before the Hellenistic
m.

II See the discuuinn of WD 54.

12Richler. MMA, p. 46 (second half of the fifth century) and filt. 171 (MMA 51.\64.1). WD 56 Ipl V.3) might
provide a third example of the Ja6{siJ.

13See INTRODUCTORYR"MARKS(above, p. 11) on Perseus in the Pen",n Empire. Alao cf. WD 56, p. 81 n. 9.



WD 54. Perseus with Sack

(I'LATE V,2)

MUll, Inv. 951
Loose ecalirig
Image aize: l.(iS em x 0.8 em
Bulla size: 1.7 em x 1.5 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; top and bottom of v••rtical image
Papyru s fragments on buck
Papyrus imprint
Seat type: metal finger ring
Inscribed: (in Phoenician script) '-b/d-n

THIS image belongs in the large category of nude youths in the Greek style found with
the Samaria Papyri.

A slight bulge at the upper edge of WD 54 suggests the haft of a metal ring; the
leaf-shaped oval outline appears frequently among the .Wadi Daliyeh bullae and is a
typical shape of the Classical period. In profile, the sealing shows a convex curve that
also suggests a ring.

A short-haired male figure stands at rest in a three-quarters pose, head in profile
looking directly to his right. Proportionally, his head is too large for his body and the
part of the face below eye-level is scraped away. He rests his weight on his right leg
and bends his left leg at the knee with the toes resting lightly on the ground, a stance
that gives his body a markedly curved appearance. Some modelling of his pectoral and
abdominal muscles survives, as does the merest hint of a very short ground line under
the youth's right foot.

He wears a soft 'Robin Hood' travelling cap of the sort Hermes sometimes wears.' It
is less clear whether the figure is wearing boots. His only other visible garment is a
knee-length chlamys fastened at his throat and falling behind his shoulders; two
chlamys folds appear behind him on his left." In his upraised left hand he grasps a staff
that rests on the ground beside his left foot, while in his lowered right hand he holds
the looped handle of a triangular bag with two pendant tassels(?) that almost touch his
feet. Unfortunately, the central zone of the sealing surface has been abraded.

The figure's stance, with a staff in one upraised arm and the other hand lowered,
appears also on WD 7 (pi 1.1) and WD S6 (Perseus [?] pi V.3). This pose has a long
history on Greek coinage and may echo a large-scale bronze sculptural motif.?

I Not the usual petoso!. Cf. Boardman, ARV, fig, 96, a red figure cup in the British Museum (E 815).

2 The chlamys appears in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus also on WD 7 (Apollo?), WD 14 (Hermes), and WD 43
(Achilles).

3 But not necellsarily 9. sp.cific statue. ce, Horster, Su'men, 1-7.
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The figure on WD 54 may with some confidence be identified as Perseus," a Greek
hero who is represented sculpturally in Persia's western ter ri tories," and who
occasionally appears on Greek and Etruscan seals." The type of hat which the figure
seems to wear is worn by Perseus on a red figure pelike by the Pan Painter. 7 The
unusual bag on a ring is probably the kibisis, one of the magic gadgets that Perseus
tricked the Graiai into helping him acquire." With the Cap of Darkness, the Shoes of
Swiftness and the kibisis, Perseus was able to kill the Gorgon Medusa, win the hand of
the princess Andromeda, and deliver his mother Danae from starvation. Although the
form of the hibisis, which was hung from the shoulder to keep the arms free for battle,
can vary,') it appears on Greek vases depicting Perseus.!" In some cases, it takes the
form of a sack used for game. One vase in particular, a black figure kylix in Kiel,11
shows Perseus carrying a bag with loosened drawstrings which somewhat resembles
WD 54.

For the distinctive ring-handled hibisis on a seal, the only good parallel found is
another Wadi ed-Daliyah bulla, WD 32 (pi V.l).12 On WD 56 (pi V.3), a far cruder
image, the putative Perseus is fully clothed and holds a small round object which might
be the kibisis or Medusa's severed head,

The Inscription

Three Phoenician letters are arranged vertically below Perseus' right elbow, parallel
with the staff: "alep, bet (or dalet) , mm. The Jalep is backwards, but it was not unusual
for seal engravers to forget to carve letters in reverse; the "alep is clearly a slashed
sideways 'V' as found on Sidonian and 'Tyrian inscriptions, including coins, of the fifth
and fourth centur-ies;'! The bottom horizontal of the bet comes closer to a ninety-

• See LIMe, s.v. also Schauenburg, 'Perseus', and K. Schdold and F. lung. Die Urhrlnige, Perseus, BtIJ"oplum,
H"akln u,.d Tooeur in del' Idfluischm und h,lltniJlischrn KUl1lt (Munich, 1988) 97-114. Also see E. Lippold, Dtr
T.rjumph"ermd~ P"Sl'Ul [Koln, 1960) and E. Langlotz, Perseu (Heidelberg, 1951).

5 See INTRODUCTORY REMARKS on Perseus in the Persian Empire, above, p. 71.

6 Perseus on an Etruscan seal of the second half of the fifth century: Richter, MMA, p- 46 and fig. 171, carnelian
(MMA 51.164.1); see also Boudman, GGFR, 767 '" Richter, EGGE, 224. a silver ring in the Museo Nesionale,
Taranto.

7 Munich, Antiken5llmmlungen mv. 8725 (illustrated in Doardman, ARV, fig, 349). As with the kibiriJ there is no
set form of hat for Perseus in Greek Btl. Scheuenburg (Pnuul, 119) writes of Perseus' hat! that they are
'uujJtr'ordmtlich vt'1'Jchi,d,nQrti,'.

B Apnllodoru! ii. 4. 2: Hyginu,: Poetic Auronomy ii. 12: Apollonio! of Rhodes iv. !S13ff. Cf. Rose, Handbook,
273.

9 Scheuenburg, P~nftU, 119. For the Itibin', in art and litelllture, ace Schauenburg, PtI'l6'Ul, IJ and 119 ff.

\0 See Schefold, GHSGK, fig. 93, a Chalcidian amphora of about 520 in the British Mu.eum (B 155) with the
three Grai.i (or nymph!?) giving their treasure, to Perseus; and fig. 99 (;;; Boardmln, ABV, 170), a bowl by P,LaXof
510-500 in Leningrad, on which the Itibirir atem! 10 have ring handles like these on WD 54. Thi, eurtbuee
dinppean in Imperial Roman timet (Scheuenburg, P,rrnll, 120).

11Schauenburg, Pnrtul, pI 14 (Kiel, Univenitat B41).

11 Riehler, MMA, fig. 171 [eee above) ia on Elruacan scarab on \~..hich the Itibisil into which Pcneul Ituff.
Medun'a heed ia a simple sack,

IJ J. B. Peckham, Tlte lJn;rlt1fmltnt oj lh, Lat, Plwmida" Scripls (Cambridge, Ma ••. , 1968) pb 5 and 6.
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degree angle than the Tyrian and Sidonian bets that Peckham lists, but the overall
squareness of the Phoenician bets matches that on this impression. (There is also the
possibility that the middle letter is a dalet). The mm is a little smaller than the other
two letters, a not unusual phenomenon at Tyre and Sidon. Aramaic and Hebrew nuns
tend to curve, while Phoenician IIWlS have straight lines, as found here.

:>Aiep , bet, ~lun (j.~.tll) is a sound Semitic root meaning 'rock'. When it appears in a
name, however, it becomes problematic; ~~ is the word for 'father' and appears in
countless names; the nun may indicate the first person plural possessive suffix. Benz"
lists three Phoenician and Punic names ,v ith the three radicals: -bnb'l, :>bnimi and )bnn?,15
and he discusses a variety of interpretations.I" Possibly the "alep, bet, nun (j.::l.tt) here is
an abbreviation for a name like the first two above. From a Semitic point of view,
"abni, 'my rock' would also be a possibility, shortened from a longer name, by analogy
with "Eben-ezer. If a dalet rather than a bet appears, the name becomes something like
)Adon, 'Lord'.

The original seal probably was carved in the early fourth century.

14 F. L. Benz, Ptmmul Ncmres in tfw Phoeni£ioJl and Punic Inscriptions (Rome, 1972) 258.

IS 'I'he firat two contain the theophoric elernema respectively of the Phoenician divinities, Bacal and Shemesh.

16 Bena, Personal N(JP'Ml, 2S8 with references. It may mean 'our father', or may be an error for 1"TJ:; possibly it is
• bY~.fOrTnof 1~ 'son'. Benz also ~eiCord~the interesting fact that there seems to have been 8 female deity 13 at
Ugant to whom some scholars believe the later Phoenician names may refer.



WD 56. Perseus (1)

(PLAT!::V.J)

Mus. Inv. 953
Loose scaling
Image size: 1.3 em x 0.75 em
Bulllisizc: 1.65 em x 1.3 em
Clay colour: reddish hrown
String preserved; top and bottom of image
PlIpyrus imprint
SCilltype:mctlllfingnring(?)

THE impression of a standing male figure on WD 56 has survived only in its general
outlines, but enough remains to describe the image as rather flat and pinched. The soft
transition from sealed to unimpressed clay apparent in the upper right quadrant may
mean that a metal finger ring made the impression. The vertical oval shape would be
right for a late fifth- or fourth-century finger ring. In the upper left portion of the
impression part of the figure's shoulder, arm and spear are lacking.

WD S6 shows a male figure in three-quarter pose looking slightly down and to his
left; his face is in profile. The costume as well as the exaggerated S-curve of the man's
torso (totally illogical in view of the fact that both feet appear firmly planted on the
ground and carry equal weight) indicate that the prototype of the seal, at least, was
Greek. Additionally distracting is the oversized head and elongated left arm.

The figure on WD S6 differs from many of the standing male representations found
among the Wadi Daliyeh bullae in that he is clothed. He wears a pilos hat and a knee-
length tunic possibly caught at the waist by a belt. Parallel vertical lines both above
and below the waist perhaps indicate the folds of the tunic.

The feet and calves are clearly bare, but it is an open question whether the tunic has
sleeves, Greek visual shorthand for 'barbarian'.! The piles helmet on the man's head
and the spear which he appears to hold up in his raised right hand (the arm and hand
are missing) lend a vaguely martial air to his demeanour, but the flat rendering
considerably diminishes any dramatic impact the composition mi.ght have aimed for.

Most significant for a reading of the impression is the object the figure holds in his
extended left hand. This could be the head of the Gorgon Medusa or the bag (the
kibisis), in which Perseus secured the severed head.a However, if the Gorgon head on
WD 56 ever had any detailed features, they have flaked away, leaving behind only a
heart-shaped outline. The unprepossessing size of the Gorgon head fits into the

1 M. Miller, PttJtrit: TIl, Am of lilt Halt in Fijrll.Cmruty AIIII1I.I (Ph.D. Thnil, Harvllrd Univer.ity, 1985)
256-7.

2:For bibliography on Pereeue, lee WD 54 p. 77. S;chauenburg (PnJtwr, t 18) .howl Ib.t PerRUI' cOltume can
VIrJ ••.•• lIy from one representation to the nut.
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typology of the fourth century, by which time Gorgons had lost most of their terrifying
featur ca.! On \VD S4 (pi V.2) and \VD 32 (pi V.1), other possible versions of Perseus
in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus, the hero carries the kibisis,

If Perseus holds the Gorgon head here, the apparently diminutive size of his trophy
is also attested on a number of Greek vases." The rare glyptic parallels for this seal
impression include a fleeing Perseus with Medusa head on a silver ring of the fourth
century! and Etruscan scarabs.f

On the other hand, as noted, Perseus may hold a small head-shaped kibisis; such a
kibisis is carried by Perseus on an early fifth century sarcophagus found at the
Phoenician-founded town of Goigoi on Cyprus.'

On Greek vases, Perseus wears 3 variety of headgear. The pilos he wears on WD 56
is similar to that worn by the hero on a South Italian amphora in Berlin, on which he
carries the Gorgoneion and harpe (sickle)."

Despite the provincial nature of the work, it demonstrates some familiarity with the
topic outside the Greek world.? Keeping in mind the artistic and cultural time-lag
between centre and periphery, WD S6 fits easily into the fourth century date of the
papyri.

3 Note Boardman's excursus on Gorgons and the East (Boardman, AG GfflU, pp. 37-9) in which he rejects the
theory that the Gorgon type is Near Eastern. Also, cf. E. Buschor, M«lusa Rondtl1li"j (Stuttgart, 1958) on the
subject of the Gorgoneion.

4 Cf. Schauenburg, Ptrseus (Strasburg University) pi 18.1; and note eapecially a South Italian cup of the fourth
century (pi 17.2).

S Boardman, GGFR, pi 767 and p. 228.

6 For two Etruscan examples, d. Richter, MMA, fig. 171 ('fifth century'), and AGDS 1l (Berlin) no. 293. pi 57
= Richter. EGGE. fig. 8H, dated by disputing '3cholan between the mid-fifth and the mid.third eenrueies.

'1 Now in the Metropolitan Muscum, New York (74.51.2451); see Hiral, Sarkuphagc, no. 37, fiB. 51.
8 Schauenbura, Perseus, pi 18.1 (Berlin, Staatli.::he Museen, F 3022).

9 See the INTRODUCTORYREMARKS (above. p. 71) on Perseus in the Persian Empire.





B. NUDE YOUTHS AND WARRIORS

3. HERAKLES FIGURES IN GREEK STYLE





Introductory Remarks: Hcraklcs Figures in Greek Style

WD nc, WD 39, WD 42 [WD 47J

AT least three sealings from Wad i Dali yeb ' depict Herakles, a purely Greek visual
idiom. Multiple renderings of this hero found wherever the Phoenicians set foot during
the Persian per-iod? ar e hardly surprising in view of the popularity of HeraklesJ (and his
probable Phoenician alter ego, Milkqart of 'T'yre)." All three impressions seem to have
come from engraved metal finger rings, but each differs from the other in composition
and style. All include lions-a dead one on Wlj llC (pi VI.1) and WD 39 (pi V1.2)
and a live version on VlD 42 (pi VI.3) which repeats a scene found on Greek coins of
Heraklcs wrestling the Nemean lion.

Although the nude master of animals on WD 47 (pi XI(2) may be a Greco-
Phoenician version of the hero, none of the Wadi Daliyeh bullae shows Herakles in the
traditional Ncar Eastern smiting pose; instead, his weapon, the club, appears either on
the, ground or turned on its end and used as a support. The smiting gesture was
associated with the Phoenician storm god from at least as early as the Late Bronze Age.
It is posaihle that in the Daliyeh bullae some evidence may be detected of self-selection
at work against images which could have been understood in Samaria as portraying
YHWH's ancient rival. As always, however, it is impossible to say how the Samarians

I WD lie (pi V.l), WO 3'9 (pi VI.2), WD 42 (pI VI.3). Additional, less likely but possible, Herakles figures
include WI..) 57 (pi 11.3), WO 21D (pi 111.2), WO 16A (pi 1V.I), and even WD 33 (pi IV.J), but these could
equlllly be II number of other persons. Nole also the possible Herakles in the Hecht Group (pi XXIV.S).

2 Not". hr>wev,,-r, that traditional Herakles typee (whether Greek Or Phoenician) do not appear on Phoenician
coins, although Achaernenid images of rhc 'Per-sian Hero'. which do appear on mainland Phoenician coins (Bctlyon,
pi 1.1.4,5; pi 2.3,9, erc.), could perhaps he likened 10 Hc rakles scenes.

The number of Greeco-Phoenie.an green jasper llcarllb.s which show either Herakles or the Egypto-Phoenician
Bee as Herakles is considerable (cf. Waltus, BMC, pis 5-7).

On Punic Thanos (Sardinia) gems, cf. BOllrdman, "Scarabs" 98-105, and Glcvanna Quattrocchi Pisano, J gioielli

fenici di T'harras rnll MUffW naeionole di Cae!iar; (Rome, 1974).

J L1MC, II.V. 'Herekles". Cr. also F'. Brommer, Hercutee : The Twelve Labors of t"~Hero ill A""ient Art and
LiteM(ure (New Rochelle, NY, 1986) .

.oj Cf. Boardman, 11l/('I{lior, p. 36; M. Yon ('Cultes pheniciens Ii Chypre: I'interpretation chypriute', SP ••. [1986]
127-52) observes, however, that there is no concrete evidence before the end or the Clauical period Ihat Herakles
wall equated with Melqart on Cyp rua lind that, in addition, 'one hIS to wait until the end or the Hellenilltic period
before one finds throughout the Phoenician world. . bilingual im,criptions which eqUllte Melqart with the god
celled Henkin in Greek' (147). Yon 11180 notes that, at least in the' third century RCH, there is evidence lhat Resheph
could look like Herakles 811 well (149).

The Iiterulure on Herakles in the East and Milkqart is vnl and remainll to be coherently lIyntheliliZled.cr. C.
Bonnet.Tsavellall, 'Le dieu Melqart en Phenicie et dans le baslin Mediterraneen: Culte national et officiel', SP 1/2
(1983) 195-207; J. T'ebddcr. 'L'interpretalion Phenjcienne d'Hencl~8 et d'Apollon', RHR 200 (1983) 234-55;
C. Bonnet, Melqart: culter f!t my,btI, de I'Hb.ulh Tyrit'1l en MddittrrroHde, SP 8 (1988); R. du Meanil du Bui ••on.
Nau'fJdltrl etudes sur let d;eaz et leI my,her de CtmaQn (Leiden, 1973) 32-87; W. Culiclln, 'Melqart Representations on
Phoenician SCllubs', Abr NanQrai" 2 (1960-6114Iff.; and the notes to WD 35, p. 188ff.
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interpreted the Greek Herakles imagery, that pleased them sufficiently to spend money
for it.

]ust as there are no smiting Herakles figures, there are also no bullae produced from
seals of the Phoenician 'green jasper' type; none has an ornamental border, and none
has the shape of the green jasper pieces. By contrast, the excavations at "Atlit on the
Palestinian coast not far from Samaria uncovered at least six Greco-Phoenician
(primarily 'green jasper') scarabs depicting Herakles in a series of fifth- to fourth-
century tornbs.!

In the de Clercq collection, two of the four images of Herakles" on gold rings of the
sixth to fourth centuries from Phoenicia belong with the green jasper series, and the
other two, with more naturalistic poses and bodies, come closer to the Wadi Daliyeh
group." Again, however, there are no exact correspondences between images of
Herakles on seals owned by fourth-century Samarians-c-which likely were produced in
Phoenician ateliers-and the Herakles figures, probably also Phoenician, in thc de
Clercq Group.

On the Greek side, several classicists have observed that in the fourth century
Herakles' struggles with monsters, a staple of the Athenian vase painting industry for
the preceding two centuries, became rarer.! Instead, new versions of the hero appeared:
a more youthful Herakles, often in repose, accompanied by a companion or gods."
Herakles ' victory over death grew steadily more significant than battles with mere
monsters. None of these new types appears, however, on the Wadi Daliyah bullae
(unless Wl) 15B [pi III.3] shows Heraklee). Apparently, in the Phoenician sphere of
artistic influence, the older style had yet to be supplanted by the new.

j jchne, 'ExcavationB', pi XIV, 496.-7, 552, M3, 687, 70S (lome examples illustrated in Stern, Material CUI1Url',
200); EAEHL s.v. '<Adit'. 134, 137 .

•.•DO!Ridder, Collectio«, pi XIX, 2807. 2808. T'heae are alec probably earfier than the next two Herakles rinljtB
[see below). It rnusr be remembered that this l.:ollO!ctionmay reflect the predilections of ill original owner 81 well III
ancient Phoenician teste.

? De RiddO!r, Colltction, pi XIX, 21109,2810 ("" Boardman, GGFR. fill. 222)
8 cr. T. B. L. Webller, Poster and Patml! (London, 1972) 66, 259-61.

9 Hl!rrmann, SIuJJ01lJ, 11; Metzger, Rl'pr'Jmtatiolll, 2i9-30.



WD He. Herakles with Club, Bow, and Lionskin
(f'LATC \'1.11

Mus. lnv. 769
Papyrus 1, March 19, 335.1

Imug" size: 1.5 x 1 em
Bulla ,.iz,,: 2 x 1.7 em
Clay colour; n.".
String preserved: top and bottom of vertical image.
Seal type: metal finger ring

WD tle2 was one of seven clay impressions still attached to Samaria Papyrus 1; of
these only fOUT are even slightly legible." SPl records the sale of a slave named
"Ye.hoh anan bar Se'ilah to Yehonur bar Laner! by Hananyah bar Beyad-el for 35
aheqels ' ..• All the first names (of buyer, seller and slave) are Yahwistic although,
curiously, the p atron yms are not. Of the seven sealings, only WD lIB (pi XIX.3),
possibly the sealing of Yehonur, can he associated with any of the men mentioned in
the papyrus. 5

WD IIC was covered with incrustations, but the impression is nevertheless in good
condition with a fairly clear image. It was produced by a metal finger ring with a broad
leaf-shaped oval bezel. a type seen before on a number of bu llae.! The edge of the ring
is clearly defined on the upper half of the impression but fades out elsewhere,
including the bottom, where the figure's right foot is impossible to see. In the lower
right Quadrant of the bulla, not only is the edge indistinct, but there seems to have
been an overflow of clay onto the field of the image, obscuring the figure's left arm and
associated details.

The presence of three iconographical details-a club, a bow, and a lionskin-
indicates that the nude male figure on WD IIC must be Herakies. With WD 39 (pl
VI.2) and WD 42 (pI VI.3), WD He is one of three clearly identifiable renderings of
Herakles in Greek style in the Wadi ed-Daliyah corpus. Here he stands in a three-
quarter pose with pronounced contrapposto, looking down to his left. I t is unclear
whether his relatively small and apparently bare head is in profile or three-quarter

I Grnpp, Samaria Papyri, 1-37. See earlier Cross, 'Samaria Papyrus 1'. Corrections in Cross, 'Report'.

2 Thill discussion of WD 11C is based on photographs; it was unavailable for examination.

l WD IlA-G. WD llA and WD llB show similar debased versions of the 'Persian Hero' throttling flanking
monsters. WD liD, WD l1F and WD 11G are illegible. WD 11E seems to show a mature man with iii bare torso
draped in a himation (along the lines of WD 9 and WD 20).

of Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 3.

S See discussion ofWD 3A (= WI? 11B =WD 12 =WD24).
6 Cf. WD 1. WD +2, WD 49, WD 56.
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view. His left leg carries his weight, while the right (ncar) leg bends back slightly at the
knee. He has set his club upright and tilted it towards his right thigh to support his
right arm; his right hand seems to press, palm down, on the narrow end of the club,
while his raised, right shoulder and his right arm, bent at the elbow, suggest that the
club is a little too long to be a truly comfortable leaning post. Herakles' left shoulder
drops J weighed down by the heavy lion pelt draped over his left arm and by the bow
that he holds in his left hand.

Herakles, equipped with club, lion-pelt and bow, has a long history of appearances
in all media of Greek art.? The compactness as well as the formality of Herakles' pose
on \VD uc is also appropriate to works 00 a small scale such as coins and seals, and it
appears on both, An Archaic ancestor, c.500, of the WD llC Herakles appears on a
ringstone from Aegion," but the club has not yet become a support. The late fifth-
learly fourth-century Etrurian Herakles on a carnelian scarab now in the British
Muse urn" is remarkably similar to WD 11C and to a slightly later series of coins,
primarily silver staters, issued by Magna Graecian Herakleia.!'' Herakles usually rests
one hand on his club (lethal end down) and drapes the lion skin on the other arm. The
bow appears frequently, if not consistently on these coins. An early fourth-century
stater minted by Issus in Cilicia.!' however, may be the most immediate ancestor of
WD llC; Cilician issues were copied by Phoenician and Samarian mints in the fourth
century."

Other seals-a rather pedestrian mid fourth-century bronze ring 'from Smyrna"?
and a strange carnelian scaraboid found in Taranto with a lion-headed Herakles'<c-
repeat the same motif. A few rings with related but less precisely airnilar figures of
Herakles have been attributed to Magna Graecia. B One of the (probably) Phoenician de
Clercq gold rings depicts Herakles in this pose but without the lion skin or bOW,16 WD
39 (pi VI.2) presents another variation of the pose. Bullae from later fourth and early

7 cr. LIMe, S.\'. 'Heraklcs'; Metzger, R~priuntatir:Jnr, chap. 5 and pp. 374-5, 31l6, 397; Schefold.Jung, Urkij,lIg~,
128-229.

g Boardman, GGFR, 368 '" Ridner, EGGE, 101 '" A. Furtwiingler, Btu:huibtmg der KudmiUtI"t>n Sftline in
Anfiquan"um (Berlin, 1896) 177 '" AGDS, 2 (Berlin) 81 '" Boardman, AG Gems, 263.

9 Waltcn, BMC, f,67.

10The city was founded in 433. Cr. SNG-ANS 2, pi 2, 68-80 [especially 8oj, 82-6; pI J, 95-8. Kraay, Coinr,
pp. 193-4 and pi 42, 739,

11 Kraay, Cuinr, 1028, e.aso.
12 Meshorer-Qedar, Coinagtl (If Samaria, 20.

II Alhmolean/EGFR, no. 157 (1885.+04) '" Boardmlln, GGFR, no. 960m (p. 426).
104 BOllrdmlln, GGFR, 4RS (Taranto 100024).

IS Richter, EGGE, 221 '" FuTtwansler, BtrchrtibvnK no. 291 '" Furtwiinglcr, AG, plIO, 42 in the Stutliche
Muscell, Berlin; a gold ring of the 'second hlilf of the fifth century', uccoj-ding 10 Richler; II fourth_century Milani
Grllecian work, according to Furtwangler, AG.

Nete _110 a silver ring in the Rheinischll'! Lendeernueeum, Donn", Fu rtwanglee, AG, pI 61,31, according to
FurrwinSler, Mllgna Graecian of the fourth century.

16De Riddu, CoJ/¥r:ticm, 21110", Boardman, GGFR, fig. 222.
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third century contexts excavated at Elephantine (Egypt) and Selinus (Sicily) also depict
the hero in essentially the same fashion."

Early in the century, Fur twangler categorized this pose as a statuarisches Motiv.1ll

G. Horster agreed that the similarities among the seals suggested a large-scale statue of
Herakles as a prototype for the gIyptic examples, probably a work located in Magna
Gr-aecia.!? The type on WD llC is similar to the 'Albertini Herakles", named for a
Roman copy of what is supposed to have been an early fourth-century bronze original,
perhaps created in South Italy." Boardman describes the WD He Herakles type as a
'stock figure', best known 'from copies of what is probably Myron's work of the mid
[fifth] century.V!

WD IIC comes from a fourth-century metal finger ring, possibly produced in
Phoenicia.

1'1Rubensuhra, E/"phantin/!, no. 3 from Papyrus I (in Greek, dated 310/11); no. 6 from Papyrus II (285/4).
'SeJinunte', Notizi, degli .$C01Ji di Ann"ckita (August 1883) pi 8, nos. 12, 13, 16 (the terminal date for this group of
over 600 sealinllll is 249 BCE [Boardman, GGFR, p. 446]).

18 Cf. discussion of FurtWinlller, AG, pi 61, 31, the silver ring in Bonn (see above).
19 Hcrsrer, Statum, 16 and cf. pI [II, 4 and pi lV, 1-3.

20 Boardman, LIMe s.v. 'Heraklee", p. 745 (with illustrations).
21 Boardman, GGFR, p. 197.



WD 39. Herakles in Lionskin with Club

(PLATEVI.2)

Mus. Inv. 936
Loose Sealing
Irnag e size: 1.8 em x 1.3 em
Uullasize: 1.8cmx 1.6 em
Clay colour: burnt black
String not preserved, string holes remain; top and bottom uf vertical image
Papyrus imprim
Seal type: metal finger rinll'

WD 39 seems to have been made by a broad, somewhat irregularly oval metal finger
ring. A nick from a probable ring haft is visible at the bottom of the impression. Both
the upper and lower edges of this hulla have broken or worn away. The image is
somewhat indistinct with several cracks further obscuring details of the composition.

The general outline of WD 39 is fairly clear; a sturdy, broad-chested Herakles looks
to his right with his head in profile. This is one of three clearly identifiable Greek-style
Herakles images in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus.' He has little room to move up or down
since his head almost touches the upper rim of the impression, and his feet rest on a
single straight ground line very near the bottom. His torso and legs are in three-
quarter view. A slight degree of contrapposto is indicated by the curve of the hips away
from the viewer; the hero's weight is carried by the (far) right leg, and the left leg is
bent back slightly at the knee. Both feet are bare. The empty left hand, fist clenched,
hangs behind him. His right hand rests lightly before him on the handle of his knobby
club which he balances like a cane.

In the photograph of WD 39, the details of Heraklea' head and costume give the
rather incongruous impression of an Easter Islander in a Polynesian grass skirt. His
unbearded jaw seems too long, and his fine nose looks out of proportion. From the
back of his head protrude several 'spikes'. The 'grass skirt' is the legs of the pelt of the
Nernean lion, draped over Hetakles' body. Representations of Herakles in the lionskin
often show the lion's legs hanging down like tassels. Precisely how Herakles' feline
trophy is draped, however, remains unclear on the bulla because of its poor state of
preservation. On close examination, the 'spikes' on Herakles' head turn out to be the
fur of the lion head Herakles is wearing as combination hat and mask. The apparent
elongation of the hero's jaw must actually be the lion's jaw, barely discernible on the

I See WD lie (pi VI.1) and WD 42 (pl VI.:!). See .1110 the INTRODUCTORY REMARKSon Herakle. (p. 85).
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bulla, from which Herakles' face protrudes." Hcrakles may wear his lionskin like rhis
from the Archaic period onwards. J

On WD 39, Herakles assumes essentially the stock 'statuesque' pose discussed in
relation to WD lIC. In sculpture, the type of the New York Herakles is comparable,
except that WD 39 seems to lack the knot of lion legs at Herakles' throat." Archaic and
Classical Attic red figure vases! supply the best parallels, showing Herakles wearing the
lions kin on his head and standing as he does on WD 39. Herakles stands in the same
way on a Punic bronze votive razor of the third century from Carthage." A crude
terracotta figurine of the Persian period from Lachish represents Herakles wearing the
lionskin on his head.'

Strangely, exact glyptic and numismatic parallels are difficult to find; coins or seals
with a standing Herakles in the lionskin are much rarer. There is a fifth-century stater
from Kition (Cyprus) of c,460, but Herakles is in the smiting posturer! or a series of
'smaller issues from Thasos between 400 and 350 on which Herakles, wearing his
lionskin, kneels to aim his bow." The closest numismatic parallel may be a small group
of fourth-century triobols (and a possible diohol) of Kroton (Magna Graecia) on which
Herakles stands in profile and seems to wear the lionskin on his head."

On a carnelian scaraboid found in Taranto, Heraklea' head has actually turned into a
lion head, but, as noted above, the hero stands as he does on WD llC.ll The figure of
Herakles on a bronze ring in the Ashmolean Museum'? matches \yD 39 in many
particulars; the hero's pose is almost a mirror-image of the WD 39 Herakles. There is
even a ground line. On the other hand, there is no sign of a lion pelt, and the ring has
been dated to the Hellenistic period. Even without exact comparisons, however, the
figure of HerakJes, as he appears on WD 39, was known all around the Mediterranean.

2 cr. the stiller minted by Evagora8 1 of Salamis (Cyprus) c.-WO with the head of Herakles w"lIring the lion skin
on his head {Kraay, Coins, 1083).

J Boardman, ARV, fig8. 8, 26.2, 29, 65, 145, 15.6 (especially), 182, 188. 231, 298, 300, 336. Cf. also LIMe,
"Herakles". Boardman (ARV 226-8) comments on the reduced role of Herekles on Athenian vases in the fifth
century. For fourth century Attic examples of a beardless Herakles wearing the lion head, cf. Metzger,
R,preSetltariQ1lS, pi XVI,3, II Kerch-style bell krater at Angers, Musee Plnce, alao pi XXVII,3, a kalyx krerer in Paris
(Petit Palais, 327); also pi XXXIX, '10, a ben krat"r in Naples (Naples Museum H2200).

A. Lemaire 'Nouveaux sceaux nord-ouest sernitiquea', Syria LXIII [1986] 305-7, figs. l a.b published an
inscribed Phoenician scarab of the sixth or fifth Century engraved with the figure of Herakles wearing the lion likin
on his head and brandishing his dub.

<4 Boardman, LIMe, s.v, 'Herakles', p. 753 (with illustrations); the type may have been created early in the
fourth quarter of the fourth century.

S Such aa a kylix by the Paneitics Painter (Schefold.Jung, UrkiJttige, fig. 271, 17.490 [Richter, MMA 12. 231.2]).
See also Schefold-Iung, Urkiittigs, fiS. 223, Herekles on the 'Underworld Krater', cA50, also inNew York (MMA
08.258.21).

6 E. Acquaro, 1 RalrJi Punid (Rome, 1971) fig. 39, COlt.82 = Moscati, Th~ PhtN:r.it:i«ttr, cu. no. 30B.
? Stern, Marn-iaJ CulCUre, 172, fig. 295:1.

! Keaay, Coim, pi 64, 1103. A similar figure appears on a ring in the de Clercq collection (de Ridder, CoJlet:h'oPl,
no. 2807).

II Kraay, Coim, pi 29, 522, 523.

10 SNG-ANS 3, pi 13. 425-7.

11 Boardman, GGPR, 485 (Taranto 100024).
12. Ashmolean./EGPR, 169 (1910.96).



WD 42. Herakles (with Club) vs. Nemean Lion
(PI..ATl'VI,J)

Mus. Inv.939
Loose Sealing
lmagc aize: 1.6 em x 0.75 em
Bulla aise: 2 em x 1.7 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
Siring minimally preserved; top and bottom of vertical image
Papyrus fragments on back
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring
Published: Crose, 'Papyri', 29, P162, h.

WD 42 bears the impression of a leaf-shaped oval metal finger ring, a Classical type
apparently quite common in Samaria. The bulla shows Herakles wrestling the Nemean
lion;' This is one of three securely identified Herakles images in the Wadi Daliyeh
corpus; WD 11 C (pl VI. l ) and WD 39 (pi VI.2) are the others. The entire image
survives in outline, although most of the finer details, particularly at the top and
bottom, have long since vanished. A number of tiny white inclusions like grains of
sand further obscure the impression.

On WD 42 the nude, apparently beardless hero, seen in three-quarter view, wrestles
the Nemean lion. On the left side of the image, Herakles half crouches to meet the
attack of the lion on the right. The hero keeps both feet on the ground and bends his
knees to brace himself. The lion's tail dangles between its legs, next to Herakles' left
knee. He keeps his left rear paw on the ground and claws at Herakles' left thigh and
knee with his right. As Herakles wraps his right arm around the lion's neck to choke
him, below the hero's arm can be seen both the lion's open muzzle in profile, and the
lion's front (upper) left paw scratching at the arm. A few traces of lines detailing the
lion's bushy mane survive above the lion's (upper) left shoulder. Behind Herakles'
back, the abandoned club, rendered in some detail, seems to lean upright against the
rim of the impression.

The motif of a hero confronting a lion has Near Eastern and Phoenician roots,] and
it is also common on pyramidal stamp seals in the Persian Court Style for an animal

1 A ••.•riety or ecurcea state that the Nernun lion (Hraiod, Theolony, 326f!.), which Heraklu had to kill and flay
III hi, finl Labour, Wat impervious to iron, bronae, and 1I0ne (Apollodorus ii. 5.1), hence the need ror a wooden
bludaeon. In ,ome accoUntl, even the club 'NIII broken, rorcing Herakles to let it uide and reecrt to hia own handa
(Bacchylides, 13.53, Diodorua Sleulue, 4,11; Euripidet. Htraltlo, 153).

2 E. Gubel, '''Syro.CyPtiote'' Cubicil Su.mps: The ,Phoenician Connection', SP 5 (1987) 210, on leonlom_chin,
Note that the nude hero ar1pplina two lion, on WD .7 (pi Xl [.2) mighe be Heraklu,
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combatant to claw at the hero's thigh.' The Greek pedigree of the motif reaches at least
back into the Archaic per-iod." In the late sixth century, twenty percent of scenes
depicting Herakles on black figure vases showed him grappling with the Nemean lion.!
but by the late fifth century the scene had all but disappeared from vase painting. ~
Engravers of seals and coin-dies, however, continued to portray Herakles in hand-to-
paw combat with the lion. Certainly in the case of the coins, the factor of tradition
played a role in perpetuating a somewhat outdated motif.

Because of the rough condition of \VD 42, it is impossible to venture any fine
stylistic judgements. Nevertheless, a number of Greek seals dating from the mid-fifth
to the fourth century show Herakles in the same pose, with the upright lion's head
peeping out below the hero's right arm and the lion's rear (lower) paw digging into the
hero's leg. A few come from areas frequented by Phoenicians or have direct or indirect
'eastern' connections.

On a aard scarab of the mid fifth centur-y with a complicated tangle of legs, Herakles
has a beard and there is no sign of the club." The decorative treatment of the lion's
shoulder suggests Persian influence, according to Furtwangler, while the hatched
border has a vaguely Etruscan (or Phoenician?) quality." Richter believes the scarab is
Greek." The rather vague provenance and the 'Persian' detail would seem to suggest
the eastern Greek area as its source,

The second parallel, in New York, is a bronze ring (once gilded) of the second half
of the fifth century on which Herakles is beardless and the club appears awkwardly
between his legs, presumably lying on the ground.!''

A third: seal, probably of the mid- to late fifth century, with no provenance but
bearing two Phoenician letters (C"ayin, nun), shows a horizontaL version of the scene.'!
Again, the club has been set aside, and Herakles, with one knee on the ground, has the

3 Boardman, 'Pyramidal', pp. 32-3. On the Nippur seal impressions (Legrain, Culture) of contest scenes there is
no clawing; perhaps the motif is Anatolian or East Greek.

-l- Note the Archaic carnelian ringstone from Cyprus in the Museum of Fine Arts, Bostnn on which Hcrakles
appears to be using judo against the lion (Boardman, GGFR, 366 "" Beazley, Lewes House 22 "" Furtwiingler, AG, pi
X,2 =: Boardman, AG Gems, 254 =: Bosron, MFA 27.674). Boardman, AG Gam, 295 =: Furtwiingler, AG, IX, 7
(Biblictheque Nationale, ex. de Luynes 214) from. Tortose, is slightly similar. Impressions of Persian period rings on
tablets from l.Ir include this motif [Legrain, Ur, nos. 748, 749). Cf. Boardman, ARV, fig. 10, II belly amphora by
the Andokides Painter in th., British Museum (B 193).

S Richter, EGGE, p. 103. Cf. the black figure amphora by Paiax in the Musca Civico, Brescia (illustrated in
Boardman, GA, fig. 88. Cf. also Boardman, ABV, fig. 7, a belly amphora by the Andokides Pllinler (private
collection).

6 \VebSler, Potter, 259-60. Webster (260) claims that Greeks gn:w uncomfortable with the violence of the scene

7 Richter, EGGE, 350 =: Bos-on, MFA 27.722 (ex. Tyszkiewicz] =: Beazley, UwtS House 86 =: Fur-twengter , AG,
pi LXl, 20, 'sent from Constantinople'. Cf. the black figure amphora by Psiax in the MUseD Civico, Brescia
(illustrated in Boardman, GA. fig. 88.

S Richter, EGGE, p. 103. For two Etruscan versions of Herakles and the lion, cf. Richter, MMA, 173 and 174,
both of the late fifth/early fourth century. The position of the lion is different on each seal, and neither seal really
compares to WD 4Z.

'.lRichter, EGGE, e. 103.

10 Richter, MMA, 72 (MMA 41.160.493).

11Bordreuil, BN, no. 33 = Boardman, AG Gems, 308 =: Lippold, Gem-men, pl 52.10 =: Furtwiingler, A.G, pI 9.4; II.

chalcedony ecerebcld. Boardman (AG G-mu) incorrectly reads 'SO'.
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lion in a head-lock. The inscription implies a Phoenician patron and raises no more
than a possibility that the seal was produced by a Phoenician artist.

Finally, a round sard ringstonc of c.400 from Katania (Sicily) is also of interest,"!
even though the circular arrangement of man and beast differs slightly from that on
WD 42. The design on the ringstone-the curving figures of kneeling Herakles and the
lion making a round shape to fit into the frame of a coin-is 'practically identical with
that on the gold coins of Syracuse (c.390) by Euainetos and Kimon'.!'

The existence of the sard rings tone which seems to copy a coin helps to highlight
what must have been a rather fluid relationship between numismatics and glyptics ,
This 'round' motif, in fact, appears slightly earlier on D ser-ies of staters from Herakleia
in South Italy," and in general, the coins closest to WD 42 are those minted in fourth
century Herakleia. On these coins, Herakles occasionally appears as on WD 42, braced
on two legs against his foe with his club behind him.!' The lion attacks from the
rampant position, with one hind leg on the ground and the other scratching at
Herakles' leg, just as on WD 42; and the lion's head is seen pinned under Herakles'
right arm. The chief divergence between the bulla and the coins is in the distance
between the separately articulated combatants on the latter.

In view of WD 42's presence in Palestine, it is not surprising to find the western
coin device copied on coins minted closer to Samaria. These include a stater, c.360, of
Mallus (Cilicia), 1~ and a similarly dated stater from an undetermined Cypriot mint.!?
Perhaps the design was perceived in the western Persian Empire as a variation on the
stereotypical Achaemenid scene of the 'Persian Hero' battling a lion or monster, of
which there are several examples among the Wadi Daliyeh bullae. IS

The connection of WD 42 with fourth-century papyri dates the ring which produced
it to the middle of the fourth century. as does the bulla shape, its similarity to fourth-
century coins, and Herakles' beardlessness, a feature that became more and more the
rule in the late fifth and fourth centuries."

12 Richter, MMA, 42.11.25 =;: Richtn, ECCE, 3DIl =;: 803rdman, GGFR, 5211 (see discussion, pp. 2()().....1) =
. Furtwingler, AG, pl IX, 49 = Richter, MMA, 76.

13 Richter , HGGE, p. 94. Cf. Kr~3Y, Coiru, 818, a gold 100 litra.

14 Kr3I1Y, Coins, p. 193. Cf. SNG·ANS 2, p l 1.13-40. Other examples of this 'round' version of Her akles
kneeling against the lion occur an an electrurn stater of Cyzicus, c.3BO (Kraay, Coins, 960), which Krnny (p. 263)
believee copies the ByracuMn gold 100 Htra piece; lind on diobals (between 380 and H.4) of 'T'e renrum
(G. Forechner, Die MUllJun der Griuhf!/f i" t talirn und Sj:dlif!tl, Klri"f! Schriftt" df!S llistorjuhen MUftllms, Frankfort
am Main 27 [1986] nos. 180-84; SNG-ANS I, pI 37.1387-1430). The same design appears on II seriu of T'ererrtine
diobuls, cf. SNG-ANS I, pl. 37-K. Cf. Holloway, Art and CojnaRt, 56, 131-3.

IS The best photographs arc in Holloway, Art and Coinage, 132 (stster, 433-330), lind jenkme, Coiru, 469 (c.350).
Cf. SNG_ANS 2, pi 1. +6-9,51, p12. 52-5, 57-66.

I~ KrallY, Coins, 1026. Meshorcr (r.!Jinagf' of SQrnQria, 20) remarks on the connection between Cilicisn coinage
lind coins iuued in Phoenicia and Samaria.

17 KrllllY, Coinl, 1110.

18 cr. WD" [pl XVIII.2) , WD 8 (pI XVIII.3), WD .9 (pi XX.I).

19 ~errmann, Shadow, II. Compare allo II brnn~e ring from Sicily in the Getty Museum (85.AN.370.l6) dated
by SpIer to the second half of the fourth Century (Spier, A"cil'nt Gems, no. 85).
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WD 9. Mature Man Wearing Himation

(PLATF> VII 1)

Mus. Inv. 964
Louse sealing
Image size: 1.5 em x 0.75 em
Bulla size: 1.7 em x 1.6 em
Clay colour: black-brown (partially burned ?)
String preserved, including the uncut loop; top and bottom of vertical image
Fragments of papyrus on back
Papyrus imprint
Selll type: metal finger ring

A METAL finger ring with an extremely narrow oval bezel, slightly pointed at the top
and bottom, produced the image on WD 9. This shape belongs to the late Classical
per-iod' and accords well with the fourth century context of the Wadi Daliyeh seatings.

The contours of the image are rather indistinct, as if the ring were worn down from
use. A gouge obscures the area between the figure's hips and knees. It is also unclear if
there was an inscription in the small exergue below the broad groundline.

A rather long-haired bearded man with his head in profile but the rest of his body in
three-quarter view walks-or stands-with a bit of a stoop to his right. His slightly
hunched posture as well as the short walking-stick in the figure's right hand suggest
advanced years. His large feet appear in flat-footed profile, Egyptian style. While the
artist has attempted to suggest contrapposto by giving the figure a bend of the left knee
and an apparent curve of the torso, this contradicts the vaguely stooping steps the man
seems to be making with the aid of his stick.

There is an abundance of drapery here. but poor preservation and the crude
execution of the figure combine to make it difficult to understand the gentleman's
outfit in more than a general way. He seems to wear a calf-length himation, girded
with an overfold at the waist. The right half of his chest and his right shoulder appear
bare. The himation falls over his left shoulder to drape like a shawl in a bunch over his
left arm. He holds his left hand close to his hip to keep the himation in place. Overall,
there is little volume or movement. The image is a Greek one, but whoever carved this
seal was perhaps not sufficiently interested or able to engrave more than the essentials
of the subject.

At least four other Wadi Daliyeh bullae display mature men in himatia, WD lIE (pi
VII.2) and 20 (pi VII.3) and two bullae in the Hecht Group (pl XXIV.?, 12, and
possibly 11). Each is different, although the two Hecht bullae might be by the same

1 Boardrnen, GGFR, type XVI (fig. 217) lind p. 2]0.
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hand; all but one-the figure of Zeus in the Hecht Group (pI XXIV.12)-remain
anonymous.

Is an old man, a little unsteady on his feet, depicted on WD 9, or is the figure
supposed to be a mature, robust man? In the Hellenistic period, if not before, the
sculptural type of the bearded man in a himation became very popular and was chosen
especially for statues of philosophers, writers, and some deities.? Gods, such as Zeus,
may wear a himation arranged just as on WD 9.3 They have beards to attest to their
maturity but also enjoy the prime of their adult vigour. It is unclear whether the
perceived stooping posture of the man on WD 9 was intentional on the part of the
artist, but the short cane cannot be confused with the long staffs and sceptres wielded
by divinities in Classical art. Canes do not belong exclusively to old men in Greek ar-t,"
but it is reasonably certain that the man on WD 9 is supposed to be somewhat elderly.

Bearded men wrapped in himatia with one shoulder and part of the chest bare. wield
staffs in several possible ways; they lean on a staff placed under an armpit as if it were
a crutch, or use a shorter staff like a cane, or a longer staff like a walking atick." Like
the WD 9 figure, the stooped posture and bent knees of these men betray their age.
They appear on stelae with one foot placed directly before the other, also a detail
repeated on WD 9. Sometimes these old men wear sandals, but not always; this
question remains open in regard to WD 9.

Reliefs and vases supply more parallels to the figure on WD 9.7 The figure of an old
man leaning on his staff appears relatively often on Greek funerary stelae beginning in
the early fifth century." While some scholars have speculated on a symbolic meaning

2 ct. J. J. Pollitt, Art iPi the HeUenistic Age (Cambridge, 1986) 59ff.

3 'Acknowledged seniors' include Dioriysoa, Poseidon, Hephaistos, Nereus and Priam (Boardman, ARV, p. 223).
For an early version of Dionysos, bearded and with II himation, cr. an Archaic rock crystal scaraboid in Cambridge
(England), which BOllrdman places in a group of East Greek or Cypriot gems (Boardman, AG Genu, p. 91-2, 'the
Group of the Leningrad Gorgon' '" Boardman, GGFR, 383 '" Boardman, AG Gems, 242). Tn tho:!fourth century,
Asclepias joins their number (B. Holtzmann, LIMe, 'Asclepius'). Hermes' caduceus can look like a walking stick or
staff (/.fMC, 'Hermes', 381-2).

4 Rhapsodes, heralds lind shepherds may have a cane (D. Mitten lind S. Doehringer, Muster Bronxes from the
Clauir.a{ World. Exhibition Catalog [Fo.ll'8'Art Museum, 1967_3) 61). In pa!uiura scenes on red figure vases, athletic
trainers (often nude} may carry a staff or II cane (Boardman, ARJI, p. 220 lind fig. 97), lind a set of young (or
middle-aged~) idlers in hirnatis have short canes on II late sixth-century statue base from Athens (National l\1u8eum
3476; illu strated in Lullies-Hirm"r, Sr:ulptur~, pla 64-5); this composition should abo be cac"8oriz"d as a pu!aist,.a
scene.

S The occasional old man will wear II tunic under his himlltionj for example, Phoinix, on II cup by the Brygos
Painler who was active in the 480s lind .708 (Louvre G 152 '" Boardman, ARV, fig. 245.1).

6 M.-A. Zagdoun, Fouill~l dr Delph" 4:6, MOPlU,"fPltl figures: SClI.lplu,,~ [19771. figs. 1-9. ZlIgdoun (lJ) points
alit that young men with staffs generally hold them upright like spears or scept res, and usually these men wear a
chlarnya or ahnrt mantle rather than a long himation.

7 Cf. the group of men with staffs on the eut frieze of the Parthenon. Cf. Zagdolln, Fuujl.l~l, fig. 35. II votive
relief of 329/g in the Ny Carlsberg Glypctheque [Inv, 4621). For a whole group of Trojan men, old and young, with
staffs, note the outside of a kylill: in Bolton (95.28) by the Tclephos P.inler from ,.470 (illUSlrlltcd in Schefold,
KI~l1jlChnl, fag. 453-4),

8 A good mid-fourth century example: the funerary stele of a father and son, 1:.350-]30. in the National
Museum, Athens (illustrated in G. M. A. Richter, A HandbooJt of G,.". Art6 [London. 1969) fia. 218). Zagdoun.
Ff)UiI.I~l, 15; ct. 2-15 for discussion and biblioRuphy related to men lcaning on staffl. Cf. aha G. M. A. Rich~r,
Thc A,."h~ic G,.twcs!r.mCIDf Attam (London, 1961).
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for the motif, seeing these figures as travellers to the great beyond, fifth-century taste
for scenes of everyday life on funerary stelae was probably reason enough."

In general, however, old men with staffs are rare on Greek seals and coina.!'' A
rough parallel to WD 9 is a gold ring on which a man walking with his dog stops to
adjust his sandle. He has a staff and himation; his pilos hat may identify him as
Odysseus."

To conclude, the figure on WD 9 probably is simply a man mature in years.
Nevertheless, in view of the dearth of comparable images on seals and coins in both the
Archaic and Classical periods it is impossible to eliminate totally the possibility that the
figure is a god or hero. Provincial wor kmanship and ignorance of Greek artistic
conventions might be obscuring the engraver's intentions.

9 Zagdoun, Fouillu, 15.

10The Arcadians of Tegea between 468 and 460 minted II half-drachma with a 3tllndina Zeus on the obverse; he
wears a draped himation, leans on a long staff, crutch fashion, and holds an eagle in his cuterretehed right hand (R.
T. Williams, Thts ConffJdpatfJ C6ill(jlffJ qf th, A",adiam in the Fifth C~rllry (ANS, 1965] nos. 175-7). Without the
eaglc and apart from his numismatic context it would be difficult to identify him a~ Zeus.

11Boardman, GGFR, 757 = Richter, RGGE. 228, in thc Muzeo Nazionale, Taranto. Boardman calllSit western
Greek and fifth century; Richter declines to mention geography, and aEigns the ring to the fourth century.



WD llE. Mature Man in Himation and Pilos
(p1.A'I'F. vu.ai

Mus. Inv. 772'
Papyrus 1, March 19: 335.2

Image size: approx, 1.1 JC 0.8 em
Bulla size: approx. 1.8 x 1.4 em
Clay colour; n.a.

String preserved; emerging top and boltom of vertical image
Seal type: metal finger ring or scarllboid

WD liE is one of seven clay impressions found attached to Samaria Papyrus 1;:1 of
these only four are even slightly legible," Samaria Papyrus 1 records the sale of a slave
named 'Yehohanan bar Se?ilah to Yehonur bar Laneri by Hanarryah bar Beyad-el for 35
sheqels"." All the first names (buyer, seller and slave) are Yahwistic while the
patronyms are not. Of the seven sealings, only WD l1:B (pI XIX.3), possibly the
sealing of Yehonur, can be associated with any or the men mentioned in the papyrus."

The available photograph shows that the bulla has suffered considerable wear, and
the lower left edge of the incompletely sealed area consists of a bulge of clay.

A mature bearded man draped in a himation and wearing a piles cap looks in profile
to his right. Whether the torso is frontal or in three-quarter view is difficult to
determine, probably the latter. He appears to be of stocky proportions. The himation
drapes over the man's left shoulder, leaving the other bare. The left arm, bent at the
elbow and held horizontally across his waist, may be concealed in the folds of the cloth.
His bare right arm is extended out to his right side. The right hand is not preserved;
the ankles and feet have suffered a similar fate.

At least four other Wadi Daliyeh bullae depict mature men in hirnatia, WD 9 {pl
VII.1) and 20 (VII.3) and two bullae in the Hecht Group (pI XXIV.?, 12, and possibly
11). Each is different, although the two Hecht bullae might be by the same hand; all
but one--the figure of Zeus in the Hecht Group (pi XXIV.12)--are anonymous. It is
possible that, like the figure on WD 9, the gentleman on WD liE held a walking stick

I The following di,cullion i. hued on photolraph. only. WD llB wa. uneveileble for inspection.

1 Gropp, Smnoria Papyri, 1-37. See e.rlier, era ••• 'Sllffiaria Papyru. 1', Correction. in ero •• , 'Report'.
J WD llA.-G. At le•• t 8' many more bull.e may have been ettached to SP 1.

.• WD llA-tlB show .imilllr debased vcnion. of the Per.i.n Hero lhraltling flanking monlJters. WD lie Ih~
HeraklCi. WD nn, WD liP and WD lIG Ire illegible,

S Gropp, 8_ria Papyri, J,

6 See dllCultion of WD 3A. (= WD liB", WD 12", WD 24),
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in his rniasing right hand; the typology of older men in Classical Greek art supports
this reconstruction."

A walking stick is generically associated with mature Greek men, as is the hirnation
draped over one shoulder. Rather more unusual is the presence on WD HE of the piles
cap, the only detail in the photograph which could qualify as iconographical. For
comparison one notes a Classical gold ring in Taranto showing an older hirnation-
draped man with a dog; he is leaning on the usual staff but wears a pilos.s For both
Richter and Boardman, the txilos marks the figure as Odysseus, on the basis of
iconographical parallels."

Perhaps WD tIE does portray Odysseus: on the other hand, neither Richter nor
Boardman insists upon this interpretation for the T'arenrine ring. Odysseus appears on
few seals of the Archaic or Classical periods.!'' Another possible identification might be
that of Hephaistoe, who also appears in Greek art as an elderly man clothed in a tunic
with one shoulder bare and wearing a pilos.1l The identification remains uncertain.

7 See discussion of WD 9 above, p. 97.

S Boardman, GGPR, 757 = Richter. EGGE, 228, found in Taranto, now in the Museo Naaionale, Taranto.
Boardman calla it western Greek and fifth century; Richter declines 10 mention geography and assigns the ring to
the fourth century.

9 The pilus looks like a gently peaked skullcap and, like the pelusos, was worn by travellers. The dog would be
AriaS.

10 Cf. Boardman, CGFR, 534, Boardman, GGPR, 535'" AGDS (Berlin) ISS, Boardman. GGPR, 537;
Boardman, GGFR, p. 201 and eepeeially the description of 535. 'These ne identified with varying degrees of
uncertainty. Boardman, GGFR. 535 and Odysseus are discussed briefl)' by J. Boardman in 'Greek Gem Engravers,
Their Subjects and Style'. Ancient A,rt in Seols, ed. E. Porada (Princeton, 1980) 105-6.

11Cf. F. Brommer. Hephautus: der Schmiedegou in dffll 4rttikefl Krmst (M.inz. 1978).



WD 20. Frontal Male Figure in Himation
(PLATEVII.3)

Mus. Inv. 971
Loose sealing

Image size: 0.8 em (as preserved) x 1 em; originally probably 1.3 em high
Bulbi size: 0.9 em x I em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; top and bottom u]"vertical image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

PART of WD 20 has broken away from the bottom of the bulla. It is nonetheless clear
that the impression came from a worn leaf-shaped metal finger ring, a fifth-/fourth-
century ring type well represented among the Wadi Daliyah bullae. A crack runs
diagonally across half the image, from the lower left to the upper right.

The faint but generally legible image consists of a single front-facing male figure
quite crudely rendered. He wears a himation draped over his left shoulder and
bunched at his waist, and the artist has made a weak attempt to show the muscles of
the man's bare torso. Beyond this, the details are vague. He seems to have a beard; his
eyes and nose are those of a stick figure, and the mouth is invisible, perhaps lost in his
beard. An inverted bowl shape sits atop his head. If the figure could be taken as a
warrior, there would be no difficulty in identifying the 'bowl' as a plumed helmet
based on conventions of frontality. However, the figure has no apparent martial
qualities, so the 'bowl' probably indicates hair.

His right arm appears to bend up with the hand at shoulder level, possibly to display
something. The man's left arm is hidden in the folds of the himation which he holds
against his waist with his (perhaps) visible hand.

WD 20 and at least four other Wadi Daliyeh bullae display mature men in hirnatia:
WD 9 (pi VII.1), WD liE (pi V11.2) and two bullae in the Hecht collection (pi
XXIV.7, 12 and possibly 11). Each is different, although the two Hecht bullae might
be by the same hand; all but one-the figure of Zeus in the Hecht group (pi
XXIV.12}-are anonymous figures.

Portrayals of older men or even of mature gods are unusual in Archaic and Classical
glyptic art.! The awkward frontal pose of WD 20 is unusual," but otherwise, the figure
on the bulla resembles mature gods in Greek art who wear their himatia thus around
the waist and over one shoulder. The search for numismatic comparisons leads to some
suggestive parallels, but no exact counterparts to WD 20.

! See diseu •• ion of thi. genre in entry for WD 9, above, p- 97.
2 On front.diry in general, see entry on WD 46, below. p. 137.
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The strange headdress or hair of the figure on WD 20 could be a degenerated form
of the crown worn by the city god of Tarsus, 'Baaltarz.", on a series of CiJician staters.
These wer-e minted at Tarsus in the fourth century by successive Persian satraps of
Cilicia (Datames, Pharnabazus, Tiribazus, Mazaeusj Maadai}." The city god appears
enthroned and draped in a himation with his left hand at his waist. On a late issue of
Mazaeus (after 3(1), Bualtarz sits frontally on his throne and looks directly out at the
viewer." The overall frontality and the rather summary treatment of the frontal torso
resemble that on WD 20.5

Any attempt to identify the figure on WD 20 must remain tentative. Perhaps the
artist of the WD 20 seal ring had an image from a coin in mind, or actually before
hirn," when he set to work. If so, the figure in the impression is probably a deity, but
for us remains an anonymous one. The only conceivable piece of iconography
preserved in the clay is the bowl-shaped headdress/hair possibly intended as a radiate
crown of the sort Baaltarz and other deities wear on coins. However, it could also be a
degraded version of a number of other hairstyles or helmets featured on coins.

3 Kraey, Coins, 1039-46 (minted 378-333). Meshorer notes of Samaria's fourth_century coinage that at least
fifteen issues are in imitation of Cilician coins (Meeherer-Ijeda-, Coinage of Samaria, 20).

4 Kraay, Coins. 1044 (= SNG-ANS: Burton Y. Bary, Vol. II, nos. 1303-4).

S AnOlher possible comparison would be with a series of late fifth-century stater s issued by the Cilician citY of
Negidus, A regal himanon-clad Djoraysos stands erect, his head in profile looking to his right. but with his bare
torso facing. Unlike the draped figure on WD 20, however, Dienysos holds a tall thyrsus, his staff of office, in his
left hand, offers a bunch of grapes in hill right. and has a pronounced conrrepposeo (SNG-ANS; B••,wn Y. B~ry.
Vol. II, pi 48.1283-4::: Hill, BMC em'lf, 21 [Lycsonia, hauria and Cilicia] pi XIX.2, 10-12 [4.20-400)).

6 Cf. Porada. 'Greek Coin', 228-34.
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WD 5 and WD 16B. Satyr
tWO 5 •• PLATE \'1[1.2; WD 1~1l ~ !'LATJ':~ VIII.I AND XXII.IP)

WD 5:
Mus, In •••.960
Loose sealing
Irnnge aize: 1.5x 1.2 em
Bulla size: 1.6 x 1Acm
Clay colour: d""p reddish brown
String preserved; perpendicular to vertical image
Papyrus imprint
Papyrus fibres on back and bottom edge of bulla
Seal type: metal finger ring

WD )60:1

Mus. Inv. 777
Papyrus 3 (n.d.)
Image size: 1.Sx 1.2 em
Bulla size: 1.8 x 1.9 em
Clay colour: n.a,
5trinlil preserved; parallel with verticil! irnage
Seal type: metal finger ring

WD 5 and WD 16B are duplicate impressions from the same seal.
WD 16B is one of four bullae found attached to Samaria Papyrus 32 which describes

the sale of 'the slave Yehcfanani bar "Azaryah to Yehcpadayrri bar Delayah and {Ari bar
Delayah by Yaqirn for ten sheqels".? Witnesses include Selomi, son of Saharnaran,
<Aneni, Yaqim and )Etir, 'sons of Delayah", a son of [D]uman and a son of Sekwi .• In
view of the many Yahwistic elements ('Yeho', '-yah') in this group of names, one or
more of the preserved bullae could have been impressed by the seal of a YHWH-
worshipper. Of the other names, only Saharnatan conveys hints of ethnicityjreligion; it
may be the name of 'an Aramaean or an Aramaized Arab"."

Like many other seal impressions from the Samaria Papyri, WD 5 and WD 16B
were made by a metal seal ring with a rounded oval bezel; the ring left an indentation
of its rim at the top and on the right side of WD 5. The ring bezel shape is typically

I Discullsion of WD 16B is based on photographs alone as it was unavailable for inspection.

2 See pi XXII.ld. The other bullae are WD 16A, nude warrior (pi IV.I), WD 16C (meg.) and WD 16D (ilIeg.).

1 Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 64; cf. the preliminary discussion by Crass, 'Report', 22" Note that a male slave with.
Yahwistic name ill sold to men likewise with Yahwistic names .

.• Gropp, Sama""o Papyri, 64.

S F. M. Creaa, per90nlll comrnul"lic~tion.
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mid to late fifth century, but it is not surprising to find it persisting into the fourth on
the fringes of the Greek world."

Viewed together, these two impressions demonstrate the uneven quality of images
produced in the act of sealing. The deeply incised seal made impressions in high relief,
but the craftsmanship is awkward.

A stocky, bearded satyr? stands in a three-quarter rear view, facing the viewer's left;
his head is in profile. In his left (near) hand he grasps what looks like a branch and
holds it before him at waist height. \VD 16B clearly shows the left fist almost touching
the left edge of the impression. Both arms bend at the elbows; the elbow of the right
(far) arm is pulled sharply back. The left hip swings slightly to the side as the satyr
advances. The rear-view composition creates the curious impression that the figure is
bending his torso back from his waist while he thrusts his belly forward. Like the
significantly less hairy satyr of WD 21B, this figure has his near leg forward, possibly a
visual signal that the figure registers Iowan the Greek scale of humanity."

The satyr's knees and legs bend forward in an anatomical impossibility, humanly
speaking. However, this satyr has furry caprid flanks which, unlike human limbs, bend
forward below the knee joint. The back of his left leg sprouts feathery tufts of fur.
Neither sealing shows the head or the buttocks clearly, leaving us guessing about his
head (does he have animal ears and horns?) and whether he has a tail.')

At least one satyr appears in a three-quarter rear view on a Classical seal: a goat-
tailed satyr dancing with a tambourine." Another ecstatic satyr on a blue chalcedony
scaraboid from Cyprus"! waves a branch, a good Dionysian attribute which the
WD 5/16B satyr may also be carrying.

\Vith his wrestler's build, this satyr threatens to erupt from the confines of the seal;
his head and arms almost touch the border. The composition on WD Sjl6B differs
from the other Wadi Daliyeh bullae in the proportionally large size of the figure as it
relates to the background, a quality more typical of Archaic than of Classical seals;'?
Satyrs are also a favorite motif on Archaic seals, and one familiar to the Phoenicians as
welt.!' Furtwiinglcr long ago noted that as the Classical period progressed, gems

6 Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217 (type III) and p. 214.

1 S.\'. 'Sulyrn und Silene", L~:tika" der alten Welt (Zurich and Stuugart, 1965) cote. 2707-8. Cf. F. Brommer,
Satyrtpielt (Berlin, 1944).

1Ice. the dilcuuian of WD SO. below, p. 117.

9 Satyrs do not always have tails, nor are Ihey always bearded. Cf. 'Solyrn und Silen<=', Lexican der altm Wtlt
(Zurich and Stuttgart, 1965), and Brommer, SQtYTtpitit.

IU Boardman, GGFR, 629, (now 109t) of unknown material, published iTl Lippold, pi 14,2 and Boardman, AG
Gemt, fig, 99.

II BOlrdman, GGFR, 626 '" Richter, EGGE, 223 = AshmoleanlEGFR, 1892.1489.

12 Compare the satyrs in Boardman, AG Gtmt, figa. 84-108, for example, and diacussion in Boardman, GGFR,
p. 193. Notably, the main centres for Gre"k seal carving in the Archaic period were the Greek illinds lonia and
especially Cyprul (then part of rhe Peraian ~mpire; Boardman, AG Gems, pp. 172, 175-6; Boardm~n, G;;FR,
p.l041).

lJ AI i~ mentioned in the discussion of WD 218, a medillting figure between Greece and the Ealt Willicertainly
8""1, Clay Imlllgn of the Eg}'pto-Phocnicilln dwarf god turn up, for ""umple, at sites occupied by Persian mercenaries
in southern Palntine in the fifth century 0. A. Olakey and F. L. Horton, Jr., 'South Palntinian &1 Vendi of the
Per.ian period', L,vant XVIll (1986] 111-19). Bel w., a frequent subject of Phoenician ,e.ll, terracott.a, and
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illustrating Dionysian subjects diminished in number in contrast to the increase in the
numbers of those portraying Aphrodite and Eros."

But WD 5/16B is not an Archaic work. In his more naturalistic stance, this satyr
differs stylistically from Archaic satyrs with kneeling-running or stooping poses. If
anything, he calls to mind some of the heavy-set servant figures on Lycian tombs
carved in good Ionian Greek style" and in particular a rear-facing groom on the late
fifth-century 'Satrap's Sarcophagus' from Sidon;"

The satyr on \VD 5/16B is not alone in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus. Three other bullae
depict satyrs: WD 2 (pi X.2), WD 2iB (pi VII!.3) and WD 44 (pI X.3); there is also
an additional Dionysian subject, a maenad' (WD 50 [pi lX.2]). This does not indicate
an interest in Dionvsos in Samaria, but rather that some common subjects in Classical
Greek art had made their way to a provincial capital of the Persian Empire by the
fourth century at the latest.!? Mischscesen were familiar subjects throughout the ancient
Near East, but not of the naturalistic sort on WD S/16B. As in other cases, what
knowledge the owner had of the identity of the half-goat figure on this seal is decidedly
obscure.

ivories bath in the Levenrine homeland and ebe Punic west. It is instructive to compare a fourth-century terrecorte
Bes figurine from Sardinia {Moscati, Phornicium, no. 555) with a fifth-century Sardinian clay plaque depicting a
dancing earyr (Moscati, PhoeniciatlS, no. 585). Phoenician green jasper seals produced at Tharros (Sardinia) depict
both Bes (Mnscati, Phoenicians, no. 655 and Walters, BMC. 371) and satyrs (Wahers, BMC, no. 393) who look very
similar. Cf. also ZalZoff, AG, pp. 89-90 with references.

H Furtwiingler, AG 111, p. 140 fi.

ts Cf. C. Bruns.6zgan, Lykut:he Grabreliefs des 5. und 4. $dtJ tJ. Chr. (Tilbingcn, 1987).

16 Pbotograph in J. Boaedrnan, The DiffusirJPr of Classiral Art in Antiquity (Princeton, 1994) fig. 3.7. S« also
I. Kleemann, Der Sotrapen-Sorkophag ow Sidrm (Berlin. 1958) and Hitzl, SorJwphoge.

17 See discussion of Dtonysos in entry for WD SO, pp , 118-19.



WD 21B. Dancing Satyr

(PLATES VlIU liND xxn.nu

Mus. Inv. 767

Papyrus 2, Decerobe- J52/January 351.
Image size: [approx.] 1.3 em. x 0.7 em
Bulla size: [approx.] 1.8 em. x 1.2 em
Clay colour: n.a

String preserved; top and bottom of vertical image
Papyrus imprint: n,a,
Sl'al type: metal finger ring

\VD 2IBl along with at least three other bullae.! was originally attached to Samaria
Papyrus 2 which 'records the sale of one male and one female slave (names unknown)
to a woman "Abisadln (patronymic unknown) by Qosnahar (patronymic unknown) for
23 sheqels';3 according to the Persian date formula ('in the month of Tebet, the seventh
year of Artaxerxes III [Ochus]') the sale occurred in December 352 or January 351.~
There is no way of knowing which, if any, of the four attached bullae belonged to
"Abivadin, whose name is probably Israelite' or to Q8snahar, the apparently Edomite
seller.

The narrow oval, leaf-shaped outline of the metal finger ring which produced the
image is clear; the bezel shape, narrower than usual in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus, is
fourth cen tu r-y.v The satyr on WD 21B is a" common motif on Greek seals and
occasionally appears on Phoenician ones as well.

The entire image has survived in outline but it seems worn, and the area around the
satyr's head is particularly obscure. This sealing, as preserved, also appears to have
been a second attempt on the same piece of clay; a set of lines behind the satyr seem to
echo his back and left leg.

Although the photograph does not seem to show a tail, the nude figure's apparently
substantial beard and his pose speak strongly for the identification of the figure as a
satyr.' This heavy-set satyr with a human body prances in profile toward the viewer's

I This description is bleed an I Imlll photoA:raph only, u WD 218 was unlvailable for inlpection.

2 See pI XX11.2. Samaril Plpyru, 2 wal probably sealed with more than the four surviving Inlched bullae(WD 21A-D).

J Gropp, Samana Papyri. 38-62. PreliminArily publithed in Cross, 'Report', 17-26.
4 Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 62.

5 Cro(ts, 'Report', 23j 'Abi<.din i. a typical feminine name, 'My (divine) father i. the fertile one' (id"", 23).
~ Boardman, GGPR, fig. 217 and p. 213; type XVI.

7 Suyn do not alway. have tails, nor ate Ihry always bearded. Cf. 'Satyrn und Silene', L."ilto" dtr altt" Wtlt
(Zurich and Stuttgart, 1965) and Brommer, Satynpitdt. Note Ilso the tail_Ieli latyr on a aeal in the Bibliothequ,,",
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right, Country-dance style, he doubles up with his bent right elbow almost touching
his upraised right knee. His right foot is raised to the height of his left knee which
bends slightly under the weight of the satyr's exertions. He seems to have the bald
head expected of satyrs; is there shaggy hair lower down the back of his skull? The
(far) right arm does not appear in the photograph, nor does the photograph reveal
what, if anything, the satyr holds in his upraised right hand. It is also unclear whether
the figure has animal ears. The execution of the image seems to be full-bodied and
assured.

Along with maenads, satyrs are Dionysoe' regular cornpanions.f Beginning in the
Archaic period, satyrs appear often on Greek seals, They may hold drinking CUpS9or
other Dionysian paraphernalia or carry off captive nyrnphs.!'' Perhaps the WD 21B
satyr had a kantharos in his left hand (there does not seem to be enough space for a
cup in his right).

In the Wadi Daliyeh corpus this is one of several bullae with a Dionysian subject.
WD 2 (pI X.2) depicts a satyr with a heron, WD 44 (pi X.3) a satyr playing
knucklebones with a nymph; another, WD 5/16B (pl VlII.l,2) portrays a single satyr;
three show dancers: WD 27, a Persian (pI IX.3), WD 50 (pi IX.2), probably a maenad
and here on WD 21B, a satyr. Dionysos did not have a strong presence in Syria-
Palestine until the Hellenistic period, but at least from an artistic point of view, his
mythical minions were already known prior to this era.

The best glyptic parallel for WD 21B is a Classical seal on which a satyr with a
goat's tail dances and shakes a tambourine (or waves a CUp).11 An additional parallel is
provided by a blue chalcedony scaraboid 'from Larnaka'."! Here a satyr dances
ecstatically, his head thrown back as he waves a branch. Although the Larnaka satyr
does not dance the same step as that of WD 21B and tambourine-playing satyrs, he
shares a small detail of stance with them in having his near leg forward as he executes
some sort of vigorous movement."

Naeionale, Paris (below). An early fourth-cemuey Attic lekanis cover in Leningrad with its troupe of dancing satyrs
gives a good idea of the various satyr dance POSe6(Metzger. RepriuntatiOtls, pi lX (Hermitage St. 2007).

A fifth-century bronze parallel to WD 2lB isthe little high-kicking satyr illustrated in the catalogue of the
Kimbell Art Museum's exhibition, W~alth oj the Ancimt Wodd: Till! Nrlson Bunker Hu.nt and William H~htJrt Hu.nr
Colle,Zions (Beverly Hills, 1983) no. 29.

8 Burkert, Greek Religion, 166 and references.

9 Boardman, GGFR, 30 '" Richter, EGGE, It '" Walters, BMC, 465, the name piece of the Master of the
London Satyr, an Archaic agate scarab. The satyr's orientation on the seal has been debated. If he were ~iewed 'feet
down', the stance would relate to WD ZIB.

10 Boardman, OGFR, 305 = Boardman, AG Omit, no. 107, in Hanover, an Archaic rock crystal scarab. This
satyr seems to resemble the WD ZIB satyr in (apparently) lacking II tail.

A. Henrichs makes the distinction between nymphs and maeneds in 'Myth Visualiiled: Dionysos and his Circle
in Sixth-Century Attic Vaae~Painting', Papers on the Amasis Paint,r lmd his Wn,.ld (Malibu, J. Paul Getty MUlICum,
1987) 99-106.

10Boardman, GGFR, 646.

11 Boardman, GGFR, 629 [now lost}, published in Lippold, Gemmen, pi 14,2 and Boardman, AG GftffS, fig. 99.

12 Boardman, GGFR, 626 '" Furtwingler, AG, pi 12,42 = Richter, EGGE, 223 = (Allhmolean 1892.1489),

13 The possible implicationll of rh~s positioning of the legs are rehearsed elsewhere (d. discussion of WD SO
p. 119); it may mark figuree who lack dignity or are leu than fUlly human.
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Boardman places these two parallels to \VD 21B in a category he calls 'Plain Eastern
Gems', which he 'will only stipulate as Classical, without hazarding any closer dating."
He surmises that they may come from a single centre, 'removed from those producing
the Greco-Persian gems. It is perhaps to be located in the Syria-Palestine are a where,
in the Classical period, many styles seem to have been current side by side-the
Phoenician, Babylonian, Persian, and hybrids deriving from these"."! WD 21B comes
from a ring, so cannot by definition be a 'plain eastern gem', but it certainly comes
from the milieu Boardman proposes for his group of gems and could perhaps have
been a product of the same or a related workshop.

Sidon, the leading Phoenician city in the Persian period, apparently saw the satyr as
a meaningful image, significant enough to he a city symbol on a small silver coin
minted in the late fifth century on whose reverse was a facing satyr head." Perhaps the
Sidonians, syncretizing Phoenicians that they were, thought of Bes, the Egypto-
Phoenician dwarf, when they put the satyr on their coin; Bee's lion skin with tail, for
example, was not infrequently confused on Greco-Phoenician gems with the tail of a
satyr.!"

A fair number of seals depicting satyrs are connected with Phoenicia. A sixth-
century example is a rock crystal scarab with a Phoenician insct-iptionr'" a tail-less satyr
reclines with a kantharos in his hand, a cruder version of the 'London Satyr";" Another
Archaic satyr, tail-less and waving a branch, appears on a cubical seal found at
Kourion (Cyprus), a decided mixture of Oriental and Greek rnotifs.P

Exca- •..ations in the early thirties at "Atlit (perhaps Adarus, a fourth-century Sidon ian
colony listed by Scylax-") on the Mediterranean coast south of Haifa unearthed a
variety of Persian period seals in fifth- and fourth-century burials.P These, along with
other finds suggest that certainly in its material culture, "Arlit was overwhelmingly
Phoenician. One of the seals in Greek style, a carnelian scarab in an elaborate bronze
and silver mounting, is almost identical to WD 2IB in its tail-less dancing saryr.s"

The fact that a woman, "Abi'adln, was the buyer named in Samaria Papyrus 2 raises
the intriguing possibility that one of the bullae came from her seal. "Ab isadin was
probably an Israelite; her name resembles that of another Israelite woman, Hamiseden,

14Boardman, GGFR, p. 209.

15Boardman, GGFR, p. 209.

H J. B~tlyon, Th~ Coj"agr atld Mints oj Phrumlcia: Thr Prr-Alt>xr",d.,inr Period, Hilrvard Semitic Munographs
(Chico, CA, 1982) no. 6.

17J. Boardman, Intagliol and Ringr: C"rk, Et1Ulcrm, and EaI'ern: From Q PritJatr Colhetion (London, 1975) pp.
10 and 47. Cf. U. Sinn's discu •• ion of Du in the Greek world, 'Zllr Wirkllng des iigyptischen ,Bu' lur die
gri~chische Volksreligion', in D. Metaler, B. Otto and Ch. Millh:r-Wirth, eds., An,id{lwn: Frltsch,j/t fur )lirgm
Th.mmt (Karlsruhe, 1983) 91 and n. 76. cr. allo discussion ofWD 5/16B, p. 107 above.

III Bordreuil, BN, no. 29 " Galling, 'Bildsiegd', no. 109. The imagery is Archaic Greek, probably of the .ixth
century.

19Boardman, GGFR, 301 (see above).

10 Kourion Museum St. 846. The figure identifil:d as a aatyr i, called an 'atlendant in a eaeeed tree worahip
Scene' (Cubel, "Syrc-Cypelote', 196-7, fig. 1).

U EAEHL 'Atlit'

22Johns, ·~c ••.ati~ns" 41-104.

2) Johns, 'Eacavalions'. no. 629, fig. 49 and pi XIV (illuatrsted in Stern. MatnitJl Cullurr, 200, fig. 325,2).
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who is also known from her seal." It is known from other seals as well that women in
Israel and Judah, including during the Persian period, could have seals, occupy
government positions, and engage in commerce on their own;" The seller's name,
Qosnahar, seems to be Edornite, including as it does the theophoric element, Qos. One
witness' name is completely lost, another is PN son of Yaqim (perhaps "Abivadiris
husband, surmises Cross) and another's name is Ychosezer (a clearly Yahwistic name).
This provides evidence of five people associated with the four preserved seals on
Samaria Papyrus 2, but there 'would have been ample space on the lost sections of
Papyrus 2 for additional bullae." It is frustrating not to be able to assign one of the
surviving sealings to "Abiseden herself, but there is no evidence from ancient Israel of
special styles or imagery reserved for the seals of women.

24 N, Avigad, 'New Nemes on Hebrew Seals', EdIT 12 (1975) (Hebrew) 66.1.

25 Avigad, 'Hebrew Seals', 12, 14. Avigad haa also published an irnpreseicn of a Woman's sell! on ajar handle,
excavated in Jerusalem; that the name of Hannah, daughter of <Auryah appeared on II jar handle and not on II day
bull. proves that the owner of this seal was involved in a business enterprise ('A Note on an Impression from a
Woman's Seal', IE] 37 (1987) 18-19). cr. Hestrin, Dayagi-Mendels, Ins.cribed Sflab, 43-51

26 No specific reference to any officials survives in Papyrua 2. Samaria Papyrus 1 had seven sealings attached,
but fewer than seven witnesses are ectuelly named in the text; Cress considers it 'doublful that a full Ii:n of the
witnesses was normally inscribed on the documents' ('CrOl5s, Samaria Papyrus 1', 15.).



WD 40. Kneeling Eros

(Pl..ATE IX.1)

Mus. Inv. 937
I.oose sealing

Image size: 1.6 em x 1.1 em

Bulla size: 1.6 em x 1.2 em
Clay colour: reddish brown

String preserved, SOniC loops uncut; top and bottom of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

A METAL finger ring with a soft oval bezel produced the impression on WD 40. The
ring's haft made its mark at the top of the impression. This bezel shape belongs in the
fourth century. 1

On WD 40, Eros appears nude and in profile to the viewer's right, kneeling on a
high groundline; one feathery wing, likewise in profile, sprouts from Eros' upper back.
The large exergue may once have contained some additional detail; it would be a
perfect place for an inscription, but in its current state nothing is visible. The wing is
rather awkward and does not curve as might be expected to form a frame around the
body. Eros' right (near) foot is tucked under his buttocks; it is difficult to say whether
the far knee is also in a kneeling position or raised. Eros holds both hands out before
him. The now-indistinct object of his attention (iunx wheel? knucklebones? bird?
butterfly?) rested on the ground line.

Eros appears early on Greek gema.! Over the course of the Classical period, Eros
gradually shed his years until he became a baby in the Hellenistic age.! On an early
fourth-century scaraboid from Asia Minor he appears as a little boy, not quite a baby,
sitting naked on the ground, playing with his pet goose and his knucklebones,"

Like Dicnysns, Eros has been called 'emblematic of the [fourth] centur y".'
Numerous parallels to the kneeling Eros of WD 40 present themselves on seals and
vases. Compositionally, two seals-both apparently based on statues and both from
excavated contexts-and one Attic vase, come closest. On the first seal, a fourth-
century gold ring from Tarentum, a nude winged figure--probably Nike, not Eros-

1 Boardman, GGFR. p. 21l/fig. 217.

2 E.g. Boardman, GGFR. 333, late aixth century = BealJey,~. How" 20 (Boston),
3 G. M. A. Hanfmllnn, 'Eros', OeD (1970).

4 BOalon MFA 27.700 = Richter, EGGE. no. 301 = Boardman. GGFR. 604 = Beazley, LftVI. How., no. 56 ••
Funwin,ler, AG, pi LXIV, 15.

5 Herrmann, SlttJdow, 28.
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kneels in profile on an Ionic capital:" the nude figure's arms are placed near the ground
holding an uncertain object. The composition is remarkably similar to that on WD 40,
including the wings above the figure's arched shoulders. It also seems to conform to
the tendency for kneeling Erotes to appear primarily on metal finger rings rather than
on gems.' The second seal is known only in an impression on a clay token from the
Athenian Agora." Two crouching Erotes, seen in profile, face each other heraldically on
an altar or statue base. Their wings hover over curved backs. Finally, on an early
fourth-century pyx is," two Erotes join two women and Aphrodite in a 'boudoir scene';
the first Eros, seen in profile, squats on the ground as he reaches out with both arms,
the second runs forward in a crouch with his wings raised over his back as on WO 40.

At the risk of making too much of a crude remnant, the possibility should be
considered that this kneeling pose, repeated with numerous variations on other works
of Greek art, could have originally been based on a Classical statue of Eros; such works
certainly existed. There was, for example, a celebrated fourth-century Eros by
Praxiteles at Parion, Eros' ancient East Greek cult centre, and statues of Eros were
familiar ornaments in the gymnasia.

Eros in the fourth century was closely associated in Greek art with both Aphrodite
and Dionysos; it is worth considering, then, whether the creator or owner of the
WO' 40 ring associated Eros with either, Both deities were connected with Phoenicia.
Greeks viewed Aphrodite as having ancient and on-going ties with the.Great Goddess
of Cyprus whose cult had been subject to Phoenician influences since the ninth-century
Phoenician colonization of the island.!'' they also recognized Aphrodite's affinities with
Phoenician Astarte, Baalat and Atergatts.!' As for Dionysus, the Greeks did not
regularly equate him with any particular Phoenician deity, but Phoenicians seem to
have recognized something familiar in Dionysos' followers, the satyrs. As early as the

6 Richter, ECCE. 295 = Boardman, GGFR, 758, late fifth century.

, Five examples: On a bronze ring of the early fourth century excavated at Olynthus, Eros kneels on one leg and
braces the other against the rim of the bezel to steady the aim of his bow (Robinson. "Metal", 459, pi 26).

A contemporary bronze ring shows Eros on his knees on the ground, possibly holding a ir.",x wheel in his harida
(Boardman, InlagliflJ, 80).

Another ring shows Eros squatting on the ground with II iunx-whee! and comes from Naukratis, the Greek
trading colony in Egypt (Boardman, GGFR, 723).

The Ashmolean Museum has an early fourth_century silver ring, bought in Athens. with a kneeling Eros whose
wings are raised straight up (AshmoleanfEGFR, 1<\.7", museum no. 1946.262).

Somewhat earlier is a gold ring in Boston with Aphrodite weighing a pair of Erores who crouch in the scale pans
while 8 third rugs at her skirt (Boardman, GGFR, 666 = Beazley, Lewes Howe. no. 53).

8 M. Lang, Weij:hts and Measures: The Alhenian AA'ora. X.I (Princeton, 1964) pi 32, CIa", Boardman, GGFR,
fig. 272, 'fourth century context'. One of II group of over 600 sealings discovered in Selinus in the last century,
seems to show a kneeling Eros ('Selinuntc', NQtilde degli Scaoi di Antidaita (August, 1883) pi X, no. CXXVII). The
terminal date for these bullae is 249 BCE (Boardman, GGFR, p. 446).

9 Metzger, Repr.Ul1llalions, pi VI, 2, in the City Muscum of Birmingham, England. In a stereotypical pose
employed regularly by the. Kerch painter(s), Eros kneels with one knee raised and stretches one arm straight OUt

before him (K. Sche£old, Untersuchungen ::nI den KeTtscher Vasen, cf. Abb. 39, [Leningrad 494} and no. 514, pi 7
[London E45J).

10J. Karl18corghis, Lo grande dklle Chypre et ron culte (Lyons, 1977) 108-9.

11 V. Pirenne, 'Aspects orientaux du culre d'Aphrodite a Athenes', SP 5 (1987) 156. cr. also LIMe. s.v,
'Aphrodire' .
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sixth century, Greco-Phoenician seals from Phoenician contexts carry images of satyrs
(very like Des figures),12 and in the late fifth century, satyr heads appear on Sidonian
coins.'? Dionysian motifs-c-satyra" and a maenud'Sc--are found among the Wadi Daliyeh
seal impressions.

Regardless of the ethnic background of the artist who might be Greek, Anatolian,
Phoenician, or even a Samarian coin engraver/copyist, the Samar ian owner of the ring
possessed an object fully in the mainstream of fourth-century Greek artistic tradition.

Finally, as on WD 46, there is evidence here of an early set of wings added to the
cultural crucible that transformed maleaktm (biblical 'messengers') into angels.

12 BOlIJdmln, J"tasiios, 10; mlny of the lull come from the Phoenician colonies on Sardinia and Sicily. Cf. altO
Boardmln, AG Gmu, 29.

:~ Betlyon, C.oinasr, no. 6, a 1/16 shekel.

WD 2 (pi X.2), WD S (pI VIII.I,l), WD 21B (pi VIII.3), WD ••• (pi X.3).
15 WD 50 (pi IX.2).



WD 50. Dancing Maenad (?)
(1'1.ATr.; [X.2)

1\1U8.lnv. 947
Loose scaling
Irnage size: 1.3 em x 0.9 em
Bulla size: 1.7 em x 1.5 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; top und bottom of vertical image
Papyrus imprint
S•..•111type: scnrabojd? metal finger ring?

ALTHOUGH the broad oval shape of WD 50 may indicate a scaraboid, the sealing
could also come from a fourth-century metal finger ring. I The upper tip of the bulla
has 'broken away, taking the very top of the seal image with it. Little of the head,
upper torso, or arms of the figure has survived, and the surface retains few details.

A female figure, probably a maenad." runs in three-quarter pose to the viewer's
right, bending forward at the hip. The right (near) leg leads. Mirroring the legs in
reverse, the left arm presses forward while the right swings back. The maenad looks in
the direction in which she is running. A himation drapes, shawl-style, over the figure's
left arm and swirls about her as she runs forward. A series of faint vertical lines on the
torso may imply the top of a long chiton. The figure could be- wearing something
clinging and diaphanous to the point of transparency.

As a woman, the maenad on WD SO is in the minority among the Wadi Daliyeh
bullae, She joins three other single women-one possibly Apb.rod ite;' two or three
possible Nikes" and four women accompanied by male figur-es.! No women appear on
the purely Near Eastern impressions.

The figure is in violent motion, Her distinctive pose with the near leg forward
echoes that of a well-known early fourth-century scaraboid which portrays Diomedes

1 Boardman, GGFR. fig. 217 and p. 21••.•type VB.

2 For a balanced discussion of maenads , cf. A. Henrichs' 'Greek Maenadism from Olympias to Messahna',
Has-oard Studies in Classical Philology 82 (1978) 121-65. In the second half of the fifth and the early fourth
centuries. dancing meeneds appeared in Greek Ilrt in considerable numbers (d. L. B. Lawlor's 'The Maenads: A
Contribution to the Study of the Dance in Ancient Greece'. Mt!J1loirs of eht! American Ac:o.demy in IWmt! VI [1927]
84), In the fifth century. the sculptor Kallimachos supposedl)' made a speciality of maenads CIlI"Vedin rdid; certain
distinct types of dancing maenad", have traditionally been associated with him, but Ridgway (Fifth CttntljrJ'. 210-13)
dismisses this is lUI 'pure epeeutaeion'.

3 For Aphrodne in the Hecht Group. see pi XXIV.IO. See abo pi XXIV.14 for ill sealed Greeo-Perelen style
figure whcae gender ill unclear .

•.WD 46 (pi XLI) and WD [.3.22 (pi X.I). F<,ran uncertain Nike in the Hecht Group, see pi XXIV.II.

s WD 6 (pi XL3); WD 43 (pI XL::!); WD 44 (pi X.3); WD S2 (pi XII,I (Greco-Persian)).
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stealing the Trojan Palladion.! Diomedes' cloak also hangs over his left shoulder and
arm in a manner similar to WD 50. On ~·D 50, however, the fluttering draperies
which twist around the legs and fly out behind the woman, and her more pronounced
forward bend suggest vigorous movement, not the guilty tip-toeing of Diomedes.

There seems to be no hint of diagnostic iconography such as a thyrsus to confirm
the identification. If WD SO does portray a running maenad, however, Classical glyptic
parallels are abundant for the subject, if not the exact pose.? For all their wild
reputation, maenads always appear clothed, however dishevelled their draper-ies." the
lines on the torso of the VlD 50 figure suggest a chiton.

An early Classical scaraboid? supplies a possible parallel for pose and clothes. Here a
dancing tambourine player runs to the right with her near leg forward: her long chiton
is only lightly inscribed with a few comma shapes around her ankles indicating the
swirling folds. A silver ring of the early fourth centur-y shows a maenad in a
diaphanous chiton and hirnation." The de Clercq collection with rings of Phoenician
provenance includes two Classical or early Hellenistic gold rings portraying an ecstatic
m aen ad:'! thus supplying evidence of other maenad seals and, perhaps, of the
workshops that engraved them in the Semitic world,

Notwithstanding Dionysus' storied Phoenician ancestry, it is unlikely that there was
any Near Eastern component in his earliest cul t.U The name of Diorrysos never appears
in the Hebrew Bible, but the god is mentioned in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha,13
where Jews are forced to participate in the worship of Dionysos. These Hellenistic

~ Boardman, GGFR, 596 and p- 80 == Richter, ECGE, 234; a Inrge chalcedony scaruboid from Kythera (Boston
MFA 27.703),

7 Richler, MMA, pi XV; 82 t- Boardman, GGFR, 708), 83, 86 (Classical rnaennds of the late fifrh lind early
fourth centuries); Boardman, CGFR, 673 'from Syria' (== Richter, EGCE, 257), 684-5 (= Richter, EGGE, 258)
[finger rings); Richr er , ECCE, 253-6, 259 (cngraved gems).

~ Although they may go bare to the waist or uncover a single breast or thigh, rnaenads never dance in the nude
(Lawlor, '!\ilaenad~', 82). A. Henrichs explains the differences hetween macnads and nymphs on \'Ilses, 'Myth', esp.
99-106,

"Boardman, GGFR, 646 and p. 211, of green glass, in East Berlin (== Zazoff, AG, 37,11 = Furtwiingl"r,
Bf?rchrtibll.tI!!, no. 322).

It) Boardman, GGFR, 708 (= Richter, MMA, pl XV: 82).
11De Ridder, Col/taion, nos. 2330-31.

12Although the Greeks preferred 10 believe that Dionysos was a late imparl from Asia Minor and that his cult
appropriated paraphernalin from the Phry~ian east whne much of his myth tmnspires, Mycenaean Linear £I texts
point to his native Greek !tIlUlS(W. C. 1<. Guthrie 'The Religion and Mythology of the Greeks,' Camhridg~ Ancimt
Hisiory\ Vn{. II, 2 [1975] p. 881, with references to the two Pylas fragm"n1s mentioning the name of Dionyso,).

1\1, Smith ('On the Wine God in Pnlc!tinc', Sa!1) WittmaYFr Baron JlI.hill'l' VO{lfmt [American Academy for
Jewish Research, New York, 1974] 825) called uttcntion to what he interpreteL! as an orrib asia of maidens in
)udg 11:40 when Jcphthah's daughter withdr~ws with her companions to lament her virglnity on the mountain, In
)udg 21:21, when the Henjaminitc men kidnap the daughters of Shiloh as they dance unchaperoned in the vineyards,
Smith (825) sU8geMed lin ancient Near Eastern correspondence with Dionysiae ritual. Smilh's creative Iheories, to
date, lack aubstantive evidence,

132 Mace 6:7 says that the abominllted Selt'ucid king, Antiochu, IV Epiphanes (175-164 DeE) forced Jews to
carry ivy leaves in a procession of Dionysos. In 2 Mace 101:33 General Nicanor, Judas !\.1.accabb"u,' Seleucid
eounterparl, threatens In raze the temple to the ground and erect a shrine to Dionysus upon its ruins. DionyllOs Will
Ptolemy Philopuer's (221-203 ACF,) patron deily and according to J Mace 2:29 (an Alexandrine work of the first
century C~:),the Egyptian PhllrllOh commanded Jews 10 be bnnded with the image of an ivy Ielf,
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attempts to force Dion ysos worship upon j ews are intriguing in light of the apparent
notion in certain Greco-Roman scholastic circles that Dionysos and the god of the jews
were one and the same. Plutarch devotes some learned speculation to the
correspondences between the 'worship of YHWH and Dionysos.!"

Dancing rnaenads appear in a Phoenician context on the lower register of the purely
Greek-style frieze on the 'tribune' found at Sidon."! Scholars debate whether the carver
was Greek or a local artist skilled in Greek techniques, but they agree that the work
was likely commissioned by a Phoenician phil hellene (perhaps the Sidon ian King
Straton I [370-358]); whoever the patron, as a Phoenician, he must have read the
Greek friezes on his own terms and to his 0\""11 satisfaction.

What the Samar-ian who used this seal knew of the Greek god or thought of the
figure on the seal is impossible to determine; at least four other Surnarian seals are
attested which have imagery (satyrs) associated with Dionysos in the fourth century."
It would be helpful to know whether Samar ians would have grouped them together
thematically as is done by the present editor.

The fourth-century context of the Daliyeh bullae and art historical principles of
dating complement each other in the case of 'VD 50. Greek seal rings engraved with
lone maenads became popular in the last quarter of the fifth cenrury."? The seal shape
(if a ring), the swirling himation and the comparison with the Diornedes seal of the
early fourth century should indicate a similar date for the WD 50 seal.

Excursus: The Semantics of the Near Leg Forward Pose

Figures on vase paintings shown running, fighting, or engaged in some sort of vigorous
forward movement conventionally have the far leg forward. This makes artistic sense:
with the far leg forward a figure is usually seen in a frontal three-quarter pose, the
angle that shows off a figure to the most advantage and tells the viewer more than
would a profile or rear three-quarter view.

On the occasions when the near leg is forward on a vigorously moving figure, is
there any perceivable pattern of occurrence? Perhaps. The pose seems to be reserved
for women, satyrs and erotes.t" for barbarians.t? for the less distinguished figure in a

H Q"a~stiones rotttJidales (4.6.1-2). Cf. M. Stern, ed., 'Greek and Latin Authors on :Jews and :Judaism, 1 (Leiden,
1974-) Fr. 258.

IS R. A. Stucky. Tribune d'Echmoun: ein griechischer Reliefzyklus des 4. janrhunderts tJ. Chr. in SidOtI. Antike
~wnt, Beiheft 13 (Basel, 1984). See also illustration in Boardman, Dljjusian, fig. ].It.

16 WD 2 (pi X.2), WD 5/168 (pi VIIU,2), WD 21D (pi VIIl.3) and WD 44 (pi X.3).
17 Boardman, GGFR, p. 216.

18 Cf. the rnaeneds and satyr on an early fourth-century lekenis cover in Odessa, illustrated in Metzger,
ReprlsentatiolU, pi I,] and. in Lawlor's 'Maenads', pl 17,2.

19Cf. the victorious Persian overwhelming his Greek opponent on an amphora of c.400 by the Bueseula Painter
in the Metropoliran Museum; the barbarian victor and the Greek victim both have their near leg forward (illustrated
in G. M. A. Richter, A Hand/}aak of Greek Art6 [London, 1969] fig. 472); lind the lone Persian on a Nolan amphoru
by the Oionokles Painter (illustrated in Boardman, ARV, fig. 360 [Slaatliche Museen 2331, East Berlin, ARV
64-7/18]).
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group'" (such as the loser in a duel),21 for scenes with comic elements and, perhaps, as
in the case of the Diomedes scaraboid, to indicate stealth and deceit. rz

The common denominator seems to be baseness or diminished human 'normality',
where 'normality' is of course measured on a masculine standard." On seals, the pose
may signal the same qualities." Maenads dancing in Dionysos' entourage are among
the few feminine figures in Greek art who may express unladylike abandon."

20 On II kalyx krater by the Dckimasta Painter illustrating the Theban cycle, on the first side, Aegisthus (whom
Aeschylus characterizes Is II woman) can be seen dashing toward his victim, Agamemnon; both men have their near
leg forward. On the second side Electra and Orestes attack Aegisthus; Electra swings an axe and runs with her near
leg forward (illustnued in Boardman, ARV, fig. 274.1,2 [Museum of Fine Arts 63.1246, Boston, Ptl'Qlipom~"o
373/34/{UotnJ).

21 Her.kles fights Amazons, all of whom hive their near leg forward on an Archaic volute krater by Euphronios
(illustrated in Boardman, ARV. fig. 29 [Arezzo, Museo Civico 1465, ARV 15/6]). Amlzons are women, the y are
barbarians, and they are suffering defeat in battle, hence they are triply deKraded. Note also Atalanta as she wrestles
Peleus un a cup by Oltos (illuatrated in Boardman, ARV, fig. 62 [Bologna, Museo Civlco 361, ARV 65\113]), and
Aeneas' near lell is forward when Diomede. overpowers him on a kalyx krater by the Tysakiewice Painter
(illustrated in Boardman, ARV, fig. 186 [Museum of Fine Am 97.368, BOlton, ARV 290/1]).

22 On the same plate in Richter, ECGE with the Diomedee scarllboid lire two seals showing male fiRuru in a
similar pose, and like Diomedes, they are doing devious del'd.; a soldier is stalking an unseen enemy {Richter,
EGGE, no. 227, 'of the fifth or fourth «ntury'), lind Eros, bow drawn, is sneaking up on some unfortunate victim
of his arrow (Richter, EGGH, 233, 'a finished work of the fourth century' [= Boardman, GGFR, 633]).

U The P05C' is not one hundred percent predictable. Cf. a (;UP by the Triptolernoe Painter on which a Penian
warrior i. falling 10 his Greek attacker. It i. the Greek victor who hal his neer leg forward. This is unusual aleo in
thowing the victor on the right (illullntcd in Boardman, ARV, fig. 303.1 [Royal Sconish MUleum 1887.213,
Edinburgh, ARV 364/46J).

24 Cf. Boardman, GGFR, 626 and 629 for ·CIIS.icII' .atyn (p. 209) and Boardman. GGFR, 646 for. maenad
(Ridgway, Fi/Ill Cl'Ifflury, p. 211).

2S Similarly, .oddcsees such as Nike [cf, Boardman, GGFR, 797) and unulw,1 fcmale mortala euch a. Amllann:a
may abandon decorum.



WD 27. Persian Dancer
(I'LA'I'E IX.J)

Mus. In". 924
Loose selding
Image size: 1.5 em x 0.9 em
Bulla size: 1.8 em x 1.9 em
Clay colour: reddish brown, burnt on buck
String not preserved
Papyrus imprint
Sen! type: metal finger ring

THE leaf-shaped oval outline of the impression on WD 27 (common among the Wadi
Daliyeh bullae) indicates that it was made by a metal finger ring of a common fifth-
century type; 1 as these bullae demonstrate, in Persian territories neighbouring the
Greek world, the type seems to persist into the fourth century. The full outline of the
ring bezel remains intact, although the surface details have suffered the usual abrasions.

On a short groundline a Persian man in long-sleeved skirted tunic and trousers-
seems to be dancing to the viewer's right in a three-quarters rear view with the face in
profile. This is one of three such 'Persian' men who appear on the Wadi Daliyeh
butlae.! Here the right leg is forward, but both feet are planted firmly on the ground
line. The figure has a static quality despite the swing of the skirt, the flying locks of
long hair and the arms flung forward.

The Classical Greek glyptic repertory includes at least one dancing male figure in
Persian costume;" on a large Greco-Persian scaraboid in the Getty Museum, he dances
the Oklasma. This was a Phrygian ritual dance which Classical sources claim came to
Athens in the late fifth century as part of the cult of the Phrygian god, Sabazios;
performed by women and men;" it was adopted by the Dionysos cult" and perhaps by

1 Boardman, GGPR, type III, p. 214 and fig. 217.

:1Only male barbarians wear long trousers (d. Miller, Perserie, 256-7).

3 Cf. WD 6 (pi XI.3) and WD 52 (pi XILI). both showing the sam" subject. a Persian gentleman and hill lady,
but rendered in utterly dissimilar styles.

"Boardman, Intagliol. 33f., no. 88 (Geny 8LAN.76.88). Cf. also]. Boardman, 'Greek and Persian Glyptic in
Anatolia and Beyond', Etud,~ sur leI rt!lollonl entr#! Grh#! et Analoljf/ a/ff/rtel a Pierr" Dfmltullftf/, R~ Archiologiqru,

Fasc. 1 (1976) fig. 8 and p. SO. For dancing women, especially maenads, on late fifth-(early founh-century Greek
seals cf. Richter, EGGE, nos. 253-9.

5 Boardman, l"tQRlias, p. 33, citing Aristophanes, Thurn. 1175 and scholjases ; cr. Metzger, Representotiopu, pp.
147-53; plate5 Xl,3; XVr,4-; XXJ,2.

6 Metzger, Rep7istmtations, pp. 150-1.
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the votaries of Demeter as well.' The Oklasma involved some characteristic gestures:
the dancer bends forward, flexes the knees and claps his or her hands overhead, and
spins like a Dervish. Possible cult associations aside, Boardman notes that Persians
were 'fond of dancing"," and assigns the Getty seal 'to the world of Lycian reliefs, of
the coinages which blend Persian and Greek, and of the Greco-Persian gems'."

Unlike the Persian on the Getty scaraboid who is clearly an Oklasma dancer, the
figure on WD 27 has not raised his hands above his head or flexed his torso. However,
on a squat lckythos a whole troupe of Sabazios worshippers dance the Oklasrna,
revealing a greater variety of dance positions, including one similar to the stance of the
Persian on \VD 27.10 While it is possible that the figure on \VD 27 should simply be
considered as an isolated Persian dancer, the costume, the long hair and the lively pose
could indicate that he, too, is performing the Oklasma.

By comparison with the Getty scaraboid, we might label the WD 27 ring "Greco-
Persian"."! Like the scareboid, WD 27 shows an 'eastern' figure executed in Greek
style; its provenance in a provincial Achaemenid capital is additionally suggestive; its
workshop was also probably in the western Persian Empire, not excessively distant
from Samaria, perhaps in southwest Asia Minor.

Excursus: Dionysian Dancers and WD 27

Without suggesting that this Persian belongs to the entourage of Dionysos-c-as did
Boardman for the Getty's version, WD 27 was more likely created to meet a market in
the Persian Empire for representations of eastern subjects-a number of parallels to the
pose and clothes on WD 27 may be found on vase paintings of Dionysoa and his
followers who often appear in oriental costumes" (or what Greek artists supposed were
oriental costumes). In addition to the Persian costume, the WD 27 dancer's long hair
suggests he is 'oriental'. Late fifth/early fourth century vases frequently portray
Dionysoa'? or his male followers with long differentiated curls or locks of hair which
may, as on WD 27, swing with the ecstatic movements of the enraptured Bacchants.

In this regard, two Attic kraters of the very late fifth or early fourth century provide
helpful parallels to WD 27. The first comes from 'al-Mina on the north Phoenician
coast" and shows a young male devotee dancing, the Oklasma on a table top in honour
of Dionysos, as the god himself looks on with a satyr and maenad. Of special interest

7 From the Lcmdl (If the SCythjtHlI, The Mttroprditun Mlluum of Art Bulldil1, Spuial brut Vol. XXXII,S
(1973/4) cal. no. 65, a gold decorativ~ plaque from the grave of II prieslen of O"'m"'ter.

II'BOllrdmlln, DiffwitJl1, 325 n. 53, citing Athenaeus 434e.

~ Boardman, 'Greek and Pt!uilln Glyptil:', 50.

10Metzger, Reprbrnlrdiurll, pI. XIX, I (Briti,h Museum E. 895) and p. 1+8 (with reference~).

11 Boardman, GGFR, p. 322 and A,hmolt!lIn/ANES //1, pp. 85-6. Note most recently on this subject,
Boardman, Dij/usjrJ1l, ++-5.

12 MetZKer, RtpriUl11tuiorll, pl XVI,4; ef. also pi, 11,3; XI,I,2,4; XVI,lj XXI,2. Cf .• 110 Miller, P"urie,
256-7.

13Inter alia, d. M"'tzlI'er,R('priI~ltJtjo'lJ, pI V, 5 and p, 75 {with references]: lin ".r1y fourth-century bell krlter
in Berlin (F 264-6).

14 MetZKer, RtpriJentatium, pi XXI,2.
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here is the combination of oriental costume, flying locks of hair and animated pose. In
addition, this vase from Phoenicia gives evidence that men could tic their hair with
fillets which on a seal might look like locks of hair.U The second vase, a bell hater
from the 'beginning of the fourth century', now in Madrid, I/', again includes Dionysos
and an 'oriental' dancer holding a tympanon who provides a parallel for the raised arms
of the WD 27 dancer.

In addition to the bell hater from "al-Mina described above, two more vases from
the same site show Oklasma dancers.!" Metzger and others have cautiously speculated
on the possibility that these and other vases with oriental subjects found outside
Greece might have been deliberately created in Athens for an Eastern market. IS

15 For a female Oklasma dancer with flying fillets or scarf ends(?) cr. the krater in the Fogg Museum
(1925.30.11; illustrated in Metzger, R,prtsmlatitms, pi XX,2).

16 Menger, R'J>Tts~tatirnu, pi XVI,+ (Madrid Museum no. 11080; published by J. Beazley in Journal of H,llhD'c
Studi,s S9 [19]9] p. 32).

17 Metzger, R,prlsenuuirnu, pi XXI,I.

18 Metzger, Repreltmtatio"" pp. 410-13. Cf. K. de Vries, 'Artie Pottery in the Achaernenid Empire', A.1A 81
(1977) S4H and G. K. Sams, 'Imports at Gordian: Lydian and Persian periods', E:r.pedinoll (1979) 10. But note
J. Boardman's cautionary article, 'The Athenian Pcuerv Trade: The Classical Period', E"fJedition (1979) 33-9.



WD 1.3.22B. Nike (1)

(PLA'I'EX.I)

Mus.lnv.n.II.'
Loose sealing; excavated in the Abu Shinjeh UlVC

Image size: n,n.
Bulla size: n.a.
Clay colour: n.a.
String preserved; parllIld to vertical images
Papyrus imprint: n.a.
Seal type: engraved Rem in metal finger ring?

Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 28; pl 36,4 (drawing) lind pl 62,b (photograph).

¥lD I.3.22B is one of two impressions on a single clay bulla? found by P. Lapp's team
of excavators in situ in the Abu Shinjeh Cave itself. The pointed oval profile of the
impression suggests a finger ring of a type Boardman dates to the mid-Jate fifth
centu r-y.! but which appears, from the fourth century context of the Wadi Daliyeh
bullae, to continue into the next century on the periphery of the Greek world.

Cross noted the poor condition of this impression, noting as well that it was
'smeared in sealing'. He described the traces of a figure of winged Nike dressed in a
chiton and himation, possibly in three-quarter frontal view.' This would be a second
example of Nike, the other being an impression of the goddess driving a frontal
quadriga (WD 46, pl XI.1), and one of only a few female figures in the Wadi Daliyeh
corpus-all of them Greek or Greco-Persian, none executed in pure Near Eastern
style.!

I Unlocated. This catalogue entry can add ljttle to Cross's description in 'Papyri', as this bulla could not be
examined personally by the present editor; the only available photograph! are extremely difficult to read,

2 The other impression, WD I.J.22A (pI XIX.4) seems to show II singl.., Persian Hero with oki"ukt!J. As
elsewhere, Greek lind Near Eastetn seal imllllcs appear side-by-side on the same document.

] Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217 (type: Ill), lind p, 214.

~ Cross cites Richter, ECGE, pi 11.69 and parallele liseed on p. 72.

S Buides WI) 46, the Nih of WD I.J.Z2B joins four other lone females: WD SO (pi IX.2, a maenad), and the
three women in the Hecht Group (pi XXIV.13, 10, t')-the second may be Aphrodite; the latte r buill seem. to
show a seared Gro:co·Persian woman holding I bird, but an IIrgument can alan he made thlt it is Zeul with his eagle;
lind four women eceompenied by mile figurc:a: WD 6, pi X1.3, WD 43, pI X1.2; WD 44, pi X.J; WD 52. pi XII.t
(Greco.Pe:nian].



WD 2. Satyr and Heron

(pLATEX.2)

Mus. l rrv. 958
Loose sealing
Image size: 2.0 x 1.2 em
Bulin size: 1.4 x 1.4 em
Clay colour: deep reddish bTOwn
String pn,served; parallel to vertical image orientation
Papyrus imprint; papyrlll< fragment affixed to back of bulla
Seal type: scarabuid or ring

WD 2 seems to have been made by a near-circular scaraboid or ring, deeply carved;
this is a good fourth-century ring shape.'

A youthful satyr, nude and beardless/ stands looking to the viewer's right. He
appears in an almost three-quarter rear view, although his head is in profile. A gouge
across the figure's left shoulder and back obscures the details of his torso and left arm;
because the left elbow is clear (bent behind the satyr's back) and his left hand appears
just below waist-level before him, an elongated left arm must be accepted. The
(apparently) feathery tail is difficult to read. The satyr's right (near) leg carries his
weight, while his left leg bends at the knee with the heel of the left foot visible behind
the right ankle. The stance throws the satyr's right hip forward. His hair clings like a
cap to his head except at the gently curling ends.

A heron with its plumed head in profile pulls at the leash by which the satyr
restrains him. The satyr grasps his end of the leash in his left hand and holds a
stemmed fruit in his right hand which he extends over the bird's head as if to feed it.
The heron steps forward on its right leg, trailing the other behind as it strains for the
fruit with its upturned beak.

This sealing is quite clear, and the seal which produced WD 2 must have been well
carved. Special care was given to the modelling of the shoulder and dorsal muscles to
suggest a robust figure. There is a dimple in his left knee and a suggestion of ribs in
his chest. Particularly sensitive is the attention to the different planes of the image,
achieved by varying the depth of the intaglio. The youth's right (near) side is in the
highest relief. A little less high is the flexed left (far) leg, behind the right. The leash
seems barely cut at all, almost a scratch, but it is clearly visible; the heron is cut more
deeply than the satyr's right leg, but not as deeply as the left leg and arm. However,
the heron's aigretteIplume), like the leash, was only lightly incised to suggest feathers.

I Boardman. GGPR. fig. 217 and p. 224.

2 The millle.ding photograph sugge3ts a beard and boots which in actuality ere not there.
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Satyrs belong in the untamed forest world of Dionysus; they consort with maenads
or nymphs! in the terrestrial haunts of goats, fauns, and panthers, 3H well as in the
scarcely tamer venue of the Dionysian symposium. ]0 earlier Greek art, satyrs often
had exaggerated and grotesque features: goat legs, animal ears, thick lips, and an erect
phallus. However, by the late fifth century, these were no longer essentials of satyr
iconography;" satyrs were just as likely to strike heroic and attractive poses.! The satyr
on WD 2 is the most 'modern' in form, then, of the several satyrs that appear in the
Wadi Daliyeh corpus."

The heron is the most interesting feature of this bulla.' According to the Homeric
scholiasts, the heron (erodios) was regarded as a good omen, particularly on the hunt or
in battle." It was also sacred to Aphrodite." Representations of herons are not
uncommon on vase painting from the Geometric period onward, but Beazley notes that
herons seldom appear on gems before the mid-fifth century; through the fourth
century they were favoured subjects of gem engravers, and, one presumes, their
patr ona.I'' Beazley speculates that the reason for this lies in the greater interest in the
life of women that becomes a 'fact of the period';'! On vase paintings, herons and other
water birds appear primarily in feminine domestic scenes,'? but also in depictions of
mythical lovers and of symposia,

Herons interested some of the best seal engravers." A lone heron is the subject of
two of the four extant works signed by Dexamenos of Chins (last third of the fifth
century)." A few heron seals of lesser quality than the 'Greek'examples (or "vn 2) fall
into the somewhat vague category of 'Greco-Persian' gems, roughly dated to the

J cr. A. Henrichs' discussion of the differences on VB~e paintings between maenads and nymphs in 'Mylh', eep.
99-106.

4 'Satyrn und Silene', Lexihon der alten Well (ZUrich and Stuttgart, 1965) cob. 2707-8.
5 Br orrirner, Satyrlpie!t, fig. 43 (Berlin F2578).

f, Cf. WD S/16B (pI VII1.1,2), WD 21B (pl VIII.3), WD 44 (pi X.J).

7 On herons cf. Beazley, Leases HOIHC, pp, 59-61. Cf. also the encyclopedic work of D'Arcy Thomson, G/O!lOfY
..,jG,uh Birds (London, 1936) s.v. 'Erodi(/J'.

B Thomson, G/OSSO'}', t03. Cf. the heron Athena sends to encourage Odysseus lind Diornedes in Iliori 10.274. Cf.
also M. Pipifi, 'A Laconian Cup in the National Museum of Athens', OXford jOll'1W{ oj A,dlaeo{ogy IV (19R5) 233-
40.

YBeazley, Letses Hou1t, p. 60j Melzgl'T, Rep,eser/tations, p. 49.

10 Beazley, Leeoes HfJU1t, p. 59j Boardman, GGFR, p. 195.
II Beazley, Lewu HilUS", p. 61.

11 Beazley, Ltw€l HO/l.Ji!, p. 60.

13 Boardman, GGFR, 490 (= Richter, EGGE, 466). Cf. also Boardmlln, GGFR, pp. 199-200 lind the following:
Boardman, GGFR, 456 (= Richter, EGGE. 489), 492, 518 (= Richter, EGGE, 461), 519, 554, 555, 556, 557
(= Richter, RGGE, 465), 623 (= Richter, EGOE 458)i Richter, EGOE, 459, 460, 469; AGDS 1,1 (Munich) fig. 268;
ZlIzoff, AG, pl. 36,10. Al[are from the Cilluical period, lind none is a metal finger ring ,

F. lmhccf-Blume- and O. Keller in Tirr Imd Pflur/u"bilde' OIl! Miir/un und On?lmm des klauifchttr Alu,tll"iJ
(Leipzig, 18R9; reprinted Hildesheirn, 1972) also lilt two coins, a didrachm of Selinus (pi VI,S) and a silver stater
from Ambrakia (pi VI,9), on which a heron apreat!> with anolher figure: in the first instance, with lhe
peraonificalion of the river god Hypaae, and in the second, with Ath~n •.

14 Both in the Hermitage Museum; ROIudman, G,GFR, 4M1= Richter, EGGE, 467: Hoardman, GGFR, 469 =
Richter, EGGE, 468; BUlirdman (GGFR, p- 195) dllt",. them in the 'third quarter of the fifth century'.
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Classical period." Good 'Greek' herons appear on seaJings found at the sarrapal capital
of Daskyleiorr.!" and even in the heart of the Persian Empire, among the motifs on
sealirigs of the Persepolis Treasury texts was a Greek-style heron;'?

The earthbound heron on WD 2, like many glyptic herons, rests its weight on one
leg. U Standing herons may crook their necks to look down at the ground or curve their
necks to slouch back upon their feathers. Occasionally, a heron extends its neck straight
up as on the Wadi Dali yeh exa mple."? This occurs particularly when the heron appears
as a pet with its owner.J''

An exact Classical period counterpart to the scene on WD 2 has yet be found. The
closest is a scaraboid which belongs to a 'standard genre on which women feed pet
birds. In this case a nude woman (Aphrodite?) in three-quarter frontal view feeds a
grasshopper to her pet heron." The positioning of the woman's feet mirrors that of the
\\TD 2 satyr, and her heron similarly raises its beak for feeding. It is, perhaps,
conceivable that the same artist produced the \VD 2 seal.

]n the search for a seal depicting a male rather than female figure with a heron, the
closest Classical parallel is an unusual gold scarab in the Metropolitan Museum on
which an adult Eros holds out a bunch of grapes over the head of a goose." The most
striking parallel to WD 2, however, belongs to a later era: a North Italian ringstone
assigned to the Roman Republican period." A satyr, in a furtive 'near leg forward'
pose and carrying a thyrsus, reaches out with his free hand toward a plume-headed

15Boardman, GGFR, 892 (possibly II heron) and 893 ('pendants group'), 93+ (Bern group) (::: Richter, EGGE,
410) fig. 308, p. 319.

Hi D. Kaptan-Bayburtluoglu, 'A Group of S"al Impressions on the Hullae from Ergili/Dalkyldon'; Epigraphica
Anatotica 16 (1990) pi 2.7,8.

17Schmidt, Persepotis II, pll4, seal no. 67.

IS ct. Boardman, GGFR, 490, 518, 555.

19Boardman, GGFR, 518 (::: Richter, EGGE, 4(1), 547, 490 (= Richter, EGGE. 466); AGDS 1,1 (Munich) fig.
268 (third quarter of the fifth century). Among Oreco-Pereiau examples: Boardman, GGFR, 934.

20 Boardman, GGFR, 547 t- Beazley, Lewes 'HlJuse, 61 = Zazoff, AG, pI 33,2); also, cr. J. Boardman, 'A Greek
Cylinder Seal Necklace in London', Antih Klmi, 13 (1970) 48-SI, pi 27:1, early fourth century (= Boardman,
GGFR, 595 '" Victoria and Albert Museum 122-1864); lind a third example (Ashmolean 1892.1598'" Boardman,
GGFR, 6+0::: AshmoleanlEGFR, pi 22,123) from later in the sam" century.

21 Boardman, GGFR, 547 ('" Beazley, L/!'Wes House, 61 '" Zuoff, AG, pi 33.2) in the Syracuse (Sicily) MU!K':um,

'no later than the end of the fifth century' (p. 201). Boardman (Intaglios, p. 22, re. no. 78) shows that the feeding
motif is associated with Aphrodite and with representations of Ganymede feeding the eagle.

Other example,:;: A half-draped woman appears in a similar relation to her pet heron on the lovely fourth-century
'flne style' cylinder in the Victoria and Albert Museum (see above, n. 20 "" Boardman, GGFR, 595). The Ashmolean
lady with II heron (above, n. 20) is another example of the genre. On yet another s".I, a chalcedony scaraboid of the
late fifth century in the British Museum (72.6-4.1332, ex. Castellani call. '" Boardman, GGFR, 482 = Richter,
EGGE, 297 = Wallen, BMC, 531 = Zazoff, AG, pl. 3],1 '" Furtwiingler, AG, pI. 13, 20), a sermnude woman
(Aphrodite?) reclines in the company of a large winged ant lind I pet heron which she is either feeding or fondling.

22 Richter, l\1MA, no. 92 (MMA 21.88.166); also BOllrdmlln, GGFR, p. 428, listed under 'Gold scarabs with
intaglios'.

23 Sard ringstone in the Florence Archaeological Museum (llllrd no. 71), perhaps third century BeE, illustrated
in Zazoff, AG, pi 70,7. Zazoff (p. 26~S) notes that the series of North Itsliiln Republican seals under discussion
derive in many respects from the Etruscan glyptic tradition.
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heron which walks in front of him. ",VD Z gives evidence of the antiquity of the later
seal's imagery.

The composition of all the above-mentioned parallels as well as of other similar seals
with women and their herons consistently show the 'human' figure and the heron in
the same spatial relation to each other; the heron faces away from the human.

In Greek art it is usually women who accompany birds. Firstly, pet birds, including
herons, were a part of the daily life of Greek women, and secondly, there was a
prevailing trend during the last three decades of the fifth century toward merging
images from the cycle of Aphrodite with scenes of the daily life of women that had
appeared earlier in the century, 24 In glyptic art, the pairing of women and birds occurs
most frequently in this type of scene." The dated Samaria Papyri provide a mid-fourth
century context for the vVD 2 seal: if this satyr is dallying with the pet heron of
Aphrodite or another woman, we would expect a dating in the fourth century, when
satyrs abound in mythical love scenes."

It would indeed be helpful to know where the seal of WD 2 was engraved. The
specific subject is unique among known seals of the period; was it carved for the Greek
market or for Easterners? Judging by the Greco-Persian repertoire, Persian/Anatolian
taste in Greek glyptic may have favoured everyday verite or traditional 'hero' scenes;
the Phoenicians, however, had included satyrs (although of the more grotesque type) in
their artistic repertoire from at least the late sixth centur-y'? and were perhaps the
patrons if not also the producers of the seal behind \VD 2. And the Phoenicians were
surely the Sarnarians' seal source.

The image on WD 2 embodies some interesting aspects of Greek sexual and social
attitudes, Major Olympian male gods-Zeus and Apollo-during the Classical period

2'" Metzger, Reprisffl,atjons, p. 36 and pouim. For inatanee, F:ro~ rnny accompany the woman. Is she Aphrodite
or II mortal? It is not necessary to make a choice; the mythic irnaginution can he ext rernely flexible. She is one or the
other or both. Cr. Boardman, GGFR, 716: Eros faste.ns II woman's sandal while II dove flutter! aho ••.·e; Boar-dman,
GGFR, 736: Eros holds out a wreath to II nude Aphrodite (?) who balances" dove on the back nf her hand.

2S Boardman, 'Creek Cylinder', pi 27, fig. 1 r- Boardman, GGFR, 595); cr. Boardman, GGFR., 4R2; Boardman,
GGFR, 547; Boardman, GGFR, 548 (with a dove); Boardman, GGFR, 641 (dovej). These ladies' dishabillt is
halaitual with Aphrodite, but it rna)' also signal II boudoir scene. Considering the importance of allegory on red
fip;ure vases in the fourth century, the worlds of morral and immortal may not be mutually exclusive (Herrmann,
Shadnw, 27).

~~Metzger, Rel'rrsenlalirml, p. 30 lind passim.

2. Cf. discussion of WD 5j168 p- 107, above and WD 21B p. 110, above.

An odd parallel of II sort for WI) 2 (iIB ~ignificanl::e, if any, is unclear) in the Hellenized Phoenician world is an
engraved bronze votive razor from third-century Carthage (I\ilu~ee de Cur thege , published in E. Aequaro, I rasoi
punici [Rome, 1971) cat. no. 81 and fjg. 38 [colour photograph in Mosean, Phoenicians, Ill)). On one aide Heeakl •..•
(Mclkarti'l in a lion skin ,itt on a rock; on the other ~ide, II youthful Gr •..•..k man, seated on a klillmos (chair), weare
what looks like II leoper-d-s kin hirnation and hofd s up, like a Rceplre, what appears to be lin IVVtendril. The
Unexpected detail here is the long-legged water bini, balancing on one leg behind the chair. The seated man may
originate in Phoenician lore or rna)' be Dionysos (or a comblnarionj). He holds II leaah or rope-Iike vine in his hand
which is either attached to the bird or which the bird tugs at with its beak. Cf. C. Pkard, Sarra Punica, Etud~ sur
lu "'tUrpin et rasoirs dlt' Carthage : Karthugo 13 [1966]87 and Boardman, Diffusion, 62.
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have iconographic birds." but in general a male figure will accompany birds only in
certain contexts. A bird was not an appropriate companion for an adult man; in art,
when a man is seen with a live bird, he usually fails in some manner to qualify as an
adult in the full social dignity of his maleness." Thus vases and seals can show a male
child or Eros, the boy-god, with a bird,3Qin scenes that often refer implicitly to Eros as
the go-between in both homo- and heterosexual courtship. Go-betweens, as well as the
lovers themselves, could offer a cock or heron as a love gift.J!

These scenes relate both to Aphrodite, the goddess of love, and/or D'iorrysos, the
lord of the symposium, two divinities capable of 'unmanning' their victims and whose
spheres of influence overlap. Here is where satyre" and Pan,J3 another semihuman
figure, fit into the category of man-with-bird scenes. Physically, satyrs belong in the
liminal area between man and beast; functionally, they drink and debauch in Dionysos'
honour and, by the late fifth century, they also attend love scenes." The heron on V.rO

.2 may suggest that the satyr, by nature 3 Dionysian figure, is simply playing the part
of a gift-bearing lover.

28 Creek divinitics had signature birds: Athcna's owl, Z"u,,' eagle, Aphrodite's doves; the swan belonged both to
Apollo and Aphrodite, particularly on Attic vases of the fourth century (Metzger, Reprirentatiom, p. 175, for Apollo:
p- 173; for Aphrodite: p. 61; Roscher, Lesihon, 'Apollon', col. 144).

29 Apollo's is an interesting case in this regard. Though he has love affainl, same early details of his mythology
show that he may have been viewed as a god who must remain forever an adolescent: This ill the mythic
compromise which suspended the cycle of divine patricide; Apollo will not kill his father Zeua.

The Asiatic moon god Men, whose constant companion in late Classical art is his rooster, is another example of a
male deity whose masculinity was suspect; he was foreign and only foreign~rE in Attica worshipped him. Perhaps
owing to the fact that for Greeks the Moon was always female, Attic sculptors po rrr ayed Men in a 'decidedly
androgynous' manner (Herrmann, Shadow, no. 7, p- 20, a two-sided votive relief to Helios and Men, c.340).

Admittedly, on a few Greco-Persian gems men appear with birds, usually in a dearly domestic setting with a
woman (Boardman, GGFR, 892). BUI for the chronically xenophobic Greeks, Persians were a troublesome human
category. Their preeence in a "cene sigmdll a Never-never Land exempt from Greek aoeial mores.

Winged things could hold particular terrors for Greek men. In Homer, birds appear vividly as eaters of human
carrion on the battlefield. On Archaic gems, winged beingl'i carry off the psy,he. Excluding the special trio of Nike,
Eros and Iris, the winged creatures of Greek mythology are horrifying and usually female: the Harpies, the.
Gorgons, the Sirens, th" Stymphalian birds, the Sphinx. When they depicted the Sphinx, a particularly dangerous
beast, Greek artists preferred to depict the winged'female variety of Anatolia and Syria to the original Egyptian male
sphinx modelled on the Pharaoh's male gender.

30 Nate the frequent pairing of small boys or Eros with certain birds. On choes jugs of the spring Anthesleria
festival, little boys play with pet songbirds or geese (H. Riihfel, Kinder/eben im klanisch~ Athffl, Kulrurgeschiehre
der anriken Welt 19 fMainz, 1984] figs. 80, 82-3). On another vase, a child with a pet goose scurries along at the
side of a Dionysiac procession (A. E. Klein, Child Lif~ in Greek Arl [New York, 1932) 27 (= 8M 53]]). Among
Greek seals there: an: such scenes 85 Eros with his pet goose (Richter, EGGE, 307; 'fifth-fourth century', Boston
MFA 27.700), or tWOerotes with roosters (Boardman, GGFR, 746), or Eros alone with a dove (Boardman, GGFR,
738).

JI Metzger, Repriserrtations, p. 49 and G. F. Pinney end B. S. Ridgway, Aspects of Anc.ient Greece: an Exhibirilm
OTganilifedby tJu Allentown Art MlUeUnl (Allentown, PA, 1979) 34.

J2 For satyrs, d. Henrichs, 'Myth', 94-9 find references.

J] P. Bargeaud, Rtt:lter,hes sur le dieu Pan, Bihliotheca HeivetiCi Romana, XVII [Rome, 1979]; P. H. Yon
Blanckenhaglln, "Eaay Monsters', in A. Farkas et at., ede., Monsters and D,mums, 91-4.

J4 Sexuality is a factor in this discussion. Eros is sexually immature, while Pan and satyrs, however eager their
emcura, are characterized by 9lerility,(Borgellud, Richen::heJ, 118). Enltosthenes (1.1-0) (27S-194 BCIi:)reports that the
expression 'to honour Pan' means to practice male homosexuality.
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Another, very tentative suggestion, is that WD 2 is actually a sly hybrid combining
scenes of women with pet birds and images of hunters and their dogs," as suggested by
another unusual detail of \\'D 2, the leash." If dogs are suitable pets for a man and a
water bird for a wornan.?" the image on WD 2 may be playing with ideas of sexuality
and role-reversal.

B Boardman, AG Gems, 28.5, 286 (ex-Ceenola, from Cyprus); Richter. EOGE, 218, a green plasma acaraboid
'about 450' in the Dritith Museum (92.11-28.1) found in Cyprus; and Richter, EGGE, 224, II l;hah:edony scanlboid
of the: end of the fifth century in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. Another possible parallel in this category i.B•
cornelian 'lion gem' which Boardman dlltes to the fourth century (Boardman, Irt,ag{ios, 37, now Getty MUSoeum); a
youth (Apollo? a hero?) with his left hand on his hip reaches out with his right in which he holds something like a
leaf over a small seated dog-like lion. The pose and arrangement of the figures is almost a mirror imllge of WD 2,
although the image rnuet derive from the huntl:r scenes.

36 Lellshed birds are unusual; note a) an uncertain example on a bell krater (probllbly Attic) of the fourth century
in London; Dionysus presides over the usual essortrnenr of latyn and meeneds, while on the base line a crawling
Eros lugl at hie cnd of a ribbon or lelllh 81 • goose pulls on the other with his blll (Ml:tzger, Rep,~,mtatioru, pi
XVIl). 2); b) the third-century votive razor from Carthage (see note above).

The hunters on seals lilted above seem not to use lushet, but the hunter on a marble relief of ,.460 (Berlin,
Stutliche Muaeen, Antikenabteilung, no, 1871) reatrain. hi. dog firmly on II rope lead (illuatrated in Boardman,
GA, fig. lIS). The Amnis Painler depicted a hoplite with I dOli: on a chain (pinel-amphora, Louvre F 25,
illultrated in A. F. SUWlrt, 'Narrative, Genre, and Realism in the Work of the Amui. Plinll:f', in J. Paul Getty
Muaeum, P"pnl Ml the Amcuis Pain',r tnld hi, World [Malibu, 1987) rig. 13). On another late aixth-cenlury red
fiaure cup by ApoliodofOlI (BM E 57J, the man hu II pet panther cub on a leeeh. A group of idle" on I laIc aixth_
century Italue baae (Athen., Nation ••l MUlcum 3476) walch an encounter between a leashed cat and dOl (Lulllee-
Hirmer, SnJptllT" pia 64-5). Cf. J. K. Anderson, Hit", •• in t~ Ancient World (Berkeley, 1985) 46.

Ancient Near Ba'tern cylinder aeal, for over 1000 yea" could aymbolically repreaent authority by meana of the
le•• h by which a divinity control. I lion or mythical mcneter. Cf. Collon, Fi"t Im/»,u,Wns, fiB. lSI, an 'Anatolian
Croup' cylinder of the [ate second millennium (Brunei. 01396), and fil. 351, Neo-Aasyri,n, €.700 (8M 10Sl1 I).
For a biblical cample, note Job 41:2, S (Englilh).

J7 Boardman, ARV, p. 215.



WD 44. Knucklebone (Astraga/oi) Players

(PLATE X.J)

Mus. Inv. 941
Loose sealing
Image size: 0.7 em x 1.1 em
Bulla size: 1.4 em x 2.1 em
Clay colour: reddish brawn
String preserved, left lind right of horizontal image
.Pepyrus imprint
Sea) type: metal finger ring, prohahly silver

WD 44 is a horizontal oval impression, slightly pointed at the left and right ends. This
is a fourth-century ring bezel shape. 1 The somewhat carelessly engraved border is
almost unique among the Wadi Daliyeh impressions which have few decorated borders
or groundlines, although not unknown on Classical finger rings.? It· consists of two
parallel lines with occasional dots or hatching between them. In the impression, the
border is almost complete.

Two figures sit on the ground facing each other, on the right, a woman, apparently
nude, and on the left a goat-legged satyr."

Classical seals with two figures are unusual;" WD 44 is one of four two-figure Greek
images in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus." The complex, if crude, composition is preserved
in its entirety. The deeply drilled figures are awkwardly executed with oversized heads
and bulbous bodies which are too heavy for their thin legs and arms. The overall shape
of the composition echoes the curve of the outline hut seems cramped in its small
space, and there is a general confusion of arms and legs.

The bearded satyr, with his right leg tucked under him and his left knee raised, sits
back on his thick haunches. The woman, presumably a nymph," squats rather than sits,
crouching with her left foot flexed under her buttocks and her right knee raised before
her just like the satyr. She extends her left hand while raising her right hand before
her to chin height. Both of the satyr's arms are bent at the elbow, with his hands kept
at the level of his chest. The figures' attention is focused on five small round objects in
the air between them, two above the level of their knees and three below.

I Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217, type V.

2 Cf. Boardman, GGFR, 704, 785, 821.

a Other Wadi Daliyeh satyrs: WD 2 (pi X.2), WD 5/168 (pi VIII. 1,2; pi XXII.Id), WD 21B (pi VIII.3; pi
XXII.2b) .

.• Boardman, JPllugliof, p. 14.

S WD 43 (pi XI.2); WD 6 (pi XL]); WD S2 (pi XII.1). A man and.ll woman appear together on all four.

6 cr. A. Henrichs' discussion of the differences between maenads and nymphs in Dionysiac scenes on vaeee,
'Myth', esp. 99-106. .
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The squatting, facing position of the satyr and woman is typical of astragal
(knucklebone)' players. The five dots ate the aetragols, and the two figures on ';YD 44
arc probably playing pentalitho ('five stones', Pollux IX 126). Astragals like modern
jacks could be 'thrown up and caught on the back of the hand without losing those
already caught'. R They were also used for games of chance along the lines of craps
shooting.') Girls and bO)'SIO and women'! played knucklebone games in the Hellenic
world from the Classical through Roman periods. Opponents squatted opposite each
other on the ground precisely as we sec them on WD 44. From the position of the
woman's arms; it would seem to be her toss.

Already by the second half of the fifth century large-scale works of art were
portraying scenes similar to the one 011WD 44. The most famous knucklebone players
were the two daughters of Pandareios playing in the Underworld in a wall painting by
Polygnotos, the Nekyia in the Knidian Lesche at Delphi.!" In sculpture, Polykleitos is
said to have created a celebrated bronze group of two boys playing knucklebones.P
Pairs of knucklebone players served as the subjects of mass-produced free-standing
miniature terracotta groups, which were very popular in the fourth century.!" On an

7 'Knucklebones' (mtraga/ol) is an inaccurate term for the small bones found within the tarsal joint of hoaved
animals. Cf. .I. Dorig's extensively documented, 'Tarentini~chen Knochclspic:lerinnen', Mureu"! Hetveticum XVI
(1959) 29-5R, and H. B. Walters, ed., A Guide to th~ Exhibitirm Illuslf'Qling Greek and Roman Life (British Museum;
London, 1929) 200-203.

Players at aHragtllr used sheep and goal bones, but day, h·ory, metal lind fltone astr agols also exist (d. Klein,
Child Life, 18, nos. 238-9 and A. F. von Pauly, PmdYi Rt'ul-Encyt:lopiidi~ der k{auiich~11 Alt~rll4mrwin,mchaft
(Stuugart, 1894-1963) 'aMragalus'. Hundreds of bone m/Ta/(aloi were found durinR ex~a\'lllions at Olynthus, 191 in a
single grllve. Excavators also report five of solid lead (one inscribed) lind two of bronze (D. M. Robinson, "Metal",
503).

Artragals cc uld also h•• presented as votiv e offerings lind dedications in culric contexts. cr. W. H. D. Rouse,
G,uk Votive OfferingJ (Prinecton, 1975 [reprint of 1902 edition]) 249,397.

S Klein, Child ut« lR.

9 OeD, 'lI~tragalus'. Excavators at Delee discovered a 'loaded' (weighted) urlral/al (Robinson, 'Mctlll', 503).

10 R, Schrnidt, Dir DarrtelllmE von Ki"d~rjpielz~rjg unJ KindeTJpi~1 in der Gduhischrtl Kurut. Exhihilion
catalogue, 651erreichischen Museum ftir Volkskunde (Vienna, 1977) 55, cat. nos. 76-97. Children going about their
daily lives in Attic vase painling are seldom without their hag of u.tragalt (cf. H. Ruhfel, Ki"d~rf~bnl im JrlaniJchrn
Athen, KllitU'I(~uhichtt! der antO!ffl Welt 19 (Mainz, 1984) 48, figs. 24. 26). The Palatine Anthology includes a verse
celebrating Konnaros, II c1ev('f boy whose superior penmanship won him eighty knuckl<:bancs IS II prize (An/h. P.
6.303).

11 Schmidt, Durst~Il[j"J?, +5. Pollux (IX.126) says that 'five-stones' is primarily II woman's game. (Cf. also Plato
Lysis 206e. Anth. P. 6.276 lind the SUmmary of a paper read by G. F. Pinney lit the 87th General Meeting of the
Archaeological Institute of America, AJA 90 [1986]218).

12 Schmidt, Dar1t~llu"g, 45; ef. PaUlanill.s 10.30.2. A wall-pain ting from Herculaneum of the first century CI;
(Naples Museum no. 9562) may preserve lome idea of Polygnotos ' work (Dorig, "Terentlnisehen', 30-31, fig. I; also
Schefold, K{(Iuischen, fig. 220). Signed by AleXlindrol of Ath",RS and based on a Grc ek painting of ~.430, it shows
the daughters of Niobe and Leto playing (u/ragab. The girl crouching on the righl resembles the WD .•.• nymph.

13 Schmidt, Darstellung, 45. Cf, Pliny Hist, Nat. 34.5. The Museum of Fine Aru, Doston (01.8203) owns a
fragm"'nt of I Roman copy in marble of an Attic work of the early fourth century that may hive ahown a woman
leaning over to pick up or throw an astrQgal (Herrmann, Shadow, 17, cat. no. 2).

14 Schmidt, Darstt/lImg, 48, 55, cat. nos. 79-80; Dorig, 'Tarentinischen', 29-58; Klein, Child Lift, no. 246.
McCallum (ze. ell. no. 133) in G. Pinney and 8. S. Ridgway, eds., Asputl Df Ancimt GNJ,U (Allentown, 1979) 272
includes In extensive bihliography on these turacottal.
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even smaller scale knucklebone players appear on vase paintings;" in jewellery.!'' on
coins" and seals.

Solitary players!" are found on seals, but ther-e is the occasional example with rwc
figures; among the latter a gold ring from the Oxus Treasure (boy and girl)l~ and a late
fifth-century oval carnelian ring stone in Berlin (two youthsj.?" The most remarkable
parallel, however, is a silver ring of the fourth century from Asia Minor (nnw in the
Getty Museum) on which a pair of chubby babies play ostragots;" the pronounced
stylistic similarities between this ring and WD 44, namely, etude bulbous figures, the
arrangement of the players, the 'combination linear and dotted border' and almost
identical bezel size, allow for once, in this catalogue, an assignment to the same
workshop, perhaps even the same hand. WD 44, too, may have been produced by a
silver ring. Nothing more can be said of the workshop location beyond the likelihood
that it was in 'the East' (i.e. Asia Minor to the Levant).

Albeit on a miniature scale, WD 44 suggests in its falling ostr agots and in the
movement of the nymph an aspect of later Classical and Hellenistic art, namely the
tendency toward compositions that capture a particular moment in time, an
uncompleted gesture or act heightening the effect of a scene. Clearly the motif of a
satyr and nymph playing knucklebones is not unusual in the fourth century. As
Herrmann notes, the subjects of fourth century sculpture could be 'decidedly
lightweight: knucklebone players, satyrs or demigod shepherd boys like Ganymede'c"

Astragals were, indeed, the everyday playthings of ordinary women and children, but
it is worth noting that knucklebones and knucklebone games also had symbolic
resonances of fate, sexuality, death, and transition, not understood today.P

15 Schmidt, Dor neltung, n08. 76-7. Cf. Webster, Patter 235, 237; Dor ig , "Tar errtinischen", fig. 3 (ex.
Tysekiewicz; auctioned by Sotheby'e, Monaco, December 5, 1987, lot. 147).

16 I.e. gold earrings in Berlin of the second quatrer of the fourth century depicting Nike, about to throw dice or
knucklebones in H. Hoffmann and P. F. Dllvidaon,'G,nk Gold, Jewelry From the Age oj Altxande,. Exhibition
Catalogue, l\1useum of Fine Arts (BaSion, 1966) no. 20.

11 An clectrum stater of Cyzicus (440-330) has on irs obverse a youth throwing knucklebones (Museum of Fine
Aru, Boston 58.347 = Herrmann, Shadow, cat. no. 115 and M. Comstock and C. Vermeule, G,eek Coms, 1950-1963
(Boston, 1964] no, 150). Tarsus in Cilicia minted a.Slater (c.370) with an animated maiden playing astragals (Krsay,
Coins, 1042). No coins with two gaming figures an: known; however, coins with ostragoloi players dearly w"re being
minted fairly dose to Phoenicia prop"r,

18 A kneeling girl 1089"S knucklebones on an early fourth-century gold seal ring once in the Museum of Fine
Aru, Boston (Bo.ardman, GGFR, 726, 'from Kythnos", cat. no. 625); on a much-published chalcedony scarabcid: an
infant Eros plays with knucklebones and a pet goose; it is .aid to come from A~ia Minor (Richter, EGGE, 307 =

Boardman, GGFR, 604 '" Beazley, Lewes HOUle, 56, pi 4"" Lippold, GmlmBn, pi 28,1 = Furtwiingler, AG, pi 54.15).
19 Boardman, GGFR, cat. no. 659, p. 421 (British Museum, Western Asiatic Department; illustrated in O. M.

Dalton, The Treasure of ,he 0= (London, 1965] pi 15.101),

20 AGDS II (Berlin) Inv. FG 328, fig. 153, 'from Asia Minor' '" Boardman, GGFR, 543, pp. 201, 291, and
catalogue no. 165 (p, 410). See also Boardmsn, GGFR, p. 234; fig. 272, p. 235 and 286, and Lang, ARora X,I
(princeton, 1964) 76ff., 'in a fourth-cenrury context'.

21 Spier, Ancient Gmu, no. 58.
2ZHerrmann, Shaduw, 15.

23 Why else in the late sixth c.entury would a giant inscribed knucklebone cast in bronze and weighing 212
pounds be eenelderee a worthy dedication to Apollo at his oracle at Didyma~ Apparently, the Persians carried it off
to SUIlawhere French excavators found it and sent it to the Louvre (L. H. Jeffery, Local Scripts of Ardlaic Greece
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Did Samarians play knucklebones or use them in games of their own? Knucklebones
had a place in ancient Near Eastern gaming traditions. They appear in both Egypt and
Mesopotamia; the Egyptian board game of Hounds and Jackals used three astragals as
dice for determining movesj " the Oriental Institute in Chicago has six or more
knucklebones from seventh-sixth century Egypt and eleven dated as early as 2300 from
Tell Asmar in Iraq," all apparently used for gaming. Excavations at Persian period
Shiqmona on the Mediterranean coast south of Carmel uncovered a set of four
knucklebones.2~ The Samarians were probably not very different from their coastal
neighbours inindulging in games of chance.

\Vould this image of semidivine figures playing knucklebones, however, with its
nuances (for Hellenes) of capricious fate, the unpredictability of love, possibly even
immortality, have meant anything to the wealthy Samarian who was probably the
owner of the seal? It is impossible to know whether the imagery was the source of
anything more than aesthetic delight and/or the prestige of owning something exotic.

Nevertheless, it must have been dear to the owner of the WD 44 ring that the two
figures were playing a game, and games involve luck. If Ecclesiastes reflects some of
the concerns of the time it was written (sometime between the fifth and third
cen tu ries L'" then some Yahwists at least, like their Hellenic contemporaries,
contemplated the vagaries of fate: Time and chance befall them all (Eccl 9:11).

[Oxfnrd. 1961] 334 and references). Pausanills tells of a eult cave of Herakles at Bura in Achaia, where, by tossing
four knul:klebnnt;s conveniently provided (for a fee), visitors might learn their own futures (7.2SJO). E. Yerrneule
alludn to the link between sex, death, end aurill!all in her discussion of laee fifth.Jt;lIrly fcurth-century Vase. in the
form of knucklcbont;. (Aspects of Dt'ath i" Early Gr~~1t Art a"d Poetry [Californill, 1979} 156, fig. 10). Set; the
discus.ion of Ihis subject in M. J. Leith, Greelt and Persian Imagery in Pre.Altxandrine Samaria (Ph.D. dise.,
Harvud University, 1990) 2110-83.

24 IDB, 'games, O.T.' menlions '"el from 12th Dynalty Thebes and hom the time of TUllnkhamun (14th
century), Nott; also cat. no. 375 in Boslon Must;um of Fine Arn, Egypt's Gold", Age: Th, Ar, 0/ LitJi?w in tile New
KipY/doM /558-/085 B.C. (Exhibition Cat.l0ll'ue, 1982).

2~Robinson, 'Metal', 503 n. 70.

26]. E1lJIIVi.h,Arrhoftllol(it:Ql E;a:cat!Qticnu at SlIi""o"a: Field Report 1, Tile Lt!t!elt of 1M P6TlilJn P6TioJ, SmlDnr
1963-5 (Haifa, 1968) (Ht;brew) pi LXIV.179.

'l7 }. KUlJt;I, 'Qohdt;t lind Money', CBQ 51 (l98Q) 32-49, esp, 46.



E. OTHER COMPLEX SUBJECTS





WD 46. Nike in Facing Quadriga

(PLA'I'EXI.1)

Mus. Inv. 943
LOllSI' scaling
Image size: 1.3 em x 0.9 em
Hulla siae: 1.5 emx 1.5 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; top and bottom of v"niclIl image
Papyrus fragments on back
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: scarnboid? ring?
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 29, pI 63,0.

WD 46 is an broad oval sealing equally suggestive of a scaraboid or a ring of the fourth
century. 1 The odd proportions and evidently crude workmanship of the device suggest
the original seal may have been of less than first quality. perhaps even of glass or
wood. The top and bottom of the bulla have broken away; the outline of the seal
appears only on the upper and lower right. Elsewhere, the edges of the seal seem never
to have made their mark in the clay; the sealer must have been hasty. Only the
broadest outlines of the complicated image are legible.

The impression shows a frontal quadriga driven by a single figure who towers over
the four horses." Behind the charioteer's left shoulder there seems to be a wing; that
there does not appear to be sufficient room for the matching wing over the other
shoulder is explained by careless sealing which both warped the bulla and left parts of
it blank. Tiny slashes here and there on the wing are probably meant to depict
feathers. This is the goddess Nike, personification of both military and athletic
victory.' .

The chariot, invisible behind the horses, is stationary. The four horses stand with
their stumpy forelegs ranged in a straight row. While the two middle 'yoke' horses look

t Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217 and p. 21+, somewhere in the range of types V-VIII.

2 Horses appear on a number of other Wadi Daliyeh bullae. In the Rockefeller Museum group they are all pairs,
Near Eastern in style and execution (WD 18, pi XYI.I; WD 34 pi XVI.2). All horse images in the Hecht Group are
Greek (two examples are in pi XXIlL7, 8). H. Frankfort (Arl, 152) stressed that views taken of the subject in the
artistic repertoire of various ancient cultures 'differ. completely. The A:;;syrilln saw in the horse as a rule iii

labouring dr-augh r-arnmal ; the Egyptians a noble creature, prancing with curved neck and hollow back; the
Mycenae.no. miracle of fleetness hardly touching the soil'.

1 See also WD 1.3.22:8 (pi X.I), perhaps also Nike. Nlke's enduring popularity began in earnest at the time of
the Persian Wars in the first half of the fifth century. In addition to WD 1.3.22B, the Nik.e of WD 46 joins four
other lone females: WD 50 (pi IX.2, a maenad), three women in the Hecht collection (pi XXIV.tO, 13, 14
[uncertain gender}; pi XXIV. II has been identified l1!l female but this is alISO uncertain); and four women
accompanied by male lIgures: WD 6,'pl XI.Jj WD 43, pi XI.2j WD 44, pi X.3; WD 52. pi XH.1.
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directly ahead, both outer 'trace' horses turn their muzzles to their left. Ornamental
topknots possibly adorn the horses' heads. Nike's attire is indeterminate, Like the yoke
horses, she seems to look directly out at the viewer and has only the sketchiest of facial
features, The pillow-shaped headdress is probably meant to be a plumed helmet, seen
from the front. Some attempt has been made to indicate foreshortening in the
charioteer's arms and hands from which three sets of reins are still visible. The yoke
horse on the viewer's left is the only one of the horses whose reins can be made out in
front. They form an inverted 'V' across his chest.

Chariots were a fact of warfare and an artistic subject in both the ancient Near East"
and Greece. On WD 46 Nike and her chariot are purely Greek;" frontal chariots never
appear in Near Eastern art.

Greek artists working in two dimensions-vase painting, architectural relief, seals,
coins-generally shunned frontality." In a few rare instances, frontal quadr-igas appear
in Greek glyptic art, mostly in the Archaic period." A frontal quad riga quite similar to
WD 46 and noteworthy for its indisputably Persian provenance also exists only in
impression-on a single tablet from the Persepolis 'Treasury." The charioteer of the
stationary quadriga might be Athena, but this is uncertain." She looks to her left as the
streamers on her plumed Corinthian helmet flutter behind her in the opposite
direction. Her shield appears on her left. The horses look in the expected directicns.!''
and their knobby drilled legs line up below nicely modelled foreparts. As (perhaps) on
WD 46, the horses have head ornaments or hairlocks; there is a similar discrepancy in
scale between the horses and their gigantic master.

A Classical ivory scaraboid in Berlin with frontal quadr-iga and anonymous driver
belongs to the mid-late fifth century.'! This seal with its zigzag exergue and hatched
border has a vaguely Phoenician flavour. The Phoenician-style exergue and border, as
well as the fact that the seal is of ivory, much of which came through Phoenicia from
its Syrian hinterlands as well as from Egypt, suggest a possible Phoenician hand in

" M, A. Lirtauer lind). H. Crouwel, TVhuled Vehides and Ridden Animo/r in tht Ancient Neer East (Lelden,
1979).

J G. Hafner, Vitrgespanne in Vc;,dl'runtidlt (Berlin, 1938) remains a us~ful source.

6 cr. P. Erhart, The Det-'e!opmen' of the Facing Head Motif on Greek Coins arid ill R,darion to Clasn'cal Art (New
York/London, 1979).

7 For an early example cf. J. Boardman, !t(and Gmt!", A Sludy of Guek Seals in lhe Gwmdric and Early Archaic
Periods (London, 1963) 125, no. F1B, 'mid. sixth century'. Boardman, AG Gems, 324. 'Group of the Beazley
Europa', be\ong~ to the tran,itionp] period between late Archaic lind Classlcel (:: Furtwiingler, AG, p l 9,10 '"
Bibl.Nat. lB67A:: Vjer~tJp(J~tfe, no. 143, p, J3f. [see IIbove, n. 5}). A magnificeue gold finger .•.ing from the Crimu
provides •. hUe Cla.sical parallel: Nike drivea II frontal big., grasping a set of rtim in each hand, HI're, and on \VO
+6, the upper curve of Nikl!c's wing'" rise barely highe r than her head, lind her wings arc spread in full display
(Boardman, GGFR, 727 and p. 22J [Leningrad 1.0. JOJ:= Furtwiingler, AG, pi 10,47).

~ Schmidt, P~n/>t)lir IJ, p112, no. 45, from Petsepalili Trclluay Text 6134,

Q So identified by Schmidt in Penepolir lJ. The face is indtatinct and Alhena'R bru,ts, which lire usulilly
indicated lire not apparent. For comparisons, eon,uh LIMC, 'Athena., lind the subcategory, 'Alhtng en char'
(p.974).

hor::,~el::~::i::la:~:~ngement in the Archaie and Cbuiclil periods WII.for yoke horses to look inward" lind trace

II ACDS Il, 166b (Berlin, Inv FO 173 := FUnwiingler, AG, pi 10,6), mid-fifth century.
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commission or execution. As more is learned about the Achaemenid East, cultural
ambidexterity on the part of its artists merits serious conternplation.P

The subject of chariots would naturally appeal to Easterners among whom chariots
symbolized prestige and power. Even maritime Sidon, hardly renowned for its land-
based exploits, minted a silver four-shekel piece showing a figure who looks like the
Persian King standing in a chariot drawn by two horses in elaborate headgear.':' A few
seals classed as Greco-Persian (made for Easternersj") show Persians in chariots but
never frontally." On these seals, too, the horses have topknots.

Two series of coins issued two centuries apart also bear discussion. The first series
was minted in Cha1cis in the second half of the sixth century. IS On the obverse a
charioteer, possibly Hera, drives a frontal quadriga.!" The second series comes from
Cyrene on Africa's Mediterranean shore; the city minted a series of coins with frontal
quad rigas driven by Nike between 331 and 322.1' This gold stater bears a notable
resemblance to WD 46. Nike faces the viewer, her wings unfurled behind her to the
left and right. She towers over her steeds as she grips the reins. The arrangement of
Nike's hair appears to match that of the figure on WD 46, as do the columnar legs of
the horses.

Do WD 46 and the Cyrenaian gold stater relate to one another? Obviously, the bulla
must antedate the coin. Chariot groups, admittedly in profile, but often driven by
Nike, were popular across the Hellenized world in the fourth century and appeared
occasionally on seals and frequently 00 coins, most notably a famous group of
Syracusan decadrachms." It is a motif that certainly underwent cross-fertilization
between the numismatic and glyptic arts. Most of Cyrene'e quadriga coinage followed
the Syracusan model; however, in this one instance, someone in the fourth century,
perhaps the magistrate Jason whose name the gold stater bears, chose a different
model.

It is improbable that the Nike device found both on the Cyrenaic stater and the
WD 46 seal was reinvented in the middle of the fourth century. After its heyday in the
Archaic period, the frontal quad riga maintained a thin thread of continuity in South

12 See INTRODUCTION, p. 27 and par.fim and references to M. C. Root's work.

13 Kraay, Cains, pi 61: 1054, 1056, 1058 (late fifth century}, The identification of the: figure in the chariot is
disputed. Cf. Berlycn, Coinage:, 5, pi 4.

14 Note Boardman, GGFR, 928 (Leningrad 428) from Kerch, on which the Persian winged sun disc hovers over
a charioteer and his bow-wielding master in a galloping quadriga, and Boardman, GGFR, 864 (= Richter, EGGE,
502 = British Museum 1911.4-15.1) in the 'Greek style' of the mid-late fourth century found in Mesopotamia which
mows, in profile, a Persian horseman chasing two men in II chariot drawn by a pair of horses.

15 Kraey, Coins, p115: 262, 263; d. abo Erhart, Devt/opmenl, 9Off.

16 Euboea was sacred to Hera; her head appears in profile on some of these coins, and Pausanjas (9.39,5) reports
of the oracle of Tmphonios in neighbouring Boeotia that initiates: sacrificed to Hera Henioche ('holding the reins,'
i.e. 'the charioteer'). Cf. also Erhart, Development, 97.

17 E. S. G. Robinson, BMC Coim v. 29 [Cyrene) pi XllI.10 and p. Ixxix. See also L. Naville, LN momuries d'or
de 10 Cyrmaique 450-250 aVfJnt'.e. (Geneva, 1951) nos. 22-4, p. 23ff. and Jenkins, Cow, fig. 312

18 Richter, EGGE, p. 24 and nos. 335-7; Boardman, GGFR, p , 210, pi 639. The motif begins earlier, in the fifth
century. Cf. Kraay, Coim, pi 48, 815 (Syracuse, <::.390);pi 5t, 871 (Thermae, <::.340).Nike'a first IIppearance on It

coin seems to be in 510 on an Olymp~ltn issue (A. R. Bellinger and M. Aikins Berlincourt, Victory as 0 Coin Type,
American Numismatir:: Society Monographs No. 149 (1962) 4).
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Italian vase painting'? and on coins and gems; enough of a continuity for an old motif
to be put together with the newer one of Nike driving a chariot, as attested by the
Cyrenaic coin and the Wadi Daliych bulla.

It is unknown on what models the engravers of the coin and seal patterned their
work. Most likely the model was on a small scale and easily transportable-c-enorher seal
or perhaps an as-yet-undiscovered coin." Thanks to L. Woolley's discovery of the
collection of clay bullae in the coffin at Ur,21 and E. Porada's clever theory that they
belonged to a seal engraver.P we can speculate that the creator of WD 46 may have
provided his clientele with a 'catalogue' in the form of clay impressions from both
coins and gems. Perhaps the creator of WD 46, a relatively unsophisticated engraver,
worked from this sort of prototype.

Why might there be a Nike seal in fourth-century Samaria? If only as an artistic
image, chariots had long enjoyed the favour of Near Eastern ruling classes to which the
Sarnarians, as administrators for their Persian overlords, certainly belonged. Nike's
wings would not have worried them; the Near Ensr favoured representations of
fantastic winged monsters and divinities. They appear on other bullae from 'Wadi
Daliyeh. It remains uncertain whether the owner of the facing quadriga sea] also
recognized Nike or simply wanted to follow fashion by owning something Greek."

Possibly Nike, as a winged charioteer, was 'read' as a Phoenician war goddess such
as Astarte. We might also consider another identification within the known parameters
of contemporary post-exilic Jewish imagery. The most familiar aspect of Ezekiel's sixth
century vision of God's kabud 'glory' are the four-winged, four-headed human figures
attached to wheels, essentially anthropomorphic winged chariots (Ezek 1; 3:12-J4).
Zechariah, the late sixth-century prophet of Jerusalem (heavily influenced by Ezekiel's
restoration programme) saw two winged women lift up the ephah of wickedness and
take it to Babylon (Zech 5:9). Presumably these women served in the heavenly court of
YHWH along with YH\VH's messengers, the prophets, and other attendants such as
the six-winged seraphim of Isaiah 6 (an eighth-century text). As post-exilic Jewish
factions, for a variety of theological reasons, made new use of the ancient imagery of
YHWH's divine court, the heavenly population exploded, as it were, with new

l~ Viergupmme, pi 2, (see above, n. 5) a fourth-century South Italian kratcr in Ruvo (Coli. jatra, Catalog 431,
M,1088),

20 Cyrene is an intriguing Mea in which to find a parallel to WD 46. S. Applebaum (JrmJ and Gru}u in Andml
eyr,n,. Studi,1 in Judaism in Lat, Antiquity 28 [Leiden, 1979] 130) finds evidence in the fourth century of a Jew in
a li,t of wldieu depolitf:d in the temple of Zeus. He mentions Crete, Lycla lind Cyprus as trading with Cyrene in
the Clusical period (127), a poaelble mechanism by which a CyrenaC'm coin could travel to the eastern
Mediterranean region. A great many fourth-century Carthaginian coins l\re found in Cvrene (t 28} thus placing
Cyrene in the range of Phoenician teade. Applchlloumalso aU5pech (129) that Cyrene exported sui stones (~Ireiildy
engravedr).

11 Legrain, Ur, nos. 701-832.

22Porada, 'Greek Coin', 230.

2] The quadrtga motif was to I!~joy a long life in Palestine, One example , eo(:oin from Ac\ia Capilolina
(Jeruulem) of the early third century CI':,_howa II facing quadriga carrying the ,aered alone ('betyl') of Eillgabalul\
(SNG.ANS, Part 6, fig•.. 625-6). When. in the early Byzantine period. the elders of the synagogue At BtothAlpha in
Galilee commissioned a rnc •• ie floor, the central image of the magnificent ~odiac Wlill a facing Hel\a& (Of Apollo)
driving a frontal quadriga (BAEHL. 'Beth Alpha', ilIua. p. 189)
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messengers and extra-terrestrial intermediaries. Nike driving her chariot might well
have fit right in among the ever-expanding host of YHWH, as a distant ancestress of
the Christmas tree angel.





F. OTHER MALE AND FEMALE FIGURES





WD 43. Achilles and Penthesilca (1)

(I'LATE XU)

Mus. [rrv. 940
Loose sealing
Image size: lA em x 1 em
Bulla size: 1.6 crn x 1.6cm
Clay colour: reddish brown

String preserved, loop uncut; top and bottom of vertical image
Papyrus fragments on back
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring/

WD 43 is an oval impression taken probably from a metal finger ring.' There is a
sligh't indication of the transition from bezel to ring shaft at the top of the deeply
impressed image. The bulla suffers from overall surface abrasion; a 'papyrus fibre,
which pressed into the unfired clay bulla and later fell away. left a small gash in the
lower right edge. The very bottom of the image has crumbled off.

The bul1a' shows two warriors in plumed helmets. On the left, in profile, a bearded
man with a chlamys knotted at his throat leans over (to the viewer's right) to support a
second warrior who has collapsed to a kneeling position, with the torso in thre-e-quarter
view. This is one of the most ambitious of the Wadi Daliyeh seal devices; indeed,
Boardman notes that two-figure groups ~re rare on Classical seala.? and compositions
with two figures of equal narrative weight are even rarer. Including WD 43, there are
four examples in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus. J

As the soldier on the left grasps the wounded warrior under the armpits, elevating
the right shoulder, the fallen figure's head slumps forward and slightly to the left; the
right arm falls limply to the side, slightly overlapped by the supporting warrior's flexed
right leg. The kneeling figure's left arm also hangs down uselessly. Abrasions have
eliminated all trace of the second figure's facial features. The standing figure's beard
establishes his sex, but the poor condition of the impression prevents us from
determining the barbarian's gender.

The fallen warrior wears elaborate armour-plumed helmet, tunic, and corselet,
from the bottom of which dangles a row of rectangular tabs (pteryges). The apparent
flexibility of the corselet and the shape of the shoulder guards suggest this is a linen
corselet." An additional piece of the wounded warrior's equipment, a pelta, appears to

1 Boardman, GGFR, fig. 2t7/type VIl, fourth century.

2 Boardman, INtaglios, p. 14.

J WD 44 (pI X.]); WD 6 (pi XL]); WD S2 (pi XI 1.1). A men and a woman appear together on all four.

'" S~veral figures on the Parthenon .Frieze (€.+t-5) wear the linen corselet. For a clear illustration of Ibis type or
corselet over II longer tunic, see Lullies-Hirmer, Sevlp'urlll"pl 55, a detail from the north frieze of the Siphnian
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the figure's left. The pelta was a crescent-shaped shield associated with a variety of
barbarians in Greek art.

The arched back of the standing man and the curve of the wounded warrior's
helmet-plume fit neatly within the oval of the seal itself. WD 43 bears no artistic or
stylistic relation to the many bullae of anonymous warriors from Wadi Daliyeh. It
somewhat resembles \Vn 5/16B (pI VIII.l,2) in leaving only a minimal amount of
empty background space.

Notwithstanding the unfortunate condition of the impression, the composition still
conveys a sense of pathos in the contrast between the raw vigour of the supporting
figure and the slump of the fallen warrior's head and arms. The supporting warrior's
slightly upward glance over his fellow's head suggests uncomprehending grief. The
subject of WD 43 appears to be Achilles with Penthesileia, the dying Amazon queen.
Support for this identification requires some further discussion.

The 'Helper Group'

In both motif and execution, \VD 43 presents a well-known Greek sculptural motif. It
first appeared in the mid-fifth century, possibly as part of the Amazonomachy on the
outside of the shield of the Athena Parthenos.! The popularity of this motif, called by
E. Bielefeld "the Helper Group'> continued, with numerous variations in style and
subject, down into the Hellenistic and Roman periods." The Helper Group is regularly
found in an assortment of well-populated scenes, primarily Arnazonomechies," but also
in battles between Greeks and Persians, and in distinctly savage episodes-city-
sackings and massacres.

Most often in Helper Groups the fallen figure is lifted from behind, the limp body
curving like the letter C, or is held from the side with one leg extended." A reasonably
close parallel to WD 43 occurs on an early fourth-century relief vase depicting the
Liioupersis:" The similarity lies in the disposition of the sound warrior's right leg
alongside the companion's limp arm, although on the relief vase the supporting figure
is frontal as he supports his slumping friend essentially from behind> rather than from
the side; on the bulla the visible leg is in profile.

tr~a&ury at Delphi (c.520). For. summluy description of Classical Greek armour with useful bibliography, eee
Emeline Hill Richardson, 'The Muscle Cuiraas in Etruria and Southern lIaly', AJA 100 (1996) 91-120, esp. pp. 92-
J; Richard,on reports (p. 93) that the linen corselet is also found on Etruscan bronze warriors of the fourth century.
See also WD 32 (p, 7•• ahove).

5 D. von Bothmer, AmalJon, in G"t/If. Art (Oxford, 1957) 209-14 and pI LXXVII,6. Beaides the Helper Group
associlted with the shield of the Athena Parthenoll. the Helper Group on the Danai frieze (British Museum B 542)
of the late fifth or early fourth century should be noted (illustrated in Ridgway, Fifth Cmtury, fig. 65).

e E. Bielddd, AmtJlJQrwmoehio, Halli,che Monographien 21 (Halle, 1951) 24(f. and 'Lisle A', 67-72. This
con;poaitional scheme was later appropriated by artiar. of the Chrislian Welt for the Dt-polition of Christ.

There Were three Amatonomllchies in Greek tradition: the Trojan. the Athenian, and the Themilkyrian
involyinll, relpectively, Achilles, Theseus, end Heraklea.

I Von Bothmer, Amlol.l'om, pI LXXXVIII and 215-16, In Amuonomachy in the ~connruction or the marble
frieze or thlll Temple of Apollo Epikourol at Phigllil (421 .•.•18 BCF.).

9 Herrmann, Shadow, no. 36, I relief Ylle in BOlton (00.J50), dated to the first querter of the rourth century; a
Trojan lupponl I dead or dying compltriot. .
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No Helper Groups among Classical Greek gems or finger rings compare fully with
\-VD 43 although Etrusco-Ltalic oval rings tones of the third to second century and later
sometimes portray one or more warriors supporting a wounded cornrude.!'' \\1, Martini
cautions against specific identification of these scenes and suggests they are general
representations of comradeship in war.'!

Identification and Dating

The pelta helps considerably in narrowing down the possible subjects of vVD 43; in
Greek iconography the pelta marks the fallen warrior as a 'barbarian'-Amazon, Scyth
or Persinn. In this composition, in contrast to the fallen figure, the nudity of the
supporting warrior suggests he is Greek.P The contrast would appear to be deliberate,
the artist signalling that the standing soldier is Greek, the fallen one a barbarian.

The Helper Group motif itself informs us that the standing warrior is in sympathy
with the fallen figure. Where in Greek lore is there an episode in which a Greek
warrior feels remorse for a fallen barbarian? Precisely such a moment occurs in the
Aithiopis which notably includes an Amazonomachy, one of the artistic subjects in
which the Helper Group frequently appears." The Aithiopis tells of the Amazons who
come to aid the Trojans after the death of Hektor. In the ensuing conflict, the greatest
Greek hero, Achilles, slays Penthesilee, queen of the Amazons; just as 'he kills her, he
realizes his love for her.!" This is the scene depicted on WD 43. The fallen warrior's
costume poses no problems; Amazons wear helmets, tunics', corselets and peltas."

From the late seventh century the customary presentation of Achilles and
Penthesilea, especially on bronze shieldband reliefs, showed them in combat as the
Greek hero struck his mortal blow." Occasionally-but more often on Hellenistic and
Roman rnonurnentst'c-c-rhey are seen a moment later when, according to late written
sources, Achilles realizes he loves her and can only attend her helplessly as she dies.!"

10Cf. AGDS JI (Berlin) 318-21 identified as Menelaos and Patrcklea, Ajax and Odysseus with the dead Achilles,
Ajax with the dead Achilles.

II W. Martini, Die Etmskische Ringsteinglyptic (Heidelberg, 1971) 82, n. 246a.

12 Only 'suggests' since Greek artists occasionally portrayed nude barbarians, and in that case WD 43 would
portray a pair of anonymous male barbarian cornradee-in-m-ena,

l3 The Aithjf)pis exists only in Proclus' fifth-century CE surnmary (ll/!$iod. the Hom"jc Hymns and Homerica
[Loeb Edition, Cambridge, 1977]).

14 G. Nagy (Best of the Achaean! [Baltimore, 1979] 70) hSfIobserved that the names 'Pentheellea' and 'Achilles'
mean the same thing (akhO$ and penthol both mean arief; lata, people); by killing the Arnaeon queen, Achilles
symbolically kills himself. Not long after, Achilles falls to Paris' fatal arrow.

15Valle painting: Von Bothmer, AmiU'onr, 177, no. ]0, a squat red figure Iekyrhos in Boston [95.48] pi LXXVII,
6: relief: Von Bothmer, Ama.a-onr, 209--14, pi LXXVll,1-2.

16 K. Schefold, Frii1lgrll!chirche Sagenbilder (Munich, 1964) 86. Listed lind selectively illustrated in LIMe,
'Achilleus', 162-3, Cf. Von Bothmer, Amazom, 1-5. El(ckias seems to have felt a special interest in the subject; he
twice illustrated it (Boardman, ABV, p. 230 and fig. 98 [British Museum B 210)).

17 R. Glynn, 'Achilles and Penrhesilea: An Iconographic Study of an Engraved Gem', O;r;Jord Journal oj
Ar"haeoJogy I (1982) 169.

18 Quintus Srrryrrraeue 1.48-61; 65'9-74 (fourth century CE). In Proclus' summllry of the Aithj(Jpj$ he says only
that 'Thersitea mocks Achillea for being in love with Pemhesilell (Hesiod, the Homeric Hyrmu and Homerica, p. 507),
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At Olympia, Panaincs' late fifth century painting of the Ilioupersis may have included
this second episode."?

Although the subject of Achilles as the agonized lover was treated in a lost large-
scale Hellenistic sculpture," surviving works of Greek art pre-dating the Panainos
painting do not depict it. The episode apparently docs not occur .on black or red figure
vases of the sixth-fifth centuries." The one pre-Hellenistic gem which clearly depicts
the Greek and Amazon, a late Archaic sard scaraboid in Boston, shows them duelling."

However, South Italian vases, particularly a series of Apulian volute kraters from the
first half of the fourth century, provide good parallels for both the subject and
composition of WD 43.2' The arrangement of the two figures is strikingly similar,
particularly on a volute krater in the Adolphseck Collection.P' Penthesilea is dying, her
knees have buckled, her head droops; on her right, Achilles in helmet and chlamys is
leaning over her. With his right hand, he grips her under her right shoulder. For
romantic emphasis, Aphrodite and Eros hover in the background as interested
spectators.

It is perhaps significant for an understanding of the typological tradition of the Wadi
Daliyeh bulla that on the South Italian vases, as on WD 43, Achilles is essentially nude
(he wears greaves, helmet, and chlamys), while Penthesilea is fully outfitted in varying
combinations of Greek and 'Phrygian' battle gear. The regularity of costume on these
vases is unusual; generally, Amazons and their adversaries on Greek vases wear an
impressively unpredictable variety of dress and undress." South Italy in the fourth
century, although beginning to move in its own artistic directions, still had close ties to

3.

It is difficuh to deterrnine whether the love story is truly late or if the AithiopiI told of Achilles' doomed love, or if
Produs simply took the tradition for granted in his summary.

IIIOn the fence surrounding rhe statue of Zeus enthroned. Cf. LIMe, 'Achilleus", p. 165, and Pausanias 1.17.2-

an E. Berger. 'Del' neue Amu:onenkopf im Baslll'r Antiken Museum-Rin Beitrllll' aur hellll'niuischen Achill-
Penthesilll'lIgruppc', Cerlalt mId Guclriclrte: Pestfch"jt Ku"-! Selle/old (Bern, 1967) 61-75.

21LIMe. 'Achilles und Penthesilea",

rz Beazley, Leuses HQuse, no. 31, pl 2 (MFA 27.6R2):= Boar-dman, AG GmnJ, 255 = Richter, EGGE, 150 ('from
Cyprus').

Achllles and Pentheailee appear on Etruscan and Itillian seals and in poses thai are related to but not exactly like
the scene on the Wadi Daliyeh bulla (Lippold, Gemmen, pI XLI,I,7,ll,12; 'Krieger' lind 'Achille' in index to
Martini, Etrulkiuhc RiFIRJt,inglypHk). PlIfticulllfly well known is a banded ligate sarah in London (Walters, BMC,
no. 634 := Zazoff, AG, pI 57,6), until recently assumed to hll' Etruscan of the mid-fifth century lind thus the earliest
known depiction of Achilles. supporting Penthesltea. RlI'cent]y, however, R. Glynn demonatrared that il is.actually an
Etru8canizing work of the third century nCE or later (Glynn, 'Achillil's and Pentheailea'}, Notwith,tanding thll' latll'r
d.ting, II is reminiscent or the Wadi Daliyeh bulla. Achlllea, with frontal torso and profile head and risht leg, lifts
Penrheeifee'a riRht arm; the Amazon links to her knell'S in front of Achillll'S, obscuring hi, lower body and lefr II!(I'.
For the older- opinion on thi, acerabold, cr. Horater , Statu"" 10-12.

23LIMe, 'Achillll'us', nos. 740/1; p. 465, no. 186.

24 LIMe, 'Achllleus', no. 740 (Adclpheeck, Schlott FUlnll'de 178).

2~ Von Bothmer, Amo.o1!J, jJ4uim. On the lite Archaic Boston seal with Achillll'Band Pentheailea (sell' above n .
21), Achlllee ""e.n I helmet and chlarnys while Penrhesilee is clothed in a tunic. On the othll'r h.nd, on the third
century Etrulco·ltalic gem discussed by Glynn ('Achillea') both figurll'8 wear ermour. Perhlpa the distribution of
clothing on thil leal ill an additional clue to its diulncll' from a Claaaical period vjtual convention.
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Greek artistic tastes and trends;" so a South Italian source for the proposed subject of
\VD 43 need not be postulated.P It is probable that WD 43 and the South Italian vases
derive from the same Greek prototype: a sculpture perhaps, or p ainting.t"

On tile other hand, it is difficult to say where the WD 43 ring may have originated.
\VD 43, although small in scale, is an ambitious work. A tentative suggestion would be
that WD 43 might have some connection to the workshop or shops (in Sidon?) which
produced thc series of Greek-style royal sarcophagi " and the reliefs on the strange
'Tribune' or podium found in the Sidon ian Temple of Eshrnun.:" Gable C of the
Alexander Sarcophagus includes a Helper Group episode as part of a battle between
Greeks and Persians."

The late fourth-century date for the Alexander Sarcophagus need not trouble us if,
as von Greave believes, the Alexander Sarcophagus derives from a Sidonian workshop
of long standing (from at least the second quarter of the fourth century and probably
earlier) whose artists mayor may not hove been Greek. Sidon in the fourth century
was a wealthy Phoenician city and, although the city's relations with Greece remain
unclear, evidently had a very hellenized governing class." The unusual subject matter
of WD 43 might also direct us to a Phoenician workshop. Boardman, in discussing the
de Clercq collection with its Phoenician provenances, notes that the subjects of these
gold rings in Greek style tend to be rare and sometimes unique;"

WD 43 represents an unexpected and valuable addition to the ~orpus of Greek
glyptics, even if, ultimately, the identification of the two figures on WD 43 as Achilles
and Penthesilea cannot be conclusively determined. The motif of two warriors, even
two male warriors, is so rare on Greek seals that good comparanda simply do not
exisr." If this is indeed a scene of Achilles and his Amazon, it would be one of the
earliest examples of a motif that became more common in Hellenistic and Imperial
art.3S

26 E. M. 'V. 'I'Illyurd. The HQ~ Vases (Cambridge, 1923) 18.

27Note that South Irnly had long-standing trading ties with the Punic: world.
28 Horsrer, StatlJell, 12.

29 See Hitzl, SarkQphQlfe.

30 R. Stucky (Tribune) reports that excavators found this thoroughly Greek work below an ash layer which
contained Attic sherds of the second half of the fuur th century. Cf. also E. Will, 'Un probleme d'i"tnpretario graeca:
la pseudo-tribune d'Echmoun a Sidon', Syria 62 (1985) 105-24 end Boardman, Dilfunu,., 57.

31Von Graeve, Altxandersarcophag, pi 66,1 lind 67,1.

n Elayi, 'Phoenician Cities', 20, 22 and 23. Cf. E. Will, 'Un problerne d'iJlterprttatjo graeca', 110.
E. Berger ('Oer neue Arnaaonenkopf") di~cusses a late marble copy of an Achilles.Penthesilea group in the Beirut

Museum found in 19]9 at Bybloa (Berger, 66 lind pi 26). Of course, it is probably only a coincidence that one of the
few surviving sculptural exarnptes-e-and II late one, lit that---of the theme under considcruion should come from
Phoenicia, but it is an interesting coincidence.

3] Boardman, GGFR, p. 221.

34 In his chapter on Geeco-Peretan gems Boardman lists a seal (British Museum; We:stern Asiatic Department)
from the OXUl~ Treasure (Boardrnan , GGFR 851) which shows two Greek warriors in combat, one victorious, the
other crumpled on the ground. The composition resembles the Achilles and Pentheatlea gem in Boston mentioned
above. The figures on both the Oxus gem and the piece in Boston occupy much less of the field tban the IWQ figures
on WD 43 and bear no stylistic resemblance to them.

35 Lippold, Gemmen, pi 41, nos. ; and 7.
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The ring shape, the frequency with which Helper Groups appear in Greek art of the
late fifth century/early fourth century," as well as the careful modelling of the standing
warrior's leg and the logic of the pose suggest a comparable mid-Jate Classical date for
the WD 43 seal ring. Its pathos-laden scene anticipates the spirit of Hellenistic art.



WD 6. Persian Man and Woman

(PI.ATE XU)

Mus. Inv. 961
Loose sealing
Image size: 1.4 em x 1.2 em (as preserved)
Bulla size: 1.8 em x 1.8 em
Clay colour: deep reddish brown
String preserve, left and right of vertical impression
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: scaraboid?

WD 6 bears a seal impression of oblong oval shape that could denote a scaraboid or a
ring bezel with a fourth-century profile. 1 In the process of sealing, the extreme upper
portion of the image failed to register in the clay and consequently the heads of the two
figures are missing. The remainder of the bulla is fairly clear. There 'is a ground line
but no encircling outline.

This is one of four Greek or Greco-Persian images from Wadi Daliyeh portraying a
man and woman, a rare subject in the already unusual category of Classical two-figure
seal compoairions.! A man and woman face each other, fully clothed and positioned
literally toe-to-toe, he on the left, she on the right. They stand just above a ground line
bisected in the middle by an inverted 'V' shape which seems to hang on the line.
Simple, unbroken single ground lines are the general rule for Greek gems of the
Classical period, hut the inverted 'V' hanging over the line on WD 6 is urrparallelled.
The strange mark may denote a knot in a rope border, or perhaps, a Greek lambda;
might it he the artist's monogram or the initial of the owner?'

Both figures appear in a modified three-quarter view, The man sets his weight
solidly on both feet, with the left leg a step ahead of the right and both knees locked.
The lady, by contrast, sways in an elegant contrapposto. The right leg carries her
weight, her left leg is bent slightly back. Her bare feet are carefully carved. Even the

1 Boardman, GGFR, ring type VII (fig. 217) and p- 214. The scerebcld Wall the seal type favoured by Greek seal
cervers and patrons in the Classical period (Boardman, GGFR, p- 191).

:1Boardman, InkJglior, p. 14. The three other bullae are WD 4J {pl XI.2); WD 44 (pi X.3); WD 52 (pi XIJ.l).

3 The possibility that it i~ tI fourth-century formal Aramaic Rim~i is remote. Boardman discusses various linear
devieee-e-Lydien, Aramaic, Greek--on stamp seals from the western satr apiea of the Persian Empire in 'Pyramida!',
19-45. An inverted 'V' is no. 54 on his list (fig. J) but he HIlYS only that it is derived from Greek and may be It
monogram (p. 24). The device does not occur as It eountermark on Achaemenid coins (fig. 4), nor in fact do these
aymbols ever decorate the ground line of the stamp seals but are placed hapha2-llrdly in the field of the image. The
linear devices Boardman discusses seem in general to appear earlier than the fourth century-date of WD 6.
Elsewhere Boardman informs us tha~ '{tjhe strange linear devices on Lydian Achaemenid stamps appear otherwi~e
only on some wholly Greek gems, not on Grae(:o-Persilln' (Boardman, GGPR, p. 327).
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toes of her left foot are visible. While the man caresses the chin or cheek of his lady
with his right hand, she holds his right wrist in her left hand." The mood of the scene
is intimate yet dignified.

The artist has attempted to represent the volume of both his subjects' bodies under
the folds of their clothing, rather more successfully in the case of the woman. There is
a delicacy of line in the woman's drapery reminiscent of large-scale Classical relief,
while the lines indicating her companion's clothing seem less carefully, even hastily,
executed. The difference, intentional perhaps, highlights the woman's femininity beside
the more robust man. The lady is reminiscent of Timarista on the late fourth century
grave relief of Timarista and Krito from Rhodes;" it is even possible that the vVD 6
seal comes out of an East Greek tradition of relief sculpture,

Most intriguing here is the clothing and, in particular, the nationalities implied by it.
The male figure wears standard Persian attire as conceived by Greek artists (in
actuality it is Median); leggings, short tunic, shoes, possibly long sleeves, and if the top
of the sealing were extant, perhaps a soft leather bat." Tucked into his belt, it is just
possible to discern a short dagger (aki1wkes) with a round pommel. The woman is
bare-armed; she has folded her peplos over at the waist so that its folds fall longer in
the back than in the front. The skirt is bunched into pleats in the front which fall
neatly to the top of the lady's feet,"

When comparable images are sought out on Greek, Achaemenid, or Greco-Persian
seals this international couple proves to be unusual. In fact, a survey of the Greek and
Persian glyptic evidence reveals nothing quite like the 'mixed marriage' of WD 6. In
the art of Greece after the Persian wars, Persian men-as warriors and hunters-made
their appearance in all manner of media," from monumental wall painting (the Battle of

.• The gesture ~ugge$ts the pair art: courting or actual lovers. Cf. Boardman, AB V, p- 211 and fig. 124, a black
figure arnphore by the Ph rynos Painter, ,.550-540 (WGn:burg University Museum, 241). Cr. 11150 cat. no. 20 in
National Gallef"}·, The Human Figure in Early Gn'ek Art (Exhibition catalogue; Washington, D.C., 1988), II seventh-
century oenochoe from Crete (Herakhdon MU~l;:um6971) on which II young man caresses the face of hia sweetheart,
while she (lIIffectionate1y1)holds his wrists.

The wrillt-holdinll: gestur", appears on an early fifth-cent\lry Ionian Six's technique thymiaterion excavated at
Phokaia (in Turkey, north of Ismir), now in the Louvre (E. Lang'luta, Srudien zlIrnurdmtgrjuhischm Kunst [Matnz,
1975] pI 68, p. 500), lind in vase paintings of wcddings where the groom clasps the bride's hand or wt-ist; d. a fjfth
century red-figure kalyx kreter from Tanagra (Athens 1388) discussed in R. F. Sutton, )r., The Lnreroctiun Bnween
Men and Women Port,aytd on Attic Rtd-FiJlure Pottery (Ph.D. diss., Univl!'rsity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
1981) 177. Mote work remains to be done before the full connotations and development of the /l:ellturl!'on WD 6 are
understood, especially in the Archaic Period.

5 Rhodes ArchaeoJogicul Museum 13638 OIlUStrlltion in Luilies-Hirmer, Scu.Jpturt, pI 185).

~ The truly Persian formal outfit cOnsi,ted of a long chiton-dike robe with lccse sleeves end folds at the middle of
the skirt. Cf. G. Thompson, 'Iranian Dre.s in the Acheemenlan Period: Problems Concerning the KandYI lind other
Garments', Iran III (1965) 121-6; d. al.o Miller, Perserie, 249-66. See also the summary of D. Stronach's paper,
'Notes on Iranian Dress in the Ach.emenid Peeled', read at the K8th General Meetins of the Archal:ologieal
Institute of America, in AJA 91 [19117]309, and H. Koch, Es kUndef Dareios dtr KONig ... Vom Ltbm im pnri"ht"
Grourtit:h (Main'l am Rhein, 1992) chap. V, 'Kleidung'.

7 For I similar chiton arrangement ef. the grllve relief with Timaristll lind Krito from Rhodes (see above, n, 5)

I Good sources on thb subject lire: W. Raeck, Zum BarbQ,,,,bild in der Kurut ArJrrns in (j Imd 5 JQhrhundf!rt e.
Cltr (Bonn, 1981); A. Boven, 'La representation des guerrien penes et la notion de barbare dan, III Iere moitie du
VII' .ie-de', Bulletin de Corrrrprmdt'1lfl! HrJlinjqvll 87 (1963) 579-602; Mill!!'r, Peruritj K. Schltuenburg, 'Sil!'greiche
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Marathon in the Stoa Poikile) and reliefs (the Nike Temple on the Acropolis) to vase
painting and. occasionally, seals." On the other hand, indisputably Persian women are
all but non-existent in 'mainstream' Greek art of the Classical period.

Achaemenid artists as a general rule did not consider women a suitable artistic
subject; there are no women on the Persepolis reliefs. In Greco-Persian gems arc one of
the few sources for depictions of Persian women. II Often executed in a Greek style,
Greco-Persian seals are thought to have been produced by artists working in western
Anatolia for patrons within the Persian Empire; 12 on these seals, the women reflect the
'Persian preference for full breasts and but tockst.P \VD 52 (pi XII.1) presents the
stereotypical example of the "Greco-Persian' type of female figure, but this is not the
manner in which the woman on \VD 6 has been portrayed. Her elongated figure
draped in an elegant chiton fits the Greek, and not the Persian, canon of beauty.!"

Intimate scenes of daily life on seals were apparently never popular in Persia itself;
nevertheless, the Greeks had created a taste for naturalistic imagery among the Great
King's western subjects, and some artists-Persian? native? Greek?-seem obligingly to
have supplied the demand.'! Ethnically matched 'conversations' between a Persian man
and Persian woman do appear on Greco-Persian seals;" in fact, WD 52 (pl XII.!) is a

Berbaren', Athtmin;he Mitteilungen 92 (1977) 91-100; H. Schoppe, Die Darsltdlung der Perser in der griechin:hen
Kunst bis eum Begin des Heilenismus (Hddclburg, 1933),

9 For example. a late fifth-century scaraboid showing a Persian leaning on his spear, a work which Boardman
calls 'thoroughly Greek in style' and assigns to the hand of an East Gre"k artist working for a Greek patron. The
Persian on the scaraboid shares II certain kinship with the Persian on WD 6 (Boardmlln, GGFR, 532 = Furrwjngler,
AG, plll.5 (in St. Petersburg, from Kerch); cf. Boardman, GGFR, p. 201.

10 Boardman, GGFR, p. 324 and Cook, Persian Empire, 165.

11A. Spycketa, "Vomen in Persian Art' (in D. Schmandt-Besserat, ed .. Ancient Persia: Th.e Art of on Empire
(Malibu, 1980) 43-6 ser-ves to show how little information is known on the subject. H. Koch has addressed the
question most recently in Dareios, 241-9. See:also the entr-y for WD 52, p. t 57.

12On the: subje:ct of Gre"o-Penilln gems (and bibliography) see Boardman, GGFR, chap. VI; Marvin, Studies;
Root, 'Heart', csp. 13-22 and Boardman, D"-fftu"-Qn, 39-47. The ethnic identity of the seal carvers remains a subject
cf thecreucer debate.

13Boas-drnan, GGFR, p. 310. Boardman believes these seals were produced by Greeks working in the East. It is
becoming increasingly probable that Eastern artists were capable of producing works in a variety of styles, including
Greek (ct. discussion of WD -43,p. 149).

Cf. also Boardman, [ntaglios, 87 (pi 29.2); Boardman, GGFR, fig. 283 = Richter, MMA, no. 1]3 (MMA
25.78.98), a late: fifth-century chalcedony ecarabnid in New York; it is carved in a very Greek manner but the lady is
a buxom Persian in a very full chiton-like lobe: with elaborate folds and long batwing sleeves. She. wears sandals and
carries an ointment jar. Like all the other Persian women on these seals, me has braided her hair in a single waist-
h:nrth pigtail ornamented with little knobs at its end.

14 Marvin observes that although seat carvers eeem to have been able to work in both the Greek and Near
Eastern styles, the two modes of representation do not appear on the: same seal (Marvin, Studies, 34-5). WD 6 does
not contradict her observation; the male figure, although in Persian attire, is por-trayed in Greek style. 'Persians' are
the subject of a number of Greek (as opposed to Grecc-Perslen) seals (d. Boardman, GGFR, 525, 681).

15 Boardman, GGPR, p. 324 and Roor, 'Heart', 19-22.

16 Boardman, Intaglios, 87; also Boardman, GGPR, 891 '" Richter, EGGE, 503 '" Zazoff, AG, pi 41.5, a Persian
man on a pink chalcedony pendant (in the British Museum, from Cyprus) facing a Persian lady and resting his left
arm on her right moulder in 'unPeraian familiarity' (Boardman, GGFR, p. 316). They both wear Persian garb as
expected on Greec-Perstan gems; the, lady ie plump and hll&a long knob-end pigtail. On the reverse are a seated
Persian mother and her child, a typically Greek motif.
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good example. Although Persian men and women appear together on seals, Greek-style
women are not known to consort with Persian men.!? Stylistically, WD 6 does not
belong in the Green-Persian category. U Precedents must be sought for elsewhere.

Persian men appear frequently and in a variety of scenes on Greek vases."? Usually,
Persians do battle against Greeks; they also hunt and feast in oriental splendou r.J''
Their costume varies, but usually entails a jacket with sleeves, trousers, a knee-length
chiton, shoes, and several types of headdresscsrl' they are never nude. The outfit of the
Persian on 'VD 6 has numerous counterparts on these vases. Neither 'Persian' nor
'Greek' women figure in scenes of battle or the hunt.

The most likely parallel to the scene on WD 6 is a variant on another conventional
scene in Creek vase painting, the 'warrior's farewellt.P The motif first appears in the
mid-fifth century and declines in popularity by century's end." The 'Persian' variation
shows a Persian warrior accompanied by a fully-clad lady holding a phiale or oenochoe.
Although scholars have attempted to interpret the Persian warr-ior and peplos- or
chiton-clad lady (or ladies) on red-figure vases as pouring a drink offering to the
Persian Great King, or as actors in Greek drama, or even, in the case of a lekythos in
Frankfo-r,> as personifications of Persia and Greece solemnizing the Peace of Kalliaa."
Raeck demonstrates that the scene is a transposition of a favourite subject of vase
painters" to an exotic Persian rnilieu.P

Additional Greco-Persian 'conversation' scenes are Boardman, GGFR, 880 == Richter, ECGE, .510 == ZazoCf, AG,
41.4; Boardman, GGFR, 892; Boardman, CGFR, 9.50; Boardman, GGFR, fig. 297.

17 One possible Archaic exception in Boston: an 'orientalizing' pyramidal stamp probably from Euar Greeee
which Boardman dates to approximutely the late sixth or early fifth century, eartier than the Greco-Persian group,
(Boardman, 'Pyramidal', 27, pI 2,18). The dating of this Rroup of stamp seals is not firm, however,

18 If the portreyal \}f Persian Women on the Greco-Penian gems is accepted as approaching euthenrieley, we must
recognize the different artistic traJitions at work in Auic Vase painting and Greco-Persian g'lyptic. The absence from
Attic vase painting of the big and buxom Persian women ali found on Greco-Pen;an gems would serve to confirm
the theory that the gems were made for Persians or Easterners, and not for Greeks.

19 Cr. especially Raeek, BarhQrt!Olhild, panim.

211A well-known Apulian volute krater, the name-piece of the Dar-ius Painter (Naples 3253), shows the Persian
court in II Jramatir: scene, probably from the Persai of the fourth-century dramatist, Phryniches. Pl'lfsians there Ire
aplenty on thia vase, but none are Women.

21 Reeck, Barbtlfmbi/d, 108; ef. also Miller, Peru,ie, chap. 4, for a discussion of GrcC'k!lwearing Pef$ian faahlone.
22 Cf. \ •.••.Wnalc, 'KriC'gol:'rsAUlfahn in der archaischgriechlsehen Kunst', Athenisch ••. /IJiUeilunRl'n 41 (1916),

222-374; Webster, P(lU"", 220ff; Raeck, BQrbar~"bild, 138-44.
23 Raeck, Barbarenbild, 138.

24 Reeck, Barb(lr~nbjld, no. P565 and p. 140.

2SRaeck, Barbarenbifd, 138-40 with references

26 Macek, BQrbartPlbild. fig. 61. T, Holscher clllims that ' ... auf Vesenbildern . , . die dill Leben der dllmllHsen
Kricycr betreffen, gerade im fUnhen .lehrhunderr der Ablchied van dcr Familie vie! hiiufiger dergeetelle wird ai, der
Kampf' ('Ein Kelchkreter mit Perserbmpf', Antikt Kunt! 17 (1974) 84).

21 Raeck, Rarbarenbi/ti, 138-45. Juat &I Amazons (in Greek or foreign coatume} and Other non-Crecks appeared
on v.sea in scenes typical of warrior~, so might Persians.

Reeck listinR: P565, P.567, PS85, P591, PS93, P594, PS98. P594 is a Ickytho, from the: workshop of the Klcophon
Painter (c.4030)found on Cyprus and ched by K. deVricla~ an example of a vessel made in Athens fOf export to the
E•• tern msrkCI ('Allie Pottery in the Aehllemenid Empire', AJA 81 [1977) 546-7).
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Not surprisingly, the attempt to represent Persians at home fell short of
ethnographic accuracy; there were few if any eyewitness accounts of Persian domestic
life, and Greek ignorance of Persian women and the harem would have been total. On
vases, the degree of 'Peraianncss' and general details may vary, but in every case the
women wear Greek clothing 'occasionally supplemented with orientalizing details'.2~
Costumes to the contrary, the women must be 'read' as Persian.i" Thus, \VD 6 could
be a glyp tic version of the 'Persian's farewell', and the woman should be interpreted as
Persian."

Since WD 6 includes neither weapons nor offering vessel, we should also consider a
few alternative explanations. Another possible reading of WD 6 fits the imagery and
'romantic' mood of much fourth century art. It became customary among Greek vase
painters, after the Persian wars and well into the fourth century, to regularly portray
certain figures from Greek mythology as Easterners;" WD 6 is quite similar to such
illustrations, particularly scenes with Paris. Paris, as an Asiatic prince in 'judgement'
scenes and in tableaux with Helen, often wears a sumptuous Eastern costume very like
the 'Persian' outfit with fancy leggings, short tunic, long sleeves, a Phrygian hat, and
sh oe a.V Helen, as befits a Greek princess, wear's jewels, and her clothes are
embroidered, but they are nonetheless Greek.P Although, as noted, there arc no such
scenes in the known glyptic repertoire, it is not impossible that WD 6 shows Paris and
Helen, or some comparable combination.e'

One last interpretation of WD 6 derives from Persian culture. M. Marvin and
P. Calmeycr independently proposed that the Greco-Persian 'conversations' might
illustrate a popular Iranian romance, the tale of Zariandre's and Odatis.JS According to
Chares of Mytilene, chamberlain to Alexander the Great, scenes from the love story
decorated the walls of Achacmenid temples, palaces, and private homes." Depending
on variant Iranian traditions, Princess Odatis gave Prince Zariandres either a gold cup
or a flower. 37 Marvin suggests that the unchanging set of details on the Greco-Persian

211 Reeck, Barbartmbild, 144.

29 Note the superficial orientalizing details of the Persian lady's costume on an oenochoe in the Vatican (Rao:ck
P591, fig. 58 == Vatican 16536).

3D The only example found of a glyptic warrior's farewell i8 a mid fifth-century Etruscan work (Weltere, BMC,
651 = Zllzoff, AG, pi 57,7 = Furtwiingler, AG, pi 16.2,3).

11 Metzger, RefJreserrtationr, pp. 172, 269, 274, 280, 284, 313, 340. Other 'Asiarice' include Dionysos (with
Ariadne), Art~mi5 end Andromeda. Am;his~, another Trojan, appears in Phrygian cap, chitoniskos, trousers, boots,
and It cloak in a scene with his paramour, the goddess Aphrodite. She is half-nude, draped from the waist down in a
mantle (Herrmann, Shadow, no, 16, p. 29. II squat lekythos [cAOO] from the Pcloponnese},

31 Metzger, IWpresentatiOrts, pp. 269, 274, 280, 284; pis 3', 41. These scenes begin in the second half of the fifth
century.

]3 LIMe, 'Alexandros', pp. 505ff; LIMe JI,2, pp. 384--5, figs. 46--48, 50.

14WD 43 (Achilles and Penrhesileia) might constitute a related example of an 'ethnically mixed' couple on a seal.

as Marvin, Studies, 146-7, P. Calmeyer, 'Textual Source'S for the Interpretation of Achaem"enian Palace
Decorations', Iran 18 (1980) 60-6J.

36Calmeyer, 'Textual Sources', 60. Cook (PC7n·an Empj~e, 256) $uggests tapestries as a possible medium for the
atory.

37 Celrneyer, 'Textual Sources', ~61.
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'conversations' could imply a 'special woman recognized by purchasers'c" Perhaps WD
6 shows a Greek interpretation of this Achaemenid scene of which WD 52 is the more
standard Greco-Persian example.

On the basis of parallels from Greek vase painting and from Greco-Persian seals, the
scene may illustrate, in diminishing order of probability: a Persian warrior's farewell,
Paris and Helen (or similar couple of different nationalities from Greek myth), or an
old Persian tale. The motif of the warrior's farewell, however, should not be too
strictly defined, especially when dealing with cross-cultural influences. The latter two
possibilities are not necessarily excluded from the first category, and it is not
impossible that in the fourth century, WD 6 and WD 52, the 'Greco-Persian'
conversation, would have been understood as depicting the same scene.

To conclude, WD 6 comes from a fourth-century scaraboid (or maybe a ring),
perhaps engraved in East Greece or western Anatolia. Alternatively, a Sidonian
workshop might be the source.t" the woman on WD 6 has counterparts on the
'Mourning Women' sarcophagus (mid fourth century)" and among the rnaenada who
parade across the contemporary 'tribune' found at the Temple of Eshrnun."

lH Marvin, Studitl, 146.

39 See INTRODUCTION, p. 11.

40 See R. Fleiecher, ~r KUlRfflfr~nlJa'.(J""ag ow Sidon (Til bingen, 1QlIl); illultreted in Bo.rdm.n, DijjUfi"".
p.56.

41 See R. Stucky, Tribu", d'Et:"moun: n·1lvtidisclur R,litj~y.luJ dtr 4. Jaltrillmdtrts u. Cltr, in Sid"", An'i~
Kin",. Reihert 13 (Ruel, 1984); iIl\ll'trated in Boardm.n, Di/]I4non, p. 57.



WD 52. Persian Man and Woman

(PLATE XII.I)

Mus. Inv. 949
Loose sealing
Image size: I.Scmx 1.1 em

Bulla siee: 1.7cm 1.8 em
Clay colour: reddish brown, back burnt black
String not preserved: string holes visible at top and bottom of imag"
Papyrus fibres on Iroru
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: scaraboid mounted in a ring?

WD 52 suffered partial burning which blackened the back of the bulla and destroyed
the string although the string holes remain. The sealing shows a man and a woman
within the broad oval outline of the sealing. The shape and the fine raised ridge
preserved on the right edge of the sealing suggest an engraved gem (a scaraboid?)
possibly set in a ring or other mount.' Part of the man's, head, right arm, and lower
limbs are almost totally indistinguishable. Much surface detail has also disappeared.
Parallels cited below suggest WD 52 had a ground line although this is no longer
apparent.

A man dressed in Median style with a cowl headdress (the tiara1), sleeved coat,
trousers, and soft shoes" stands in a modified three-quarter view, his chest almost
frontal. He looks at his female companion with his head in profile. In an affectionate
gestur-e," the man reaches out with his left hand to touch his female companion's
shoulder or chin. His right hand rests on or behind his hip. He stands with his left leg
forward, the knee very slightly bent; his straight right leg carries his weight.

The buxom barefoot lady is fully in profile, standing erect with her right foot a little
in advance of the left. Her Persian robe has deep batwing sleeves and folds at the front

1 For a gem mounting other than a ring, d. Johns, 'Excavations', pi XIV.629 and fig. +9, iii Gn::co-Phoenician
scarab set in II swivel mounting.

2 Koch, Dareios, 216, and idem, Achiimnriden 8twiim (\Viesbaden, 1993) 130-33.

3 Genenlly, the long robe with flowing sleeves worn by Persian kings, soldiers, and dignitaries on the Perscpolis
reliefs is considered 'Persian', while the outfit with sleeved jacket and trousers is labelled 'Median'. However, it has
been pointed out thut these costumes do not always mark the ethnicity of the wearer since Persians appear to have
worn both; usually the robe for formal occasions, the trousers for more strenuous ecttvtuee (Koch, Dareiu:r, chap. 5,
'Klcidung', and A. Shapur Shahbazi, 'Coslume and Nationaliry: Remarks on the Usage of the "Median" and
"Persian" Costumes of the Acheemenid Period', AMI Ergiin::u11{/rband 6 (1979) 195; Boardman, GGFR, p- 310) .

.• Cf. diecuesicn in WD 6 p. 151, above, and note Boardman, ABV, 211 and fig. 12+:; P. E. Arias, Orre Thuwmtd
Yean 111G,eek Vase Pai,.ti'l§ (New york. 1962) fig. 52, p. 296, a black figure amphora by the Phrynoe Pejnter ,
c.550-540 (Wiirzburg University Museum, 241).
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of her waist, falling in pleats to her feet. The robe ends in a short train." She has
arranged her hair in a long braid terminating in a tassel ornamen t.t She extends one
hand on either side of her companion's raised arm.

'wn 52 reproduces a conventional composition found on a number of Greco-Persian
engraved gems and is one of two identifiable Greco-Persian images from Samar-ia." On
\VD 52 the woman, in particular, whose clinging dress accentuates the ample
proportions supposedly prized in the Persian harem," is a twin to the Persian women
portrayed on a number of very characteristic Greco-Persian seals." Especially
comparable is' a pear-shaped pendant seal of pink chalcedony in the British Museum.!?
reportedly from Cyprus, with a Persian couple similar in clothing and composition to
WD 52. A second Greco-Persian scaraboid now in the Getty Museum presents the

5 O. M. Dalton (Th~ Treasure of tllr O.l'IH [London, 1965]103) suggests that thi s robe illustrates the term,
helJusi~pfo>, 'trailing the robe/long-train",d' (Iliad 6.442).

~ The sinille braid is all bUI unknown in Greek art. One possible Greek "'xample occurs on II late Archaic
Iekythos in Brussels [Musees Royaux A 1019) by the Nikon Painter. The tall, buxom lady with II bnaid(?) leo-Ill a
little like the Grcco-Persian ladies {Illustrated in Boardman, A R V, fig. 3(5). Furtwangler- believed it was a fashion
indigenous to Asia Minar (Fur'twjingler , AG iii, p. 123). The 'Lydian Shrine' (c,540--30) from Sardis deplete Women
with what looks like single braids in the 'stepped wig' style (G. M. A. Hanfmann and N. Ramage, Sc'Ulplur~ from
Sardis: the Findl through 1975 [Cambridge, MA, 1978J figs. 33-4, 40--41). However, since essentially the aame
haieetyle is worn eadler by both male and female figuroeson Neo-Assytiafl c'Ylindl:T3(cr. Collon, First Impreuionl,
figs. 351, 379, 561) it is ~ven more likely to derive from a Mesopotamian tradition.

7 The seated Persian in the Hecht Group (1'1XXIV.14) resembles the \VD 52 woman in dress, but the gender of
this figure remains uncertain.

1\As Koch points out, clothing often worn by male Persian dignitaries scnrcely differs from the ladies' outfits on
the sea.l&(DaHivl, 24-4f£.).Xerxes and Darius wear the same chiton-like robe with batwing sleeves on rhe frieze of

the Perserolis Treasury (Frankfort, Art, 1'1184.a). On a Sernarian silver 0001 (Meshcru-Qcdllr, CQinuge of Samaria,
no. 21) a four-winged male deit)· resembling the Penian king could be mistaken for a Gr~co.Per*ian woman were il
not for his beard and crown; indeed, he IQQks fully as plump as any Persian lady.

Perhapi the reason the Persian l.adie&on th",se scala have such prominent features is due not only to (mille)
preference (Boardman, GGFR, p. 310) but also to the availability of true Chinese silk (Miller, Pers"ie, 214.ff; d. G.
M. A. Richrer, 'Silk in Greece'. A7A 33 (1929] 27-33); Koch, Darn'ol, 209-10. Greek d"'lill'ht in the new Oriental
fabric which Athenians aesociated with Persia may heve been responsible for the new 'wet look' at the beginning <Jf
the 4305 in Athenian a11(Miller, Prnene, 214).

The image of the Persian woman reneeted in Greco-Persian gems dD~& not bclonp; in the largely Attic.influenced
Greek attiatie tradition. when an Alh~nian vase painter wished to show a Persian lady he selected derails from his
mental fil~ of such 'Persian t.tllppingl' 111 were familiar to Athenians: sleeYu, fancy embroidery, fana, rhYlll, etc.
(Miller, Ptrsen'e, chap. 4; d. also T. Lindoers, 'The Kendys in Greece and Persia', Opwcu.{a Atheniemu XV:8 [1984-]
107). Ethnographic accuracy did not interest the Greek artists who had a definite cultural agenda in mind when they
depleted Persians on their pots. Arti.h in Ent Greece and Anatoli. had better opportunities for observing Persian
woman lit firsr hsnd; Iranian soldiera retired to estates All ever the: Persian Empire. Lydian SlIrdis was horne Ior
large numbers of Persian land granteel who Iiso settled on the Hellespont (Du.kyleion) and in Phrygia, Magnelil,
Caria, Lycia, Capplldocia, Syril, and Babylonia (Miller, P"serit, 197-8, 203). It is eeeurned thlt many of these men
brought 1I1ongtheir Peralsn wives.

9 Boardman, GGFR, 879 •• Richter, EGGE, 508 '" WlI!lers, BMC. 4-34; Boardman, GGPR, 880 '" Richter,
EGGE, 510 •• Zuoff, AG, pI 41.4; Boardman, GGFR, 891 -= Richter, EGGe, 50) '" Znoff, AG. p141.5:t Walters,
8MC, 436; Boardmln, GGFR, 903 = Richter, EGGE, 507 = Walten-, BMC, 433. For impresaionl Ircm fourth- and
third-century contexts, cf. Rubenaohn, e/tphantint, impression 26 (from a plipyrul dated 284/3) and 'Selinunte,'
Noti~i' dqli .erNi tho Alltir:hitd (August, 18113) pi X. fig. Cj v.

In BOllrdtnlln, GGFR, 891 ;: Richter, EGGE, 503 = Znoff, AG, pI 41.5 '" W.lten, BMC, .36.
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same image, called 'a typical family group' by Boardman.11 As on WD 52 and the
British Museum pendant, the man has his hand on his hip and wears the expected
Median outfit, including the cowl headdress. His other arm stretches straight out to
rest proprietarily on his female companion's left shoulder. The lady with a long braid
is again in profile and dressed in the familiar clinging gown. She holds out a flower to
her companion.

The scene on WD 52 does not belong to any Phoenician glyptic tradition. Boardman
interprets these Greco-Persian 'conversations' as scenes from daily life, observing that
the sorts of images associated with 'Greco-Persian' gems-hunts, women, children-do
not appear on Achaemenid Court Style seals which tend toward the hieratic or heraldic
or obviously mythological. M. Marvin theorized that the seals-mostly scaraboids-c-
with the buxom Persian ladies may be traced to Cilicia and possibly a Tarsian
workshop of the first half of the fourth century.'! She also proposes that artists in
Cilicia could work in the Court Style of their overlords or in a more Greek mode.
During the Persian period, Phoenicia and Cilicia enjoyed close economic and political
ries;'? indeed, the next stop after Phoenicia on the coastal trade route to Ionia and
beyond was Tarsus.

Boardman points to the "un-oriental familiarity' of the Greco-Persian couples as
additional evidence that the source of the imagery on Greco-Peraian gems is Greek. Jot

However, the pedigree of this type of scene may be more complex .. No doubt the
background of the scene is partly East Greek, but pairs of human figures are not
common in Greek glyptic of the late fifth/fourth centuries. IS Zazoff notes that both the
Cypriote and Etruscan glyptic traditions-unlike that of mainland Greece-favour
scenes with mythological content and multiple figures.P a tendency he traces to the
influence in both areas of Ionian artists. It Three other Wadi Daliyeh bullae show a
man and woman together;" is this merely a matter of chance or possibly a pattern
reflecting Eastern taste in seals? More specifically, could the Greco-Peraian
'conversation' motif on WD 52 (and secondarily, on ':VD 6) also boast some more
essentially Eastern ancestry?

There is a striking compositional resemblance between the ubiquitous Persian Court
Style motif of the Persian Hero confronting a winged animal or lion on the one hand

Il Boardman, Jntaglio5, p. 33, fig. 87, blue chalcedony (Getty 81.AN.76 + 87).

12 Marvin, Studies, 14.••.Marvin used Boardman's general Greco·Persian categorie~ as the starting point for her
examination of the problematic group. Her unpublished study remains the most rigorous examinuion of these seals.

l3 For example, from 350 or 345 BCEonwards, Mazaios was satrap not only of Cilici., but also of Abarnahara
which included north Syria, Phoenicia lind Palestine (Cook, Persian Empire, 264, n. 30; CRy I, 76j Elayi,
'Phoenician Cities', 27). He, in fact, appears to have allowed Samaria to mint coins in his name modelled after
Cilician issues (Me\lhorer_Qedar, Coinage of SOWlOria, ucs. 14, 16, 21, 48). The Persian kinga, in their preparations
for campaigns against the Greeks or Egypt, usually mustered their navy off the Cilician eeest, a navy that consisted
of Phoenician and Cypriote mariners lind Persian marines.

t4 Boardman, CCPR, p. 316.

is Boardman, Intaglios, p. 14.

16Zazoff, AG , p. 104.

17Zazoff, AG, p. 106-7.

18WD 43 (pl XU) (Achillee and P~nthesilea), WD 44 (pi X.3) (knucklebone players), WD 6 (pi XU) (,Persian'
man and 'Greek' woman).
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and the Greco-Persian couples on WD 52 and its parallels on the other. Two examples
of this Court Style contest scene appear in the Wadi Daliyeh corpus (\VD 4, pl
XVlII.2 and WD 8, pI XVIII.3) as well as on many fourth-century Samar-ian coins.!?
The subject is the natural result of centuries of Mesopotamian and North Syrian
development of the so-called 'Gilgamesh' motif. Just as on the Greco-Persian
'conversations', in a contest scene the male hero appears in a three-quarter stance with
his left arm (in impression) extended straight out before him to grasp his animal
adversary by the horn or neck. With his other arm the hero holds his sword or club
either swung down and back to begin the trajectory of the thrust or actually delivering
the death blow. Sometimes the victim (in profile) faces away from its captor, but
frequently (again in profile) it faces in the warrior's direction. This latter scheme
produces a composition of uncanny similarity to the Greco-Persian 'conversations.'
Even the disposition of the Persian ladies' arms in these domestic scenes matches that
of the animals' forelegs which usually claw at the King's/hero's extended arm. When
the enemy faces away, wings frequently fill the same compositional space before the
hero's extended arrn.t''

This 'conversation' motif thus seems to be an example of Greek artistic subject
matter grafted onto an ancient Near Eastern compositional scheme. It is tempting to
find an expression of ancient views on gender relations in this peculiar correspondence
between a scene of battle and a scene of human intimacy in which the woman's
placement makes her equivalent to the dangerous but soon-to-be-defeated monster.

WD 52 and WD 6 (pl XL3), viewed as a pair, illustrate the broad artistic range of
the world beyond the borders of Samaria. These two seals with essentially the same
subject executed in distinctly different styles, highlight the issue of artists and patrons
in the Persian Empire, particularly in Asia Minor and the Levant. What sort of scenes
did the seal engravers think they were creating? What did patrons think they were
getting? No doubt, patrons often 'saw' something different from the carver's intentions.
Could WD 6 and WD 52 be Hellenized variations on the (apparently popular) Persian
story of Zariandres and Odatis P! Does \VD 52 present us with an orientalizing
Aphrodite and Adonis, or Perseus and Andromeda?

The very real possibility that artists working in the Persian Empire knew how to do
the equivalent of today's market survey, and were ready to create an image to the taste
and specifications of a variety of patrons, must be left open. South Italian vase
painters, working in another area exposed to different artistic styles, could paint one
side of a vase with a restraint native to Attica and on the other side employ the flowery

P" Meshorer-Qedar, CQIHQRt of Sama,ia, nos. 16, 44-5, 48-50. See also Leg rain, CU[tll.1t, 939. 941. 947, and most
of pl LVIII for numerous examples of this image on tablet sealing! in the archives of the Mu rashu banking concern
active in Pereten period Nippur (studied most recenlly by Hregatein in Stal Uu).

The consensus now lean. toward seeing the Per~iafl Hero a, the king or as the king 'in the role of' the hera. Such
conclusions lire the result of research into the iconug raphy of Achllellle:nid kingship by Ruot (King, ]0] n. t S. lind
303-7). The: fir;ture appears on ten of the fifteen known s"111types found at Persepolis inscribed with the name of the
Achaemenid king and is thus the motif rnoer often cho.'l.en(Root, Ki,'X, 303).

20 If Per-ian Court Style: 'hero' scenes lie behind the Peniall eonveraatlons question. are raised about the lexual
implication. associated with the theme of man lind his 'prey' lind of the 'threatening weapon'. Would eucn "
transformation uf lin artistic motif have unconsciously evoked euch underJyinl{ resonances?

21 cr. discussion of \\'D 6.
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Kertsch style.22 A wealthy Persian landowner/chancellory official (and there were
plenty of them scattered from the Black Sea to Syria) might want the woman on the
seal he comrnissioned to conform to native ideals of beauty, or, just as likely, might
have seen enough of the world to be attracted to images in the Greek style. The
fourth-century sarcophagi from the royal cemetery at Sidon" and some of the objects
with relief carving from the Sidonian temple of Eshrnun-' show that the Phoenicians
commissioned reliefs which included Greek-style women, in addition to the more
traditional Phoenician women/goddesses of the Phoenician ivories."

WD S2 is one of the few impressions from Wadi ed-Daliyah to belong to a readily
identifiable glyptic category, whether labelled Greco-Persian, Cilician, or Anatolian.

22 E. M. W. Tillyard, The Hope Vases (Cambridge, 1923) 18.

23 Cf. von Graeve, AlaJ:a"dtfrsarcaphag.

14 Cf. Stucky, TribuPiti.

15 The Phoenician ivory-carving traditions seem to peraist into the third and second centuries, but it is true that
by the fifth and founh centuries, Greek artistic influences gain the upper hand in the Phoenician lind Punic worlds.
For a third- or second-century female figurine in ivory, d. Mosesti, Phol!:f'lititnu, 417 (in the Musee de Canhage).
Cf. liso S. Lancet, 'Ivoircs Phenico-Puniques de le Necropole Archelque de Byrse, Carthaee', Atli del I amgrerro
inteNlaaUmau di srudi/Miici ~ punki, 1979 (Rome, 1983) 687-92.



WD 47. Nude Hero (Herakles?) vs. Two Inverted Lions
\PL•••.TE}(Il.1)

Mus. Inv. 944
Loose Sealing
Image size: I.G em x 1.1 em
Bulla size: 1.9 em x 1.35 em
Cia}' colour: reddish hrcwn
String preserved; top lind bottom of vertical image
Papyrus fragments stuck to sides of bulla
Seal type: Metal finger ring

THE image on WD 47 is badly worn, pitted, and incomplete. Most of the left third of
the impression is indistinct or non-existent. The general outlines suggest that the bulla
was produced hy a broad, leaf-shaped metal finger ring of Boardman's Type V or VI
(late fifth-early fourth centur-ies);' the lower edge of the impression makes a gentle
point, and the ring haft may have left a nick in the day just below the point.

WD 47 displays the familiar 'Master of Animals' motif. The slim, frontal nude hero
with his head in profile to his right is flanked by a pair of inverted animals, probably
lions, each of which he holds by one hind Leg. On the original ring, the flanking
animals were probably mirror images of each other. The general outlines of the
creature on the viewer's right are sufficiently preserved to show the curve of its torso,
one front leg resting on the ground and its head curled back as if to look up at the
hero. Of the animal on the left, a faint outline of the torso and the hind paw of the leg
gripped by the hero can be discerned. The static heraldic symmetry of the two animals
is somewhat offset by the assvmetrical stance of the hero. As on another, cruder
Daliyeh seal, represented in sc\:eral impressions.! the hero seems to have just stepped
to his right.

The rather scrawny proportions of the male figure's torso suggest that the ring was a
provincial product, perhaps made of bronze. Gold and silver, as precious metals, may
have merited the exclusive attention of the most talented artists in a workshop setting,
while apprentices. or provincial artists focussed on cheaper bronze. Even when freshly
impressed, the image could well have lacked clean definition.

The design on WD 47 is reminiscent of the numerous Achaernenid period stamps
and impressions found from Mesopotamia to Egypt showing the 'Pets.ian Hero' as

I BOludman. GGFR, p. 214.

1 WD JA, WD lOA., WD 118, WD 11, WD 240(pi XIX.1-J).
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Master of Arrirnals.! indeed, there are three such images among the Daliych bullae."
The 'Persian Hero' on some examples, although not those from Daliyeh, seems to
assume a pose similar to that of the WD 47 figure; arms out, but elbows flexed, one leg
extended. S On many of these seals good parallels are also found which help to identify
the slender animals on WD 47 as lions; often the hero handles them in exactly the
same fashion as the figure on WD 47.6

However, the figure on ¥lD 47 is nude, a condition never contemplated by the
'Persian Hero' or his Mesopotamian glyptic ancestors. The influence on WD 47 of
Near Eastern/Achaemenid glyptic conventions is obvious, but the nudity in addition to
the more vigorous stance of the hero on '''·D 47 also suggests Greek precedents, For
example, an identification of the WD 47 figure as Herakles is slightly bolstered by the
peculiar 'rays' of hair that project from the back of his head. These resemble the tufts
of fur on Herakles' head, visible on WD 39 (pl VI.2), which represented the head of
the Nemean lion.? A number of Greek-influenced Phoenician scarabs depict clearly
identifiable nude Heraklee figures wrestling a single animal."

There are also precedents for seeing the WD 47 figure in the guise of Herakles as
Master of Animals, A Greek scarab of the Archaic period shows HerakJes wearing the
lion skin on his head and grasping flanking winged horses." The Master of Animals,
however, is not always Herakles. At least one Archaic Greek seal shows an anonymous
nude Master of Anirnals.!"

The most compelling interpretation of WD 47 is that it shows Herakles, but in a
hybrid composition related to sixth- and fifth-century Phoenician and Greco-
Phoenician glyptic representations of the Egypco-Phoenician god Bes.l1 On some seals,
Bes, who is often but not always nude, may appear like Herakles smiting or wrestling
the lion;12 on others, he is Master of Animals, flanked by a variety of creatures.!" A

J cr. Legrain, Culture. pi LVII: Bregstein, Seal Use, nos. 1-51; Boardman, 'Pyramidal', pp. 33ff., nos. 106-15,
pi 5; P"tri", Ma<:kay, Wainwright, Ml'Ydu"", pbs 35-6, no. 25.

4 WD 17, WD 36, WD 51 (pi XVlI.1-3).

S Legrain, Culture, pi LVI.905; pi LVIl.911, 923

6 Legrein, Cu!t"re, pi LVI.901. 903, 90S, 906.

1 For other examples of Herakles in the lion skin, see discussion of \\'D 39, p. 90ff.

8 Cf., for exampf e Mosceri, Phoenicians, p. 518 and cat. no. 846, from Ibiza, Spain.
9 Boardman, AG GtmIS, no. 80 and pp. 4-9-50.

10Richter, MMA, 38 '" Richter, EGGE, 98 = Boardman, AG Gems, 135. a nude youth holding tlanking, ruring
hcrees, which Richter compares to a similar motif on a Clazomenian sarcophagus in the British Museum.

11 See L1MC, 'O"a', and 'Des (Cypri et in Phoenicia)'. Cf. also Boardman, AG G.mIIS,chap. 4, pasnm; and
Wallera, BMC, p. xxx; V. Wilson, "T'he Iconography of BC9with Particular Refeeenee to the Cypriote Evidence',
LIltJQnl 7 (1975) 77-103. Cf. also discussion of WD 5/168 (p. 107. above) and WD 2tD (p. 110, above).

tz Waltera. BMC, 368; LIMe, s.v. 'Des', p. 111. Cf. Walters. BMC, 279, a green jaspe r !Icarab. which i!l
rerrrirriscent of WD 42; Richter, MMA, 16, green jasper; ibid., 17, carnelian scarab; all from the aixth century.

13 Cf. de Ridder. Colkction, nos. 2767-8 carnelian, 'from Phoenicia', and de Ridder, Colle€tiort. no. 2772, green
jasper from Byblos; Johns, 'Eacevanons', pi XlV, 935 '" fig. 85, green jasper; R. D. Barnen and C. Mendlellon, eda.,
ThQ,rOI, (British Museum, London, 1987) pi 59, b8rt8 = Walters, BMC. 368, green jasper. cr. LIMe. 'B~', p.
111; Boardman, AG GtmIS, no. 64; Walters, BMC, 348, from Cyprus (note that the position of Bes'legs ill-similar to
that on WD +7). Cf. an urrps-evenanced Archaic chalcedony scarabcid in Paris (Boardman, AG Gems, no. 65
[Bibliotheque Nationale]); the Des-like creature holds apart inverted lions and standl! in the same position as the
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glass scarab, reportedly found at Ashkelon provides an interesting comparison; here a
naked Bes grasps flanking inverted lions of the same sort seen on WD 47.104

A final curious parallel is provided by a Phoenician scarab ('fifth/fourth century')
from Ibiza on which a bearded warrior in a tunic advances to his right, just as on "VO
47.15 Unlike the WD 47 wan-ior's symmetrical adversaries, the objects this warrior
grasps in his extended arms-a severed head and an axe-do not 'match', but the
overall composition is strikingly similar.

Thus WD 47 is most likely an glyptic palimpsest, combining elements of
Mesopotamian, Phoenician and Greek traditions. The Phoenicians were especially
prone to such scramblings in their artistic creations. Perhaps WD 47 preserves an
example of Phoenician workmanship. If WD 47 comes from a (cheaper) bronze ring, it
might reflect 3 local, even Samerian, work, produced s'wsy from an artistic center like
Sidon, but dependent on it for prototypes and patterns.

WD 47 comes from a fourth-century finger ring, possibly produced in Palestine
from bronze.

figure on WD 47. Note the cylinder impression. from Nippur (Bre-RStcin, SeQf Uft, no•. 206-7, 210). See al.o Spier,
And.", GfMIf, no •. 103-4.

14 L. Y. Rahmani, 'A Phoenician Scarab from A'hkelon', 'Atiqot [En8li.h Serict] XI ft976) 110-t t, pi 31.3.
u M<H~li, Phot!1liciotfJ, cat. no. 840, steatite, in I silver mount.
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WD 45. Winged Boar Protome
(PLATE::Xll,3)

Mus. Inv. 942
Loose selling
Image size; 1.7 em x 1 em
Bulla size: 1.7 em x 1.4 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; left and tight of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

THE profile of the broad, leaf-shaped bezel of a metal finger ring is easily discerned on
WD 45. This is a late-fifth/early fourth century bezel type! found frequently among
the Wadi Daliyeh bullae.

Although much obscured by abrasion and misleading losses, WD 45 portrays the
winged forepart (protome) of a boar flying in profile to the viewer's left. The boar
extends both forelegs sharply forward. Below the long snout a curved tusk emerges
from the ShOTt lower jaw. Just under the upper edge of the impression faint traces of
the mane bristles that no Greek or Greco-Persian boar lacks may still be seen. In place
of normal hindquarters, this boar has two wings arranged 'scissors fashion' and curling
gently upward at the ends. Each wing seems to have two parallel ranks of feathers,
although the feathers survive only on the lower rank of the upper (near) wing.

Traditionally hostile creatures of the' forests and mountains, boars wreak havoc in
numerous Greek myths and fragments of legendary lore." The fact that in some
variants a boar deals death to both Attis and Adonis, two 'Oriental' figures from the
Greek point of view, is intriguing hut probably insignificant here.!

Archaic and Classical Greek coins often displayed truncated versions of real and
supernatural creatures." In fact, a lion forepart appears on two fourth-century Samar ian

1 Boardman, GGFR, p. 214.

2 Both Artemi5 and Ares are associated with beers. The most famous is probably the K.lydonian boar, sent as an
agent of destruction by Artemis (Iliad IX. 5lSff). As. a boy on Mt. Parnaasus, Odysseus was gored by II wild boar,
the cause of his famous scar (Odysuy XIX. 439).

3 Attis: PalK., VII, 17. 10-12, Arnobius, Adt.'. Nat. V, Sff. For the birth and death of Adonis: Apollod., Bibl.,
III, 14, 4; Ovid M,t. 10.298ff. J. G. Fruer's Adonir Auir Osi,.ir (London, 1903) i. still II fascinating work. The
Lydian King Croesus' son was killed durina II boar hunt on Mt. Olympoll in MY8ia (Herodeeus 1.34ff); hill name
was Atys .

• Winged prntorne of a griffin: Jenkins, Coi,u, 195 (a hekte of Phokaia, c.406O); winged protome of a horse:
Jenkins, Cai.,u, 190 (a gold stater of LampsEtkO£, 450-430i cf. Kraay, COi"I, 74. a similar image on an electrum
itater, c.500)i I winged lion forepart: Jenkinll, Coins, 48 (1".480, a gold hekte of Lesbos}.
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issues, and a horse protome appears on one.! The forepart of a winged boar appears on
the obverse of coins minted in Asia Minor in the late sixth century." Both wingless and
winged boar foreparts appeared on Lycian coins of the early fifth century. 7 While the
boar on WD 45 differs from those on the coins in being more elongated to fit within
the leaf-shaped oval of the ring," it is identical to the numismatic device,
notwithstanding the fact that these parallels antedate the Samaria Papyri by over a
century.

Two Archaic or early Classical Greek seals," one a scaraboid, the other of unknown
form, depict the forepart of a winged boar.!" The same design appears on a group of
Archaic scarabs whose provenances in East Greece and the Aegean islands mirror the
distribution of the motif on coins."

Boardman dubs the winged boar foreparts on these gems 3 'special problem',
wondering if 'the Ionian preference for winged demons may have suggested this
type' ,12 and noting that the design appears on Etruscan" as well as some Greco-
Phoenician green jasper scarabs from Phoenicia and Thanos. H More recently he has

.~M~shorer_Qedar,- COi'l(2g~of Samaria, nos. 13-14 (lion); no. 24 (horse). M~short:r cites coins of Cypriote
AmalhU3 u possible prototypes for the lions (34).

6 Polykrates, tyrant of Samos, issued a ser-ies of drachma with the forepart of a winged boar on the obverse
(Kraay, Coins, 96-7), Cf. also coins minted around 500 by Mytilene on Lesbes (Jenkins, Corns, 53; electrum hekte
[one-sixth of a stater]) and (prohably) by hlysol on Rhodes (Kraay, Coins, 94) and Klazomenae on the central COIlSt
of Asia Minor (jenkins, Coins, 24, silver didrachm [= Kraay, CoilH, 112]); a winged boar was said OO(;eto have
ravaged the territory of Klazomenae (Aelian Hist. animo 12.38, a late source).

7 Kraay, Coinz, 983 (wingless); Hill, BMC Coins, 18 [Lycie], pi 6, 16.

8 Cf. Bn!rdmllO, AG Gmu, 376, a winged lion forepart with airnilarty elongated wings.
9 Boardman, AG Genu. p. 152,

10 Boardman, AG GfflI.!, SS8 (= AGDS 1.1 [Munich], no. 1,72 [A 13701, bought in Rome); Boardman, AG Gmu,
S59, unknown form and location (= Lippold, Gemmm, pi 112.13).

Cf. also Boardman, AG G~ms, 560, acaraboid showing the forepart of II winged boar attached to one human leg
and male genitals t- Boardman, GGFR, fig. 196 = Richter, ECCE, 179 == E. Babelon, CoIleuiMl PuutJtTt de fa
CJwprllr _ , . Biblioth~e Nationalr [Paris, 1899] no. 44).

Ct. alae AJhmolean{EGFR, S6 (1941.113) (=). Boardman, 1l1and Gmu [London, 1963J 231) a serpentine lentoid
depicting a winged boar forepart which Bo!rdman dates to the second half of the sixth ceneurv.

11 BoardmBn, GGFR, 399 [Basel, Dreyfus Coli.) and Richter, RGGE, 179 (= Bo.ardman,...tG Gmu, 500 = AGDS
II [Berlin], no. 103 = Furtwangler, Bnchrtih"K, 166, from Myrilene). In his entry on the lentoid atamp Ileal
(Alhmo{ean/EGFR, 56), Boardman notes both the Dreyfus carnelian scarab and another !imilar-apparently
unpuhlished-c-scarah in the Seyrig Collection. Cf. also Boatdman, AC Gems, 498-9, 501 (= AGDS II [Berlin], no.
102 = FUrlwiingler, BelCll,~ibuIw, 165, from KYlheTII).

12 Boardman, AG Gmu, pp. 146-7.

13 Boardman, AG Omu, p. 147 n. 11.

14 Boardman, AG Gmu, p, 147 n, 10, 11.

For the Gn:co-Phoenician gems, cr. C. W. Mansell, [n.t.}, Gazettt. ArrMfJlogiqut IV (1878) 50-53, three fip. on
p. 50. The firee, 'dt PMnjci~ m""~', is in the Cabinet des Medllilles, Bibliotheque Nation.le, Paris, Collection de
Luynee no. 292. ThE two others one a areEn jllper, the other I carnelian Icaub, came from the cemetery .t
Tharro! on Sudini •. By the Penian period at lean, boars had entered Phoenician iconography. Anoth~r green j'lper
ac.r.b, in the Metropotiliin MUSEum (Richter, MMA, 16 [37.11.7J), .how. De. with a lion .Iung over hi! ehculdee
and In inverted bOlr clutched in one hind.

There Ippelr to be IWo 'boar' itema smong the excevetee Thafro, mlteri.1 in the Briti.h Mu.eum: a bone
amulel from Grave 9 which '.hould perh • .,. be cOlllidered • Sicilian or Greek import' (Barnen-MendlelOn, Tfuwrol.
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stated that the device of joined animal foreparts or 'animal whorls' (a category to which
winged boar foreparts belong) is a Greek motif, copied occasionally by the
Phoenicians. IS There is some disagreement over the date of the Phoenician green jasper
scarabs; Acquaro suggests the fifth and fourth centuries, while Boardman opts for the
Archaic period (sixth and early fifth centuries};"

Whether or not the motif originated in the East Greek world, the presence during
the Persian period of winged boar foreparts on Phoenician seals in the 'green jasper
series' raises the possibility that the ring behind WD 45 came to Samaria from
Phoenicia, While it repeats a motif found on the 'green jasper series', WD 45 belongs
to a different seal tradition. The ring shape places \VD 45 beyond the Archaic period,
and there is no reason to doubt it was produced in the early to mid-fourth century,
contemporary 'with the Samaria Papyri."

Might the appearance of WD 45 in Persian Palestine (and originally Phoenicia?)
reflect Persian cultural influence in the area?18 The boar apparently had a special
significance in Persia. In a prophecy, Cyrus the Great was described as an animal
'more courageous than a boart.!" Later, it was associated with the god Mithra and
figured as a royal symbol on Sassanian seals."

On Greco-Peraian gems of the Classical period, one finds several portraits of single
boa-s;" also scenes of hunters in Median dress attacking wild boar on foor" and from

1IS, cat. no. 9/37), and a green jasper scarab with the forepart. uf a boar joined to the inverted forepart of a lion (cat.
no. 31/19 = Walters, BMC, 421). Barnett also mentions a green jallper scarab showing a boar dil<Coveredin Tomb 2
of Canon Spano's nineteenth century excavations at Tharros (p. 31). Cf. also-the serpentine scarab in Hanover with
a lion fighting a boar (AGDS IV [Hanover], 13 [KI843]).

Petrological analysis of the 'g-n'en jasper' (actually greenstone fades) scarabs has demonstrated tm.t the stone has
the same 'fingerprint' regardless of whether a scnrab comes from the eastern or western Mediterranean (Boardman,
'Scarabs', p- 100). Thus, although some scholars believe that the workshop was on Sardinia, questions about the
loclltion of the actual 'green jasper wo~kllhops' remain unanswered. Cf. S. Moscati and A. M. Costa, "L'origine degli
ecerabei in diaspro,' Rioina di Studi Ferticll0 (1982) 203-11.

IS Boardman, 'Scarabs', 102.
This may well be true, but could the animal 'whorls' on Nee-Babylonian and Achaerneni.d seals perhaps have

been a prior influence on the eastern Greek motif? Cf. Legrain, Culture, 872-85.
16 Baeneer-Mendleson, Tharros, 43.

17This might support Acquaro's later dating of the 'green jasper series'. On the other hand, the lack of Ilny seals
in the 'green jasper ser-ies' at Daliyeh could alao indicate that this tradition had died out by the fourth century,
giving way to a preference for finger rings.

18Older sources, such as Mansell (see above n. 14) mention that the Syrians called the month which ended with
the summer solstice Khaziran ('boar') and celebrated the death of Adonis at this time, the idea being that II celestial
boar devours the sun. The present editor is reluctant to make much of the Adonis-boar connection in view of the
lateness of the sources on Adonis and also in view of the fact that lillie of a concrete nature is known about the
earlier manifestations of the god, including hi, real name.

rs Athen. 14, 633e. cr. Wiir'erbut:h der Mythologit<, H. W. von Haussig, ed. (Stuttgart, 1961) 'Eber', and K.
Erdmllnn, 'Eberderetellung und Ebersymbolic in Iran', Bonner' JahFbikher 147 (1942) 345 if.

20 WiirterlJUch d61 MythologU, H. W, von HauRsig, ed. (Stuttgart, 1961) J.V. 'Eber'.

21 Boardman, GGFR, 914, 945; Boardman, GGFR, 897 shows II boar attacked by two dogs. On the back of
Boardman, GGFR, 628 (= Galling, 'Bildsiegel', 00. 42) a two-sided scaraboid without recorded provenance (in
whereabouts are ambiguous as well; Glllling says it is in the British Museum, but Boardman records it as being in
Leningrlld), appears a glllloping boar surrounded by an inscription in Aramaic. Galling admits his reading is
qutuionable but record, the inscription a, rrllFJtd lund Ilk [..). The element mtr indic.tea it probably belonged to a
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horseback." Boars do not really enter the Mcsopotarnian-etyle" cylinder seal repertoire
until the Persian period when a number of cylinder seals, stylistically related to the
Greco-Persian series and probably of Lydian origin/' show a hunter confronting a
boar." This motif also appears on a series of stylistically different cylinder seals with
provenances in North Mesopotamia and Susa;" this more linear tradition is probably
descended from Neo-Elarnite styles" which are perhaps the ultimate source for the
Grecc-Peraian image.

As is well known, among many Semitic peoples swine seem to have been more or
less taboo; it is proverbial in the Bible.t" Apparently the Egyptians also had dietary
laws relating to swine.t" and the sow was a popular Egyptian fertility symbol.>' As
animals sacred to various gods of Babylon, swine were eaten only during selected

Persian. Boardman groups GGFR, 628 with his 'plain eastern gems' and suggests, without much evidence, a source
in the Syria-Palestine (llollrdmlln, GGFR, p. 209).

A limestone sarcophagus, c.470-4,,0, from Goigoi on Cyprus (now in the British Museum) is decorated with II

low relief frieze of Cypriot(?) warriors, dressed as Greek hop lites, lind hunting a bull and a boar (illustrated in
V. Tatton-Drown, Ancient Cypnl$ [British Museum, London, 1987] fig. SO).

n Boardman, GGFR, 926 r- Richter, EGGE, 498::: Athens, National Museum, numismatic section inv , 890), II

chalcedony .'Icaraboid. Also cf. Boardman, GGFR, 885, 972.

23 Bosrdman, GGFR. 90S, 92+-5, fig. 290, no. 132 (not illustrated). Cf. the li~t on p. 440.

24 Boars seem much more significant in Indo-European than in Semitic cultures. Note that E. Herzfeld (Iran in
Iht Am:irml EOJt [OXford, 1944]) mentions a Jemdet NllIr (fourth millennium) stamp seal with II boar from 'Tepe
Giyan in Inn (p. 70, fig. 135). There arc no boars on any of the numerous Mesopotamian cylinder seals published
in Legrain, Culturl' before the Pen ian period,

J. G. Frazer collected boar-related rituels and symbolism in 11u Gotallfl Brnqh. Part V, Spirits of th~ Corfl and of
tlu Wild, Purl II (London, 1980 (repr. 3rd ed., 1913]).

25 Collon, First Imprnsions, 93, re: no. 427.

26 v..'iseman, Cylindtr, 111 (British Mu~cum 89144 ('" Collon, FirsllmpremrJl1s. 698]); Collon, Firlt ImprttsionJ,
922, from Babylon (Berlin VA (967), p, 155; Boardman, GGFR, 850 (Boston Museum of Fine Arts 03.1011);
Boardman. GGFR, no. H1 (Cooke Collection). Cf. the cylinder seal impressionJ from Nippur in Legrain, CU/lUrf!,
987,990 (impressions from NipP\.Ir) and in Bregstein, Seal Use, n05. 145-51 and 178. See also A. Goetze, "Three
Acheernenlan Tags', B"ytuJ 8 (1944) 99 (seal b, from Telloh in southern Mesopotamia?) and pi II, h; also Schmidt,
Pn'JtjNJUs II, pi 10, no. H.

For stamp seal impreeelone ct. Legrain, Cul/ure, 819. 824--5; also Legrllin, Ur, 803, the impression of a "lozenge,
shaped ring Slone' decorated with a lion lind boar; a180 Schmidt, P,rupoliJ ll, pi 14, no. 73 (II. ,ingle attllcking bon).

The lame motif, a mounted hUnter accompanied by hi~ dog and attacking II boar, appears on a Phrygian
limestone stele in htanbul dated to the end of the fifth century (jJ]u~trated in Turki,h Ministry of Culture,
Anatolian Civilisations: vu.n [htanbul), 8 H6).

n P. AmiCI, Glyptiqut SUJitflnt (Pari,: 1972) no. 2204, found in The French excllvations at SU5a; Collan, Fi'Jt
Imp'tuirms, no. 426 (= Wieernen, Cy{jndrr, 99 '" British Museum 102557).

28 Collon, Fj,st ImpnfuianJ, p. 93.
29 Ley 11:7; Deul 14:8.

30 Swineherds seem to have been the 'untouchables' of Egypt (Herodotus 2.47); d. alao, intn alill. .loaephua Ap.
2.13,

31 Barnett-Mendluon, ThtJ,roJ, p. 1t5. The boar, on the other hind, .teems to have no place in EaYPlian
iconography.
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Festival a.P Lucian, in the early second century CE, notes that pigs were taboo at the
Syrian holy city of Hierapclia."

Wild boar posed a real threat to growing crops in Palestine and supplied the
metaphor in Ps RO:13 for an enemy who has laid Israel waste;" In the nineteenth
century, naturalist H. B. Tristram described the ravages of the herds of wild boar who
lived in the 'reedy marshes and thickets along the banks of the Jordan from Jericho to
the Lake of Oennesarer";" Samarians in the fourth century were no doubt acquainted
with wild boar and would have known perfectly well what the strange creature on WD
45 was supposed to be.

In view of biblical Israelite taboos, it is surprising to find a boar device here and also
possibly on WD 23. But the supposed Israelite horror of swine is actually Jess than
monolithic. For example, according to 1 Chr 24:15, "'In ('swine', 'boar') seems to have
been the eponym of an Aaronid priestly house in jerusalem." The preponderance of
Jewish names in the Samaria Papyri increases the likelihood that the seal ring behind
WD 45 may have belonged to a YHWH-worshipping citizen of Samaria. However, it
remains an open question whether designs on seal rings from this time and place reflect
religious conviction or practice in any way; \VD 23 and WD 45 may ultimately tell us
nothing about kosher laws in the early Second Temple Period.

In summary, even though no metal finger rings comparable to WD 45 have been
found, there are abundant precedents for the winged boar forepart on Archaic Greek
coins from Asia Minor, including Rhodes and Lycia. In addition, the motif is found on
Archaic and early Classical engraved gems in both the Greek and Greco-Phoenician
idioms. When the Greek examples have provenances, they seem to come from Ionia
and southern Asia Minor.

The apparent gap be,tween these parallels and the presumed early/mid fourth-
century date of the WD 45 ring is not troubling. In the first place, too little is still
known about the period for such a 'gap' to be very worrisome. Furthermore, the
glyptic parallels themselves lack firm dates, provenances and archaeological contexts.
The presumed gap is lessened somewhat by a gold clothing ornament found in a fifth
century Scythian tomb. J7 It is an almost exact replica of the winged boar forepart on
the late-Archaic Greek coins. Finally, there is always the argument that like the

32 Interpr~Ur's Dictionary of the Bibl~, 5.V. 'Swine.'

33 Lucian, De den Syria 54. A sow appears on a late Punic stele from Cllrthage next to a knife and an altar,
sugge5ting that at this time, the sow was a sacrificial animal (S. Mcscarl, ![enici e cartagi7le [Turin, 1972] 279).

34 See ABD, e.v. 'Zoology'.

35 H. B. Tristram, Thl! Notura! History oj till! Bib!lI-~(London, 1898) 54.

36 F. M. CT05S kindly drew this passage to my atlention. The Chronicler is probably writing in the Persian
period; the list of priestly families in 1 Chronicles 24 has no parallel in Samuel_Kings and probably should be
understood as post-Exilic material. There clearly seems to have be!:n such 11 family in Jerusalem in the time of Ezra
when 8 'chief of the people' named l;Iezir one of the signatories to Ezra's covenant (Neh 10:21). A well-known
landmark in Jerusalem's Kidron Valley is the Hellenistic Tomb of the priestly family, the Bene Hezir.

37 From the Latlds of th, Scytlliatls: Anciml Treasures from 111, Museums oj the USSR, 3000 B.C.-JOO B.C. =

Metropolitan MWeIo!m of Art Bul/eli", XXXII, no. 5 (1973-74) [Specialls8ue] pi 9, cat. no. 51. from Taman. Seven
Brothers, Kurgan 2; d. M. I. Artomonov, The Splendor of Scythian Art (New York, 1969) figs. 43-4, 46-50. Other
euch ornaments also seem to copy Gre'ek nurniematic devices, such as the owl of Athens.
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Scythian ornament, the WD 4S ring came from a provincial workshop still using old
patterns that had disappeared from 'mainstream' glyptic art.



WD 55. Lion Scratching His Ear
(pLATE XII!.1)

Mus.lnv.952
Loose scaling
Irnage aizc: 1.2 ern x 1.5 t.:m
Bulla size: l.ll em x 1.9 em
Clay colour: black (burnt)
String not p'reserved: str-ing holes left and right of image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: ringstone? scaraboid?

THIS broad oval sealing has survived in its complete circumference. The shape and
raised outline suggests a shallowly carved seal, perhaps set in a metal ring mount. The
overall condition of the sealing is fairly good although there is a deep gash across the
lion's haunch.

WD 55 is one of the most charming of the Wadi Daliyeh impressions. It depicts a
shaggy-maned lion scratching himself behind the ear with his right Tear paw. The
contrast between the innate majesty of lions and this homely, doglike activity animates
the tiny composition.

The scratching lion motif also appears on at least three bullae in the Hecht Group of
Samar-ian sealings, none duplicating WD 5S and all carved more deeply and more
crudely. Two are duplicates of each other and come from a more narrowly horizontal
seal than VitD 55;! the third bulla probably came from a seal carved in the same
workshop as the seal which produced the duplicate bullae. This is thus a design
attested in three versions in fourth-century Samaria,

The reclining lion's bristly back, seen essentially from the side, arches across the
centre of the sealing and repeats the shape of the outline of the seal. The lion's broad
head is seen frontally and from above. His long, tufted tail curls casually around his
left leg. There is nothing hieratic here, nOT are there any decorative anatomy patterns
to suggest oriental parallels. The style is Greek; Boardman would perhaps say the Lion
was behaving in a Greek manner.I

On a number of Archaic Greek coins, animals curve around to scratch or lick
themeelvee.! However, while mules, cows, and dogs may stoop to such undignified

I PI XX1I1.11; see also Stem/Hecht, 'Hoard', drawing pi 1.7, 8, 10.

2 Boardman, GGFR, p. ]14. Cf. Boardmlln's discussion of Greek, Court Style, and Mixed Style animals in
Boardman, GGFR, p. ]12. There is II. pOSSibility that there are Phoenician traits in the bacqround of WD 55. A
seventh-cerrrury Phoenician ivory from Nimrud of II. crouching calf with its head curling toward its hind feet dcea
nat seem terribly different in concept from WD 55 {Moecari, Phoenicia,". cat. no. 99 [British Museum WA 1181401.

] The Ga"etl Collection II [Auction catalogue, October 16-18, 1984; Bank Leu, Zurich] lot no. 213), a cow
scratching her nose with her hind lea:on a rare Euboian silver tetradrachm of (:",500 (see also Kraay, Coiru, 269-71).
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behaviour on official coinage, lions generally do not." Scratching animals do show up
on Archaic Greek seals; indeed, the motif seems to go as far back as Minoan glyptic
ar-t.! Especially during the Archaic period, Greek artists seem to have enjoyed fitting
the rounded contours of scratching animals into the circular or oval frame of a seal."
Two Greco-Persian tabloid (multi-faced) seals in Munich assigned to the fifth century
include a scratching dog among their various animal and human subjects.'

Cyprus is the putative source of Boardman's late Archaic 'Group of the Cyprus
Lions' ,8 a group of seals which includes t',VQ scratching felines. The provenances of this
category (c.SOO) are Cypriote and Phoenician, with parallels 'in green jasper, the
Phoenician material, but Greek in style [.]'Q The first of these 'Cyprus Lions" is in the
de Clercq collection." The second, a ringstone in Nicosia whose shallow engraving
recalls the style of WD 55, also includes a large rnu rex shell, the source of Phoenician
purple dye.!' Both lions arch their backs, curl their tails and extend their left leg
downward in exactly the same manner as the WD 55 lion. The elongated legs on these
two lions are like those of WD 55; the heads are viewed frontally and from above as on
WOSS.

There are some subtle differences in style, if not pose, between these 'Cyprus Lions'
and WD 55. The two 'Cyprus Lions' mentioned above have sketchy manes and
elongated, almost emaciated bodies, particularly around the shoulder and chest-
several ribs protrude clearly on both. By contrast, the \;VD S5 lion seems sturdier, with
muscular shoulders, a broader head and a rich mane. However, damage to the sealing
surface makes it impossible to say whether there were once any visible ribs. On the
other hand, the two 'Cyprus Lions' seals differ from each other in that the first has a
hatched border making it look more archaic than the sec~nd, which lacks any
indication of border at all.

A mule turns back to lick its right hind leg on a Lycian silver stater of the mid-fifth century dynast Kprlli (Hill,
BMC Cains, 28 [L)'da] pl IV.l0, and Morkholm.Zahle, "Coinage", pi III, nos. 93-7).

~ But note that by the Clasaical period, Greek artists depicted lions only on second-hand evidence. G. M. A.
Richter (Anima{s in Grel1t Scu{pru,l' [New York, 1930] 8) recognized that dogs provided the model for most
Clas$ical lions. Boardman suggests as perhaps Greco-Peete the unusual motif of u lion with its head turned back 10

inspect its genitals (Boardman, AG Genu, 401 and p. 128, with references to two Greco-Punic seals from Sardinill).

S AGDS II, Berlin, no. 40, a late Minoan II chalcedony lentojd with a lion sctlltching himself on the head with
his hind paw (= Furtwinglc[', Btschrdbrmg, pi I).For similar' late Helladic II and Late Minoln II lentoid 5ellla, see
AGDS 1,1, Munich, no•. 61-2.

(; Boardman, AG Gnm, 569j Boardman, GGPR, 521 (Moscow Hislorical Museum 10561); Legrain, Ur, no. 830,
impres'ilion of a Persian period metal finger ring; Boardman, GGFR, 400 = Boardman, AG Gt"", no. 529, an
Archaic scarab from CyprUS (Nicosia Museum no. 196+).

, Boardman'a 'Arndt Group'; ef. Boardman, GGFR, p. 314, fig. 289 = AGDS 1,1, Munich, no. 249, pl. 28-9;
red jalper: AGDS 1,1, Munich, no. 250, pis 28-9: I cornelian pyramidal seal with a pair of boars, I running gOlt, I

dOli scratl:hing itself and a fox.

8 Boardman, GGFR, p- 152. Cf. also Boardman, AG G~, pp. 1JOff.

q BOllrdman, GGFR, p. 152. For example. Boardman, AG GI!'IJIS, no. 478, a green j8S~r scarab bought in
Athena, now in Boston (Bolton MFA 27.679): a bull scrah:he. his nose with his hind leg.

10 Boardman, GGFR, 385 ::; Boardman, AG Gnm, no. +24, pi 30 ;: de Ridder, Collection, 2794: a chalcedony
scuaboid from Beirut; a lion (or plnthllH?) IM:ratcheshis nose with hi. hind leg .u a cock and an Ethiopiln look on,
from Beirut with a Cypr-iote in.cription, B~rdman thinka the 'animal mixture' may derive from hieroglyph devices.

11Carnelian, Boardman, GGFR, 386 = Boardman, AG GeMS,no. 425, pl 30 (Nicosia Museum no. 1960).
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It should be noted that these two 'Cyprus Lions', 'which Boardman assigns to the
same hund.P are carved in different materials and appear on similar, but not identical,
seal types. Boardman also believes the same artist carved a third seal in the 'Cyprus
Lions' group: a blaek jasper scaraboid from Cyprus depicting a pair of symmetrically
positioned fighting lions." The heads of both lions on this seal are a little stockier than
those of the two scratching lions and are held at the same angle, in relation to the body
and extended forelegs, as the \VD 5S lion. The duelling felines are more like 'VO SS in
that they are sleeker, without the emaciated look of the scratching lions. Also strikingly
similar are the bristles down to the middle of the back, and the way the herringbone
mones on both the WD 55 lion and the' two fighting Jions are cut away on the
shoulder. As with the two scratching 'Cyprus Lions' and the WD S5 lion, these two
lions have very long legs and like the 'Cyprus Lions', WD SS could have come from a
scaraboid or a ringstone. The fighting lions seal provides the connection to WD S5 and
leads to the ascribing of WD 5S to the same workshop or, at least, artistic tradition.!"
Boardman includes in his fourth century 'Common Style' category a lion with prey
which looks very similar to the 'Cyprus Lions' and may relate to WD 55. IS

With its many Archaic period parallels, it is possible that \VD S5 may have been an
heirloom sealstone of the first half of the fifth century. On the other hand, the cited
un excavated parallels cannot be solidly dated and could be later, or WD 55 and its
associated bullae in the Hecht Group could be examples of the survival .into the fourth
century of an Archaic seal motif, a phenomenon suspected in the case of other Wadi
Daliyeh seals. It is possible that the WD SS lion is an 'import' from Phoenicia proper
or Cyprus, while a local Samarian workshop produced' the other two seals from
Samaria with scratching lions."

12Boardman, GGFR, p. 185, entry for ]84.

13Boardman, GGFR, 384 = Boardman, AG Gems, no. 423 = Zazoff, AG, pi 24.1 = Richter. EGGE, 201 =

Walters, BMC, no. 450 (Briti!h MU15eum 1909.6-15.1): inscribed in Cypriote script with the Greek name,
Arisookles.

14A carnelian seal from Carthage in the Ml.lsec de Carthage with a scratching horse (Moscati, Pna#f'llicians, no.
273, ' .••.th-]rd century B.C.') gives evidence that the motif continues to appear in Phoenician contexts for several
centuries.

IS Boardman, GGFR, 619, an agate scaraboid in the Peronne Danicourt Collection. The herringbone mane, rib
incisions and curly tail recall both WD SS and the 'Cyprus Lions'.

16 Lion. were apparently popular in Samaria; they appear several times on sell.1a(WD 37 and WD 55; the Hecht
Group lion. [pI XXIII.IQ-12]; cf. Stem/Hecht, 'Hoard', drawings pl 1) and on Samar-ian coins (Meshoru_Qedar.
Gamage oj So_ria, nos. 13-14.22, 42.• 54,62). The: lions on the coins lind seatings look quite different from each
other, and it aeeme unlikely that the various engravers of any of the lion coins worked on the seals with lion designs.



WD 37. Lion

(PLATE XIII.2)

MUll. Irrv. 934
Loose sealing
Image: aiac: 1. t em x 1.4 em
Bulla size: 1.3 em x 10S em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String presented; left and right of horizontal image
Papyrus fragments on hack
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: scaraboid? metal finger ring?

ONLY the general outlines of the design on \VD 37 remain. A slight imprint of the seal
rim appears at the bottom centre of the impression; otherwise no edges survive to
indicate whether the original seal was a ring or an engraved gem. The shallow
impression was probably never very distinct. The duplicate sealing of WD 37 in the
Hecht Group (PI XXIII.9) is too fragmentary to provide any supplementary details.

The single lion on WD 37 stands in profile to the right with his head turn~d
frontally toward the viewer. His substantial mane may once have been quite
impressive, covering his right (near) shoulder and extending almost to the middle of
his back. Of the lion's two forelegs only one paw is still clearly visible, and it is
difficult to tell to which leg it belongs. The hind legs are clearer, with the lion's (near)
right leg placed a little behind the left. Only the tail is absolutely unambiguous, trailing
down behind him and terminating in a tiny tuft.

Lions are a common subject in both eastern and western gtyptic art. The naturalistic
depiction of the lion on WD 37 most probably puts it stylistically in the Greek, Greco-
Persian, or Greco-Phoenician rather than purely Near Eastern glyptic tradit ion.!
However, a Samar-ian predisposition for the lion motif would be logical in view of the
strong Syro-Palestinian-including Israe1ite--Iron Age tradition of seals with Iions.?

1 The categories lire very fluid and include Greco-Persian. Greco-Phoenician, Oriemalizing, East Greek, etc. cr.
Boardman, GGFR. 8+4, 866, 889, 907. 909, 959, 99$ (all categorized a. Greco-Persian); Boardman, 'Pyramidal',
pl 3; pi 6. 140 and pi 8. 19<J(Eut Greek, Lydian, 'Orientalizinll', ero.).

2 See in particular the well-known loet seel of Shemlll' se rvane of Yarob'am found at Megiddo (Henrin, Oayagi.
Mendele, blScrib~d Stab, no. 3 '" Galling, 'Uildliegf'I', no. 17); cr. Galling, 'Bildaiegel', nos. 18-22; A. Lemaire,
'Nouveau eceau nord-oueer lemilique avec un lion rugiIB&nt', Stmi,icQ 29 (1979) 67-9; idem, "I'reie eceaux inscrill
incdill avec lion rugisllIInt', SftIlitico 39 (1990) 1.1-21; AvigBd, 'Seala and SeaJin8l', lE, 14 (196<4-)19D-93; id"", 'A
Group of Hebrew Scal. from the Hecht Collection', F,stttltriji Rnlhm Htclu (JeruQlem, 1979) no. 2; idrm, 'A New
SflI! Depicting_ Lion', Micltm_im 6 (1992l·JJ-6j Ind Alhmolean/ANES Ill, p. 40. O. Keel deacribel the roaring
lion aa originally I north Syrian motif adopted in Phoenician_ and Aramaic_apuking circle. (Keel.Uehlingcr,
G6,linnM. 21<4-,.
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With at least five seals depicting single lions attested between the Wadi Daliyeh ' and
Hecht Group bullae," and five different versions of lions on Samar-ian coinage," lions
would appear to have been particularly favoured by the Samarians.

Achaemenid Court Style lions on seals" occasionally appear alone, but usually in full
profile and with stylized linear ornamentation on their shoulders and r-ibs." A crude
version of this Court Style lion appears on a Samar-ian coin of the Persian period." The
WD 37 lion's mane seems more naturalistic than the bristly, almost sparse Achaemenid
vers ion.? Although their heads may be frontal, the seated lions on Phoenician green
jasper seals also differ from WD 37.1U

In Achaernenid art, lions may appear WIth frontal heads but almost exclusively in
scenes where they are shown attacking another animal.!' This convention carried over
into Archaic and Classical Greek art, including seats;" A number of lions with frontal
heads on Classical seals are shown surprised in the process of eating, and are eyeing the
viewer war-ily.U On the foregoing examples of frontal headed felines, the animals are in
action: attacking, eating, suckling, stalking. The "\\TD 37 lion does not seem involved in
any special enterprise. He simply stands and turns his head frontally.

Studies of single animals in profile;" some posing passively, appear on ring
impressions from Nippur and also on Greco-Persian scaraboids and rings. The bull on

3 WD 37, WD 55 (pi XIII.I).

4 See pi XXIII. 9-12.

S Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria, nos. 13-14 (lion forepart), 22 (Court Style striding lion), 42 (seated
Court Style lion), 54 (seated Court Style lion), 62 (frontal lion).

6 Boardman, GGFR, 908 (Paris, ON 6000), a blue chalcedony scaraboid.

7 Boardman, 'Pyramidal', p . 34. Cf. also Legrain, Ur, nos. 793 (impression of a conoid stamp), 794 (impression
of a leaf-shaped ring bezel).

H Meehorer-Qedar, Coinage of Samaria, no. 22, a silver herniobol from the NablU15Hoard; on the reverse the
Persian king kneels with bow and spear.

9 Cf. the lions on the Persepolis reliefs and on the glazed brick lion frieze at Susa. Legrain, Culture, no. 820 is an
impression from Nippur of a leaf-shaped metal finger ring (the cuneiform text apparently mentions thai it was a
gold ring) showing a lone roaring lion walking in profile beneath a winged sun disk. Cf. also Legrain, Ur, for
fragments of day casts of Achaemenid metal cups elaborately decorated with abstract designs and figures, induding
lions (nos. 834, 836).

Stern ('Seal Impressions', 6-16 and in Malttrjal Culture, 209-13) discusses a group of bullae from Persian period
contexts which show single lions, either seen horizontally in profile, or rampant; the latter are accompanied by
Persian-style incense burners. The seals were probably of local manufacture and very crude. Stern suggests,
probably correctly. that the motif was taken from more elaborate compositions on Persian seals; sec Keel's
comments on the subject in Gottimren, 446-8. The lion on WD 37 comes from a different tradition.

10 Moscati, Phoenicians, cat. nos. 655-6, 848.

11 The belt examples are the reliefs from Peraepolis. Cf. Legrain, Ur, no. 797.

12Cf. Boardman, AG Gems (inter alia). 365, 391, 409, 413; Boardman, GGFR, 696-7, 935.

13 Boardman, GGFR, 693, a gold ring, in Boston (MFA 98.785). Cf. alia Boardman, GGFR, 619, and the design
on a (Greek_~tyle?) ring impression from Aebaernenld Ur (Legrain, Ur, no. 803). The lion devouring his prey also
appears in the de Clercq group of Phoenician rings (de Ridder, Colledjo", no. 2870 = Boardman, GGFR, fig. 224)
and in the Hecht Group of Samerian bullae (pi XXII1.12).

1+Legrain, C'llltur~, 820 = Breauein, Seal Use, no. 280; Legraln, Culture, 818 '" Breglltein, S~al US", no. 281;
elao Bregstein, Seal U", nos. 279, 282-5 (all the above except Bregstein, Seal Use, no. 282 are impressions from
gold or bronze rings).
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a Greco-Peraian 'Mixed Style' scaraboid in the Ashmolean Museum is shown in a
stance like that of the WD 37 lion." Stylistically, the Daliyeh lion differs from the hull
whose knobby body results from free use of the drill. Nevertheless, the WD 37 lion
probably fits best in the vague Grecc-Pers ian category which allows for local
workshops imitating 'pure' Greek styles as well as creating hybrids of their own. The
WD 37 seal was perhaps produced purposely for a Syro-Palestiriian clientele with a
history of lion seals.

Finally, a possible numismatic parallel may be adduced here. This is a Siculo-Punic
silver four-drachma coin of the mid-fourth century." On the reverse, the bushy-maned
lion who stands before a palm tree and looks out at the viewer might have provided the
model for our lion on WD 37. It is possible that the lion on this Punic coin, as well as
on WD 37, is to some degree a descendant of the Iron Age lions found on so many
Syro-Palestinian seals.

U Boardman. GGFR, 911 = Alhmolean(EGFR. 181, I blue chalcedony lCaraboid (Oxford 1892.15 .•.•). and
BOlrdman, GGFR, pp- 317-18. Boardman datea it to the end of the fifth century and atatea thlt in. engi-aver hal
made an Iwkward attempt at .hawing I frontal face,

16 Kruy. CoiNt, 876. KrlUlYcaU. Ihi, coin 'a muterpiece', The location of the mini ofthe-e com. i. unccrtllin.



Gold Ring A. Eagle
(PLATEXll!.3)

Mus, In.'. 7821

Seal type: Gold fillg"r ring, nurrnw lcnf-ahaped bezel

GOLD RING A (hereafter, GR-A) was one of 1""0 gold ri
purchased with the Wadi Daliyeh papyri and bullae. Prar
was an impressive amount of jewellery and coins offe:
papyri.? but he was able to acquire only a representative se

In its narrow leaf-shaped bezel, GR-A corresponds to J

he locates in the mid- to late-fifth century. He notes, ho-c
ring types to persist beyond the Hellenic world proper ar;
'de Clercq Group' of gold rings with Phoenician provenar
at Ol ynthus in northeastern Greece uncovered numerow
rings of the same shape as GR-A; they belong to the first}

Nearest the bezel, the closed hoop of the ring is ca
forming a triangle with the point at the top in the cross-
farther away from the bezel, it seems to flatten into a lozer
the evidence of the photograph, there seems to be a slig}
the middle of the inside of the hoop. The minutely e1ev:
marks the transition from hoop to bezel.

The unusual border around the image'' consists of a eh
contexts might be called bellflowers. This chain runs mal

the edge. Similar borders can occasionally be seen on COil
which may be due to the careless use of a gouge or s
crudeness of the" image, may signal a local source for the
even in Samaria itself which had historically, at any rat
craftspeople."

I Currently unlocated. All discussion of GR-A is based 011 " single phutof
of the back of the bezel, the join of the hoop to the bezel, de. is unavailable

2 F. 1\1.CHl~~,personal communication .

.1Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217, pp, 213-15; cf. also Boardman, GGFR, 657-

4 Bcar dman, GGFR, p- 221. Boardman, GGFR, 695 is an example of an
shape; this une frnrn South Russia.

~ Robinson, 'Metal', pi XXVII.

6 1\.1"t31rings seldom had borders in the Classical period.

i cr. Jenkins, Coins, no. 380, a tctradrachm of M"ssana, 425-420.
HStern, 'Phoenician', 211-12.
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A considerable amount of empty space surrounds the image of an eagle in profile
facing to the viewer's left. The relatively narrow neck and low placement of the wings
here argue against identifying the bird as a falcon, although in view of the inferior
workmanship a falcon cannot be ruled out.') The body of the eagle is worked in an
angular style with a minimum of detail. Three tail-feathers emerge below the folded
wing which is defined by two smaller 'feathers' under a single larger 'Feather". The
eagle's (far) right leg with one talon visible seems to be a little in advance of the left,
with two rather crude and oversized talons. This bird has a bulbous eye and an equally
outsized, down-curved beak.

By the Classical period, the eagle was well established as the bird of Zeus and a
symbol of majesty and power. On seals, however, eagles rarely appear, although a
poorly preserved bronze ring from Olynthus dating to the first half of the fourth
century with a shape similar to GR-A may show an eagle posed in profile. J[}

The eagle was an especially common motif on Greek coins which were liable to be
copied by other mints!' and by gem engravers as well.'> For example, a very crude
eagle on a fifth- or fourth-century black jasper scaraboid in the Metropolitan Museum
is compared by Richter to the coins of Elis. This piece also seems to have indications
of a rather vestigial border that looks similar to the outline on GR_A.IJ

Possible numismatic parallels to GR-A may come from Akragas.!" halfway between
Gela and Selinus on the southern coast of Sicily, which minted eagle coins from the
late sixth through the third century." Of particular relevance here is a series of
didrachms and tetradrachrns minted in the fifth centur y'v which show an eagle
remarkably similar to that on GR-A. With its head erect, it (usually) looks in profile to
the viewer's left. Its (far) right leg is in advance of the left with the talons of variable
distinctness, depending on the issue, The tail feathers visibly separate from the wing as
on GR-A. The Histor-isches Museum, Frankfort-am-Main, has one unimpressive
Acragan didrachm which, in fact, could almost be the twin of GR_A.l' Closer to

9 Nothing about the ring or its design suggests any Egyptian elements.
10 Robinson, 'Metal', pl XXVII, 484.

II Sarnnrien coins of the fourth century imitate Sidonian and Cilicilln issues in particular (Mcshorer-Qedar,
C()inag~ oj Samaria, 20).

12 Porada, 'Greek Coin'.

IJ Richter, MMA, 128. Cf. al~o II Greco·Peuian scaraboid at Oxford (AshmolellnlEGFR, no. 196 (1921.1231]) of
the Jate fifth century displilying a bird of indeterrninate species, possibly an ibis or an eagle.

14Jenkins, C'oinJ, 140; SNG-ANS III, ph 26 and 2R; G. K. Jenkins discusses the early Acragilntine euinlOin The
Coinage oj Gda: Ardik, Mjjna~n und gm:hnitrmf Steine II (Berlin. 1970) 162-4; ct. G. Forschner, MU"~nt, nus.
317£.

B In the fifth century Acragas WIS an active participant in the economic and politieal give-and_lake bctw"''''n
Greeks, native Phoenician mercbllnls, end Punic Carthaginian! •• they struggled for control of the island or carried
out the more day-to_dIlY funcrlone of M~diterrantlln trade. Cf. A. C. TusII, 'Rapporti tra Greoi e Punici in Sicilia
attraVtnu ['evidenza numismalLca', in Au. drl / CD"K~t'uo (set above) 143; TUfta's conclusionll are summarized in
Moscati, Phoenicians, 204-5.

16Jenkins, CO;"" 140. See Fonchner, Mii,,2f"P1, nos. 371-80. cr. pis 27 lind 28 of SNG-ANS III for a good
repreeenterien of the eagle seriu.

17Fouchner, Miin2t"n, no. 378, a lilvu didraehm of 50()....490.
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Phoenicia and Samaria, the late fifth-century Lycian dynast, Kherei, may have copied
the Akragantine eagle for the reverse of a Lycian stater."

It would not be surprising for a Greek coin to be copied by a seal engraver, whether
Phoenician or otherwise, The Italian numismatist, A. Tusa, has suggested that
occasionally in the fifth century, Punic and Greek towns may have shared coin-die
cutters or workshcpa." One characteristic of the de Clercq rings from Phoenicia is
'animal devices which repeat common Classical rnocifs" (although there are no eagles
in the de Clercq collection). GR-A could well belong with this group. Boardman
ascribes the de Clercq rings to Greek artists. This is a possibility, but it need hardly be
the only one, since it seems clear that by the fourth century artists all around the
eastern Mediterranean and even deep inside the Persian Empire could work in a variety
of styles."

The excavated context of GR-A gives it a terminus ante quem in the third quarter of
the fourth century. The evidence of the fifth century Acragantine coins could
conceivably date GR-A to the fifth century. On the other hand, the image on the ring
could have been based on a fifth century Acragantine coin, kept as a model in a fourth-
century Phoenician or Samar-ian workshop, for example, or GR-A could be a
descendant of such a ring. That the ring is gold and apparently not significantly worn
might tip the balance in favour of a fourth-century date.

III Kraa)', Cain:, 986, c.420. Lydan coins often copy from other issues, d. Markholm_Zahll:', "Coinage", 57-113
(eap. 107-10) and 'The Coinage of the Lyden Dynasts Kheriga, Kherei and Erbbina", Aera Arch XLVlI (1976) 47-
90.

19TuSIl, 'Reppore!', 136; the towns in question are Punic Motya end Greek Segura, Panormus (Pillermo), lind
Ac.:ragils.

ao BOlllldmiln, GGFR, p. 221.

at Root, 'Heart', 1-29, esp. 17-22. Cf. Porada, 'Greek Coin', 228-34; Von Graeve, Aln:tmdl!rwrcophog; Marvin,
SuuJiu, prusim; G. Lefebvre, L, romb,au de p,W""' (Paris, 1923); W. S. Smith, Int.rCOIfII,ctimu in rite Anci",t Near
BtUt (New Haven, 1965); Stern, 'Phoenician", 211-12; for the evidence of the Samarian coins see Mcshorer~Qedar
C~~.~8mmma. '



WD 30. Running Quadruped

(PLATEXIV.1J

Mus. Iov. 927
Loose sealing
Image size: 0.65 em x 1.3 ern
Bulla size: 1.7 crn x 1.9 ern

Clay colour: reddish brown, burnt black on back

String nOI preserved (string imprint only); left and rip:ht of hoj-izorrtal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: meu.! finger ring

MANY of the sealings from Wadi Daliyeh appear to have been made carelessly,
resulting in only partial impressions of the designs. Sometimes the bulla seems to have
been mishandled while the clay was still soft, so that it looks as if soft clay has been
folded over part of the image. WD 30 has suffered this and more; the bulla appears to
have been impressed twice, as if the seal owner's hand slipped. The resulting image is
a blur of shapes which are it difficult to decipher. That the original seal design was
probably rather undistinguished only adds to the difficulties.

It is at least clear that the original seal was a metal finger ring with a broad leaf-
shaped bezel, a common ring type at Samaria judging from the Wadi Daliyeh and
Hecht Group bullae. The outline of the bezel is easily traced despite the 'foldovers' of
clay at the top and bottom of the impression, and the haft of the ring has left a clear
impression on the right side of the horizontal image. By Boardman's classification, this
is a Type II or III found in the mid- to late-fifth century but persisting into the fourth
century in places like Phoenicia.'

There are no comparable images among the Daliyeh or Hecht bullae to consult for
clarification. WD 30 seems to show some sort of quadruped running or reclining,
facing to the viewer's right. The double sealing created a flurry of extra fore- and hind
legs which mislead the eye into seeing frenzied forward motion where originally there
was probably an animal at rest. A clear absence of wings suggests a true-to-life rather
than mythical creature.s Traces of a groundline of connected dots appear under the
animal's forelegs, but the line disappears under the fold of clay that obscures the lower
edge of the impression and seems worn away on the left side. Short horizontal strokes

I Boardman, GGFR, fig. 217 and pp, 212-13, 221.

2 Ponible comparilona may be made with Boardman. GGFR, 527, a Italking(?) lion on II fifth-century alieed
barrel; Boardman. GGFR -.576, a Clankal Icaraboid with a lionen; Boardman, GGFR, 833, a dOli beneath a winled
sun diakj Boardman, GGFR, 941, a reclining Ita" and Boardman, GGFR, 948, a stag which Boardman placel in hi.
Greco-Pettian Ifroup.
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over the creature's head might be horns or perhaps the long ears of a hare' or even a
calf';' a fawns or a goat."

To venture beyond this br-ief description would merely be groundless speculation.
On the basis of the ring shape the design could have been Greek, Greco-Persian, or
even Phoenician. All three traditions include single animals in their glyptic repertoire.
It mayor may not be relevant to the discussion of WD 30 that among the Daliyeh
bullae almost all of the 'Greek' images are vertical, and all those recognizably 'Near
Eastern' are horizontal.

3 Jenkins, Coins, 381 (cf. Kraay, Cains, 772-3, 775-8), a Messenien tetradrachm, c.42S--+20. Coins minted both
by the Sicilian city of Messana and by the South Italian town of Rhegium (Krlllly, Coins, 781) in the fifth century
mow a running hare. For a hare on an Achaemenid cylinder seal, cf Calion, FiFst lmpFcssions, no. 419 (Baltimore,
Walters Art Gallery). For a running hare on two Greek rings, d. Beerdmen, GGFR, 707, a fourth_century gold ring
from Crete = Marshall, BMC, 113, I1fId Boardman, GGFR, 869 = Marshall, BMC, 128 (alate Claasical gold ring) .

.• Boardman, GGFR, 574, a fiftb_century scerebcid from Cyprua.

5 Boardman, GGFR, 630, in the Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, a 'Plain Eastern Gem',

6 Jenkins, Coins, 308, on the reverse of a quarter stater issued by Evagoras I of Salamis (Cyprus), &.421-374.



WD 23. Boar (1) with Inscription
(PI..ATRXIV,2j

Mus. Inv. 973
Loose sealing
Image size: 1 em x 1.4 em (as preserved)
Bulla size: 1.45 em x 1.5 em
Clay colour: pinkish brown

String preserved; left and right of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint

Seal type: metal finger ring (or oval ringstom:??)

Publication: Cross, 'Diiliych', 47, 0.4 (no. 4); Cross, 'Papyri', IS, n. 10 (no. 4).

THE extreme left edge of WD 23 has broken away, but the remainder of the horizontal
oval sealing is preserved. The gently pointed right edge of the impression indicates it
was probably made by a leaf-shaped metal finger ring. This ring bezel shape appears
repeatedly on the bullae from Daliyeh. Unfortunately, the clearest part of WD 23 is
the outline of the ring. The design and the inscription below are both frustratingly
faint. It is impossible to determine which of the Samaria papyri was sealed by WD 23.

The Inscription
WD 23 is one of four bullae in the known corpus of Samar-ian sealings with a
preserved and legible inscription.' Like the so-called 'Sanballat' seal, WD 23 appears to
be in palaeo-Hebrew script. The first three letters are reasonably distinct: -itI'''. The
final letter appears to be an 'ayin; the circle of the <oyin is missing on the right side
where there is some surface loss, but the reading is reasonably certain. Between the sin
and the "avin there is sufficient space for an additional character, but the bulla has
sustained a triangular break which took with it the letter that might have been in the
epace.!

Circumstantial evidence suggests reconstructing a waw in the break.! The reading
would then be .1"0"&;1. Samaria Papyrus 14 mentions [ys]w' -(or [ydJw<)- m~)O ,:::1
«Yesua

c
, son of Sanballat) and could supply the waw. Another papyrus fragment reads,

MJJOpn ""::RlIXJ.,:::I JJ"0"? (['before Yeli]ua' son of San ball at (and) Hanan the prefect'), again,
perhaps indicating a waw on WD 23. Finally, there is WD 22, affixed to Papyrus 5
(c.358-338) and inscribed, like WD 23, in palaeo-Hebrew. According to Cross's

1 The othen are WO 22 [the 'Slnblllat' imprClllllion), WD 54 (pI V.2); Ind the 'I.hmael' bulla in the Hecht
group (pI XXrlI.2). WD 18 (pl XVI.1) might have been inscribl:d.

2 On the blli! of the photograph~, without recourse to the actull sealinlf, it may be ponible to deled the upper
portion or • wow and ponibly even the lail,

1 The followinll information on the readinR~ or the papyri i. coneeined in CrOll, 'Diliyeh', 47 and Crose,
'Plpyri',46-7.
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reconstruction it reads [ys'?} yhw bn [sn'}bll phi smr] n], ('Ydu'/Yda[yahu, son of
Sanballat, the governor of Samaria')." The text of Papyrus 5 mentions [_l.vhw_bn
[sll'Jblt pht smr[n), [... J, probably '[Yesa-jyahu, son of [San]ballat, governor of
Samaria." Taken all together, the proposed Ydual on WD 23 might well be the same
figure as the possible Yese'yahu, son of Sanballat, the governor of Samaria."

Why would the governor have had two different seals? Perhaps his apparent
ownership of two different seals indicates that Yeiua' held a variety of official posts,
represented by various seals, or he may have simply used two different seals, perhaps
one for personal transactions, the other for official ones. Perhaps his subordinates were
issued seals in his name for their use when acting on his behalf. It is known that this
was standard practice elsewhere in the Persian Empire."

WD 22 and WD 23 contain the only palaeo-Hebrew inscriptions among the Daliyeh
bullae; the use of this national script during the Persian period may have signalled the
public and official nature of the document upon which it appeared." The actual
papyrus documents, however, were written in 'everyday' Aramaic. WD 22 and (to a
lesser degree) WD 23 are also the only Daliyeh bullae that indisputably belong to the
long-running glyptic tradition of Iron Age Judah and Israel." As conservative survivals,
WD 22 and WD 23 are just the sort of seals that might be expected to belong to the
hereditary governor of what was once Israel; he would be ruling at the dispensation of
the Persians whose foreign policy fostered, admittedly to a limited degree, the national
identities of its subject peoples.

WD 23: The Ring and its Design
During the Iron Age, almost without exception official and private seals in Israel and
Judah took the form of scarabs and scaraboids. Judging by the shape of the impression,
WD 22 was also produced by a stone scaraboid. On the other hand, WD 23 -probably
came from a ring; thus it is an exception to the dominant Israelite glyptic tradition. In
addition, most Israelite seals were arranged into registers by horizontal dividing lines

4 For a photograph and drawing of WD 22, d. Crou, 'Papyri', pi 61; ct. also p. 18.
S Cross. 'DtUiyeh', 46-7.

6 'The alternation of ceriranves and formal names iii not unexpected in this period' (Cross, 'Diliyeh', 47 n. 4).
The fourth-century governors of Samaria have been extensively studied by CrDllS. In addition to the two articles

on the Samaria Papyri cited above, see CrolilS, 'Samaria', 148-58; F. M. Cross, 'A Reconstruction of the Judean
Restoration', yBL 94 ( 1975) 4-18 (a slishtly revised version of this paper appeared in Interpt'~tation 29 [1975] 187-
203); Cross, 'Aspects'.

'7R. T. Hallock, 'The Use of Seele on the Persepolis Fortification Tablets', Seals and Sealillgs in the Ancient
Neat' East, Bibliotheca M~sopotmnica 6, eds. McGuire Gibson and R. D. Biggs (1977) 127.

3 F. M. Cross ('Report', 21 and 'Samaria', n. 50) is seconded by J. Neveh and J. C. Greenfield ('Hebrew and
Aramaic in the Persian Period.' in CRY I, t 14-29), who similarly believe thu the use of palaeo-Hebrew arose after
the middle of the fourth century when the Tennes Rebellion occurred, and reflects 'a national awakening in Judea
and Samaria' (Naveh and Greenfield, 'Hebrew and Aramaic', 125). This i~ not impossible. but it is else an
at'xumenunn ex siltmtio. The role of Samaria and Judah, if any, in the 'Tennes Rebellion is unknown, and the
evidence from this period is too scanty to dismiss the possibility that palaeo-Hebrew was in use in Samaria before
the mid-fourth century and with the blessing of the Persians.

9 cr. Hesrrln, Dayagi-Mendels, lp!fCf'ilnJd Seats, 53-120, with ample illustrations of Iron Age (First Temple)
Hebrew seals.
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(as on WD 22),10 but no dividing line separates the image on WD 23 from the
inscription below it. This may be less of an anomaly than the unusual appearance of a
palaeo-Hebrew inscription on a ring, however, since on some Israelite and ]udaean
seals the line dividing a design from the inscription does not appear.!'

As noted above, the shape of the ring bezel impressed on WD 23 suggests a common
type of ring at Samaria. On the evidence of the Wadi Daliyeh and Hecht Group of
Samarian bullae, many of the r-ings with this shape have Greek imagery while a few
look Phoenician; a majority of these rings could have come from workshops in
Phoenicia, Was "the VilD 23 ring a local product in imitation of a ring from a Greek or
Phoenician workshop but inscribed in Hebrew?

The likelihood that the \VD 23 seal came from a local workshop is hardly
diminished by the fact that of all the Samar-ian bullae, \VD 23 has arguably the most
crudely executed design. The image is extremely obscure. WD 23 appears to show an
animal in profile, running to the viewer's right. The animal has a long snout, a heavy
body, and short legs which look incapable of carrying the animal's bulk. On close
inspection the tiny rear hoof appears to be cloven, something of a surprise on this
crude work,

The animal could be any mammal with four legs, but the swaybacked, heavy body,
long snout, insubstantial legs and hoof suggest a boar. This is not impossible. Another
bulla from this corpus, 'VD 45, came from a ring portraying the forepart of a winged
boar. WD 23 might be compared with a two-sided sca raboid with no recorded
provenance and of indifferent workmanship that nonetheless surpasses that of WD 23.12
Boardman groups this scaraboid with his 'plain eastern gems', suggesting a source in
Syria-Palestine. On the back of the scaraboid appears a galloping boar surrounded by
an inscription in Aramaic which seems to mention a Persian.!' This boar was probably
balled on a Persian or Greco-Persian depiction of a boar," but it is vaguely similar to
the animal on WD 23.

E. Stern has isolated two motifs-a roaring lion and a rampant lion before an
incense burner-which appeared on numerous locally produced Judaean seals dated

10 Cf. H~strin, Dayagi-Mendeb, bucribtd SMlr, nos. 3 and 45. On the usc of regiaten in glyptic art, d.
A. Lemaire, 'Elni lur cinq aceaux pheniciens", Srmilica 27 (1977) 29ff. and Ashmo{ean/ANES JIl, p. 38.

II Hestrin, Dilylgi.Mendels, f"scribtd Seals, no. 34, from Jerusalem, sevenrh century (note the remarluble
similarity between this seal and the third-c~ntury Punic coins of Cadiz [illustrated in Moscati, Phflenjciom, p. 473]);
see abo Hestrin, Dayagi.Mendels, Imrrjbed StfJlt, no. 41 (from Samar-ia, eighth century).

12Boardman, GGFR, 628 (::: Galling, 'BildlOiege!', no. 42) and p. 209: its whereabouts are ambiguous as well:
Galling lays it is in the Briti,h Museum. and Boardman record, it as being in Leningrad.

11Galling ('Bildsiegel', entry for no. 42) admits his r"ading is quesriunable but records the inscription as mt",td
h",d nk. The element mlr is suggesti •.•" of II Penian owner.

14 Note that a late sixth-century Macedonian Issue with a bollr in profile was found al Akko (Stern, Material
Cw{tu", 218, fig. 365). See the entry for WO 45, p.167rf., above, with 1I discussion of boes s on cylinder sula, on
Greco-Persian gemli, and on coins from eastern Greek lind Lycian chlee from the late sixth century.

In rlimen, it should be noted thlt boars Were elso part of the Phoenician glyptio repertoire during the Penian
period. They appear on a number of green jaape r tell, found in both die eeatern and weslern Medilerranean
contexts (references in entry on WO 45, p. 167ft.). Because boars do not appear on Phoenician ual, before the
Penilln period it is renonlble to ilI.ume Persian or Creek influence.
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between the end of the sixth to the end of thc fifth century." Both motifs, Stern
shows, derive from Achacmenid cylinder seal imagery, and he believes the seals
belonged to officials connected with the administration of the Persian province of
judah." If the animal on V'iO 23 is a boar, the original seal similarly may have been a
copy of an Achaemenid motif. The boar seems to have had a special symbolic value in
Persian culture, and it appears on cylinders and stamps of the Persian period;!"
furthermore, in spite of the biblical rejection of the swine family, there are occasional
indications, even in the Bible, that suggest a less uncompromising attitude;'! Perhaps
the engraver of WO 23 was copying an Achaemenid boar in the same way that the
Judaean seal carvers created their local version of Persian lions. The lio~s on the
J udaean sealings and the (possible) hoar on 'VD 23 seem to be equally debased
versions of Acheernenid glyptic motifs.

IS Stern, 'Seal Impressions'. 6-16; cr. also Stern, Matulal Culture. 209-13. For his latest view of the dating, d.
p. 211; see also O. Keel's comments in Giittirlflm, 210-14.

16 Stern, 'Seal Irnpreeeione", 14-16.

17 See references in entry for WD 45, p. 167ff.

IB See discussion of this subject in the entry for WD 45, p. 169.



WD 35. Winged Hippocamp (with Rider?)

(PLATEXIV.3j

Mus. Inv. 932
Loose sealing
Image si:o:e:(preserved) 0.9 em x 0.8 em
Bulla size: (preserved) 1.5 em x 2.1 em
Cl~y colour: reddish brown
String preserved; left and right of horizontal image
PlIPYruS imprint
Seal type: oval gemstone mounted in metal ring 0)

THE original seal which produced WD 35 seems to have been an almost round oval
seal stone set in a ring or other mount; a slight ridge along the right side of the
impression could have been caused by a minute space between the stone and its mount.
The upper third of the image is missing, and was possibly undecorated. There is no
ground line or border. In addition, the original seal may have been cracked; a zigzag
line descends diagonally across the sealing from upper left to lower right.

WD 35 seems to show an animal in profile facing towards the viewer's r-ight."
Beyond this general reading, there are only two clear details. The most distinct, on the
left near the edge of the sealing, is a fish tail with some indication of scales. It is also
possible to see an upturned sickle-shaped wing in the centre of the image, curving back
to the viewer's right. Most of the tail and much of the lower part of the wing appear to
have chipped away. The animal's head remains, but only barely; nevertheless it is
almost certainly the horse head of a hippocamp. The fish tail and wing in combination
with the vague profile of the middle section calls to mind a well-known series of
Tyrian coins minted between 400 and 332 depicting a hippocamp and rider.? The
amorphous 'blob' above the wing could be a rider.

I The bulla itself has substantially deteriorated since the photograph in pi XIV.3 was taken in the mid-1960s.

2 Jenkins, Coim, 328, II Tyrian double.shekel, c.4{)(}; cr. Betlyon, Coillag~, pis 5 and 6, lind pp. 04+-59; Hill, BMC
Coim, 26 (Phoenicia), pI XXVIII,I6-\7 and pi XXIX,l,5,6-8,12,15-16; SNG.ANS. B",y Colltcrioll, I, pi 55,1446-
8 and p l 56,HS •...S. Alto illuBtuted in MO'CBti, Phoe1licia"f, 165 and car. no. 134. cr, E. S. G. Robinson, "The
Beginning, of Achacmenid Coinage", Nl4mimrafjc Chro"icle (1958) 187-193. The figure carrying a bow lind riding
the: hipPoclmp on the Tyrilln coins most resc:mblu the: Pereien King Of Peraian Hero ill heroic archer on sltrtlpal
gold daries and silver sigloi (d. Hill, BMC Coinf 28 [Anbia, Me:sopoilimill, Perala], pis 24-7; Jenkins, Coil'IJ, 111,
116-22).

The: 'lime design appc:ars on a stater of Tarsus which probably copies the Tyrian illues (Krlay, Coins, 1034).
Krlay believes this issue consciously imitates the Trrian coins because lin unnamed Batnp in Tarsua wa.s usinS the
TlI'lIian state:n (10 labelled in Aramaic) 10 pay •• non in Pu,i.'s Phoenician fleet fp. 281). He conjectures a date of
(.410, which is 100 urly, accordinw to Betlyon', dates, for the Tarsus coin to be • copy. Kraay's date should
probably be lowerc:d to the early fourth century.
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Most significantly, the Samarian mint imitated the Tyrian issues when it produced a
silver herniobol of its own.' This coin is known only from an extremely worn example,
but it seems to bear a decided likeness to WD 35, especially in the upward flip of the
fish tail and the long, upcurved wing, The hippocarnp on the Samarian coin would
appear to he riderless. The tentative restoration of the horse head on WD 35 is based
on the T'yrian and Sarnarian hippocamps.

On the other hand, some problems with an absolute identification of WD 3S with
the Tyrian image must be acknowledged. In the first place, even if there were a rider
on WD 35, the shape which might be a rider is rendered on a much larger scale than
the marine bowman from Tyre who leans comfortably back into the curve of his
steed's wing, Where the Tyrian figure's head reaches only a little higher than his
mount's, the WD 35 rider's head would tower above his/her hippocarnp. A second
difference; the wing on WD 35 does not extend as far back as that on the Phoenician
coins.

The possibility that this is a riderless hippocamp should at least he considered, A
riderless winged hippocamp in a Phoenician context appears in the exergue of some
fourth-century Byblian issues.'

Whether the hippocamp of WD 3S has a rider or not, the subject is familiar in the
Phoenician cultural sphere.' The sixth-century Phoenician workshops on Sardinia
offered both winged and wingless hippocamps, with and without riders." The only
known Archaic Greek gems with hippocamps come from Sicily, Magna Graecia," and

Although numismatists usually identify the hippocamp rider as the Tyrian god Milqart (milk.-qart, 'king of the
city') there is neither textual nor iconographical evidence for the equation (cr, Bedyon's discussion, p. 46 and nn.
44-7 to chap. 2). Milqart was, in fact, nOI the chief god of Tyre. That position was apparendy occupied by Ba'al
Samem (R. A. Oden, 'Bacal Samem and 'EI', CBQ 39 [1977]457-73)

Milqan, who came to be known in the ancient world as the Tyrian Herekles, has no apparent connections to the
sea. By the fourth century he was identified with Mesoporamlan Nergal, the ruler of the Underworld (Hetlyon,
Coinage, n. 45) and in the: Punic world, at least, with Rasap (Reshef}, lord of the underworld city of the dead
{Beelyon, Coinage, n. +5, and J, M. Sola-Sole, 'Mlscelenee punico-hispana. I. 3. HGD, 'RSF y el pantheon fenico
punico de Espanll', Sefprod 16 [1956] 341-55). Recent attempts to grapple with the question of Milqart's identity
include M. Fantar, Le dim de La mer chez ll!t Phmicims n let Puniqun, Sludi Semitid.8 (Rome, 1977) and C.
Bonnet, Me{qart: cllltes et myther de f'Heradit Tyrim en MSditnranee, SP 8 (1988). Cf. also C, Bonnet_Tnvellas,
'Le dieu Melqart en Phenicie et dllnl Ie bassin Mediterreneen: Cuhe national et officiel", SP 112 (1983) 195-207 and
M. Yon, 'Cukes pheniciens a Chypre: I'interpretation chyprjote", SP IV [1986] 127-52.

3 Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage of SamaritJ, no. 76 (ex. Samaria Hoard).

of Betlyon, CoiNage. pi 8.8 and 9.2; also d. Hill, BMC Cairq, 26 (Phoenicia), pi XI,9-1S.

SAfter the man-fish, the bippocamp is the second most common type of sea monster in pre-Hellenistic Greek art
(K. Shepard, The Fish-Tailed Monster in Greek and Etnucan Art [New York, 1940] 25). No Near Eastern versions
of hippocamps antedate the Greek examples: it is conceivable: that these mythical sea-horses Were actually Greek
variations on Oriental Miscltwelflw. For Assyrian fish creatures, d. A. Green, 'A Note on the Assyrian "Guilt-Fish,"
"Fish-Man" and "fish-Woman''', Iraq 48 (1986) 25-30. Note the illustration in Collen, Firsllmpressions, fig. 229
(Old Babylonian) and also the (different) motif of 8 man in Il fish skin, Collon, First Impressiom, figs. 351, 356, 357
(Neo-Aaayrian), For additional discussion of the Near Eastern background to the hippocarnp, consult entry on WO
35 in Leith, Imagery, 384-5.

6 Shepard, Moruur, 26. Cf. Walters, BMC, 398, a green jasper scarab from Tharres with a rider on II wingless
bippocampi cr. also Furtwiingler, AG, pi XV. 35, green jasper, a riderless winged hippocamp.

7 Shepard, Monsln, 27.
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Cyprus;" all these areas, to varying degrees, were in touch with Phoet;icians. Around
500 Tarentum minted coins with a sickle-winged (Achaemenid style) hippocamp," and
in the ensuing decades several Sicilian cities issued coins with hippocamps.!'' By the
Classical period, 'Greek' hippccamp wings usually have the 'natural' appe~r~nce of
birds' wings rather than the stylized Phoenician or Achaernenid curve VISIble on
WD35."

Ultimately, however, the rough similarities between WD 35 and Tyrian and
Samarian coins must surely have some significance. It is indeed unfortunate that both
WD 35 and the Samarian coin are so indistinct.

8 Richter, MMA, 58, I winged hippocemp on In ligate .earab of the rarly firth century.

9 Shepard, Mrnuu" 21 and Hill, BMC Cmnl (haly), 166-1 and SNG-ANS I, pi 22.831-42 and 845-8. Mott of
Tarentum'. Clanical and later coinale ahowa a nude rider on I hone or dolphin. The hippocampa, however, never
carry any riden. Uneil the lite rifth century Pegaaoa' win •• on Corinthian coina were of the curved ,ickle rype (0.
au-e1, Uf 'Poulaim' d, Corifuh" (ChiClIO, 1979 (reprint)] 26. 39 and III pillea).

10 Sheplfd. Mon,t", 4-1: Plnormoa (Hill, BMC CoinJ [Sicily], 247): Akrag •• (ibUl, 15-16, nOI. 93ft); Himera
(ibiJ,81, no. 48): Mellllna (ibid, 104. no. 04-8;SNG-ANS IV. pi 13.380).

It Richter, BGGE, 365 = Boardman. GGFR, 788 = MIl"lhall, BMC, 84-,. gold rin, in the Britiah Muaeum from
ReUio. Other rideele •• winged hippocampI: Boardman, GGFR, 789, a silver rin, in Dreldl!n (Z.V. 1461);
BOlrdman, GGFR 919 (Leninlracl 571 ['Gral!co-Penian']). For a Cla •• icil wingle •• hippocamp with rider, d.
Boardman, GGFR 652. I ,teen 11aa, .11 in LenifllTad (500) with a bearded man riding a win,leM hippocamp, and
Richter, ECCE 332 = Boardman, GGFR, no. 162 (wilh u:tllneive bibliography), a e-rnelaan a<:ltllb in the
Bibliotheque N.~ionale with a youth ridin, thl! hippocamp.



WD 53. Winged (Persian Hero' Sphinx
(Pt.,ol.,TEX\',l)

Mus. Irrv. 9SO
Loose sealing
Image size: approx. 1 em x 1.3 em
Bullasizc: 1.5emx 1.7 ern
Clay colour: reddish brown
String not pru"rved; string holes left and right of horizontal irnag"
Papyrus frugment on back
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: scaraboidj

IT is- impossible to determine from the bulla whether a ring or a stamp produced the
very worn image on WD 53. The outlines of the seal have faded away, and are
indistinguishable now from the surrounding unimpressed clay. Comparable works,
discussed below, suggest the original seal was a stone scaraboid.

Although faint, the design on the bulla is clearly that of a winged sphinx with the
crowned and bearded head of the 'Persian Hero';' He is running to the viewer's right
while at the same time he looks back, in profile, over his shoulder. His fore- and rear
Jegs are extended in the so-called 'flying gallop' position, suggesting rapid movement.
The knobby knees and toes of his forelegs give clear indication of the use of the drill.
His sickle-shaped wing curves in the direction of his head; the tail has disappeared.

This same species of sphinx, which Boardman and others have dubbed the 'royal
sphinx'.' appears on WD 3A (pi XIX.l). WD 48 (pi XXI.2) and possibly WD 31
(pi XV.2); similarly the pair of winged scorpion men on WD 25 (pl XXI.1) have the
head of the 'Persian Hero'. The creature with its human head, lion body and fantastic
wings belongs in the traditional Persian Court Style menagerie, usually in a
symmetrical arrangement with its mirror image."

The Achaemenid 'royal sphinx' is most likely to appear alone on scaraboids, for
example, a red-and-yellow jasper Persian Court Style scaraboid in the Ashmolean
Museum •.•.and a similar blue chalcedony scaraboid in Berfin.! The excavators of the
Persepolis Treasury published a third such scaraboid, apparently worn as an amulet."

1 The photograph in pl XV. I beliea the relative clarity of the image upon actual inspection.
2 Boardman, 'Pyramidal', p. 34. On the 'Persian Hero', see entry for WD 4, p- 21+ff.
J Cf. entry for WD 3A.

4 Boardman, GGFR, 837 (Oxford 1965-362).

! Richter, ECGE, 493 = AGDS 1/ (Berlin), no. 202 = FUMwangler, Ber&hrei6ulllJ, 187 = Funwingler, AG, pi
11.~Di said to come from Sparta .

• Ii Schmidt, Persq,oIi5 1/, pi 17, PT 767; note also two ring impressions wirh a single, eeered, Persian Hero-
bncled lIphinx from Nippur in Bregstein, Seed Use, nos, 46()...61.
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The three scaraboids depict the sphinx in regular profile, walking on all fours. The
Berlin sphinx has drilled knees and feet which resemble those on WD 53. Boardman
classifies these works as western Court Style, partly on the basis of the scaraboid shape
which is essentially Greek," Probably related to the images discussed by Boardman are
at least two bullae excavated at the aatrapal city of Daskyleion (near the Hellespont)
which show the running figure of a single 'royal sphinx;'! They appear to have been
made by stamp seals, but of undetermined types.

A (probably) fifth-century pyramidal stamp seal in Boston shows the sphinx in a
complex composition with several figures;" its interest here lies in the 'flying gallop'
position of the legs. The over-the-shoulder profile is attested for sphinxes with the
'Persian Hero' head, but only, apparently, in cases where the sphinx is in a
symmetrical arr-angernent.!'' However, a scaraboid which Boardman labels Greco-
Persian does show a solitary winged bull looking over his shoulder, reminiscent of WD
53.11

., Boardman, GGFR, p ".J06. Two ring imprenionl from Ur show eeeted winged Iphinxes in profile [Legealn,
.Ur, pl. 41.779-80); both ,phmxn lihue the Iiplce with an incense burner, a ccmpoetrlonel detail which pUti the ringli
In a different category from the BClraboida lind WD 53.

• Balkan, 'Inscribed Bullae', pi Hc and d.

II BOIlrdmlln, 'Pyrllmidal', 126 (Bollon MFA oJ.l012).
10 t.e. Boardman, 'Pyramidal', 122.

11 Boardman, GGFR, 919 (Cambridge, England) and pp, 317-18.



WD 31. Seated Winged Sphinx

(PLATE XV.2)

Mus. Inv. 928
Loose sealing
l rnege size: 1.+ em x 1 em
Bulla size: 1.6 em x 2.2 em
Clay colour: black, badly burnt
String not preserved
Horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: oval ring or scaraboid?

THE ova] outline of this badly burnt clay impression is unusual among the Wadi
Daliyeh bullae. It is a shape more often associated with Classical scaraboids or other
forms of engraved gems than with rings, although by the fourth centur-y, this was also
a metal finger ring profile;' The soft edges of WD 31 could have come from a gem
with rounded sides. Intense burning left the bulla extremely friable; much of the right
side of the image has peeled away.

WD 31 shows a sphinx seated in profile looking to the viewer's right with its left
(far) paw raised.! A sickle wing with the familiar multi-register Achaemenid feather
pattern curves back toward the sphinx's head; the tail curls up over the sphinx's
haunches. Whether the head was human or animal remains uncertain; in view of the
relatively large number of Persian Hero-headed- sphinxes among the bullae from
Samaria", this form would seem likely.

If the Persian Hero's head did appear on the WD 31 sphinx, its precise parallels can
be found in the very heart of the Persian Empire among the images conveying the
message of imperial might at Persepolis.! A pair of winged Persian Hero sphinxes with

1 Boardman, GGFR, rig. 217, types V-VII, fifth-fourth eenrunee.

2 Thie entry substantially revises the discussion in Leith. Imagery, 477. Note also the fntgmentary sphinx in the
Hecht Group (pI XXIlL6).

3 See discussion of the 'Persian Hero' in entry for WD 4, p. 214ff. The alternative term for 'Persisn Hero'
~iruI: ill'the 'Royal Sphinx'.

4 cr. WD S3 (pi XV.I), WD 3A (pi XIX.1), WD -48 (pi XXI.2); the pair of winged scorpion men on WD 25
(pJ XXI.I) similarly have the Persian Hero head.

'S Root (King) analyze8 the prog rarnrnaric use by the Penillln~ of symbols and images to promoee the interests of
.'Guo Empire.
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raised paws cap the central panel of the eastern stairway of the Apadana," for example,
and they appear on the facade of the Palace of Darius.'

The raised paw of the winged sphinx seems to be a gesture of power in Imperial
Persian art. An unprovenanced cylinder seal in Paris belonging to a Persian official
shows a pair of Persian Hero headed sphinxes with raised paws below the 'Ahura
Mazda' symbol.f The motif also appears on Persian decorative elements such as a gold
textile ornament in the form of a winged, horned lion with raised paw found probably
at Harnadan-Ecbatana:? the winged lion provides an alternative restoration for the
sphinx's head on \;VD 31.

The winged sphinx with raised paw on the ring impression of a Babylonian official
of the Persian King!? preserved on one of the Murashu texts from Nippur provides a
good glyptic parallel to \VD 31. Elsewhere, pairs of the same sphinxes 'salute each
other' on a number of pyramidal stamp seals from Achaemcnid Anatolia.!'

WD 31 takes its place beside the many other good examples of the Persian imperial
Court Style found in the corpus of seatings from the Wadi Daliyeh. It is tempting to
assign it to a Samarian serving as an official of the Persian administration, but the
unpredictable patterns of seal images and types used by similar officials and 'civilians'
at Nippur shows how difficult it is to make such assumptions."

6 E. Porada, Art, fig. 83.

7 M. C. Root, 'Circles of Artiltil: Progrllmmillg', InveJtigating Art;,I;c EIftJ;,onmntl, in the Andntt Nt!Q' East, ed.
A. C. Gunter (MlldisOIl, Wilcon,in, 1990) 126, fjg. 9.

~ Bordreuil, BN, no. 128 (Cabinel des Mi-diallu), inscribed 'seal of Mithri§', son of S'Y' .
••Porada, Art, pi 52.

\0 Bregstdn, Brul Uu, no .• 60; and pp. 154-5; Ileal of the ,warba, official, 419 BeE.

11 BClardman, 'Pyramidal', noe. 5, 116-28; p. 34. There is one lingluCln sphinx in the gr oup , no. 128. Note alRO
BOIlrdman, GGFR, 834 = Boardman, 'Pyramidal', no. 5.

12Thi. ia the conclusion of Bregetejn in BrQI U,..



WD 38. Winged Bull (1)
(PLATE.'; XV,l AND XXIII.! [?]l

Mus. Inv. 935
Loose sealing
Image size: 1 em x 1.5 em
Bulle alee: 3 em lI' 2 L'Ill

Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; left and right of hurizontal image
'Papyrus imprint
Seal type: oval engraved gem in mounted in ll. ring?

THE seal which produced WD 38 may have been an engraved gem set in a heavy metal
ring; the imprint of what looks like a thick ring mount is visible around the oval gem
impression. Only faint remnants of the image itself, a Persian Court Style winged bull,
have survived. Although the correlation is not certain, a bulla in the Hecht Group with
the same subject (pI XXIII.S) is probably a duplicate sealing and has supplied
additional details.

WD 38 depicts a winged bull of rather lean proportions in profile facing to the
viewer's right. An Achaemenid sickle wing curls above the animal's back curving to the
right in the direction of the head. The animal is shown in a 'flying gallop', the two
forelegs extending forward, both rear legs and tail straight back. Just visible at the head
are the horn and an ear. Beyond some faint wing-feather patterning, no decorative
details of the sort expected on an Achaemenid animal are visible.

The winged bull reappears in a Samar-ian context on WD 8 (pi XVIII.3), a contest
scene in which the bull succumbs to the Persian Hero. It also appears on the obverse
of a Samarian silver herniobol.!

Beyond Samaria, the winged bull is found-primarily in contest scenes-on seal
impressions on dated day tablets of the Persian period excavated at Nippur and U r. 2

Among the Nippur sealings there is also a ring impression dating to the late fifth
century of a single leaping winged lion, an animal quite similar in profile and posture

• I Meshorer-Qedar, Coinage oj Samaria, no. 63 (in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford). ft has been suggested that
the design on this com derives from Acltaemenid seals; see p. 32.

:I Legr.in, Culture, no. 947 = Bregstein, S~al Use, no. US, a cylinder impression: Legrain, Culture, 943 =

~lIl':g/l;tein, 8Ml Use, I ]6, cylinder impression; Legrain, Culture, 944 = Bregstein, Swell U$e, 139, a stamp impression;
"':rqstein, 8Hl Use, 137, II stamp impression.

The winged bull also eppeer s, forepart only, in animal whorl designs on stamp impressions; cr. Legnin, Culture,
•• = Brelstein, Seal Use, 420; Legrairr, Culture, 875 = BrelJstein. 8Ml Use, 413.

Ur sealing: Legrain, Ut', pi 41,784. This sealing comes from the group of over 200 day bullae deposited in the
!ti!lIo... ,.. m of a clay coffin. They may have been samples and records from a seal-curter'e workshop (Porada, 'Greek
liNn', 230).
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to the winged bull.? In the course of his excavations at Memphis, Sir Flinders Petrie
discovered a silver finger ring engraved with a running winged bull which he reports as
coming from an Achaemenid context." Boardman observes that winged bulls arc
unusual in Greek art, and when they do appear are probably borrowed from the east. S

3 LeIr8in. Culture, no. 829", Brellrtein, SMI Ute, no. 398.

[t~~~~i)~' Petrie, TIw PlIldt:. oj .4.tn'icI: M.."",., II (London. 1909) 16, pi 26.9 (= A,ImtoI._IANBS Ill, 578

S Bo.rdman. AG Gmu, p. 14-6; d. the win.ed bull (oreplru., no ••• 91--4.



H. FLANKING HORSES, GRIFFINS





WD 18. Flanking Winged Horses

(p1.ATEXVI.1)

Mus.lov.969
Loose sealing
Image size: 1 em x 1.3 em
Bulla size: 1.7 em x 1.7 em
Clay colour: r<:ddish hrown
String preserved; top and bottom of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: stone stamp seal {scaraboid suspended from string or chainj)

ALMOST the entire outline of an egg-shaped seal impression is preserved on WD 18.
Unique to WD 18, two curious indentations just to the left and right of centre on the
lower edge of the impression might have come from a suspension device, possibly
strings threaded through a scaraboid seal. WD 18 is also unusual in being one of the
few bullae from Wadi Del iyeh whose string lay perpendicular to a horizontal image.
The impression itself is quite worn, and the finer details .of ornamentation that must
have embellished the design are missing.

The horizontal oval impression on WD 18 shows two recumbent sickle-winged
horses in profile with their legs tucked under their bodies. They hover over-a double
ground line. It is possible that the area below the ground line was originally not empty;
there is ample space for additional elements, possibly even an inscription. One can see
stiff, cropped manes and head ornaments like tall top knots on both horses.' Traces of
feathers have survived on the wing of the horse to the viewer's right. Paradoxically,
perhaps, in view of these animals' supernatural nature, they wear the bridles and reins
of domesticated horses. A conical stamp seal impression from Persian period Nippur!
shows the foreparts of a winged horse wearing bridle and bit, although the Nippur
horse is of the 'normal', unwinged, variety. 3

The horses mayor may not have flanked a central element fanning open like a
papyrus plant in the triangular space above where their two foreheads almost meet.
There are precedents for the papyrus detail in Phoenician and more generically
"Levantine' glyptic art from the Iron II through the Achaemenid periods." The ground
line, too, belongs in the Phoenician tradition.

t For a good illustration of equine 'parade dress' in Acheementd art, cf. the horses brought by the Lydian
delegation, on the eastern stairway of the Apadana at Persepolia, in Porada, Arr, pi 43.

Z Legrain, Cul~re. no. 883 (= 882) = Bregsrein, Seal Use, no. 346.

3 Peglllios, the moat famous winged horse of 1111wears a bridle on Corinthian coins of the late sixth and early fifth
.centuries (Krllay. Cuiru, nos. 220-48). The bridle starts to disappear around the time Pegasos's wings change from

.• earlier sickle_shape to 'natural' pointed wings about the middle of the fifth century .

• Cf. AshmolMnIANES Ill, 263--4. 272, 501-2.
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Although Boardman notes that winged horses are better known to Greek than
eastern artists in the Persian period," they also belong in the Near Eastern repertoire;
winged horses can be found in the Neo-Assyrian period on cylinder seals," and on
Persian period seals from Nippur. 7 The pose of the horses with forelegs tucked under
their chests may be an Achaemenid trait. The joined animal foreparts which acted as
decorative column capitals at Persepolis and Pasargadae fold their forelegs under their
chests in exactly the same way;1I and while many of these capitals seem to have been in
the form of bulls, at least one capital fragment, found at Pasargadae, was of a horse."
Unfortunately, too little of the Pasargadae horse capital is preserved to see if it, like the
bulls on the capitals and the horses on WD 18, had 3 short, cropped rnane.!" The bulls
which topped the Persian columns wore ornamental trappings which resemble the
bridle and cheek piece of the right-hand horse on ''VD 18. The sculptural style of
WD 18 gives the impression of not looking at 'Teal' or living animals, but rather, at
statues of winged horses.

A possibly related work in the round belongs to the Walters Art Gallery."! This is a
tiny lapis lazuli bead in the shape of a (wingless) bull attributed to the Achaemenid
period. Like the horses on WD 18, it reclines with fore- and hind legs neatly tucked
under its body and has also been compared to the Persian column capitals.

WD 18 belongs essentially to the Persian Court Style with possible Phoenician
mediation. The image seems to have demonstrable affinities to Persian sculpture, and
the symmetrical arrangement of the horses is at once characteristically Near Eastern
and common to Court Style glyptics. The presence of the sickle wings on a seal with a
good fourth-century context probably also signals an 'eastern' source. By this time
sickle wings had disappeared from 'Greek' coins and seals. Notably, Persian-style
animal protome column capitals and bases are also attested in the Phoenician
homeland, discovered in the late sixth/fifth century remains of what some scholars
suspect was the palace of the Persian governor at Sidon. Another group of bull
protome capitals were discovered in the ruins of the Sidonian Temple of Eshmun, and,
like the Daliyeh bullae, are presumed to date to the end of the Persian period.'? Seal
engravers in Phoenicia presumably had first-hand exposure to such examples of large-

S Boardman, 'Pyramidal', p. 29.

6 N. Yalou-Ia, PtIlUJIU, Eitl MythoJ in der KUNJt (Mainz am Rhein, 1987) nos. 3-5. Cf. L. Deleporre, Catalogu"
der cylindru ori,.,.tuux rt dlJ cachets Assyro-Babylonit1lJ, Pints t' Syro-Coppadooe7IJ dr la Bibliothiqut Natfrmalr
(Paris, 1910) pl 22.324.

7 Bregatein, Stat VJf!, no. 400, s ring impreaaion from the late fifth century uf a recumbent winged horse; no.
401, II stamp impreeaion of a striding winged horse; Legrain, Culturf!, 869 "" Br~g8tein, Stol VSt', no. 420, III winged
hor-se proeome in a whorl d~sign from a Itamp seal which includes two other memhe rs of the Court Style menageri~.
II winged linn and ••••.inged bull.

S Stern, Maln-ia! Cultur", fig. 64. Cf. Porada, Ar" 145-6, 156, fig. 79. cr. abo Frankfort, Art, 221-5, pi 180c.
IJ E. Herzfeld, Iran in Ih" Anti,.,., EOft (Oxford, 1941) pi XXXIX.

10Cf. alec the Achaeme nid rhyton in the form of a lion monster with the same shorl mane, Porada, Art, pi 47.

11 J. V. Csnby, Tht Am:ill'nt Nl!ar Etut i" thtt Walt"rJ Art Galln-y [Balrirnore, 1974) eee. no. Sl (42.221). As with
many other work. cited 11.1 coming from han, the bead lacks a secure provenance.

11Stern, MOftTial Culturll', fiB. 79. See M. Dunand, review of G. Contenau, La ciuilisa'ion pMnicitJlrl" (Paria,
1926), Sy~ia 7 (1926) 276, pi 5 lind St~rfl, Material Culrur", 60, 66.
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scale Achaemenid sculpture, although whether or how they reacted to it remains an
unresolved question,

Several other Samar-ian bullae with horse imagery merit passing mention in a
discussion of WD 18. The first, WD 34 (pi XVI.2), superficially resembles \XlD 18 in
showing a pair of animals which are probably horses. However, they are of the normal
unwinged variety, semi rampant and depicted in a much more 'naturalistic' style than
the formally hieratic winged horses of WD 18. The WD 18 horses barely fit into their
allotted space, while the WD 34 horses have more than ample room in which to cavort.
Several bullae from the Hecht Group (pi XXIII.7-8) also depict individual 'real-life'
horses in a decidedly 'Greek' style.



WD 34. Two Horses
(PLATE XVl.2j

Mus. lnv. 931
Loose sealing
Image eizer 1.1 cmx I.Scm
Bulla slse: 1.4 em x 1.9 em
Clay colour: burnt black
String not preserved (imprint only); left and right of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

THE outline of a metal finger ring with a broad leaf-shaped oval bezel is the clearest
aspect of WD 34 although only the left side of the bezel imprint and a small portion of
the opposite end arc actually preserved. The shape reflects the most common ring
bezel type found among the Wadi Daliyeh bullae.'

Within the ample field of the ring bezel, two apparent horses in profile confront
each other. There is always the possibility that they are lions or griffins, but the bodies
appear to be equine, and the head of the right-hand (and more complete) animal
appears to be that of a horse. On the left side, a small stony inclusion obscures the
animal's head. The two horses do not appear to be precisely symmetrical, although
both torsos line up along the central horizontal axis of the ring bezel. On the other
hand, the animals were possibly mirror images and the sealing has distorted the design
on the actual ring. Both horses appear to rear up on their hind legs. The placement of
their forelegs is a matter of conjecture. The surrounding field looks suspiciously bare
on this bulla; could there have been more detail, now lest?

Horses appear alone.! with riders," drawing chariots" and as prey' on Greek and
Greco-Persian gems. Symmetrical flanking animals are more familiar in Near Eastern
art, although horses figure less in such compositions than do other species of real and
imaginary creatures. (, At Nippur, symmetrical rearing horses appear on impressions of

1 BOlrdman, GGFR. fill. 217, types Il-III, mid!late fifth century, penining into the fourth century oueetde the
Greek world.

2 Boardman, GGFR, SS9 ('" Richter, EGGE, 4oIS). a chalcedony scaraboid of the late fifth eeneury in the Royal
Cabinet of Coins and Gema, The HallUC. See also Boardman, GGPR, 473, 612, 644.

J Boardman, GGPR, 672, 882, 886 .
.• Boardman, GGPR, 790.

S Doardman, GGFR, 867.

(, Note the desilln on • Phoenician ailver iilt bowl in the Waluu Art Gallery (57.70S), .upposcdly from the
aeventb century, •••.hich include- numeroua houes IU'ranged in a decorative pattern (illustrated in Canby, A"timt
N.a, East, cat. no. 27).
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stamp seals and one cylinder but not on r-ings." On at least three of these there is a
plant detail, a possibility, although remote, on WD 34. Additional horses of both Near
Eastern (\VD 18, pi XVI.l) and Greek lineage (pi XXIII.7-8)8 appear among the
Samarian bullae.

From what little remains of the animals and the design on \VD 34, it can only be
tentatively observed that the flanking horses resemble the symmetrical horses from
Nippur, and that they seem more naturalistic than stylized.

'7 Legrain, Culture, 842 = Bregstein, Seal Use, no. 326, II cylinder impression; see also Legraln, Culture, 843 ""
Bre'lltcin, Seal Use, no. 325, II stamp impression; Legnin, eulturt, 845 = Bregseein, Seal Use, no. 312, II.stamp
irDpreslion; Breglltein, S,fll Un, no. 32", a stamp impression.

S Bullae from the Hecht Croup



Gold Ring B. Flanking Griffins

(I'LATIeXYI.3)

Mus. Inv. 782'
No preserved bullae impressed by Gold Ring B
Size: n.u.

Seal type: gold ring with narrow hoop and leaf-shaped bezel

WHILE a significant amount of jewellery was associated with the Samaria Papyri, Gold
Ring B (hereafter, GR-B) and Gold Ring A (GR-A) (pI XII!.3) were the only pieces
which Cross was able to purchase. Both rings have an intaglio design on the bezel, but
there are no known bullae from Samaria with impressions of either ring.

GR-B appears to be heavier than GR-A, with a broader oval leaf-shaped bezel. Also,
unlike GR-A, no design element marks the transition from bezel to hoop. The bezel on
GR-B is in a continuous line with the outer side of the hoop, and is not raised higher
than the hoop. The hoop itself seems to have been constructed of a flat piece of metal
folded into uneven thirds, the two loose ends meeting inside the hoop.

GR-B looks like a combination of Boardman's Types III and V/ both attributed to
the fifth century. The evidence of these two rings from Samaria indicates that the
types were still current in the fourth century.? A number of gold rings from the de
Clercq collection, acquired primarily in Lebanon, also have similar bezels and are only
vaguely dated by art -historical criteria. The de Clercq and Wadi Daliyeh material
might be evidence of a provincial Phoenician workshop or workshops; on the other
hand, out of context, some of the Daliyeh material might he classified as 'mainstream'
Greek. Most of the gold and silver rings which supply the evidence for Classical riog
typology lack a good stratigraphic context crucial for dating, or even a vague
provenance. Methodologically it seems premature to know which works can be
dismissed from classification on the basis of 'provinciality'. 'Provincial' areas might
well be producing 'mainstream' goods and therefore should not be excluded from
typological considerations. (Bronze rings from fourth-century Olynthus have this
shape," but bronze rings, usually of lesser quality and subject to more variations,
belong in a separate, if related category).'

Gold is a soft metal, and not surprisingly, GR-B is fairly worn. Nevertheless, the
image is quite clear. Over all, the design is very simple, yet it is constructed in a

I Currently unloclIted. The following di'cullion i, based on photographs.
2 Boardman, GGFR, pp. 212-1Sj cr. pI 711.

3 Admiuedly, the two gold ring. milht be heirloom., but GR-A may best be compared to fourth.cenlury coin.
and lhere is no compelling reason 10 ."ume GR·B Wlliny earlier thin the fourth century .

.• Robinaon, 'Metal', pl XXVIl. Oll'nlhUI Will dellroyed in 348 BCE.
J BOlrdmlln, GGFR, pp , 212. 2)0-32.
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rernar kably subtle way. An elegant pair of sickle-winged, horned griffins with
attenuated bodies sit facing each other in profile; they Flank a trefoil lotus blossom.
Their torsos and wings are more deeply engraved than their extremities.

A griffin is a winged creature with the body of a lion and a horned head ranging on
the animal spectrum from eagle to lion. The Greek griffin's head is more aquiline or
serpentine," while the Near Eastern griffin looks more like a horned lion, often with
lion forelegs and talons for hindlegs.? The griffin on a Phoenician ivory of the eighth
century has a raptor' s head, somewhat like an falcon." The Greek or Greco-Persian
griffins with 'natural' wings on three Samar ian bullae in the Hecht Group
(pi XXIII.1-3) differ substantially from the pair on this ring. On GR-B the griffins'
heads have suffered the most over time, and it is difficult to determine whether they
tend to the aquiline or leonine and whether their mouths are open or closed. The
expected upcurled tails are not visible in the working photograph.

Legs, feet, and horns do not quite--or just barely-connect to their bodies giving
the griffins a jointless aspect which contributes to the airy effect of the design. This
disjointedness is intentional; indeed, the shape of the animals' bodies is secondary to
the overall pattern of the image. Between the griffins, the trefoil blossom consists of a
tiny teardrop petal flanked by two longer petals, each indicated by a delicate arc; this
blossom floats over a tiny vestigial teardrop-shaped stem on either side of which
branches out a horizontally arcing tendril. Thus, the three elements. of which the
blossom is constructed are repeated below it in a flattened mirror image. At the same
time, each of the two longer blossom elements doubles as a half-raised griffin leg, while
the (far) front and rear feet and lower legs of the griffins may also be 'read' as
extensions of the floral element. Very cleverly, the artist plays with reflections in both
vertical and horizontal directions and creates pleasing ambiguities within the overall
design.

The GR-B griffins are closer to the Persian Court Style griffins than to the Greek
variety, and the complex symmetrical design of GR-B is more likely to have come out
of the Near Eastern than the Greek world. The lightness of style compares with that of
a Phoenician scarab in the Getty Museum." GR-B might also be compared to a
Phoenician gold ring of the Persian period found at Gibeon." Although the cartouche
shape of the ring differs from GR-B, it IS engraved with flanking animals, depicted in a
loose, sketchy style vaguely akin to that of GR-B.

The flower pattern supplies additional evidence for the Phoenician identity of GR-
B.II I. Winter has observed that Phoenician flowers tend to have volutes, that is,

e Bo.rdman, GGFR, p. 198, pi 511-12; 838-41; Kraay, Coirn, 893. stater of Tees, c.470.

7 Legrain, Culturr, 8S's '" Bregstein, Seal Uu, no. 432. Cf. IlISQ Callan, First Imp,ersjoPlS, 420 (Ashmolean
1889.360).

8 Moscati, Phoenicians, 406 and cat. no. 86, from Nimrod, now in Brussels (Mw:ces Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire
[03009]). Ct.Ashmo/lltmlANES III, p. 41; G.lIing, 'Bildsiegel', pi S.l-lt.

9 Spier, Allcient Germ, cat. no. 97 (Mus. no. 83.tN.4J7.J), blue frit, attributed vaguely to 'late sixth.fifth century
B.C.'

10J. B. Pritchard, Gjbeoll Where the Sun Stnod Still (Princeton, 1962) 116, fig,. 77-8 '" Stem, Marerjal CuJ'urlr
t~,~.322. '

11 Note that none of the de Clercq rings resembles GR.B, nor do any of the gems and rings in the Greco-Penian
catea:ory of Bondman, GGFR. GR·B is aillo far removed stylistically from the Phoenician 'Green Jasper' tl"lldition.
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tendrils at the stem juncture (the point where the flower joins the srern).!' The stem
juncture on GR-B may not be emphasized, but a case could he made that the
horizontal arcs are vestigial volutes. Furthermore, it was a Phoenician stylistic trait of
long standing to combine animals and stylized plants in complex patterns," just as they
appear on GR_B.H

12 I. Winter, 'Phoenician and North Syriln Ivory Carving in Hilloricil Context: Queuion'l of Style and
Di.tribution' • Iraq 38 (1976) 6.

U MOIIC,ti, PhNlricitIfU, 406.

14 cr. M"IClti, PhonIicillfU, ivorin: cat no. 86: cat no. 89; C111.no. 97, In ivory plaque depicting griffin. and •
•• creel tree of the seventh century (Britilh Museum, WA 118157); metal bowl.: cf. p. 4-38.



I. PERSIAN HERO





WD 17, WD 36, WD 51. Persian Hero Fights Flanking Inverted Lions

(f'LATESXVII.l_J)

WD 17
Mus. InY. 96R
Irnuge aize: 1.2crn" lAcm
Bull. siu: 1.7 em x 2.2 em
Loose sealing

Clay colour: reddish brown
String p reserved: lop lind bottom of hor;:;:nnta\ image:
Papvrus fragments on back
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: cyfinde.r
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 28, pi 62.£

WD36
Mus. Inv. 933
Loose scaling
Image size: 1.7 em x 1.5 em
Bulla eiee: 2.2 em x 1.8 em
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; lop and bottom of horizontal impression
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: cylinder

WDSI
Mus. tov. 948
Loose seal iog
Image size: 1.6 em x 1.8 em
Bulla tiu: 1.8 cm x 1.8 ern
Clay colour: reddish brown
String preserved; top and bottom of image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: cylinder
Published: Ceoes, 'Papyri'. 228-9, pi 62.8

WD 17, WD 36 and WD 511 display the same design, but were produced by different
seals. While the Near Eastern ancestry of the 'Master of Animals' pose is well known,"
the Achaemenid version here with the 'Persian Hero' grappling flanking animals first

I Possibly also WD 3D (pi XVIlLI).

a Cf. S. M. Paley. 'Inscribed Neo-Assyrian and Nee-Bebylcnien Seals', lruigh~ Through 1",a.ttes, ed. M. Kelly.
Buccellati (Malibu, 1986) 21~18_
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appears on seals in the reign of Darius I (522-486);3 at Persepolis, thus far, the name of
the king has appeared only on seals of this type.' It is the motif found most often on
the cuneiform tablets from Nippur dated in the reigns of Artaxerxes and Darius ]1.5
This design, and the common variant (also found in the Daliyeh corpus'; showing the
hero fighting a single adversary adorned countless cylinder and stamp seals produced
in the Persian Empire from the late sixth to the late fourth century," As an emblem of
imperial power, the image played a potent role in Persian propaganda."

WD 36 and WD 51 look very similar. In their current state of preservation, if the
hero's head were not facing in different directions on the two bullae it would be
tempting to assign them to the same seal.

The same image appears on two fourth-century Samar-ian silver obols" and on other
Wadi Daliyeh bullae, WD 3B (pl XVII 1.1; in a very poor state of preservation and of
indeterminate type) was attached to Papyrus 14; it is unclear what sort of creatures the
hero is fighting. A debased, possibly local, version of the motif appears on at least five
bullae (WO 3A, WO IDA, WO llB, WD 12, WO 24; pi XIX.I-3) impressed by the
same seal ring."

The Question oj Cylinder Seals
This motif and related compositions with the hero battling other monsters, appear on
both Achaemenid cylinders and stamps. Cylinders \••..ere rapidly disappear ing during
the Persian period, as papyrus replaced clay as the preferred writing surface. As a
general rule, Persian officials used cylinders for government business and stamps for
their private transactions;'!

3 Zettler, 'Chronological', 260. As a sidelight on this motif, P. Calmeyer discusses ita later transformation, in
Middle Eastern Christian and Muslim folk art, into II traditional representation of Daniel in the !iOIl'S den, 'The
Persian King ill the Lien's Den', lrQIJ 45 (1983) 138-9.

For II discussion of the hero's costume, cf entry on WD 4.
4 Zettl",r, 'Chronological', 263.

5 LeIlIllin, Culturt.903 '" Bregsrein, StiJl Vu, no. 10 and Legrain, Cultll.rt, 910:0 Beegateln, Stal UJt, no. 23.
See aillOnos. 901-23 and Bregstein, SUIt Use, nos. I-51.

6 cr. WD 4 (pi XVIII.2 ) And WD 8 (pi XVII 1.3).

"1 In addition to the Nippu r sealings the following teals and sealings from controlled excavations resemble WD
17, WD 36, and WD 51: Legrain, U', pi 40.757; Petrie, Mackey, Wainwright, M~d«m, pi 36.30 (rampant winged
lions from a cylinder Ileal), 31 (umpant lions from Il stone IIlamp selll); Schmidt, PfTupotis 11, pi 3.2,J; pi 4.1-7; pi
5.9-13. Of then, nee. 3 and 6 show the hero baUling inverted wingless lions.

For unprovenanced examplu, lee Delapeeee, Catalogut, nee. 501 (= 80rdreuil, BN, no. 129), II cylinder lind 636,
a atamp; Bordreuil, BN, no. 129 (see Delaporte, above) and no. 138, a cylinder; wllrk. (excluaive of thoae alrudy
noted above) cited in Boardman, 'Pyramidal', nOI. 107 (= AGDS (Munich, I] no. 236); 108 (at Ollford); 109 (British
Museum, \VA 115551); 110 (at Oxford); 111 (Metropolitan MUlleum, NY, no. L.46,25.8); 113 (lit the Bibliotheque
Nationale, Pari.); B. T'eiseier , Ancinlt Nt/Qr EQJtern Cylinder SflO'J from Jltt Morcopuli Coll",cflDn (Bevuly Hilh.
1984) noe. 289--93.

H For a diacu •• ion of Per.ian Hero iconography, lee the entry on WD 4, p. 214ff. Cf. also Zettler,
'Chronologicat', 257-270, and Root, Ki"ll, po"",,.

A common variant of this motU IIhoWI the hero battling a lingle monster (cr. entries on WD .• lind WD 8).
'IIMeahorer.Qedar, Coinagt of $_rio, no•. 59-60.

10 Croa, 'Papyri', 29.

11 Moorey, 'Metlliwork', CHI 11, 86<4..
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The archaeological evidence from Palestine confirms the trend toward stamp seals in
the Persian period. Controlled excavations in Palestine have unearthed only one
Achaemenid cylinder seal, a small (2.4 em high) carnelian cylinder from a fifth-century
context at Tell el-Heir in northwest Sinai (nearer Egypt than the Palestinian
'b ea r tlan d t r.P This seal shows the Persian Hero as Master of Animals repelling
flanking griffins.

As for impressions of Achaemenid cylinder seals, although Stern claims that none
have been found in' Palestine, t r he illustrates at least one bulla that may have been
impressed by a cylinder'." This bulla, discovered at Shechem, depicts an archer
drawing his bow; behind him is a winged disk, and behind the disk is what appears to
be a piece of palm tree branch or monster wing. This latter detail might belong to the
object of the archer.'s aim, in which case, this must be a cylinder impression. If the
incomplete object is a tree, that, too, would indicate a cylinder rather than a stamp;
such trees appear only on cylinders.

Another probable cylinder impression-it is catalogued as such, in fact-was
discovered at Samaria." The fragmentary image was originally about 2 em high and
consisted of the Persian Hero battling at least one winged lion." The horizontal wave
detail at the top of the design would be more appropriate on a cylinder than on a
stamp seal where a ground line would be expected, not a 'sky' line. Reisner believed
the clay fragment to have come from a clay tablet.!? another good (if not definitive)

. reason to believe the imprint came from a cylinder. -
It would have been tricky to employ a cylinder on the small clay bullae attached to

the Samaria papyri, and the vertical dimensions of the sealings (1.2 em, 1.7 em, 1.6
cm) might seem exceedingly tiny for a cylinder. On the other hand, there are hints of
horizontal edges at the top and bottom of WD 17, WD 36 and WD 51 that suggest
they might have come from cylinders, and both WD 36 and WD 51 show incomplete
images, as if there had not been room for the cylinder to make a complete revolution.
Achaemenid cylinders in particular are known for their minute size, more like beads
than cyl inder-s.!" Considerable evidence on this point is provided by seals and

12 E. Oren, 'The 'Migdol' Fortreas in Northwest Sinai', Qadmaniot 10 (1977) (Hebrew) 76 (= Collon. Fin'
Impressions, 423 = Stern, Material CultuTfl, fig. 316 and p. 198).

ts Stern, Material Culture, 197-8.

14Stern, Matericd Culture, fig_ 317 (:and cover photo) "" G. E. Wright, Shedwm, Th~ Biography oj a BiblicQ{ City
(New York. Toronto, 1965) 168, fig. 94.

15 Reisner, Fisher, Lyon, Harvard, pi 57h.1-2; d. Stern, Matm~ Culture, 197.
A third related impression was also found III SImaria, but this bulla probably came from a large scaraboid Slell!

(over 2 em high); it depicts the 'Persian Hero' battling s griffin which stands on a 'royal sphinx' (Crowfoot,
Crowfoot, Kenyon, Sama"ia.Stibasu, 88, pi 15.42).

16 In the published photograph (Reisner, Fisher, Lyon, Haroerd, pi 57h.2) the hero'$ right arrn is not clearly
visible; if it were horizontal, there should be another lion on the hero's other side; if the arm were lowered, it would
hold a weapon with which to' dispatch a single lion.

1'1Since Reisner noted when impressions carried the imprint of papyrus documents, clIIlling them 'letter seals', it
is plausible that he is correct in supposing the impression WK$part of a clay document. He notes thae the imprflssion
seemed to be next to the rounded edge of the putative tablet.

1&Moorey, 'Metalwork', 864.
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impressions from Nippur!" and Persepolis." Numerous cylinders seem to have been
about 2 em high, and not a few cylinders measure less.

Without actually seeing the Palestinian bullae cited above, it is impossible to say that
they definitively came from cylinders rather than stamps; nor can it he claimed that the
evidence for cylinders in the Daliyeh material is conclusive. Nevertheless, the
possibility should not be dismissed that in the first half of the fourth century at
Samaria, cylinders may still have been used occasionally, even though the documents
they sealed were papyrus, not clay tablets.

At Nippur, many of the owners of cylinder seals with Persian Hero contest scenes
were middle-level public officials, among them men with Babylonian, Egyptian and
Jewish names." Despite the attractiveness of the theory that, at Samaria, ownership of
a Court Style cylinder seal indicated official status in the Persian administration, a
recent study of Nippur sealings found that there was no correlation between a seal
owner's office and his seal imagery.P

E. Akurgal who published two un inscribed Daskyleion bullae" says the cache of
buflae-" at Daskyleion on the Hellespont had traces of papyrus and string on the back,
but it is unclear whether all bullae carried such traces of having been affixed to
papyrus documents. If all the Daekyleion bullae came from papyrus rolls, then the
presence of the cylinder sealings mentioned somewhat contradictorily by K. Balkan,
the co-publisher of the bullae," would indicate that Persian officials could seal papyrus
documents as well as clay tablets with cylinders.v If, as Balkan proposes, these bullae
came from a satrapal archive, it would seem that official satrapal documents written on
papyrus could be sealed by either stamps or cylinders.

19A random lIampling of cylinder lItill meaaurementa for twenty-four Pe reian Hero contest ecenea provided in
llzeptein, S~al Use (noli. 7-30) finds twelve cylinders [i.e. half) with both dimensions less than two em, the same
apprr:JXimlte SiR III the three impressions under discussion here.

20 Schmidt, PnupoliJ ll, pi 2, PT6 J; pi 8, no. 25; pi 10, no, 33 (which resembles the Shechern sealing [see
abDve]) and no. 34; pili, no. 40. Actual cylinder leals le6s than 2 cm high: pi 15: PT5 266, PT5 743, PT3 lit; pi
16: PT6 51.

11 Bl'epcein, S.aJ VI., cat. nOI. 1-51.

;a Br.tein, S,al VI., 206-7.

:u Murlll, 'Fouilles', p, 23 and pi 12.

at sao bulile. according ee Akurgal ('FQuilles', 23) but more recently Clkulllted III 400 (Brelllltein, 8Nl UI~,64).--.u.n, 'Inlcribed Bullae', 128.

MMaony ('Met.l work', 864) echoes current scholarly conlensus thllt 'cylinder RII. were I.rgely used for official
whill! priv.te individulIll preferred .tamp seall and signet ring,'.



WD 3D. Persian Hero Contests Flanking Animals

(PLATE XVIIl.l)

Mus. In v. 7791

Papyrus 14: lease or sale of sforechambers2

Imuge liizt:: n.e.
Bulla size: n.e.
Clay colour: n.a.
String preserved: left and right of horizontal image
Seal type: 0'0'11] stamp or sClIriihoid?

ALTHOUGH the outline impression of the oval rim of the seal is well defined and
complete, WD 3D is the least clear of the five related images of the Persian Hero
battling flanking animals found at Daliyeh.! The oval shape and the depth of the
impression suggest the original seal was an engraved stone seal such as a scaraboid, a
ringstone specially prepared for mounting in a metal ring or a ring with a raised bezel.
There are no signs of a nick from a ring bezel.

Still faintly visible in the smoothly worn impression are the Persian Hero's left arm
raised in the characteristic manner to grip the head or hind leg of an opponent and a
piece of the vertical line of the hero's cloak. Traces of an indeterminate type of animal,
probably winged, appear on the right side of the bulla. The presence of an animal on
the left can be assumed on the basis of the hero's central placement in the composition.

1 The following description is based on a single photograph. WD 38 was unavailable for inspection.
2 F. M. Cross, personal communication.

3 WD 3A (pi XIX.t-J)-also attached to Papyrus 14, WD 17 (pi XVII.t), WD 36 (pi XVII.2). WD 51
(XVII.J). Abo related are the scenes .of the 'Persian Hero' butling a single opponent: WD •• (pI XVIH.2), WD 8
(pI XVIILJ), WD 19 (pi XX.I). For diseulision of the motif, see entry for WD 4, p. 214ff.



WD 4. Persian Hero Battles Rampant Winged Lion

[I'LATE XVIII.2)

Mus. Inv. 959
LQos~ scaling
Image siz e: 1.9 x 1.7 em
Bulla size: 1.9 x 1.7
Clay colour: Jeep reddish brown
SIring preserved; visible at top and bottom of impression
Papyrus imprint
SNI type: stone stamp (?)
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 28, pI 62; Cross, 'Daliyeh', 51, fj~. 37.

THE bottom edge of WD 4 has cracked into two pieces barely held together by the
string, but in general the large round image is crisp and covers the entire surface of the
bulla. The edges of the impression, however, are not visible, and the left edge of the
bulla has been chipped away. Because the surface of the impression is slightly
concave-like an inverted bowJl-the sealing might have been made by a circular stone
stamp seal with a convex surface, a scaraboid," perhaps, or a Neo-Babylonian-atyle
conoid in blue chalcedony, a type favoured in the Achaemenid period.!

WD 4 shows the Persian Hero battling a single animal, ~ a motif of Mesopotamian
ancestry! which in its Persian incarnation became one of the most conventional of all
Achaemenid images in the official Court Style." On WD 4 the bearded Persian Hero?
(turning to the viewer's right) wears a cylindrical, fluted crown on his head' and the
flowing long-sleeved Persian robe fastened by cords or lappets over the breast and

I wn 8 (pI XVIII.3) with II similar design is II convex sealing from a seal with a concave surface.
2 Keel, 'Tell Keisan', cal. no, 21, a ecereboid with II closely related dll'sign.
J Boardman, GGFR, p. 305, :123.

~ Note WD 17 (pl XVII.1), WD 36 (pi XVII.2) lind wn 51 (pI XVII.3) show the Perelan Hero conteuinl two
IInim.ls.

5 E. Panda, review or Schmidt, Perllpalis 11, 68. Cf. al.o A. Sachs, 'The Late Auyrilln Royal-SlI'lll Type', t,aq
XV (1953) 167-70. For I seventh-clI'ntury Pholl'nician example, dll'afty influenced by the As.yrilln rype, cr.
BordreuiJ, BN, no. 18, the acantboid eeel of 'Mika'el'. cr, also S. M. Paley, 'Inlcribll'd Neo.Anyrian and NiII'o-
Babylonian Seals', Insight TllrUUjJh 1",/1,Ru, ed. M. Kelly-Buccellan (Malibu, 19116)21+-18.

Ii On the Court Style, note Boardm.n, GGFR, pp- 305-9; Root, Ki"J/, puuim (and see below); E. Porada, Gurpw
uf A"dmt Near Eastern Seats i" North A,"~rjca" CaUecllom, I: Til. CDllutiDn fJj th6 Pi6rpofft Morgan Library
(Wnhingron, 1948) nee. 819rr.

, Another term applied 10 thie figure ia 'Royal Hero'; Jell'di8cullion below.

R There hll been ccnsidereble disc •.•••ion over the ncmenclar u re and melnin. of the Penian crown or crowns.
Kceh, Dal6io., 212-13, providee I judicious Jummation of the problem •. For a bibliolrlphy on tbe IUbject lee
Leith, J",ag"y, 400.
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worn over a long underskirt with gathered folds." This probably ceremonial outfit
appears on the Persepofis reliefs as well as on numerous Persian Court Style seals.
Here the hero's opponent is a hefty, winged, horned lion who rears up on his hind legs
to paw at the hero's left arm and waist. The hero throttles the monster's throat with his
left hand, Clutching a short sword (the akinakes10) in his lowered right hand he
prepares to plunge it into the lion's belly.

Close parallels to WD 4 come from Samaria, greater Syro-Palestine and the western
Persian Empire. WD 8 (pI XVII I. 3) is a near double of WD 4. In Samaria itself,
Reisner discovered a day fragment, possibly of a clay tablet, bearing a seal impression
of the Persian Hero fighting a winged lion very like WD 4.11 Crowfoot and Kenyon
excavated a clay bulla bearing the cylinder seal impression of an Achaernenid seal on
which the Persian Hero battles a griffin.P A green oval scaraboid with this scene comes
from Phoenician Tell Keisan.P

Similar images, produced by both stamps and cylinders appear in the two richest
corpora of dated seal impressions from the Persian period: on the tablets of the
Murashu Archives from Nippu r (455-405)14 and on Persepolis Treasury and
Fortification texts (c,51 5-424),15 Gatling's compilation of inscribed seals from first
millennium Syria-Palestine includes three cylinders with the long-skirted, flat-footed.
frontal Persian Hero, arms outstretched, battling rampant monsters."

Seatings of the fifth century excavated at UrI? and at Persian Daskyleion" on the
Hellespont should also be mentioned. J. Boardman has published several Persian

9 Koch, Doreios , 203-11; T. Loaders, "T'he K>lndys in Greece and Persia', Opuscu{a Alheniensia XV:8 (198'1)
107-14; B. Goldman, 'Origin of the Persian Robe', lronico Antiqua ..• (196-4·) 132-52; P. Beck, 'A Note on the
Reconstruction of the Acheernenid Rob~', lranica Antiqua 9 (1972) 116-22; Boardman, 'Pyramidal', 31-2.

10On the akinake5, cf. A. Farkas, 'Is There Anything Persian in Persian Art?', Ancient Penia: The Art of an
Empirt, ed. O. Bchrnandt-Besserat (Malibu, 1980) 19, with references,

II Reisner, Fisher, Lyon, Harvard, pi 57.h2. According to the report, the impression Came from a small cylinder
seal 20 mm high, not an unusual size for Achaemenid cylinders (see entry for \\TO 17).

11Crowfoot, Crowfoot, Kenyon, SOnMrla-Sd)(utt, pi 15.42.

13 Keel, 'Tell Keisan', cat. no. 21.

14 I,e. Legrain, Culture, 941 = Bregstein, Seal uj", no. 90, cylinder impression, 17 mm x 17 mrn.

IS Schmidt, Pnsepolis 11, pi 13, no. 60. Note also M. Garrison's forthcoming publicalion of these impressions,
drawing from his Ph.D. djssertarion, Seal Workshops.

16 Galling, 'Bildaiegel", p. 196, pI 11,162-4. At mere than two cm in height, all three cylinders are larger than the
propoaed stamp seal of WD 4. Galling (p. 164) notes that the workshop for these cylinders WaH probably
Mesopotamian and that the seals should date to the: fiflh century. Of less Certain provenance, there: is a conoid agate
stamp seal 'from Damascus' in Berlin published in L. jakob-Rost, Die Stt:mp"ln'"gt/ im Vord(!fasiatiscluffl Muuum
(Berlin, 1975) no. 477. The Bibfiotheque Netlonale's collection in Paris indudes a number of stamp seals with this
motif (Deleperee, Catalogue, pi XXXV11I.639, 642 [with Lydian inscriptional device], 644).

17 Legrain, Ur, nos. 751-5. The motif is similar on these Ur stamp seal impreesiona, but the style is not. Porada.
describes them 115 'Graecizing' in JNES XX (1961) 68-9, lind the warrior's costume is not definitivc:ly Persian. No.
757, which shows the Persian Hero in a long tunic fighting off flanking Bes animals seems closer in artistic spirit to
WD4.

18 Balkan, 'InScribed Bullae', pi 33.b {also pi 33.11).Balkan (125) reported that 'the number of bullae: comaining
this scene amounts to thirty. E:ll:ilctlythe same scene [as on his pi 33.&] is found on 86 more complete or fragmentary
bullae but without the [Old Persian] inscrjpricn'. The Old Persian cuneiform inscription read "I am Xerxes, the
king', Balkan'a pi J3.b is an uninscribed example. The bulla in pi 3'I.a displays e very similar image produced by a
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period Lydian stamp seals with this device" which he dates no later than the early fifth
century.

A series of fourth-century Sidonian silver half- and elxteenth-shekels'" are of
particular interest in relation to WD 4 and Samaria; thcy show the Persian Hero
confronting a rampant-although unwinged-lion. Except for the missing wings, WD 4
and the coins have the same image. Samaria minted a number of coins based on these
Sidonian models." Meshorer has noted: 'The strong influence of the Sidonian coinage
is due to the fact that the Sidonian currency was dominant in the region of Samaria,
indicating strong commercial connections with the Phoenician economy"." Thus, the
image on a seal, possibly belonging to a local official of the Persian administration in
the territory of Samaria, matches in its essential motif that on fourth-century coins
clearly in usc and perhaps even minted there. However, the theory that ownership of a
Court Style cylinder seal at Samaria indicated official status in the Persian
administration is rendered less persuasive by a recent study of Nippur sealings which
found that there was no correlation between a seal owner's office and his seal
irnagery.P

That this image embodied Achaemenid ideals of royal power as well as possessing
certain apotropaic powers is succinctly demonstrated in the heart of Persia. Door jambs
in the palace of Darius I (522-486) at Perscpolis were carved with reliefs showing the
Persian Hero battling a rampant winged lion-monster.o

The precise symbolic content of the scene on WD 4 (and WD 8 and the related
images from Samaria) derives ultimately from such essentially Mesopotamian traditions
as the 'Gilgamesh' heroes slaying a monster. M. Root, who made an extensive study of
the nuances of Achaemenid royal imagery, found the motif of the 'royal hero' stabbing
a rampant lion, lion monster, bull or griffin monster on ten of the fifteen known
official royal seal types inscribed with the name of the Persian king discovered at
Per sepolis.P It also appears on numerous un inscribed seals as here in the case of
WD 4. Root summarizes the various scholarly interpretations of the scene: the hero is
the king; the hero is a mythical figure distinct from the king; the hero is the king
acting for Ahura Mazda; thc hero is a god." On the basis of Assyrian analogies, Root
tentatively favours the king acting on behalf of his god, Ahura Mazda.

stamp seal with an Aramaic inscription. In an earlier report from Daskyleion, R. Akurgal published two other
uninacrlhed Daakyleion bullae ('Fouillel', pi 12). All the foregoing images show the Persian Hero grasping the
rampant monster by the horn, but there is also a ],lIndscupe element: a dale palm.

1<;1Boardman, 'Pyramidal', p. JOn, pI 4.76-102 (83 = Delapone, Cala/ogu~ [above] pl XXXVIII.042; 80 ;;
Boardman, GGFR, 824).

20 Hill, BMC CQim, (Phoenicia), pi XVIII.S,7 (imcribed 'b); pi XIX, 9-11; pi XX.S; pi XXI.J (inscribed m.z for
MazdaifMazacios, Sllt ••• p of CiHda lind, after 347 BeE, governor of Sidon), and see below. Betlyon suggelts that this
motif pereieted on Sidonian coinllgc: from c.435-347, especially on silver half-shekels (Bctlyun, CoinlJK~, pls. 1-3).

21 J\.1elhorer.Qedar, C{)inUf(~ of Suman", noa. 1(" 44-5, 4!1-51.
22 Meshoeee-Qedae, C{)infJl(~ tlf Sama,.j", 23.

23 Bregstein, Stal Use, 206-7.

24 Poradll, Art, pi 44, lind note also her comments on p. 159.

25 Root, KiN/l, 303; cf. also pp. 118--22 and chip. 8, pert 8.
26 Root, King, p. 303.
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In Assyrian art, the king-in human form-killed real animals, not mythical ones;
only gods, genii and mythical figures battled the fantastic creatures. On the other hand,
the Achaemenid hero battles real and fantastic animals alike." What the Achaemenid
commissioners of these seals may have wanted to imply, then, would be the new
concept that the Persian king was simultaneously the human king as well as the super-
human hero of Assyrian scenes with fantastic animals;" Darius' boast on the Naqsh-i-
Rustam inscription somewhat bears this out, 'I was a better rider; as archer I was a
better archer, whether on foot or horseback. As spear thrower, I was superior, whether
on foot or horseback' .29

27Root, Kirv:. P, 304-5. cr. also Porada, (n. 24 above) p- 68.

28 Root, K~'"g, p. 305. Cf. also Porada, jNES 20, 68. Root's basic thesis is that the Persian royal ideology
adapted the rirne-hcncured Mesopotamian/Egyptian model of the king es conqueror of subject nations to a
somewhat .more. b~njgn ideal of the king S6 adored and supported by his people. Ethnic identities were clearly
portrayed In ~rtI8t1C.repre~entation8 of the king. with his subjects. The Persian king as hero was subduing danger
ra~er then ahe.R nations, smglehllndedly protecting his subject'll. Root makes the case for the hero on the Persepolis
rehefs lI.$ the king repreaentmg the idea of the 'Persian Man', II phrase which appears on the Behistun inscription.
She concludes that the crowned figure on the seals derives directly from Assyrian/Mesopotamian traditions.

1~J Borchhurdt, 'Bildniese Acbaimenidischer Herrschee', AMI Ergiin:rungsband 10 (1983) 208; R G. Kent, Old
PernQll Grdmmar, TfI:J&U, L~xicmt (2nd. ed.; New HIIVCR,1953) 14<1.



WD 8. Persian Hero Battles Winged Bull
(PLATE XVrTl.3)

Mus. Inv. 963
Loose sealing
Image size: 1.5 em x 1.8 em (as preserved)
Bullg, size: 1.9 em x 2 em
Clay colour: dark reddish brnwn
String preserved; top and bottom of horizontal image
Papyr-us fragment affixed to back; papyrus fibres on back and image surface
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: stamp seal

WD 8 was produced by a deeply concave round stamp seal, a Neo-Babylonian cone,
perhaps. The engraved surface area of this seal would have been slightly larger than
that of the Greek-style rings and stamps which impressed so many of the Daliyeh
bullae. The plain curved edge outline of the notably convex sealing survives only on
the right side} The top of the bulla has broken away. In addition, the original lump of
clay was insufficiently prepared to receive the full impression of the stamp, so that the
lower portion of the image never appeared on the clay. Only the central portion of the
fairly crisp image remains.? The apparent shape and the Achaemenid design suggest
the seal was perhaps an import to Samaria from farther east.

WD 8 represents yet another example from Samaria of the Persian Court Style.'
Among the Wadi Daliyeh bullae, the design of WD 4 (pi XVIII.2) is most similar. On
both bullae we see the same bearded Persian Hero wearing the high Persian crown and
a flowing long-sleeved robe over a long underskirt or tunic; the expected chignon hair-
style is indicated at the nape of his neck." In the case of WD 8, the hero's opponent is
a slender, winged bull in profile facing the heroj! the bull rears up on its hind legs as
the hero grabs its topknot-or horn or forehead fringe--(this is unclear) with his
outstretched left hand. Careless sealing has truncated the hero's left arm; however, the
motif is familiar enough to allow for confident restoration of the lowered right hand
gripping the dagger to dispatch the rather unthreatening beast. The animal has
upcurled wings with feathers patterned into two ranks. In an unusual variation on the

1 Note by ccntr aat that WD 4 (pI XVII 1.2). a limilar s~llling, hal a concave surface.
2 The photograph it particularly millcading in the ease of WD 8.

J Note WD 17 (pi XVII. I', wn 36 (pi XVII.2) and WD 51 (pl XVII.) show the Peraien Hero conteatina two
animall.

4 See entry on WD., above. p. 214ff., for discussion of the Per.illn Hero, hi. costume and the iconolrephy of
the motif,

sA linale winged bull may Iiso appear on wn J8 (pi XV.:!).
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norm, both wings are shown, scissors-fashion. There is also a short, cropped horselike
mane." The animal's hooved forelegs flail the air before him, and his tail trails behind.

In addition to WD 4, glyptic parallels to WD 8 are to be found at Samaria' and
across the western Persian Empire." The large corpus of impressions from Nippur in
southern Mesopotamia includes a number of Persian Hero contests against a winged
bull, although the bull has one wing and consistently turns away from the Hero rather
than facing him as on WD 8,9 Examples of Court Style representations of the Persian
Hero contesting two-winged opponents are rarer, but the British Museum owns an
unproven anced Court Style cylinder seal inscribed in Aramaic showing the Persian
Hero battling a two-winged bull-man and' a two-winged lion as the Ahura Mazda
figure hovers overhead."

In addition, the Persian Hero battles a single opponent-a lion--on coins, including
issues from Sidon" which Samaria imitated for its own coinage.'?

To conclude, WD 8, like WD 4 which it resembles, comes from a well-executed
stone stamp seal in Achaemenid Court Style, The traditional motif on WD 8 appears
on seals from the sixth through the fourth centuries.

6 Many winged bulls on the Nippur sealinga have similar manes. cr. Legrain, Culture, no. 944 = Bregstein, Seal
Use, no. 139; Legraln, Culturl!, no. 875 = Bregatein, Seal Use, no. 413.

1 On ectuel etamps and cylinders es well 8S irnpreeeions. For a more detailed discussion, with references, see the
entry on WD 4, above, p. 214ff.

An unprovenenced Achaemenid cylinder in the Bibliotheque Nationale, inscribed 'dry in Aramaic, shows the
Persian Hero batding flanking bulls, one winged and the other wingless (Galling, 'Bildsiegel', no. 164 = Ddaporte,
Cotalogu#!, no. 501). cr. alio the conoid stamp showing the Persian Hero fighting a wingless, bull which is very like
WD 8 [Delaporte, Catalop~, no. 639).

RSchmidt, Persepolu //, pi 5, no. 8; pl tt, no. 37.

9 Learain, Cultu,e, no. 946 = Bregatein, Seal VII!, no. 96; Legrllin, Cultu'~, no. 952 = Bregslein, Seal Use, no.
97; Bregstein, Seal USt, nos. ·98-9.

10 Galling, 'BildsieQ'el', no. t6J. The two-winged variation may be. survival of an older Mesopotamian tTaditiWl;
ct. Collon, First Imp,eSlions, nos. 866 ond 894.

11 See entry for WD 4, above, p. 214ff.

12 Meshorer.Qedar, CoirlOgt! of Samma, nos. 16, 44-5, 48-51.



WD 3A, WD lOA, WD UB, WD 12, WD 24.
Hero Flanked by Winged Sphinxes

(PLATE XIX.l-l)

WD3A

Mus.lnv.7621 2
Papyrus 14: lease Of sale of store chambers
Image size: 0.8 em ::It 1.5 em (measurement assumed)
Bulla size: n.a.
Clay colour: n.a.

String preserved; left and right of horizontal image
Additional bulla attached to Papyrus 14: WD 38
Published: eTOH, 'Papyri', 29, pi 6J.j

WD lOA
Mus. lnv. 763
Loose sealing

Image size: 0.8 em x 1.5 em (estimate)
Bullllsize: 0 .a.
Clay colour: n .•.
String preaerved; left lind right of horizontal image
Additional bulla found in association with WD lOA: WD lOB
Published. CroSlJ, 'Papyri', 29, pi 6J.k

WDllB
Mils. Inv. 765

Papyrua I, •.lave sale, dated Mlrch 19,335,'
[mage size: 0.8 em ::It 1.5 em (meaSUfl':ment assumed)
Butlilaiu: D.e,
Clay colour: 0.111.

String preserved; left ilnd rillhl of horizontal image
Additional bullae found with WD llB on Papyrul 1: WD IlA-G4
Publiahed: Cron, 'Papyri', 29, pi 63.1

I WD 30\, WD lOA, WD 118 are discu ••ed only on the ba.i. of photolrapha; they were unavailable for
eumination,

2 F. M. Cra.I, per..,nil communkation,

J Cf. Croal, 'Samaria Papyrua I'; correction. in Croll, 'Report'; Gropp, S_ria Pap)"i, 1-37.

• The Papyrua I bunae have nOI actually been examined by the present editor. Tiny photograph, of WD lIA
which m.,. ahow f1ankinl winaed aphinxel, WD 11E. depicting a mature Greek man draped in a himation, and WD
1m, we UP and WD llG, which remain iIlqrible, were made ecee•• ible al Were two phOtolraphl of WD U. and
of WD llC, which maw, Henklea.
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WD 12

Mus. lnv. 965
Loose scaling
Imase size: O.R em JI 1.5 em
Bulla size: n.lI.

Clay colour: dllrk reddish brown
String preserved; left and righl of horizontal image
Papyrus fibres on front and back
Papyrus imprint
Publi.hed: Cross, 'Pepyei', 29, pi 6J.m

WD24
Mu~. Inv. 921
Loose sealing
S.me image as WO 3A, WD IDA, WD 11B, WD 12.
Image size:::0.8 em x 1.5 em
Bulla size:
Cla.y colour: reddish brown, burnt black in some phu;",s
String nut preserved
Papyrus imprint
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 29, pi 63.n [upeide down)
Sell.l type: metal finger ring

THESE five bullae come from the same seal, probably a metaL finger ring with a
flattened oval bezel; the imprint of the hoop of the ring is visible on the right side of
WD JA and WD 24. Because this seal is represented by sealings attached to three
different papyri, and because the only name repeated in all three was that of the
Samarian Yehonur, 'a wealthy sleveholdee",! Cross suggests that perhaps the seal
belonged to him,' although this is impossible to prove. The five buUae vary in clarity
and state of preservation; WD 12 is the most complete, but none is particularly well
preserved; perhaps the original seal was 'already worn when it was put to use.

An irregular border of tiny dots circles the design close to the outer edge of the
impression. The image is probably a provincially manufactured variant of the well-
known Achaemenid motif, the Persian Hero battling flanking animals. Including WD
3A/ there are at least five such images among the Wadi Daliyeh sealinga.t In this
example, the hero threatens a pair of winged sphinxes with Persian king heads,
complete with chignon, beard and dentate crown, a creature often called the 'royal

5 CrOIlS, 'Repon', 18.
, Crose, 'Papyri', 29.

, For convenience, the whole group of duplicate sealings will be termed 'WD 3A'.

8 See entries on WD 17 (pi XVII.I), WD 36 (pi XVIl.2), WD 51 (pi XVII.3), WD 38 (pi XVIII.l); d. also the
variant of thili motif in which the hero is depicted with only one adversary; WD .• (pi XVIII.2), WD 8 (pI XVIII.J)
and WD 19 (pi XX.l).
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sphinx"," A single curved wing is visible over the back of each animal as he sits on his
haunches w ith his tail raised behind him. The sphinxes seem unconcerned by the
figure between them. The bearded hero, who wears a short tunic, is larger in scale than
the sphinxes. He seems to have short hair, or is perhaps wearing a flat cap. Turning to
his right, he raises his fully extended right arm toward the sphinx in a menacing
gesture. His left arm is lowered behind him. Contra Cross who mentions a scirnitar.!? it
appears that the hero carries no weapon in either hand.

A parallel to the hero's odd, bent knees is found in a plasma scaraboid with a vague
Cypriot provenance.'! As on WD 3A, the scene is one of a hero flanked by animals. In
this example, a youth with bent knees similar to those on WD 3A stands between a
pair of rearing horses. Boardman assigns this work stylistically to a group of Archaic
East Greek sea18.12 However, this scene of a hero flanked by horses differs from the
other works in Boardman's group in its broadly horizontal composition and in its
multiple figures. These aspects of the scaraboid are characteristic also of many sixth-
century Cypriot seals.P In addition, the decorated border and multiple figures of the
plasma scaraboid would not be out of place in Phoenician work of the Archaic period.
WD 3A, however, probably came from a ring of the late fifth or early fourth century,
not of the Archaic period.

The scene on WD 3A, although conventional, deserves some discussion. There are
two other Samar-ian bullae (WD .15A, pi XXl.3 and 'VD 53, pi XV.l) on which
Persian 'Royal Spin xes' make an appearance; the same head type also appears on the
flanking scorpion men of WD 25 (pl XXl.!). However WD 3A is the only bulla on
which sphinxes are clearly portrayed as the hero's adversaries.P This circumstance,
while not unusual in Achaemenid glypric art, may strike the viewer as rather bizarre in
view of the sphinxes' royal heads. Why would the Hero fight creatures with the royal
countenance? However illogical the scene on WD JA may seem, antecedents as .•vell as
contemporary parallels come readily to hand, not from Egyptian art, but on
Mesopotamian seals.

In its Egyptian homeland, the sphinx was a protective being-the Pharaoh's
guardian whose face was often that of the reigning Pharaoh; as an embodiment of the
Pharaoh's might, sphinxes are represented smiting the enemies of Egypt.t! Phoenician

9 I.e. BOllfdman, 'Pynmidal', p. 34.
10Cross, 'Papyri', 29.

II Boardman, AG G,ms, 135 = Richter, MMA. 38 = Richter, EGGE. 98 Celt. Cesnola), said to come from
Cypr-us.

12Boardman, AG Gl'mJ, p. 65.

l) Boardman, AG GmlJ, 70--73, pp. 45-7.

H WD 19 (pi XX.1) might show the Persian Heeo attar:king a sphinx.

IS A. Dessenne, Le Sphinx, itudt iwnoRrophiqu.t drs origin'J d /0 fit! du Jfrond miJIinoi,.t (Paris, 1957), R. D.
Barnett, Caia/ugllt of ,h, Nim"uJ ll,!oriu in til, Britilh Mus,um, 2nd e d. (London, 1975) p. 83 ff.; Winter,
'Phoenician', Hf., M. Trokay, 'Le baa-~lief au IIphinlil de Darnes", SP IV [1986] 99-118; G. Markoe, PhOn/ida"
8,on2, and Si!v,r Bowl: from CypnH and til, Mtditerru"tan (Univenily or California, 19H5) 34 f£.; cr. also
A,hmolellnJANES 111, p. 41.

cr. alec H. G. Fischer's, 'The Anr:ient Egyptian Attitude Toward. the Monstrous', Muntln'J and DenwrfJ, ede. A.
Fark.l, et al, (Maim:, 1987) 13-26, up. 14. Fiacher Ilrelllle, that in EAypt, compositecrealure. such I' sphinxes
were 'hieroglyphil:: corrrpoaitee , products of a style of representarton that was hieroglyphic from itlloinception, at the
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sphinxes of the Iron Age for the most part reflect the positive, protective Egyptian
concept of the sphinx.!" Moving inland, away from Phoenicia to Tell Halaf in northern
Syria, apotropaic sphinxes in the ninth century decorated and protected gateways."?

On the other hand, for Mesopotamians, sphinxes appear to have been another exotic
item of hero fodder." In the Neo-Assyrian period, for example, cylinder seals show the
four-winged Assyrian genius battling a winged sphinx.!" and the royal huntsman
hunting a sphinx.2u A Neo-Assyrian faience cylinder from the Mari excavations shows
the latter scene; its cataloguer comments that the head of the hunter's prey is very like
that of the hunter.?' The Achaemenid Empire absorbed this Mesopotamian concept of
the sphinx (as did the Greeks, who viewed the sphinx as a malevolent dai11lon22).
Apparently, Achaemenid seal cutters working in the Court Style blithely depicted the
Persian Hero killing beasts whose heads were fashioned on the same pattern as his
own.P In all fairness, however, it should be noted that these artists, sensitive to the
paradoxical logic of religious symbols, also illustrate the protective (apotropaic) and
supportive aspects of such sphinxes; on many Achaemenid seals they are found
supporting, variously, the Persian Hero or the so-called 'symbol of Ahura Mazda' or
sometimes, both. H

The fact that WD JA comes from a ring and illustrates a rather crude version of a
standard Court Style scene suggests a provincial source; even Samaria cannot be
completely ruled out. The non-Phoenician sphinx type, however, suggests that the
model for the WD 3A ring came from an area closer to Mesopotamia 'or the Persian
heartland. This theory is sustained by the fact that, first, as noted above, excavated seal
impressions which show the Persian Hero/royal hunter battling a royal sphinx who is

beginning of the Dynastic Period' (13). This aspect prevented the creatures from being truly 'monstrous' in 8

negative sr:nse: it is especially true of 'human-headed animals that embody the might and rnajeety of the king' (14).

If> Cf. a seventh century Phoenician bowl from Idalion (Cyprus) on which is depicted a sphinx resting its paws
on a fallen enemy (Moscati, Pho~m'ciotls, p. 442, cat. no. 128 [Lcuveej}.

17Collon, Finllmprt!snons, p. 83: Frankfort, Art, 177.

18Sphinxes appear on cyfinders of the Akkadian_period, but do not become common until the first millennium
(Collon, Firstlmprt!ssiQtls, p. 186).

19Collon, First l",pr~ssiQ"s, 964 (British Museum 130807).

211Collon, Fint impressions, p. 7S and no. 380 (British Museum 89800).

21 H. Kuhne, et al,; Das RQUsieg~1 ill Syrien (exhibition catalogue, Eberhard-Karls_Universiriit, Tubingcm, 1980)
no. 90 t- Damascus Museum no. 1421). cr. also Collon, Pint lmpr~uion.s, no. 356, from the Nimrud excavations,
dating to the late seventh century.

22OeD, s.v. 'sphinx'; as is usually the case with frightening beasts, sphinxes in Greece noi only terrorized
victims, but also protected nerally charged spaces such as sanctuaries and graves.

21 Legrain, Culture, no. 912 = Bregeteiri, Seal Uu:, no. 47: see also Wiseman, Cylinder, no. 104 (= Collon, First
It1lpremoPlS, 421 [British Museum no. 89781]); and Schmidt, PerstpoJis II, pi 4.4,5.

Similarly perplexing is the curious scene on II Samarian silver obol in which identical Peraian Hero/King figures
seem to confront (or embrace~) each other in the traditional 'contest scene' pose; each carries a dlilgger in his right
hand (Me&horer.Qedar, Coinage of SOPIUlria, no. 54); the obverse shows a Phoenician galley.

24 Wi9fOman, Cylinder, no. 106 (British Museum no. 89352). This chalcedony cylinder with a very elaborate
design i9 particularly notable; three different types of beings on this one seal have the identical PersilLn Hero head
namely, the 'Hero' himself, a pair of sphinxes, and the figure in the flying circle. •
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his facial twin have Mesopotamian and Persian provenances, and that second, this
image appears not only on stamps but on cylinders, a seal-type native to Meso-
potamia."

H It would be helpful to know if Ihi. motif appear. on any of the unpublished bullae eXQlvated at naRyl .
(Aleur •• I. 'Fouil1e,', 2()....4and Balkan, 'InllCribliid Bullae', 123-31). ClOD



WD I.3.22A. Persian Hero (I)

(PLAT£ xrx.u

MUll. Inv. n,lI,l

Loose scaling; exca ••••ted in the: Abu Shinjeh Cave
Imllg" ••ize: n.a.
Bullasiu: n.a.
Clay colour: n.M,

String prC:lI"rved; parallel to vertical irn agea
Papyrus imprint: n.a.
Seal typc:: engraved gem in metal finger ring?
Publishc:d: erou, 'Papyri', 28; pi 36.4 (drawing] lind pI 62.11(photograph)

WD I.3.22A is one of two impressions on a single clay bulla? found by P. Lapp's team
of excavators in situ in the Abu Shinjeh Cave. Traces of a vertically oriented oval
outline suggest a finger ring of a type Boardman dates to the mid-late fifth century,'
but which appears, from the fourth-century context of the Wadi Daliyeh bullae, to
continue into the next century on the fringes of the Greek world; a similar survival is
attested to by the de Clercq group of finger rings from Phoenicia."

Cross emphasizes the poor condition of this impression, noting that it was 'smeared
in sealing"." Apparently, the Persian Hero stands in profile to the viewer's right,
preparing to despatch an animal now detectable only in traces. The image probably
resembled that on WD 4 (pl XVII1.2).

t Unlocated. Thill entry can add little to Crees's deacription in DWD, III examination of this bulla hall not been
polSible; the only lIvaiiable photographs are extremely difficult to read.

:I The other impression. WD 1.3.U8 (pI X.I), eeems to depict a winged Nike. A8 elsewhere, Greek and Near
Eatern glyptic imagery appeerll side-by-side on the same document. The data do,. not uist 10 determine if there
WAllo any pattern of seal choice by eeciel status or religious inclination on the part of the SIIRlarianli who sealed the
Samaria Papyri.

3 Boardman. GGFR, fig. 217 (type III), and p. 214 .

• Boardman, GGFR, p. 221; de Ridder, Collection, pl& 19-2().
s Cro8l, 'Papyri', 28.



WD 19. Persian Hero Attacking One Opponent

(PLATt::XX.1)

Mus. Inv. 970
Looal: sealing
Image size: 0.8 em x 1.2 em (u preserved)
BuUa size: 0.9 em x 1.3 em
Clay colour: reddish brown

String preserved; top and bottom of horizontal image
Papyrus fragments on reverse
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: metal finger ring

WD 19 appears to have been made by a metal finger ring, slightly smaller in size than
meat of the other Wadi Daliyeh bullae. The edge of a leaf-shaped bezel appears in
impression on the left side of the bulla. Although the horizontal orientation of an image
on a finger ring of this shape is unusual, it is not unknown; several Samarian bullae
from metal finger rings have a similarly horizontal design. I Careless sealing left the
right edge of the image unimpressed in the bulla, the remaining right half of the
impression has sustained abrasions which erased the figure which filled the space. Only
the left half of WD 19 still makes any visual sense.

There is no difficulty in recognizing the figure on the left side of WD 19 as the
Persian Hero. The costume is consistent with the numerous examples of Persian Court
Style seals found all over the western Persian Ernpire.! it is the same crown, hair style,
beard, cloak, and full-length underdress found on WD 4 (pi XV1I1.2), 8 (pI XVIII.3),
17 (pI XVII.l), etc. Both the heroes on WD 19 and WD 4 are armed with identical
daggers which they hold in the same conventional retracted position from which to
despatch their opponents.'

Just what or who the WD 19 figure's opponent might be is unclear; it seems rather
large in relation to the hero. A tentative suggestion in view of the ample available space
on the bulla is that the hero is battling a sphinx." A rather nondescript oval stamp seal
found in the French excavations at Susa and dated to the Achaemenid period might be
ccmpareble." On this seal a small 'personnage' stands still before a seated sphinx
depicted on a much larger scale. The indifferent workmanship of this seal makes it
hard to relate to anything else, but it is the only seal the present editor has found with

1 CI. WD .•.• (Greek; pi X.3); WD 48 (Phoenici.n~ pi XX12); Gold Ring B (Phoenician~ pi XVI.3).
:aCt. the di.culsion of the Perlian Hero'l eoetume in entry for WD 4, p. 214ff.

IiCt. B. Meller, 'Cylinder Sell. from the Horninum Museum, London', Iraq 48 (1986) no. 12, pi 12, I Nee-
labylonilon I;:lmelian l;:yJinder leal showing I hero threltening a sphinx; cr. allo Collon, Firlt /Pltprnnmu, no. 380
(IIiIiIh Muaeum 89800), another Nea.-Babylonian cylinder depictinl a sphinx in a more conventional context .

.• P. Amiet, GI)I'''qr4. Swimn. (Paril, 1972) no. 2216.
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an incongruity of scale similar to that of WD 19, and it does come from a good Persian
period archaeological context.

On the other Daliyeh examples, as well as on most Persian Hero Court Style contest
scenes, the hero stands frontally with both feet firmly on the ground in a static hieratic
posture. The artist implies that no creature, however horrible, could i.ntimidate the
hero into a defensive or even excessively offensive stance; the figure is the epitome of
unruffled heroic calm. By contrast, the hero on WD 19 rushes forward to meet his
adversary. Leading with his (far) left leg, the hero has swung his fully extended left
arm upward-it is difficult to determine if the 'blob' at the end of the arm is the left
hand or a mace-while he readies the dagger in his lowered right hand. Overall, the
hero's body forms a sinuous '8' shape, unlike the resolute verticals of the usual Persian
Hero scenes. In another deviation from the normal Persian Court Style, the hero's
garment bunches slightly over his bent right knee.

These anomalies of pose and modelling n:ight be due to Greek stylistic influences on
the (Near Eastern?) engraver of the WD 19 ring; conversely, the ring may have been
carved by a worker more familiar with Greek styles who was commissioned to produce
a Court Style image. An unusual comparison is provided by an Achaemenid cylinder
seal, reportedly found at Borsippa in the early nineteenth century, on which two heroes
each confront a different adversar-y.' The delicate drilled design elements and elegant
animals call to mind the Persian Persepol is and Susian reliefs," but Cellon and others
have noted signs of 'Hellenistic Greek influence' on this seal;' the pose of the Persian
Hero on the left is much more animated than usual as he determinedly advances
forward, dangling a lion by its hind leg. As on WD 19,' his long skirt clings and
wrinkles around the trailing right leg and knee.

Persian Court Style single animal contest scenes on seals need not always involve a
hero dressed in the Persian Hero costume, nor need these variant contest scenes be
always as static as the Persian Hero contests. A number of sealings from Nippu r show
a hero in a stance related to that of the Persian Hero, but whose costume--a short
tunic, sometimes worn under a long garment with a split skirt-owes more to Neo-
Babylonian than Persian conventions, not surprising, perhaps in view of the
Mesopotamian provenance of the tablets. On some examples, these contests have more
animation than the standard Persian Hero duels." Scholars have noted the greater
dynamism of Nee-Babylonian glyptics relative to earlier styles;" perhaps the Nippur

S Collon, First Imprettions, no. 428 (British Museum 89337 [Rich ColI., 1825]); d. Wist:man, Cylinder, pi 105.

6 This is not the place to discuss the inttiguing issue of Greek innuence on Pereepohs or vice.versa. It is well
known that Ionian Greeks as well as craftsmen from other subject lands worked on Persian building projects. The
ideas in G. Richter's seminal article, 'Greeks in Persia', A.7A 50 (1946) 15-30 have since been supplemented and
qualified; cf. C. Nylander, Ionium i•• Pasargadae, Upprula Studier in Ancienr Mediterranean and Near EOSIn,.

Cim'li1&otionr, I (Upp$lla, 1970); Frankfort, ArtOri~n, 225-8; A. Farkas, Al:htumenid Sculpture, Uitgaven van het
Nederlands Historisch-Archeologjseh Imtituut XXXIII (1974); J. Boardman, The Greeks Overseas (London, 1980)
102-9; Root, 'Peesepolie", 9-11; M. C. Root, 'The Parthenon Prteee and the Apadana Reliefs at Persepnlls:
Reasseaaing a Programmatic Relationship', AJA 89 (1985) 103-20; Boardman, DifJusirm, 24-48.

7 ColIon, Firlt Impressions, p. 93.

8 Legrain, Culture, 945 '" Bregstcin, Seal Ute, no. 140; Legrain, Crdrure, 943 '" Bregstein, Seal Use, no. 136;
Legrem, Cultu,e, 944 = Bregstein, Seal lire, no. 139.

9 Collon, Fitlt ImpresrlOru, p. 83.
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sealings under discussion represent a perpetuation of Nee-Babylonian stylistic elements
into the Persian period, Sealings produced by both cylinders and stamps from the
Persepolis Treasury texts also include images of heroes wearing the split tunic with the
leading leg bare, who are making a running assault on their monster foes."

The costume of the figure on WD 19 clearly marks him as the Persian Hero, and
thus WD 19 does not fall precisely into this variant quasi Neo-Babylcnian category.'!
Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that 'animation' as an artistic quality need
not be attributed exclusively to Hellenic influence. WD 19 is a curious image, and
without a clearer idea of the entire seal design, it would be premature to conjecture
extensively.

10Schmidt, PWNfHjli, 11, pili, H.138; pi 13, _II 51)...60.

II A Penian cylinder 1e.1 impreAion tml depict! the Per.ilIn Hero in unululUy natur.li.tic circum.tanca might
be noted here; on • bull. e:tlct.VIIted.t Ur, two Peni.n Heroel on • hunt, .ccompanied by their lively do,. wbduc:.
'WOUndedlion briatling with .rlOW1 (Legr.in, U" pi 40.759). "Ihil work influenced by Grace or i. it 'purdy' Near
EuternP A cylinder leal in the Britilh Munum inlcribed with the name of Kin, D'riu. J himaelf m.y belon, to the
WDe tr.di,ion (d. the wounded lion).



J. FLANKING SPHINXES





WD 13 and WD 41. Flanking Persian Royal Sphinxes
with Double Crown of Egypt

(PL!ll'EX;':'.2-1)

WD13
Mus.lnv,!j(16

Loose.ealing
Imag".i7.r.; [.Scml: l.z cm
Buill aise: \,5 em" Lt cm
ClaycoJour: dark reddish brown
String preserved; top and bortorn of horizontal image
Papyrus fibre. on front und beck
Papyruiimprim
Seal type: circular (conical?) stamp

WD41
Mus. Inv.9J8
Leese sealing
Image size: 1.Scmxi.7cm
Bulla lize: t.s crn x 1.7 em
Clay colour: reddish
String preserved, loop uncut; top and bottom {If hcrisontel image
Papyrus imprint
Seal typo:: circular (conirall) stamp

WD 13 and WD 41 are essentially the same size, and they took almost exactly the
same. Both were produced by the same type of circular stamp seal. The only detail that
suggests they came from two different seals is the ground line on which the winged
sphinxes recline. On WD 13 this consists of two parallel horizontal lines regularly
connected by perpendicular hatch-lines, rather like a ladder set on its side; the ground
line on WD 41 is a double version of that on WD 13. The exergues of both sealings
appear empty; however I since the lower portions of both bullae have sustained damage
end breaks, this is not absolutely certain. These two bullae can probably be assigned to
the same workshop and possibly to the same seal engraver as well.

Except for the differing ground lines, the same description applies to both WD 13
and WD 41. A pair of recumbent sickle-winged sphinxes appear in profile, facing each
other. They extend their forepaws toward each other on the ground before them
without quite touching. Both have tucked their two hind paws on their near side. I

Their tails float upward with a slight curl at the end.

1 Ct, the ~ileth-fourth century b19alt crouching lion from Byblos whose hind legs are tucked around in a similar
Ibnner (M08cati, Ph!Ullici07ll, p. 285, eet. 00. 13 [Louvre AO 4950}).
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The most interesting feature of these sphinxes is their headgear. Their faces are
familiar from other Wadi Daliyeh sealings and from many examples of Persian Court
Style sculpture showing the Persian Hero himself as well as animals with the head and
crown of the Persian Hero.! On WD 13 and WD 41, the usual Persian Hero beard,
hair bunched at the nape of the neck, the hooked nose, and large frontal eye are
present. However, rather than the expected dentate crown these sphinxes wear the
double crown of Egypt. The tall white crown (hedjet)-somewhat truncated, but
recognizable nonetheless-is fitted into the red crown (deshret) with its distinctive high
back and frontal curl.' The curl of the sphinxes' tails echoes that of the red crowns;
indeed, the entire design is an essay in parallel and reversed curves,

The design on these two sealings is apparently unique. Given the variety of
Achaemenid creatures, even among the Daliyeh bullae, who appear with the Persian
Hero's head, it should not be surprising to find it on the sphinxes of WD 13 and WD
41. However, it is quite unexpected to find the Persian 'Hero/Royal Sphinx
(Boardman's term}' crowned like an Egyptian Pharaoh. WD 13 and WD 41 together
clearly illustrate how incomplete knowledge of ancient Near Eastern imagery remains
to this day.'

A Phoenician workshop was the probable source of the seals behind WD 13 and WD
41, The Phoenicians readily absorbed and reworked Egyptian artistic motifs," and they
were more likely than Egyptians to place ,·v ings on sphinxes or to portray flanking
monsters, a design more familiar along the Tigris-Euphrates than the Nile,' The
arrangement of the sphinxes' tails on WD 13 and WD 41 is Phoenician, rather than
Egyptian. M Furthermore, Phoenician artists tended to distribute the double crown of
Egypt rather indiscriminately; Phoenician ivories from Arslan Tash (ancient Khadatu,
mid-ninth century) show Hapy (the Nile god), protective winged goddesses and ram-
headed, winged sphinxes, all wearing the double crown." An eighth-century ivory
plaquette from Nimrud shows a winged sphinx wearing the double crown and standing

2 Cf. entry an WO <j. (above, p, 214) for general diseuMion of the Persian Hero motif; the Persian HHO on the
Wadi Daliyeh aulings: WO 4 (pi XVIIL2), WD 8 (pi XVIJ1.3), WD 17 (pi XVII.1), ete.; other sphinxes: WO '"
(pI XX1.2j WD 3A (pi XIX']), WD lSA (pi XXI.3), WD 53 (pl XV.I); 'Royal' scorpion men: WD 25 (pi XXI.l).

] For II clear picture of the separate regalia, cf. the Nsrmer Palette.
4 Boardman, 'Pyramidal', 34,

S Had it llppeared on the art market, an unprovenanced seal with this image might conceivably have been
dismi~sed as en ignorant forgery.

6 H. Frankfort say! of Ph~nici\ln Irt, '[tjhe hallmark of the Phoenicians is the lavish Ute of bungled Egyptian
Ihemes'(Fnnkfort,Arl,1118).

'Cf. the detailed discussion of Phoenician sphinxes in R. D, Bamen, 'Phoenician and Syrian Ivory Carving',
PEO (1939) 16-17, and id~n, A Cata/(JKUeof the Nirnrud ltmier (London, 1957) 31-62.

a GUbel, 'Syro-Cypriote', 205, 208,

9 Frankfort, Arl, pi 168.A-Di cr. also pp. 191-5. Neither Hapy nor the protective winged goddeuu (hil,
NephthYI, Neith and Selkis] B! • rule wear the double crown when they appear in true Egyplian-rllther than
Egyptjllflizi"~ontexI5.



WD 13, 41 2JJ

on all fours among long-stemmed pelmettes." Phoenician green jasper scarabs of the
Archaic period show the wingless sphinx wearing the double crown.'!

Quite close in its details to the WD 13 and WD 41 sphinxes is a reclining winged
sphinx on an alabaster panel from Aradus in Phoenicia; the bullae and the panel show
the sphinx with the double crown (a rather short, white crown on the panel) and the
same elevated, curled tail.'? The most securely dated image of a sphinx somewhat
comparable to that on WD 13 and WD 41 appears on the earliest series of coins of
Byblos (425-410).0 The Byblian sphinx has the double crown and lies with its chest
fully on the ground, but unlike the seated sphinxes on WD 13 and WD 41, it is
wingless.

It is tempting to correlate the Egyptian crown worn by these sphinxes with Persian
Hero faces with the brief period during the fourth century when the Persians regained
control of Egypt (343-337; slightly later, Darius III reconquered Egypt just in time for
Alexander to lay claim to it). In the late sixth century. for example, when Persia
controlled Egypt, four imposing red granite stelae commissioned by Darius I and
erected in the Wadi Tumilat (Lower Egypt) provided an Egyptian royal titulary for
Darius as son of the goddess Neith, image of Ra, etc." These stelae, along with a
monumental Egyptianizing statue of Darius I found at Susa (but intended for Egypt),"
constitute evidence which M. Root cites to demonstrate that the Achaemenid
programme of royal propaganda consisted in many instances of deliberate cultural
assimilation, rather than cultural imperialism." Might the fact that on WD 13 and WD
41 the Persian royal sphinxes wear the Egyptian crowns suggest that somewhere in the

10 Mo..cati, Phu~idQ71s, 407 and cat. no. 118(British Museum, Western Asiatic 132991); note also 11Phoenician
ivory plaquette of the seventh century from tomb 79 lit Salamis (C~'pru5) with a similar crowned sphinx ill the
Cyprus Museum, Nicosia (illustrated in Moscati, Phurnicwm, ISS)

11 Walters, BMC, 378-9, both from 'Tharros on Sardinia.

12 Mosceri, Phmnicwns, p. 300. cat. no. 18 (Louvre AO 4836). The cataloguers of PhfJenicia1l1 date this work to
the sixth/fifth centuries; I. Winter gives it a third-century date and labels it Phoenician (Winter, 'Phoenician', 7 n.
41); D. Harden cites it as eighth/seventh century (D. Harden. Thr Phoenicians, 2nd. rev. ed. [Baltimore, 1971]182,
fig. 57)).

Other winged sphinxes, all standing and wearing the double crown end shown with raised, curled tails from
Levantine contexts include: the bas relief of a winged sphinx on a basalt orthostet [ninth cenruryj] found reused in II

wall of the Ummayad mosque in Damascus (M. Trokay, 'Le bas-relief au sphinx de Damas', SP IV {1985] fig. 1): a
Ilpmn:rr::011 all ivory from Samaria of the early first millennium (J. W. and G. M. Crowfoot, Early /'OO'WI from
$mnClriCl [London, 1938J 20, pi V.I) and the aforementioned ivories from Arelan-Tesh, also of the carly first
millennium (F. 'Thureau-Dangin, <'It Cll., Al1lClPl-Tash [paris, 1931]89-90, 102 fl., pi XXVII.22 and pi XXVIII.23-
5).

I] Klllay, Coins, 1051; Betlyon, Coinage, p. 112, pi 8.1-3, silver didreehma and various portions of a sheqel. The
type was nOI repeated after 410 BCE. Betlycn points out the association nf the sphinx with royal Slid/or divine
thl'Wle~ in the Levant and auggeata the image on the coins might be an allusion to the throne of Ba'al Samem one of
the miefdeities of Bybll» (p. 112n. 18).

14A. T. Olmstead, HistD1y of the P~siall Empi,e (New York. 1948) 1.5-7; J. M. Cook, The P~ril.m Empire (New
Tork, 1983),65-6; W. Hinz, 'Darius und del Suezkanal', AM/8 (1975) 115-21.

1S Initial publication by D. Stronach, 'Une statue de Darius decouverte I Suse', Jou.mal Asiatique 260 (1972)
M'~.

16 P. C.lmeyer, 'Agyplischer Stil und reichu.cheimenidiache Inhalte auf dem Sockel der Dareios_Statue aus
~Heliopolis', Achamlenid History YI (1991) 285-303~ Root, 'Persepolls', 12 and figs. 2-3, Cf. also Root, KiNg.,......
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Persian Empire (Egypt? the Levantr) the Persian 'Royal Hero' or Persian King had
already been represented in other artistic media wearing the Egyptian crowns, perhaps
as a symbol of Persia's claim on Egypt? In Achaemenid art not only the Persian Hero
(or Persian Royal Hero) and Persian King (in unambiguous contexts), but also
sphinxes and scorpion men share the same face, hair and crown," so that a certain
fluidity in iconography could be expected between 'human' hero and 'monster' sphinx.

On the other hand, if the white crown as well as the other Egyptian crowns WOrn by
Phoenician bronze smiting warrior figurines (identified variously as Resheph or Ba-al)"
may be understood as a marker in Phoenicia of divinity or of the god's kingship, there
is justification in speculating that the Egyptian crown had assumed a purely Phoenician
significance separate from its Egyptian origins. As noted, in Phoenician art the
presence of Egyptian royal regalia need not be seen as a reflection of Egyptian political
influence nor of any Phoenician claims vir-a-vis Egypt." Tempting although it may be
to see in these sphinxes evidence for a new wrinkle in Persian imperial propaganda of
the fourth century, it is much more probable that the sphinxes on WD 13 and ",rD 41
are simply hybrids born of a Phoenician imagination crossed with a vigorous strain of
Persian Court Style imagery.

11 See entry on WD JA, p.22Off.

I! D. Collon, 'The Smiting God: A Study [If. Bronze in the Pomerance Collection in New York', Levon' 4
(1972) Ill-H·; O. Negbi, CanaalTite GodJ if! MttaI. All Apchl.lfological Study oj Ancitnl SYPo-Palmim·an FiRmntJ
(T'el Aviv, 1979); A. M. Btsl, 'La diffusion du "Smiting God" syro-palelitinien dans le milieu phenicien d'occident",
KQPtha,Q 19 (1980) 5-14; H. Seeden, Th~ Slandi"l( Armtd Figupiner iPl tht Lwanl (Munich, 1980); A. M. Bisi, 'Le
:'Smi1in.1I God" dans lee milieuux Phenicicnl d'occident: un reeumen de III question", SP IV (1986) 167-87;
Lilullratlons in Mo"ati, PlllulliciaHJ, ClL nOI. 107 [combination nf white crown and west Semitic hornl), 110 (Ate[
crown), 655 (Atefcrown).

19 Barnett, 'Phoenician Ind Syrian Ivory Cal"\·ing·, 16--17.



WD 25. Flanking Royal Scorpion-Men

(PLATE XX 1.1)

Mus. Inv. 922
Loose sealing
Image slee: 1 em x 1.5 em
Bulla size: 1.9 em x 1.8 em

Clay colour: black (burned)

String not preserved: string holes left and right of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Seal type: engraved stone, mounted in a ring?
Published: Cross, 'Papyri', 29, pI 62.e.; Cross, 'Diiliyeh', 51 lind fig. 39

WD 2S is an exceptionally clear sealing produced probably by an oval finger ring.
T~o scorpion-men appear in profile, facing each other in a symmetrical arrangement

which is duplicated on many Achaemenid cylinder and stamp seals. .They have the
bodies and tails of scorpions, generic eastern sickle wings and the legs and feet of a
stick-figure. The heads and faces of the scorpion-men are, indistinguishable from that
of the Persian Hero, having the same beard, dentate crown, and hair worn bunched at
the nape of the neck found aLso on WD 4 (pi XVIII.2). WD 8 (pi XVIII.3). WD 17
{pl XVii.1), 53 (pl XV.l), etc.' WD 25 is unusual among the Wadi Daliyeh sealings in
having an outline; a delicate, twisted rope device.

The scorpion and scorpion-men had a long history in ancient Mesopotamian art.' A
common figure especially in late Neo-Assyrian art, the human-headed, scorpion-tailed,
bird-footed figure was regarded as a beneficent spirit who averted the malice of evil
demons." Artists in the Achaemenid Empire produced a new variation on the
Mesopotamian scorpion-man by giving him the head of the Persian Hero, a guise in
which the Persian king also appears." Usually a pair of scorpion-men face each other in
a symmetrical arrangement as on WD 25. Occasionally, a scorpion-man appears alone
(en seal rings) or accompanied by the human figure of a king or hero.

1 See entry on WD 4 (above, p. 214ff.) for further discussion of the Persian Hero.

1Collon, First ImpresriQns, p. 187. For recent discussion of the qirtablilu and lIuQa([ipll, with references, cf
A. Green, 'Nec-Aeevrien Apotropeic Figures', Iraq 4S (1983) 87-96; idem, 'A Note on the "Scorpion-Man" and
Juusu', Iraq 47 (1985) 75-82; E. D. van Buren, The Seorpion in MeloPOlartJi~n Art and Religion, Ardtiv jiJr
~iforlchurw 12 (Berlin, 1937-9); 'Scorpion-People' in J. Black and A. Gree;", Gods, Demons tmd Symbol: of
~ M.WfJotumia, An Itlwtrated Dicrionary (British Museum, London, 1992).

3 A. Green, 'A Note on the "Scorpton-Men'", 76.

••Legrain, CllllUrtl, no. 897 (and ',ee below). For discussion of th\: Peraian Hero head on fantastic emrnels, see
~ on WD 3A, p. 220ff., above.
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Glyptic parallels from controlled excavations include Persian period sealings from
Nippur (stamps on clay tablets)! and Memphis" (Egypt) (sealing of unspecified type on
papyrus), a bronze ring from Persepolis" and, closer to Samaria, a cylinder seal found
in the excavations at Tell jemmeh, twenty kilometres south of Gaza."

Boardman does not include any scorpion-men in his publication of pyramidal
stamps, most of which seem to come from Court Style workshops in eastern Anatolia,"
and scorpion-creatures seem rare in the Phoenician glyptic repertoire. HI

Although the scorpion-men of WD 25 with the head of the Persian Hero are
technically a Perso-Babylonian motif, a lone Persian Hero scorpion-man appears in
another good Samarian context, namely on a silver herniobol probably minted by
Samaria in the fourth century."! Clearly, this is an image at least nominally significant
to Samarians. The coin, in fact, has a border on both obverse and reverse which
resembles the border outline of WD 25.

WD 25 appears to be a classic example of the Persian/Mesopotamian type and
derives from artistic circles familiar with Persian Court Style iconography. Perhaps
there was a conscious omission of Persian religious symbolism in the case of WD 25.
Most of the pairs of scorpion-men on the Nippur stamp, cylinder, and ring sealings
{lank an altar or incense burner, and even when the space between is empty;'? there is
often a religious symbol such as a crescent or winged disk above the figures.

The design on WD 25 comes from the cast, but its appearance on a Samarian coin
with a border nearly identical to that on WD 25 suggests local production as a possible
source for the WD 25 seal. The same hand that produced the coin could well be
responsible for the seal.'!

.\ ugfllin, Gulturt, 897 = Hregstein , Stal Use, no. 533. See also Legrnjn, Culture. 893 = Bregetein, So!a/ Use, no.
521; Legrain, Culture, 894 = Hregstein, Sca! UIt, no. 5111; Legrain, Culture, 895 '" Breg5tein, Seal UIt, nu. 516. The
scorpion_men on Legrain, 893-4 have 'Persian Hero' heads; the scorpion-men on the other sealinga wear low puked
capa, a holdover from Neo-Babylonlen traditions.

6 Petrie, Mackay, Wainwright, Meydum, pl 37.46 and p- 43.

7 Schmid!, Poupolis /1, p117.PTS 283, bronze ring with a round bezel,

H Stern, Material Cui/urt, 196-7. Note also an unprovenenced cylinder seal with a scorpion-man and In Aramaic
inscription (Bordreuil, BN, no. 30).

9 Boardman, 'Pyramidal'.

10 From the Phoenician green jasper aeries of scaubs (sixth-fifth century) comes a mutation of the motif, a
scorpion woman with the head of his (Richter, MMA, IS [Melropolitan Museum 31.11.14], 'from lbiu').

\I Mltshoru.Qedar, Coin~f! of S(I",arjo, no. 6J (from the Neblus Hoard, now in Oxford). 'The obverse shows I
leaping winged bull.

12 Legraln, Cidture ; 897 '" BreSSlein, StaJ U", no. 533, I crescent hoven over the scorpion_men's head •. On the
other hand, perhaps additional details were regularly omitted from rings; the ring impreeejorrs from Nippur show
only ecurpicn-men with no other elements. Cf .• 1'0 Galling, 'Bildsiegel', no. 172 and p. 165 (II cylinder selll
inscribed dJth,., In the Louvre).

1] Meshorer (Muhorer_Qedar, Coina,t oj Samo,i~, 32) proposes that the 'deaign. on [coin 63] derive directly
from Achaemenid sell.'.



WD 48. Flanking Winged Sphinxes

(PLATE XXJ.2)

Mus. Inv. 945

Loose sealing
Image size: 0.6 em x 1 em
Bulla size: 1.1 crn x 1.7 em
Clay colour: light beige

String preserved, loop uncut; left and right of horizontal image
Papyrus imprint
Sea) ty~: metal finger ring? engraved ringstone in ring mount?

WD 48, like many other Wadi Daliyeh bullae, was impressed carelessly and ••vas
probably never a complete sealing; the upper right quarter of the horizonlal oval
composition is missing. Abrasions and breaks have further obscured most of the overall
surface details, particularly on the right side and the upper edge. A crude outline
border is only partially preserved. The loop of string over which WD 48 was affixed is
still uncut, presumably because the original unopened papyrus document deteriorated
and the bulla became separated from it.

What sort of seal produced WD 48 is unclear. The slightly flattened horizontal oval
shape of the image probably indicates a ring. The thickly engraved solid border line
which surrounds the two animals appears, if only occasionally in the Classical period,
on both all-metal rings and engraved rings tones set in metal rings.

The left half of WD 48 is sufficiently distinct to make out the figure of a seated,
sickle-winged sphinx. The vague outlines that survive on the other half of the bulla
suggest a second sphinx symmetrically mirroring the first. Whether anything ever
appeared in the limited space between the two creatures is doubtful. From its
horizontal position on the ground, the left-hand sphinx's curiously long tail makes an
awkward 90-degree turn to rise vertically up to the height of the sphinx's wing.
Unfortunately, only the faintest traces of the sphinxes' heads survive. On analogy with
the other Wadi Daliyeh sphinxes and winged Mischwesen,\ restoration of the animals as
royal sphinxes, with the chignon, hooked nose, beard, and tiara of the Persian Hero is
tt;ntBtively suggested.

If the animals on WD 48 are royal sphinxes, there are good parallels for this
standard Persian Court Style motif not only from Samaria but also from such widely
separated locations in the western Persian Empire as Egypt,2 Sardis (Asia Minor};' and

I Sphinxes with the Persian Hero head: WD 3A (pi XIX.1-3), WD 15A (pI XXI.3), WO 53 (pI XV.I); sphinxes
•• Persian Hero faces: WD 13 (pI XX.2), WD 41 (pI XX.3); scorpion men with Persian Hero headiil: WD 25 (pi
1XJ.1); seated sphinx, paw raised: WD 31 (pi XV.2).

2 Boardman, 'Pyramidal', pi 5, no. ,122, from Egypt.

, Boardman, 'Pyramidal', pI 5, nos, 121 end 123, from Sardis.
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Kerch (Russian Crimea):' At least one comes from Persepolis itself." More securely
excavated examples come from Daskyleion" (on the Hellespont) and from Nippur
(Babylonia)." Boardman has isolated a Lydian series of flanking royal sphinxes (mostly
without good provenances) on pyramidal stamp seals which he dates to the fifth
oenrury.!

There is some variation among all these seals and bullae. The sphinxes often raise
one front paw to each other. They may flank an incense burner, flower (as on WD
15A), or 'tree of life'. Occasionally a winged disk or a crescent hovers over the animals.
Sometimes only one of the two creatures is a royal sphinx and the other is a griffin or
similar monster. Theoretical restorations of WD 48 include: (a) the animals saluting
each other, touching raised inner paws (as on \VD 31, pl XV.2), and/or (b) dissimilar
animals.

In contrast with all of these other examples where, at most, a horizontal ground line
is found, WD 48 shows the sphinxes encircled by a continuous border line. This
border seems to consist of a continuous line of tiny flattened circular blobs. The
influence of coin engraving may be seen in this type of border, perhaps specifically
Phoenician coin engraving." Indeed, the dotted border is a common feature on
Samar-ian fourth-century issues which as a whole betray particular dependence on
Phoenician and Cilician prototypes.!?

Phoenicia is a likely source for the WD 48 ring. WD 13 and WD 41 may
supplement the evidence that Phoenician artisans did work in- the Persian Court Stvle
idiom which included royal sphinxes. However, without a clearer picture of the design
on WD 48, it is difficult to make any very definitive pronouncements on its style or
workshop location.

~ BOllrdm.ln, GGFR, 834 (= BOlrdman, 'Pyramidal", p11, no. 5), from II Kerch buri.l of the late fifth century.
s Schmidt, PrrJ'1'olir /I, pi J, no. 1.

6 Balkan, "Inscribed Bullae', pI 33.<: lind d (lingle royal aphinxea},

, Legrain, Cult"'t, nos. 888 •. Brell~trin, Sml Urt, no. SO? (iron ring); Legrain, Ctllltlrt, 889 '" Bregseein, S,al
U,t, no. 501 [stamp .e.I); Legrain. ellltllr" 891 :: Bregetein, SNI U.s" no. 499 [cylinder), No. 888 (from II ring) i~
similar in .hape to WD 48.

DBvardmllTl, 'Pyramidal", no. 5 (:: BOllrdmln. GGFR, 1134); abo nVI. 110-25. Cf. pp. 34, 37-8.

9 Jenkins, Coin.s, 328, a Tyrlen doubll!-eheqcl, c.400; cr. the Tyriln coins in Detlyon, CoinrAllt, pi 6.nol. 2, 5,7-9.
10Melhorer-Qedar, Coinagt of SlmIaria, 20 and /Ja.snm.



WD 15A. Sphinxes Flanking a Flower
(PLA1'EX}(l.lj

Mus. lnv. 7751

Papyrus I'i

Image size: n. a.

Bulla size: n. a.

Clay colour: n. a.

String preserved; left and right of horizontal image:

Seal type: engraved stone (conoid? sCDnl.bnid~)

HORIZONTAL and vertical cracks have exacerbated the already poor legibility of WD
15A -.The edge of the original oval sealing has disappeared along the lower portion of
the bulla; there is some distortion on the left side of the image, probably from uneven
sealing pressure. It is difficult to make more than a guess as to the original seal type-
perhaps a stamp seal or a scaraboid.! There is no border design, and probably no
ground line. .

The general outline of the design on WD 15A is dear. A pair of male sickle-winged
sphinxes face each other essentially in profile. Their chests are in a modified three-
quarter view that leaves both forelegs visible. The sphinxes' long necks give them a
surprised look; they seem to wear their hair bunched in a chignon on the nape of their
necks in the fashion of the Persian Hero. The two animals were probably identical, but
on the bulla, the sphinx on the viewer's right is much clearer. His wing feathers are
articulated in two ranks, and he carries his tail upright and curled slightly outward at
the end. Both sphinxes have long legs and knobby, drilled paws. Other details are
difficult to determine. The sphinxes may be bearded. Are they crowned? There seems
to be some sort of headdress, perhaps a fillet in the Assyrian manner which also
eppears in Achaemenid art." The Persian high dentate crown is a less likely possibility.
The sphinx on the right might be sitting on its haunches, but the image in that area is
Y'$'Y faint. The photograph of WD 15A strongly suggests that the left-hand sphinx is
UP on all fours, and on that basis, it is presumed that its companion is its mirror
~e; perhaps the pose is a semicrouch similar to that of the winged .rnonsters on

t The following discussion is based only on a photograph. The bulla was unavailable for examination

1,1-Papyrus 6 documents the sale of two slaves, one named 'Abi·LuQIY [poseibty a north Arabic name in the
~D of Crou [personal communication]); the names of the other slave and the interested pernes as well as the
"""er of witnesses and the date are not pr~served (Gropp, Samaria Papyri, 102, 104). Also still affixed to Papyrus
-. WD ISH (pi JI1.3), a ring impresaion In the 'Greek' style showing :II nude youth seated on a rock.

'~f, AshrnoleanlANES III, 464 (oval conoid), 465 (scaraboid).

l4tloardman, 'Pyramidal', p, ]2; Legrain, CuUu.rt!, 902 '" Brc:gstein, Seal US~, no. 5]; Legrain, CUIIUr6, 950 =
in, S.al u«. no. 55.
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Gold Ring B (pi XVI.3). The sphinxes flank a long-stemmed chest-height lotus
blossom or palmette with two abbreviated down-turned tendrils.

It is difficult to place WD lSA stylistically. It seems unrelated to any of the various
sphinxes on the Wadi Daliyeh hutlae,' and no sphinxes at all appear on Samar-ian coins.
The sickle wings of the sphinxes on WD 15A arc the common Achaemenid type. One
comparison is provided by a pyramidal stamp seal in Par-is" which shows two standing
sphinxes, one of the Persian Hero type with the high crown, the other with a fillet,
perhaps like the sphinxes on WD 15A. Also in Paris is an Achaemenid conoid stamp
showing a winged disc hovering over a pair of seated sphinxes with fillets who flank a
trefoil flower. 7 The trefoil flower on a stem is attested on Achaemenid seals such as the
Paris conoid, above, and on cylinders where it again divides pairs of monsters" as on
WD lSA. The blossom on Gold Ring B (pi XVI.3) is another variant.

On the other hand, WD 15A also could be viewed as having Phoenician
characteristics. 1. Winter notes that Phoenician flowers tend to have volutes, that is,
double downturncd curling tendrils at the stem juncture (the point where the flower
joins the stern}." It is difficult to determine if the two tendrils on the WD 15A flower
curl or not, but they do appear on a slant rather than at right-angles with the trefoil
blossom as is common on the Achaemenid examples. Long legs are also characteristic
of Phoenician sph inxes.!'' The upcurled tail"! as well as the sickle wings appear
regularly on Achaemenid works but could also be Phoenician,

The design on WD 15A fills the field less fully than most related Court Style seals.
The angle at which the sphinxes' chests are seen is rare in Persian Court Style work
which prefers a stricter profile view. In Achacmenid gl yptics, unlike \VD lSA. the
profile of the neck is often obscured by hair and beard. If the '\Tn 15A sphinxes are
standing, this, too, is less common on Persian period seals.

WD lSA might be Persian or Phoenician, Its sphinxes also bear comparison with a
single sphinx on a Greco-Persian scaraboid in GenevarU the male sphinx, which
Boardman calls 'Greek',13 has the long neck, curved wing, and tail of the \-VD lSA

S cr. WD 53 (pi XV.I); WD 31 (pi XV.2); WD 3A (pl XIX.1-3)j WD 13 (pI XX.2); WD 41 (pi XX.3); WD <III
(pi XX1.2).

6 Boardrnan, 'Pyramidal', 125 (Bihlintheque Nationale M6S(0).

7 Delaporte, Cataloguf, 632. Cf. Delaporre, CQlallJRuf, 633 = Boardman, 'Pyramidal', 116. Sometimes, this flower
becomes II similarly triangular fire altar or incen",o::burner.

/( Dclllpone, CtJralogUt, 399, seared royal sphinxes flank II lotus. surmounted by the human-headed, winged
'Ahura MIl7.da' figure; D. 1. Wiseman, Cylinder Stuls of WlstlTn Asia (London, 1959) no. 106 (British Museum
89352) = Collon, Firs' Imprtssiuns, 864. Cf. etso the conoid stamp seal in the Ashmolean Museum with Persian
Hero-headed sphinxes flanking a plant (Ashmnlean{ANES III, 464 (no. 189I.J37).

9 Winter, 'Phoenician', 0.
tu winter. 'Phoenician', 7.

II Cf. Gubel, 'Syro-Cypriolc', 205, lOIS.

[2 Boardman, GGFR 956 (= M.-L. Vollenw~ider. Calalcwut raiJrmtl;t d#f .IUIlU.", r:ylindrts I't inlailll'!J 1 [Muse""
d'Art et d'Hisloire de Gene ••.",] [Geneva, 1967J 208). A more straighlfnrwardly Greek version of the malt' sphinx
appears on a rock crystal scaraboid 'from Rerhymnon' (Boardman, GGFR, 580). Richter (EGGE, p. 10}) notes that
while monsters and hybrid cresturee tend to fade from the scene durinfl the Cleeelcal period, they do continue to
appear on gems.

1J Boardman, GGFR, 319.



WD tSA

sphinxes, but appears in true profile, wears a Creek pilos and an individuality which
contrasts with the more decorative qualities of the WD lSA sphinxes. Nevertheless,
this scaraboid demonstrates the stylistic fluidity of traditional motifs in the western
Persian Empire.

On balance, because of the Phoenician flower and the curled tails, and because
Phoenician art is stylistically so eclectic, the present editor is inclined to label WD lSA
as Phoenician.
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" 969 XVI.1 199 Flanking Winged Horses
19 970 XX.l 226 Persian Here Attacking One Opponent
20 971 VIl.3 102 Frontal Male Figure in Himation
21A 781 XXII.2A Illegible
218 767 VIII.3 110 Dancing Satyr

XXII.2B
21e 778 XXII.2e lllegible
210 780 111.2 55 Standing Nude Youth

XXII.2D

22 972 3 n. 2 Sanballat Inscription
23 973 XIV,2 18< Boar (?) with Inscription

" 921 XIX.2 220 Hero Flanked by Winged Sphinxes

(= WD 3A, lOA, liB, 12)
25 922 XXI.l 235 Flanking Royal Scorpion-Men
26 923 IV.2 " Nude Hoplite with Shield and Spear
27 924 IX.3 121 Persian Dancer
28 925 11.1 49 Nude Youth with Himation
29 926 II.2 50 Nude Youth with Himation and Branch (?)
30 927 XIV.l 182 Running Quadruped
31 928 XV.2 193 Seated Winged Sphinx
32 929 V.l 74 Warrior with Spear, Shield, and Sack

(Perseusf)
33 930 IV.3 66 Smiting Nude Warrior
34 931 XVI.2 202 Two Horses
35 932 XIV.3 188 Winged Hippocamp (with Rider?)
3. 933 XVII.2 209 Persian Hero Fights Flanking Inverted

Lions
37 934 XIII,2 17. Lion

=XXIJI.9
38 935 XV.J 195 Winged Bull (?)

=XXllI.5?
39 936 VI.2 90 Herakles in Lionskin with Club
40 937 IX.I 114 Kneeling Eros
41 938 XX.3 231 Flanking Persian Royal Sphinxes with

Double Crown of Egypt
42 939 VI.3 92 Heraklea (with Club) vs. Nemean Lion
43 940 XI.2 145 Achilles and Peneheeileia (?)
44 941 X.3 131 Knucklebone (AstrtJgakn) Players
45 942 XIJ.3 167 Winged Boar Protomc
46 9<3 XU 137 Nih in Facing Quadriga
47 944 Xll.2 162 Nude Hcro (Herakles~) VIi. Two Inverted

Lions
48 945 XXI.2 237 Flanking Winged Sphinxes
49 9% 1.3 " HenTles(?)
SO 947 IX.2 117 Dancing Maenad (?)
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51 948 XVI!.] 209 Persian Hero Fights Flanking Inverted

Lions
52 949 XII.I 157 Persian Man and Woman

53 950 XV.l 191 Winged Persian Hero Sphinx

54 951 V.2 77 Perseus with Sack

55 952 XIII.1 173 Lion Scratching his Ear

cr. xxttt.t r
56 953 V.3 80 Perseus (?)

57 954 IL] 51 Youth Leaning on Pillar

1tiDg.
Gold Ring A XIIl.] 179 Eagle

(GR-A)

Gold Ring B XVl.] 204 Flanking Griffins

(GR-B)

BsclIVated Bullae
WD 1.3.22A XIX.4 225 Persian Hero (?)

WDI.3.22B X.l 124 Nike(?)
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Satyr

Scorpion men (winged)

Sphinx

WD 2; WD 16B; WD 21B; WD 51

WD25
WO 3A; WD lIB; WD 13; WD 15A; wn 24; WD 31;

WD 41; WD 48; WD 53; XXrIL6
XXIII.3
WD 1; WO 16A; WD 210; WO 26; WD 32; WD 33;

wn 43; WD 54; WD 56; XXIV.6

Stag

Warrior (Greek)

Woman (see Female Figure)
Youth: nude, unarmed (Greek) WD 7; WO 14; WO 15B; WD 28; WD 29; WD 49;

WD 57; XXIV.t, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9

XXIV.12Zeus



PLATES

UNLESS so noted in the catalogue entry, all drawings were executed on the basis of
personal examination of each bulla. Many details on the bullae which the eye can detect
are often invisible on the photographs, or would only appear in their totality if several
photographs from different angles were provided, a desideratum, but an excessively
costly one.

Plates I-XXII present Wadi DaJiyeh CWO) bullae located in the Rockefeller Museum,
Jerusalem. The numbers following the Vi,TD number denote photographs taken by the
Palestine Archaeological Museum (PAM), now known as the Rockefeller Museum. For
example, on Plate I, WD 7, the Rockefeller Museum number assigned to that bulla, is
followed by 43.923, which is the PAM photograph number. These numbers appear as
listed in S. A. Reed and M. J. Lundberg with M. B. Phelps, Dead Sea Scrolls
Catalogue: Documents, Photographs and Museum Inventory Numbers (SBL Resources
for Biblical Study 32; Scholars Press, Atlanta, Georgia, 1994).

Plates XXIII and XXIV present a significant selection of related bullae formerly in the
collection of Reuben and Edith Hecht, and now in the collections of the Israel Museum,
Jerusalem (1M) and the Reuben and Edith Hecht Museum, the University of Haifa
(HM). Photographs of the bullae on plates XXIII and XXIV may be obtained from the
appropriate -museum.
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